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This standardized group of filters covers most popular filter applications and frequencies. Units are in
compact, drawr., magnetic shie'ding cases... 13/16 x 1"/ia base, 1% high for BMI, LMI, BML; others 21/2
high. There are six basic types:

BMI band pass units are 10.t input, output to grip, 2:1 gain. Attenuation is approximately 2 db at 3%
from center frequency, then 40 db per octave.
HMI high pass units are 10K in and out. Attenuation is less than 6 db at cut-off frequency and 35 db
at .67 cut-off frequency.
LMI low pass units are 10K in and out. Attenuation is less than 6 db at cut-off frequency and 35 db
at 1.5 cut-off frequency.
HML high pass fil:ers are same as HMI but 500/600 ohms in and out.
LML low pass filters are same as LMI but 500/600 ohms in and out.
BML band pass units are same as BMI but 500/600 ohms input, output to grid, 9:1 gain.

=UTC TELEMETERING BAND PASS F LTERS

STOCK TYPES
(number in figure is KC)
TMN-.4
TMN-.56
TMN-.73
TMN-.96
TMN-1.3
TMN-1.7

TMW-22
TMW-30
TMW-40
TMW-52.5
TMW-70

TMN-14.5
TMN-22
TMN-30
TMN-40
TMN-52.5
TMN-70

TMN-2.3
TMN-3.0
TMN-3.9
TMN-5.4
TMN-7.35
TMN-10.5

It

I

1101
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11111011

wpm

f

6

TMN-.4 th14 TMN-1.7
x 1%2 7 2 inches
3 5 oz
Weight

TMN-2.3 thru TMW-70
2

x '3;2 x PA inches
1 2 oz.

Weight

Ki.00ICXS

UTC standard telemetering filters provide extreme miniaturization with maximum stability, a complete
set of 18 filters taking 19 cubic inches. They are 100K in and out and have ar insertion loss of less than
6 db, 4 pin header for small Winchester socket.
TMN units are within 3 db at ± 7.5% of center frequency ... down more than 18 db at -± 25% ...
more than 40 db beyond 1.75 and .58 center frequency.
TMW are within 3 db at -± 15% of center frequency ...down more than 20 db at ± 50% ... more than
40 db beyond 2.5 and .4 center frequency.

LTC TELEGRAPH TONE CHANNEL

FILTERS=

STOCK TYPES
(number in figure is cycleS)

Rn

IF
IF' - ----II

RECEIVING
TGR1785

TGR-425
TSR-595
TGR-765
TGR-935

III

1681103

t

Pi"

ICLOCYCLES

M

110,040006441

110

a

KILOCYCLES

TGR-1275
TGR-1445
TGR-1615

TGR-1955
TGR-2125
TGR-2295
TGR-2465
TGR-2635
TGR-2805
TGR-2975

a

TRANSMITTING

ICLOCITLIS

These band pass filters for multiplex transmitting and receiving provide maximum stability in miniature
sizes. Both receiving and trar smitting types are 600 ohms in and out, and employ 7 terminal header for
sub -miniature 7 pin socket.
TGR receiving fil:ers are w thin 3 db at ±- 42.5 cycles from center frequency ... down more than 30 db
at -± 170 cycles ... down more than 15 db at adjacent channel cross -over.

TGT transmitting filters are within 3 db at ± 42.5 cycles from center frequency ...down more than

TGT-425
TGT-595
TGT-765
TGT-935
TGT-1105
TGT-1275
TGT-1445
TGT-1615

TGT-1785
TGT-1955
TGT-2125
TGT-2295
TGT-2465
TGT-2635
TGT-2805
TGT-2975

TGT CASE
1V2

x

11,2

21/2

x

in. B oz.

TGR CASE
11/2

x

11/2

x OA in. 15 oz.

16 db at ± 17C cycles ... down more than 7.5 db at adjacent channel cross -over.
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Transistor Unit Monitors Blood Pressure. Continuous indication of blood
pressure is obtained by using variable -reactance pressure transducer
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surface barrier transistors from SPRAGUE*

n
111011j

2N128
General Purpose
(MIL -T-1 2679A)

actual
size

Min. Typ. Max.

°IN

hfe

19

fmax

45

32

66

65 -

2N344/SB101

2N345/SB102

for Medium Gain
Amplifiers
Min.

for High Gain
Amplifiers

Typ. Max.

hfe

11

23

fmax

30

45

Min.

83

Typ. Max.

hfe

25

40

fmax

30

45

110

now in mass production
Surface Barrier Transistors are now available from Sprague in production quantities
for general high frequency applications and

for high speed computer switching circuits. Orders for the popular types shown
here are shipped promptly. They're priced
right . . . and their high quality and excellent electrical characteristics make them
the ideal solution to many difficult circuit
requirements.
2N346/S13103
for High Frequency
Oscillators
Min.

hfe

10

fmax

60

Typ. Max.

-90

-

* Sprague surface barrier tran-

2N240/SB5122

sistors are fully licensed under
Philco patents. All Sprague and

for Computer
Switching

Philco transistors having the

Min.

same type number are manufactured to the same specifications

hfe

16

and are fully interchangeable.

fmax

30

You have two sources of supply

Ts

Max.

80

when you use surface barrier
transistors!

WRITE FOR COMPLETE ENGINEERING DATA SHEETS ON THE TYPES IN WHICH
YOU ARE INTERESTED. ADDRESS REQUEST TO THE TECHNICAL LITERATURE
SECTION, SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., 35 MARSHALL ST., NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

RESISTORS
TRANSISTORS
MAGNETIC COMPONENTS
CAPACITORS INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS

HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS
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SPRAGUE
the mark of reliability
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PROBLEM:

sub crew quarters
of
atomic
conversion
Quick, silent
station.
to active battle

SOLUTION:

Berths mounted on Grant Slides e nabling immediate
area "clearing".

space
every inch of
In a submarine,
several
to perform
is required
cases, a battle
In some
living
functions.
also serve as
station must
personnel.
the ship's
quarters for
of the recently
Such was the case
-powered
third atomic
It
launched
the U.S.S. Skate.
submarine,
to place
was found necessary the forward
berths in
event of an
sleeping
In the
torpedo room.
berths must be
enemy contact,quickly, to allow space
repositioned workings of the
to avoid
for the vital
and silently,
torpedo room
Grant
enemy sonar.
detection by
the
Electric
chosen by
Slides were
Dynamics
Division of Generaland they
Boat
essential job
to
for this
In addition
the
perform it well.
silently,
quickly and
operating had to be sturdy enough
the
slide used
sailor...again
proved the
to support a
Grant Slide specified
for this important
Perfect answer
application.
Grant No. 380 Slides
for
recommended 500 lbs./pair
loads up to

Navy
Courtesy U.S. Division of
Electric Boat
Corporation
General Dynamics

GRANT
INDUSTRIAL

SLIDES

New York

West Nyack,
California
Angeles 21,
23 High Street,
Los
Beach Avenue,

944 Long

technical
Write for complete Slides.
of
Grant
wide range
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B Power Supplies

Model 300-B

Output -0 to ±300 VDC; Output Current -0
to 150 ma; Regulation Accuracy-±0.15%,
or 0.3 volt if greater; Ripple (MV-RMS)5 maximum. Series or parallel operation.
Cabinet model-$225.
Model 610-8

Output 0 to ±600 VDC; Output current -0
to 1.0 amp; Regulation Accuracy-Fixed
Line: ±0.15 volt for 0 to full load change,

or for Fixed Load: ±0.15% or 0.3 volt if
greater for 105.125 volt input change; Ripple (MV-RMS)-4 maximum. Silicon power
rectifier. Independent bias supply in addi-

tion to filament currents (6.3 and 12.6
VAC). In cabinet model-$670.

HIGHER CURRENT GREATER FIEXIBILITY CLOSER REGULATION
Al! at L 51148 COST in these new POWER SUPPLIES
These tw o new lorensen"B NOBATRONS" bring a new plateau of performance
to DC power supplies. They provide full range continuous voltage selection,
from zero o m4x4mum rating at full current ... and the floating ground
perm is chci e of positive or negative polarity output, extending the versatility
of then imprtwed B supplies even further. Sorensen's external sensing
)kovision assures close control at the load. The current ranges
of these wo me( els'are: 0 to 150 milliamps, and 0 to 1.0 ampere.
Bot modl N provide isolated filament current at 6.3 and 12.6 VAC.
Printed rcuit sign brings all this in light weight, compact packages,
eit r cabinet or rack mount-and at gratifyingly low costs too!
Call your Soren. cat representative for details ... or write directly for technical data.

S
CONTROLLED POWER FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY

SORENSEN & COMPANY, Inc. Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut.
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Your Product performs better

Your Design is better

with this

DEPENDABLE DIODES;

ROTH

full line of

ON

IP ELIABLE RECTIFIERS;

Germanium GLASS DIODES
TYPE

Working
Voltage

1N55B
1N66A
1N67A
1N68A
1N95
1N126
1N127

150
60
80
100
60
60
100

Reverse

Forward
Current

Type

Current

(max.) at +1 volt
mA

µA at v

5
5

500 at -150
50 at -10

4

50 at - 50

3

625 at -100
800 at -50
50 at -10
25 at -10

10
5
3

Working
Voltage

Forward
Current

(max.)

at +1 volt

Reverse

Current

pA at v

mA

1N128
1N191
1N198
1N294A
1N297A
1N298A

40
90
80
60
80
70

'at +2 v

10 at -10
25 at -10
75t at -10

3
5

5t
5

3.5
30*

10 at - 10
100 at - 50

250 at -40

tat 75°C

Germanium VIDEO DETECTOR Diodes
for TV video and portable radio application;
low capacity video detection; efficiency controlled at 50 Mc

Silicon DIFFUSED JUNCTION GLASS RECTIFIERS
TYPE

1N645
1N646
1N647
1N648

Reverse Current (Max.)
in µA at Specified Voltage

Ave. Rectified

Peak Operating
Voltage

Current

-65°C to +150°C

25°C

150°C

Volts

mA

mA

Volts

25°C

100°C

225
300
400
500

400
400
400
400

150
150
150
150

225
300
400
500

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

15
15

20
20

Silicon DIFFUSED JUNCTION RECTIFIERS
STUD TYPES

WIRE IN TYPES
Peak Operating
Voltage

TYPE

1N536
1N537
1N538
1N539
1N540
1N1095
1N547t

Reverse Current

-65°C to +165°C

25°C

150°C

(Max.) at
Specified PIV, 150°C

Volts

mA

mA

mA

50
100

750
750
750
750
750
750
750

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

0.40
0.40
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.35

200
300
400
500
600
t Same as 1N1096

All illustrations same size.

Ave. Rectified

C rrent

'to +135°C

Ratings at 25°C unless otherwise indicated.

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors Silicon Rectifiers

6
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TYPE

Peak Operating
Voltage

-65°C to +165°C
Volts

1N253
1N254
1N255
1N256
CK846
CK847
CK848
CK849
CK850
CK851

95*
190*
380*
570*
100
200
300

400
500
600

Ave. Rectified
Cur ent
150°C
25°C

Amps.

3.0

Amps.

1.0*

0.4*
0.4*
0.95 0.2*
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.0
3.5
1.5
1.5

Reverse Current
(Max.) at
Specified PIV, 25°C
µA

10
10
10

20
2
2
2

2
2
2

1N253 through 1 N256 available to MIL Specifications.

..55 Chapel St., Bigelow 4-7500
589 Fifth Ave., Plaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5-6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221

Newton, Mass

New York
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
ATLAS ICBM PRODUCTION PUSH is seen in
plans to take the Titan's pure inertial guidance
system and put it into Atlas. Move indicates
that American Bosch Arma's pure i-g system is
good enough for operational use. Contracts for
Atlas' secondary system-GE's radio -inertial with
Burroughs' ground -based computer system-will

still be completed, however, to back-up the
Atlas program.. Because of the all-out Atlas
effort, Titan will fall back on its secondary system-Bell Telephone Laboratories' radio -inertial
-for initial flight tests. Later, Arma's pure i-g

tons plus electrons with a half-life of 13 minutes; (2) Electrons from the sun arrive in clouds
of gas. Commenting on the similarity of this
to U. S. statements, J. A. Simpson, University
of Chicago physicist and cosmic radiation ex-

pert, said: "Like in zoology, we've got a new
animal-we've trapped him-now we've got to
find out what he is and where he came from."

NEW RESIN BINDING technique will be used

will go back into Titan. USAF says both secondary systems are satisfactory; shift to selfcontained pure i-g is only to avoid electronic

in assembling the magnets for a 6 bev electron
accelerator to be completed in 1960 for Harvard
and MIT scientists. The $6.5 million AEC supported machine will have a potential energy
level five to six times that of previous electron

countermeasures.

accelerators.

Electrons will whirl around the

synchrotron for a sixtieth of a second. In that

AMERICAN SCIENTISTS IN MOSCOW for the
Fifth IGY Congress said Russian data on cosmic radiation

encountered by the sputniks

agrees closely with findings of U. S. satellites
and earlier cosmic radiation studies. McGrawHill World News correspondent William
Coughlin, who recently arrived in Moscow,
reported that two Soviet suggestions have been
advanced on the origin of low energy radiation
near the earth: (1) Decay of neutrons. This
would result from cosmic rays slamming into
the earth's atmosphere with secondary products
diffusing out and neutrons decaying into pro -

time they'll make 10,000 revolutions and get
160,000 accelerating boosts from 16 r -f cavities

between the magnets.

announced by Baldwin -Lima -Hamilton Corp.'s
Eddystone division.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION which began vacation period this month
will remain in recess until Sept. 1. To handle
emergency matters, Commissioners Doerfer and
Lee will be in frequent touch with their offices,

and both plan to stay in or near Washington.

FIGURES OF THE YEAR

FIGURES OF THE WEEK
RECEIVER PRODUCTION
(Source: EIA)

Television sets, total
Radio sets, total
Auto sets

July 25, '58
60,164
173,079
54,653

July 18, '58

July 26, '57

56,130
161,756
49,771

123,522
234,034
84,394

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard & Poor's)

Radio-tv & electronics
Radio broadcasters

July 30, '58
50.59
62.20

July 23, '58
50.43
62.35

July 31, '57
49.23
62.67
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Contract for construc-

tion of the 612 magnet cores has just been

Totals for first five months

1958

1957

Receiving tube sales

154,136,000

185,847,000

Transistor production

14,894,230

8,954,000

+66.3

Cathode-ray tube sales

2,963,741

3,710,646

Television set production ....

1,790,840

2,178,361

Radio set production

4,186,869

6,098,951

TV set sales

1,927,290

2,420,633

-20.1
-17.8
-31.4
-20.4

2,307,610

2,909,548

-20.7

Percent Change

-17.1

Radio set sales

(excl. auto)

7

Navy Telecasts

From 82,000 ft
RECORDBREAKING manned balloon

flight on July 27 was highlighted

by the

first television broadcast
from the inner fringe of space.
Primary purpose of the 34 -hour
overnight flight was to test the
sealed cabin system which will go

aloft again in November to take
pictures of Mars.

Chief pilot on the flight was
Cdr. Malcolm Ross of the Office

Infrared Scans Reentry

of Naval Research. His copilot was

But it'll be a while before I -R systems are used

as part of missile warning networks
purposes must

SUCCESS to date of Operation Gas-

missile detection

light, Defense Department's projject to investigate the physics of
missile reentry, gives a shot in the
arm to hopes for infrared systems
that can detect enemy missiles at

start farther out than 300 miles.

useful distances.

Gaslight makes use
metric

radioand spectrographic techof

niques to measure the heat generated as Jupiter IRBM's reenter the
atmosphere. Judging from the results of Jupiter shots in May and
July, infrared technology may provide a valuable adjunct to radar in
the forseeable future.
Wide-angle radiometers (picture,

left) were designed especially for
the Gaslight project by Barnes
Engineering, Stamford, Conn. Infrared radiation at reentry is so
strong that the instruments occasionally overload during the half minute or so that the booster and
nose cone are incandescent.
The radiometers are used aboard

With present components, the
only answer is to get up above the
earth's atmosphere where both
masking background radiation and
locally generated noise drop to an

endurable minimum. This is one
satellites as part 4 its missile de-

aimed to observe atmosphere heat transfer characteristics, check genetic effects of stratospheric environ-

fense plan.

ment on insect life, study human

Typical firing of Jupiter missile
from Cape Canaveral on May 18
was picked up 1,500 miles away
northeast of Antigua, 'B.W.I. As it
reentered the atmosphere at 9,000
mph, it immediately turned white
hot, "perceptibly illuminated" the
observer ship, remained visible for
24 seconds, then dived into a large
cumulus cloud and lit the cloud up.
Brightest of the three parts of the
missile (booster, instrument compartment and nose cone assembly,

factors, evaluate
with
techniques

reason why the Air Force is
seriously considering reconnaissance

which

is designed to protect the

observer ships down range from
Cape Canaveral, some 50 miles
from the missile as it hurtles into
the atmosphere at 9,000 mph. At
this range, they provide more ac-

nuclear payload) was the booster.
At one point the booster appeared

curate indications of size and shape
than radars or optical detectors do.

panoramic spectral
camera analyzed visible portions of
the spectrum emitted by the incan-

Infrared experts tell ELECTRONICS

that current useful detection range
of an infrared mosaic with an
efficient optical system is "over a
hundred miles." Continued improvement of transducer sensitivity
and optical efficiency may double
this figure.
8

But useful data

for

Lee Lewis, head of balloon flight
operations for Winzen Research,
Minneapolis, which developed the
gondola and the plastic Skvhook
balloon. The two men broke the
stratosphere endurance record of
32 hours set last fall by USAF balloonist Lt. Col. David Simons.
The balloon flight was one of
ONR's Stratolab program (ELECTRONICS, p 24, Jan. 10). Besides
rehearsing for the November flight
and testing the gondola, the flight

to be 1,000 times brighter than
the planet Jupiter, across which it
flashed.
A special

descing bodies, and motion picture cameras recorded their trajectories.

The spectral camera was

gyro -stabilized to reduce roll and
pitch effects, used a cluster of six
aerial recon cameras equipped with
spectral gratings.
August

15,

reconnaissance
conventional

photographic and tv equipment.
For the latter tests, the two balloonists transmitted from their peak
altitude of 82,000 ft pictures of the
sky, the balloon itself, the cabin's
interior and each other.
Telecast used a Dage itv camera
and a broadbanded radar trans-

mitter modified for the purpose
by Navy's Johnsville (Pa.) laboratories. Picture was transmitted on
uhf at 475 me on a broadbanded
suspended six
feet below the gondola.
Navy and Winzen Research
picked up the transmission with a
12 -element bedspring array at

quarter -wave stub

Fergus Falls,

Minn. Tv station

KSTP, Minneapolis, put the transmission on the air locally and was
"swamped with calls," according

to a Navy spokesman, asking for
repeat telecasts. The picture, sent
through 98 percent of earth's
atmosphere and over 150 miles, was
"startlingly clear."
Continued on page 12
1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition

NEED

RELIABLE
POWER?

NOW:
PERKIN TRANSIENT FREE DC POWER SUPPLIES WITH
PROVEN RELIABILITY - - -

feature the rugged dependability of magnetic amplifiers
combined with the precise regulation of transistors in a
unique power supply circuit eliminating load -damaging over-

MODEL MTR 636.15
6.36 VOL-S @ 15 AMPS.

shoots.

For further information contact your local representative
listed below or wire factory collect.

OTHER RATINGS AVAILABLE
MODEL NUMBER
MTR28-10
MTR28-30
MTR28-100
MTR060-1
MTR060-5
MTR636-30

D.C. OUTPUT RATING
:4.32 Volts @ 10 Amps
:4-32 Volts @ 30 Amps

I

:4.32 Volts @ 100 Amps
0.60 Volts @
1 Amp
0.60 Volts @
5 Amps
6-36 Volts @ 30 Amps

4n

I

ENGINEERING CORPORATION
345 KANSAS ST., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.

ORegon 8-7215, EAstgate 2-1375
NEW YORK AREA OFFICE

HUnter 2.8608
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
PAlisade 5-6824
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
PArkway 3.9000

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
ENJerson 9-3354
CLEVELAND, OHIO
REdwood 2-7444
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
HO 8-2461

SYRACUSE, N.Y.

Gibson 6.0220
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

AMherst 5.0274
ORLANDO. FLORIDA

CH 1-2128
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SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
ACademy 2-7516
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
CEdar 7-7801
DAYTON, OHIO

CHapel 4.5551

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
8-1724
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Midway 6-2621
NEW ENGLAND AREA OFFICE
MUrdock 3-3252
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LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
HO 9-7294
DENVER, COLORADO

ALpine 5.1196
CANADA

AXminster 3.7011
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Design better products with
SILICONE -GLASS LAMINATES
...low loss factor, high moisture resistance

ITT Laboratories use a silicone -glass laminate

as the main coil form in their AN/SRT-14,
15, 16 radio transmitting set. Laminate is
tubular, 5.62" dia., wound with .064" silver
Primary reason for specifying silicone -

wire.
glass:

low loss factor at high frequencies.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
OF SILICONE GLASS -LAMINATES'

Flexural Strength, psi

at 25C
at 260C after 100 hr at 260C
Water Absorption, percent .
Electrical Strength, volts mil
initial

.

24 000
4,600
0.05

.

310
327
180

Dielectric Constant at 106 cycles
Condition Al

3 67

after 200 hr at 260C
after 5000 hr at 260C

.

.

.

Condition D1

Laminates made with glass or asbestos cloth and Dow
Corning silicone resins make excellent dielectric materials.
These strong, lightweight laminates maintain their properties at continuous operating temperatures of 250 C ... for
short periods will withstand greater heat. Silicone -glass
laminates have good mechanical strength in addition to
low loss factor, low water absorption, superior resistance
to arcing, corona, corrosive atmospheres and contaminants.

They can be laminated in very thin sections; have fine
machinability. Supplied as tubes, sheets, punched or molded

shapes by leading laminators. Write for free booklet.

368

Dissipation Factor at 106 cycles
Condition Al

002
004

Condition D2

As measured on samples 1. 8 inch thick.
1 As received.

2 After 24 hr immersion in water at 23C.

10

Visit Dow Corning's Booth No. 104 at the 1958 WESCON Show
Los Angeles Pan Pacific Auditorium-Aug. 19. 22.
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Dow Corning Silicone Dielectrics
SILICONE COMPOUNDS

SEAL OUT MOISTURE
Highly effective as dielectrics, Dow Corning
compounds are easy to apply. They provide
protection against arcs, grounds, shorts . . .
improve surface resistivity. These silicone
compounds retain their properties from -75
to 200 C. Employed as filling, potting, or
coating materials for various types of electronic gear, they seal out moisture, increase

reliability, retain their initial grease -like
consistency.
Southwestern Ins,

s

p

1=1

01=.11

4.0111,

SILICONE VARNISH MAKES
IMPROVED RESISTOR CEMENT
Heat -stable and exceptionally moisture resistant, Dow Corning varnishes make
very good bonding cements. In addition,

they can take fairly high loadings of
inorganic fillers without loss of properties. An appropriately filled Dow

Corning varnish is often far superior to
conventional materials for sealing wire

wound resistors and other electronic
devices. Set-up time is good.
Resistors by Tru-Ohm Division of Model Engineering
and Manufacturing Co.

WIRE COVERING OF SILASTIC
INSULATES FROM

- 90 to 250 C

Here is a resilient dielectric that keeps its
properties from -90 to 250 C. Silastic, the
Dow Corning silicone rubber, forms a durable, moisture resistant coating for wire,
cable, and other electronic and electrical components. It resists arcing, corona, ozone,

weathering, corrosive atmospheres, and

many fuels and solvents. Meets MIL -W-8777
specifications. Available from leading wire

manufacturers.

r

For further information on these products write Dept. 485
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
THE NATIONAL Aeronautics and Space Administration will become an
important government contracting agency in electronics-for both space related research and procurement of specialized hardware.

The new civilian space agency absorbs the 43 -year -old National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics and will open shop within the next
two months. Unlike NACA, which never went into electronics work
extensively and had extremely limited private contracting activities,
the new agency will have money to support a broad -gaged program
of electronic research and development.

Decoder Shows
Plane Number
VISUAL DECODER

(above)

auto-

matically identifies by number or
letter specific aircraft seen only as
a blip on the controller's ground
radar screen.
Through use of a high-speed
switching tube and a numerical indicator tube, called Nixic-capable
of visually displaying either digits

or letters-the innovation would
end time-consuming identification

of en route and approaching aircraft.

About the size of a portable
radio, the unit works in conjunction
with conventional radar. Employing a full 360 degrees, search and
recognition

radar systems estab=

lish contact with all aircraft within
range and altitude of the systems.

The search radar transmits a
pulse which strikes the aircraft and
reflected back to the radar receiver. The pulse's return then is
is

displayed on a ppi scope.
Almost

simultaneously,

the

recognition radar interrogates the
airborne transponder which automatically transmits a binary-coded

Among the general research fields mapped out by the new agency's
planners: space communication, navigation and guidance; flight simulation; and measurement and observation techniques.
Electronics figures prominently in one specific research project NASA
would like to start as quickly as possible: the development of a satellite
carrying into orbit an astronomical telescope and auxiliary television
equipment, to send close-up views of stars and galaxies back to earth.

According to insiders at NACA, the space agency will not build up
a large staff and facilities for electronics and other new fields. Instead,
the agency will rely on research and production facilities in private companies and institutions. Military -operated installations with available
capacity may also be tapped for civilian space research.
NASA is set up to plan, direct and conduct research and development
in the nonmilitary phases of space-that is, basic astronautical research
and development of scientific space craft. The Defense Dept., through
its Advanced Research Projects Agency (which in turn farms out work
to the individual services) will continue work on space projects directly
tied to military requirements.

For the current fiscal year, NASA will have a budget of $289.9 milIncluded is a $117 -million fund to be transferred from the
Pentagon's ARPA which had started nonmilitary space research pending
the creation of the new agency. Examples: satellite tracking and
monitoring systems and meterological reporting.
lion.

pulse train which has been preassigned to the aircraft. Received
by the recognition radar, the pulse
train is routed to the decoder.
To enable the controller to accept one binary-coded pulse train
while rejecting all others, a "light
gun," or electronic -eye, is placed
against the face of the ppi scope

over the target blip. This opens
the circuit to the decoder. Thus,
an aircraft can be singled out by

Success of multiplexing on f -m channels has brought about a
slow-but significant-growth in f -m broadcasting. For the first
time, the Federal Communications Commission is receiving
competing applications for f -m channels in certain locations.
Three years ago, FCC permitted f -m stations to engage in
certain nonbroadcast services made possible by multiplexing,
services for which they could charge, at the same time they
were broadcasting their regular programming to f-rn home receivers. Hence, f -m stations are on the rise, with some 100

the controller, fed to the decoder,

authorized for nonbroadcast services.
Another possibility: stereophonic broadcasts. FCC approved

and displayed on the numerical

the test-to end Oct. 31-by WBAI-FM, New York, of a com-

indicator tube.

patible multiplex stereophonic system developed by Crosley.

The beam switching tube that
unscrambles the transponder signal
12
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Puzzled by ground
loop problems? How to rescue
microvolt signals
from volts of noise?

HERE'S WHY KIN TEL'S DIFFERENTIAL
DC AMPLIFIERS FIT IN INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
160 db DC, 120 db 60 cycle common mode rejection with
or
unbalanced input I Input completely isolated from output Input and
output differential and floating N 5 microvolt stability for thousands of

hours .05% linearity, 0.1 % gain stability Gain of 10 to 1000 in
five steps >5 megohms input, <2 ohms output impedance N 120
cycle bandwidth I Integral power supply

These are just a few of the many outstanding features of the Model
1 14A differential DC amplifier . features that make this amplifier
really work in instrumentation systems...features that will help solve
your instrumentation problems today.
.

Ideal for thermocouple amplification, the 114A eliminates ground loop
problems; allows the use of a common transducer power supply; permits longer cable runs; drives grounded, ungrounded or balanced loads,
and can be used inverting or non -inverting.

For additional information and technical literature on this exceptional
instrument, write or call KIN TEL - the world's largest manufacturer of
precision, chopper -stabilized DC instruments.

tit 111

a

111J11.111 111.'11

Co

111

II

III

II

=ID * 0 0

KIN TEL 114A
differential DC amplifiers
...convenient, interchangeable plug-in mounting in
either 6 -amplifier 19" rack

mount modules or single amplifier cabinets.

5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, Calif.
Phone: BRowning 7-6700
Representatives in all major cities
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

IS I 114

TEL

A Division of Cohu Electronics Inc.
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into proper sequence for the indicator tube operates at the rate of
one -millionth of a second. Capable

MILITARY ELECTRONICS

of operating at 10 positions, the
vacuum tube can be switched from
one position to another in a micro-

second. The indicator tube lights
up within 20 to 50 millionths of a
second.

The decoder was developed by
Burroughs and is now undergoing
final testing at ARDC's Wright Air
Development Center.

Big Stereo
Push Coming
CHICAGO L.Asr MONTH'S convention of the National Association

of Music Manufacturers here indicated that stereo is slated for considerable fall promotional activity.

Of 235 exhibitors, more than
one -quarter displayed stereo equip-

ment. One trend appears to be the
"add-on" package
manufacturers are

some
turning out.

which

These are packaged stereo record
players including either dual -channel amplifiers with a-m/f-m tuners,
or single -channel amplifiers with
provisions for adding a second
plug-in channel later on.
One system displayed features a
transistorized low -power two -stage

transmitter built into the record
player. The signal of one stereo
channel is converted to a -m and

Big boost
ti it\

will

in electronics ac result from Republic

Aviation's new $35 million R&D
program. Company's new R&D
center will work in three areas: high
speed aircraft, missiles and space
craft. Six R&D laboratories will
divide their activities into space
environment studies, reentry simulation and aerodynamics, materials
development, guidance and control

and advanced fluid systems development. One project is the
study of the problems involved in

sending a man to the far side of
the moon and back. Next step after
that, Republic's vice president
Alexander Kurtveli says, will be to
land a man on the moon.
now

Federal Government
empowered by the new Civil Defense Aid bill to supply the states
with up to S35 million a year for
radiological instruments, detection
is

devices, gas detection kits and other

defense equipment.
Michigan has already been
granted $1.3 million to finance half

the cost of a microwave radio net -

work covering the entire state for
in case of atomic attack.
Normal usage of the system will be
allowed the highway dept., state
use

police and the department of conservation. Two-way radio communi-

cations system for the highway de-

partment will also be set up.

Army

expects

wide

corn-

mercial as well as military application for its electronic earphone that
shuts out noise. How noise is canceled is actually accomplished by
adding more noise. Inside the earphone are two noise canceling
units. One picks up the undesired
outside sound. This is fed through
an inverter which changes its phase

180 degrees. The inverter output
then feeds a tiny loudspeaker in-

side the earphone to cancel the
ambient noise that gets into the
earphone. Low pitched sounds are
trapped by special foam cushioning.
resulted
Silence synthesizers

from early noise reduction experiments conducted at RCA. Applica-

tion of the concept to earphones
was conceived by the Army.

More Uses for Cat Eye

broadcast within the room to a conventional a -m radio for creation of
the stereo effect.
A number of magnetic tape systems were displayed.

In general, convention opinion
has not vet crystallized on matters
of sales information. The relatively
short time span during which stereo

has been on the market has not
been enough to allow manufacturers to determine whether this
fall's sales will be heavier in one package or building-block systems.
No conclusive opinions regarding
future sales of stereo conversion
kits were voiced.
Meanwhile, in New York, spokes-

men for tape recording firms confirmed that they are preparing for
production and distribution of four track stereo tapes this fall.
14

THREE MOONS of Jupiter, with a
partially -obscured fourth moon at
right of planet, were photographed
(above) by an electronic light amplifier called Cat Eye.
Coupled with a 10 -in refracting

the always present-though not
always seen by the human eve-

time photographs of planets and

photons, packets of energy which
appear as light. A transducer receives the photons and transforms
the information into electrical impulses. These impulses are further
amplified before reproduction on a
cathode ray tube.
Besides telescopic photographs,
this light amplifier has been tested

stars.

for night time aerial reconnais-

telescope, the device (shown on
table above) enables 'Wright Air
Development Command scientists
to take previously impossible dayThe device senses and amplifies

sance.

\lthough it works on tv-like
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The Hughes silicon capacitor is a new kind of device whose full
impact upon semiconductor electronics has yet to be determined.
Most certainly, the silicon capacitor uncovers an entire realm of
possibilities. Desirable equipment not now existing can be made
for the first time. And, in every instance, bonus benefits of reduced
size and weight plus greater simplicity result.

Our brochure, "The Hughes Silicon Capacitor," t
discusses this series and many of its applications
in detail. For your copy, please write:
Hughes Products, Semiconductor Division,
international Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, Calif.

Also: Pulse Circuits, Frequency Modulation, RC Oscillators,

WESCON Exhibits booths 1401-2.

HUGHES
V.

Some Suggested Applications:
Non -Mechanical Tuning: The effect upon tuned circuit design is
tremendous. Hughes silicon capacitors replace bulky air condensors and permit remote -control tuning at the end of a long
wire. With these capacitors, instantaneous and non -mechanical
"signal seeking" features can be designed into tuned circuits.
Automatic Frequency Controls: Here the silicon capacitors replace a reactance tube. Output voltage from the discriminator
varies the voltage on the silicon capacitor- hence, the local oscillator frequency-to correct for any frequency drift.
Dielectric Amplifiers: Operation is based on the amplitude modulation of a high -frequency carrier source by a Hughes silicon
capacitor, and on the subsequent demodulation and filtering at
the output.
Modulators, Electronically Controlled Filters.

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

Ea

SEMICONDUCTORS
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HUGHES PRODUCTS

L

_J

© 1958, Hughes Aircraft Company
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principles, the optical amplifier is
about 1,000 times more sensitive
than a conventional tv camera:

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP

Westinghouse and RCA have

Acoustica Associates, Mineola,
N. Y., acquires General Ultrasonics

both worked on light transducers,
according to ARDC.

of

Acoustica

Ship -Radar Lens

this number to 400 by end of
1958. The merger combines Acoustica's marketing and production
facilities in the ultrasonic field with

tute of Radio Engineers in London.
Though cost of the 984 was not

given, Mountbatten did make a

GU's research and development

comparison of the cost of electronic
equipment in ships of the 1938 era
and those of today:
1938

recently

ment. The combined firm now employs 250 and expects to increase

Admiral Mountbatten at the summer meeting of the British Insti-

Destroyer $11,200
Cruiser ... $56,000

was

will be operated as an Acoustica
subsidiary under present manage-

directing fire were revealed by Fleet

Frigate/

stock

traded in over-the-counter markets
at about $10. General Ultrasonics

DETAILS of Britain's giant ship borne Type 984 radar -computer
system for detecting targets and

elec-

Hartford, Conn., through ex-

change of stock. The Mineola firm
gave 25,872 shares of its common
stock in payment for all outstanding General Ultrasonics stock.

Waveguides Form

instruments and
tronic components.
radiation

abilities.

Hupp Corporation, Cleveland,
Ohio, sells its electronics division
which produced quartz crystals,
cadmium sulfide cells and electronic switching devices at plants
located at Forest Park, Ill., and
Carlisle, Pa. "Profit potentials did
not justify the capital expenditures

necessary to expand to the level
necessary for profitable operations,"

explains Don H. Gearhart, president of Hupp. The newly incorporated Piezo Crystal Company of
Carlisle,

Pa., purchased the Car-

lisle factory. As this issue went to
press, no information was available
on disposition of the Forest Park
plant.

Victoreen Instrument, Cleveland, Ohio, authorizes redemption

1958

on August 20 of $100,000 face

$336,000-$420,000
$1,440,000

Advance Industries,
bridge, Mass., purchases

Camall out-

Electrolizing

amount of company's $700,000 of
outstanding 6 -percent convertible
debentures, due Nov. 15, 1967.
Redemption price is $105 per debenture plus interest to August 20.
Debentures are convertible into

standing

301 tons, made up of hundreds of
short sections of different length
waveguides stacked together like a

common stock at price of S3.33

process

honeycomb.

The lens, which has an F value

on the American Stock Exchange.
Debentures were being quoted at

of 1, sends out a number of narrow
pencil beams. One of these is fixed
in elevation and provides the long
range warning while the others
make a coordinated scan of various

133 bid and 136 asked on the

dustry is an important customer.
Advance Industries manufactures
ultrasonic equipment, electronic

over-the-counter market at press
time. Cleveland firm manufactures

and electrical automation controls
and computer equipment.

Aircraft
carrier .. $33,600

over $2,800,000

Now in operation on Britian's
aircraft carrier H.M.S. Victorious,
eve part of the 984 is a revolving
stabilized microwave lens weighing

per share until Nov. 15, 1962.

Stock was recently traded at 4i

stock

of

Corp. of Rhode Island and its six
subsidiary and affiliated companies
for cash and other considerations.

The acquired firm and its corporate family is engaged in special
treating of metals and
ceramics, and bonding of ceramics
to plastics. The missile -aircraft in-

sections of the target area as the
rotating structure revolves.

The radar antenna unit sends
impulses to an electronic computer
system in the superstructure of the
ship. An elaborate display system
processes, stores and filters the in-

formation so that it can be displayed in an easily intelligible form.

Range, height, bearing, speed and
course are all provided and presented for easy use by a system of
electronic writing. Numbers and
symbols required for identifying

targets and for other purposes are
written electronically on the display tubes

themselves.

This

is

achieved by a combination of different waveforms to produce Lissa16

jous characters
shape.

of the

required

An intercept computer works out

for the control officer a presentation of where and when his fight-

Audio Will Star
At British Show
BRITAIN'S Radio Industry Council

ers

will hold its 25th National Radio

present directions, which were also

Show at Earls Court, London, from
August 27 to September 6.

will intercept or miss their
targets if they continue on his

computed for him.
The equipment uses about 10,000 tubes, 100,000 other components and 250,000 soldered joints,
with 275 slip rings providing connections to the revolving structure.
Marconi is responsible for the modulator, transmitter and accompanying indicator circuitry.

Audio equipment will have a
hall to itself, with some 45 firms
demonstrating their gear in soundproof rooms. Exhibits and demonstrations will include microphones,
speakers, amplifiers, phonograph
components, disk and tape record-

Audio gear accounts for 20
percent of Britain's radio exports
ers.
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Electron ulae u`1v
from SYLVANIA
Pioneering new concepts
IN BASIC TUBE DESIGN

Everywhere in electronics

...
Less change in electrical characteristics due
to element temperatures at high dissipation
levels

Better control of cutoff

Lower

knee voltage-more uniform control of knee
Less chance for shorts, microphonism and
noise
Better plate -to -screen current ratio
Higher screen grid dissipation Less arcing.
Send for your free copy of
Sylvania's new Framelok
Grid Booklet, including a grid

sample, for full information
on the electrical and mechan-

ical characteristics of the
Framelok design
Double triode, type 7244, and single triode, type 7245

Stacked mount in glass bulb offers practical answers
to industry's current needs

Sylvania's stacked mount

structure is now available to design engineers because of a new
glass envelope design that facili-

tates mass production of the
tubes. Complete electrical, mechanical and environmental tests

perior vacuum tube performance.

Actual test data comparing the
stacked structure with conven-

tional structures indicates as
much as a 2 to 1 improvement in
vibrational output at 6 times the
G level.

of meeting the highest require-

The new stacked tube has
already excited tremendous

equipment. Its unique stacked
construction offers an inherent

entire line will be available

show that the new tube is capable

ments of today's operational
ruggedness and reliability for su-

military interest. Eventually an

for military and industrial applications.

Widespread interest in Sylvania's
exclusive Framelok design fosters
new type development
Accelerated development of new Framelok

tube types is underway at Sylvania as a
result of fast-growing acceptance of the
revolutionary design shown for the first time
at the 1958 IRE Convention.

Entertainment receiving tubes are

Design engineers are already analyzing
new circuit requirements in terms of the

subjected to military -type inspection
procedures

ties ranging from television to audio are

These two mounts may look alike to the untrained eye . . . but trained inspection per-

Framelok design. New application possibilideveloping rapidly.

Behind this widespread acceptance are

A Cutaway view
of the Framelok design

these basic reasons why designers prefer the
Framelok design over conventional types:
Greater uniformity of electrical character-

istics in tube after tube Greater stability
of electrical characteristics during tube life

sonnel can spot defects in one (left) that
could cause future trouble. All Sylvania
entertainment tube types must pass this
visual mount inspection procedure based on

that used for military types. As a result

equipment manufacturers enjoy fewer line
rejects, lower manufacturing costs.

SYLVANIA SETS THE

old Brand Standard
Life tests on subminiatures

are increased to insure
maximum reliability
Sylvania increases the life assur-

ance on its premium subminiature tube line by increasing its

Gold Brand types meet missile requirements

life test program from 500 to
1,000 hours. The increase estab-

Gold Brand Subminiatures undergo

lishes additional positive proof
of the high reliability and excellent performance of the subminiature tube line.

Gold Brand Premium Guided Missile
types withstand severe durabilitytests
Every tube type in Sylvania's Gold Brand
Guided Missile line meets environmental test-

ing more severe than that required in many
advanced military specs. Each type is subjected to severe vibrational fatigue tests at

1,000 -hour life tests

sweep frequencies from 30 cps to 3000 cps at
10 G's for 6 hours in several standard positions.
All Gold Brand Sylvania subminiature tubes
undergo the White Noise Test. The tubes are

subjected to a white noise vibrational spectrum covering the frequency band of 100 to
5000 cps., the rms G -level is 2-3 G's per octave

with peak G -level of 15 G's. The tubes are
tested for both rms and peak vibrational output and limits are established on each.
Type

Gold Brand types meet rigid new specifications

Sylvania writes new Gold Brand Specs for commercial
and industrial applications
To meet your needs for reliable
tubes in commercial and indus-

trial equipment, Sylvania has

written new specifications

which tailor military standards
to commercial, and industrial
requirements. Some of the typical controls specified for Gold
Brand tubes include Multiple
Type

Description

Life Tests ranging from 500 to
1,000 hours, Impact Shock Tests

of up to 500 G, Fatigue Tests,
Vibration Tests, Glass Strain

Tests and Variable Control
Tests.
The following are the 12 Gold
Brand types on which full specifications are available:
Type

Description

407A

Medium -mu

5725

408A

Sharp -cutoff
pentode (7 -pin

5726

Dual -control
pentode (7 -pin
miniature)
Double diode (7 -pin

miniature)
6AU6WA Sharp -cutoff

5749

Semi -remote

6X4WA

5751

5654
5670

double triode (9 -pin
miniature)

pentode (7 -pin
miniature)
Double diode (7 -pin
miniature)
Sharp -cutoff
pentode (7 -pin
miniature)
Medium -mu
double triode (9 -pin
miniature)

miniature)
cutoff pentode
(7 -pin miniature)

5814A
6005

High -mu

double triode (9 -pin
miniature)
Medium -mu
double triode (9 -pin
miniature)
Beam Pentode (7 -pin
miniature)

6946
6947
6948
6788
6943
6944
6945

Description
Medium -Mu Triode
Medium -Mu Double Triode
High -Mu Double Triode
Sharp cutoff audio -frequency pentode
Sharp cutoff RF Pentode
Semi -Remote cutoff RF Pentode
Audio -Frequency Beam Pentode

Gold Brand subminiature
Type 6814 meets rugged
requirements of airborne
computers
Prime example of a Gold Brand
subminiature ideally suited for

airborne computer use is type

Type 6814 for

6814. Fully proven in current missile computers

operational equipments the

tube features controlled sharp cutoff and zero
bias plate current for good switching action.
It exhibits exceptional freedom from development of cathode interface throughout life.

The 100% Production DC shorts test as
well as a standard AC shorts test on type 6814

minimizes the possibility of flicker shorts-

assuring greater reliability in this tube's many

applications, particularly in switching and
triggering circuits. In addition, it withstands
a minimum 1000 -hour life test.
You can get the complete engineering story

on Sylvania's Gold Brand Lines in the new
33 -page Gold Brand booklet.

IN NEW TUBE
TYPES

...

Five new types are added to the
receiving tube line
Type 12DV8 -Designed for 12 -volt auto
radios, this 9 -pin miniature double -diode,

space charge grid tetrode can be used as
a combined detector, AVC rectifier and
transistor driver. The tetrode section has
the advantage of low Rp for better transistor matching.
Type 12EG6 -This tube is designed pri-

marily for use in 12 -volt auto radios as an
RF amplifier. It is a 7 -pin miniature dual
control Heptode with a unipotential cath-

ode. AVC voltage can be applied to two
control grids reducing back biasing of the
AVC line with large RF signals.
Type 12DZ6-This miniature pentode has
a remote cutoff to give a Gm of 50 umhos
at a bias of 10 to 12 volts for improved
AGC characteristics in hybrid radio receivers. The plate resistance of 15,000 ohms,

coupled with a Gm of 3600 umhos, insures
high performance in weak signal areas.
Type 1201J7-This 9 -pin miniature double

diode-tetrode can be used as a transistor
driver in addition to functioning as a detector and AVC rectifier in hybrid auto
receivers. In this multipurpose, low-cost
tube, power output distortion is controlled
to a maximum of 5 %.

Type 12DV7-A double diode -triode for
use in 12 -volt hybrid auto radios. With a
12 -volt plate supply the triode features a
plate current of 750 ua, a mu of 15 and a
Gm of 1000 umhos. The diodes feature a
separate cathode connection for maximum
flexibility in detector and AVC circuits.

New five -inch experimental evaporated phosphor CRT

IN NEW TRANSPARENT PHOSPHOR TUBES ...
Experimental five -inch evaporated phosphor CRTs offered
for applications research and development
Steady progress is being made in

the development of evaporated

(transparent) phosphor cathode-ray
tubes at Sylvania. Now 5 -inch and

other small tubes are being produced and are available for experimental purposes.
High industry interest in evaporated (transparent) phosphor tubes
is centered around the major benefits the tubes offer over conventional
CRT s. Among the more important

characteristics are:

Higher resolution-Transparent

screens are capable of higher resolution than conventional settled screens
New receiving tube types

because the phosphor crystals are

smaller by many orders of magnitude.
Video displays with sharper definition
are possible.

evaporated phosphor crystals are much

smaller than those in conventional
coatings, screen noise, the interplay

of light reflections on the crystal faces,
is reduced. The result is sharpest possible definition.

More Uniform Light Output-The
phosphor coating on evaporated screen
CRTs is some 10 times as thin as stand-

ard coatings. This smooth screen
coating contributes to far greater uniformity in light output.

Less Screen Burn-Transparent

phosphor tubes offer better resistance
to screen burning because the crystals
are closer to the glass faceplate. This

allows better heat dissipation and
cooler operation.

Since all of these advantages are
not available in a single evaporated

Improved contrast in high ambient
light conditions-Transparent phos-

phosphor tube design, it is neces-

through the "screen" cutting reflec-

application. Send full information

tion to a minimum. This characteristic
is highly important where scopes must
operate in high ambient light.

Write to Sylvania direct or call

phors permit outside light to pass

Minimum Screen Noise-Because
155 en

55

sary to specify which characteristics
are most important for the intended

on your particular application when
you request experimental samples.

your Sylvania representative.
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In Industrial Television
Special CRT is specifically designed for
industrial TV monitor use

Now, higher fidelity in industrial
television is possible with new cath-

ode-ray tube, type 8FP4. It gives
added definition and resolution to
industrial television performance.
Type 8FP4 is an 8" rectangular all -

glass, magnetic focusing tube with

an ion trap and 90° magnetic deflection.
New test picture tube speeds
receiver production line testing

A new 8" 110° test picture tube,

type 8YP4, is specifically designed

for television receiver and picture

tube testing. Its small size, light

weight and convenient shape make
it the ideal production line test tube.
The 8YP4 is equipped with a con-

ventional base and a convenient

adaptor for conversion to a rigid pin
base. It has built-in automatic electrostatic self -focusing making external focus connections or adjustments
unnecessary. It employs a 6.3 volt,
600 ma heater that will also operate
in 450 ma series heater strings.

In Television Picture Tubes

In Industrial and Military C -R Tubes

Sylvania combines the advan-

New high -precision scope

tubes, types 5ADP,

tages of 1100 deflection and
450 ma heater in three new

5ABP, and 5AQP, were

developed for photog-

picture tubes

raphy, radar and special-

Sylvania, trend setter in electron -tube
design, has developed new 110° picture
tubes incorporating the 450 ma 6.3 volt
heater. The new tubes, types 17CTP4,

ized uses
Sylvania again expands its line
of special-purpose industrial
and military cathode-ray tubes
with a series of high -precision
New CRT type 5ADP2
types designed for specialized
uses. These tubes incorporate a high -precision electron

21DHP4 and 24AQP4, combine the
space savings of 110° tubes with the
power and cost advantages of 450 ma

heaters. The low power heater not only Type 24AQP4 with
reduces heat with total set power sav- 450 ma heater
ings of approximately 18 watts but permits use of a lower wattage, less expensive series resistor.
The end result is a line of picture tubes that meet the needs
of new portable and console TV receiver designs.

gun made to ultra -fine tolerances. Sharp clean scope presentations result for high -precision photography.

The new tubes, types 5ADP, 5ABP, and 5AQP, are
available in screen phosphors ranging from P1 to P11.
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New ITV monitor
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Please send the following information on the items checked below:
ENGINEERING DATA SHEETS
Cathode -Ray Tubes

Receiving Tubes

I

O 7244

O 5ABP

E Sylvania Framelok Grid Booklet

7245
O 12DV8

O 5AQP

Sylvania Gold Brand Booklet
O Additional explanation, and

I

application requirement form
for Sylvania transparent

I

12EG6
12DZ6
12DU7
12DV7

5ADP
8FP4
8YP4

17CTP4
Cl 21DHP4

24AQP4

phosphor CRT s
I

Name

Address

Company

O

I

Use this handy
business reply card

to request additional
information on these
important new
Sylvania developments

Modernize Now

for Growth and Profits
A Special Report from McGraw-Hill
to America's Business Executives

THE EDITORS of all McGraw-Hill publications are now devoting
their full energies to documenting what needs to be done now

to assure success in the 1960s for:
1. Individual companies in the key areas of business and industry
these publications serve
2. The business community as a whole
3. The nation-in its fateful economic competition with the
Soviet Union. The U. S. State Department has characterized
this economic challenge as "the most dangerous of all"
confronting us.
These editorial features will concentrate on what can be clone now
by modernization and improvement of plant and equipment to raise
productivity and insure profitable growth ahead. They will appear
early this fall in our 34 business and technical magazines,

to assist industry in planning for the future.
We believe this special editorial undertaking by all of
our publications, working as a team, will prove another landmark
in our continuing efforts to speed America on the road to full
economic recovery and sustained economic growth.

AuLd_ce4e4i,ufeet-rx..,-.
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and the U. S. is her best customer.
New stereophonic records and a
studio for stereophonic tape recording will be shown.
There will be 160 exhibitors in

all, of which 36 are radio and tv
setmakers. More of the following
will

be in

evidence this

hope that a delineation of problems will result in development of
necessary
niques.

equipments and tech-

vhf/f-m sound broadcasting; receivers using transistors and printed

Some emphasis will be

given to export models.

Radio to Run
Traffic in N. Y.

Aug. 26 -Sept. 6: British National Radio
Show, Radio Industry Council, Earls
Court, London.

TRAFFIC CONTROL authorities in

ponents, test and measuring gear

plan which may mean expenditures

are exhibiting, and the Royal Navy,

as high as 5200,000 a year solely

Royal Air Force and the General

for

Post Office will show some of their
applications of electronics.

Wescon Offers
Timely Panels
LOS ANGELES-WEscoN wants
to learn your viewpoint next week.
With increased emphasis on panel
audience pardiscussions,
ticipation is solicited in technical
sessions at the Ambassador Hotel
here. The convention starts Tuesday, ends Friday.
Invited panelists for reliability
sessions include civilian experts on
Thor and Atlas, and a military representative from ARDC. Office of
Assistant Secretary of Defense is
furnishing the moderator and discussion will

center around con-

tract implications of reliability requirements for military electronics.
Panelists will point out why reliability must encompass far more
than just manufacturing phase.
They'll discuss significance of recently rewritten military specs, and
the type of system companies need
to cope with new requirements.

Cosponsored by IRE medical
electronics, and tclemetering and
remote control professional groups,
another panel will explore measure-

radio equipment to control

traffic signal lights. The plan calls
for an installation program that will
continue indefinitely until all major
thoroughfares in greater New York
are provided with radio control
equipment.
First phase expenditure of $190,000 is now before the city board of
estimate for approval. Sum would

be used for regulating a

six -mile

Union Auditorium, N. Y. C.

Sept. 12-13: Communications Conf.,
TRE, Sheraton Montrose Hotel,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Sept. 15-19: Thirteenth Annual Instrument -Auditorium Conf. and Exhibit,
ISA. Philadelphia Convention Hall,
Pa.

Here's how the system will work:
A transmitter will be constructed in

Telemetering, Americana Hotel, Mi-

each of the five boroughs. The
stations will initiate signals governing operation of the traffic lights in
accordance with 18 "programs"
prepared to cover a variety of traffic
situations. These will be derived

from prepared punch cards and
broadcast in the 952 to 960 -me
band.

Each traffic light in the system
will contain a receiver which will
respond to signals intended for it.
New York's director of intersection

control

told

ELECTRONICS

this will probably be done by a
three -pulse system. The first two
pulses will govern geographic location by street and intersection. The

third pulse will cause the light to
display the required signal.
Economies possible

with

the

impending conquest of space.
To date, the medical profession
and allied biophysical and physiological scientists have solved most

networks to control traffic lights,

18

Sept. 10-12: Tube Techniques, Fourth
National Conf., Advisory Group on
Electron Tubes, OSD, Western

Sept. 18-19: National Assoc. of Broadcasters, Fall Conf., Buena Vista
Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.

radio control systcm make traffic

largely on telemetering equipment

Sept. 9-11: Applied Meterorology Engineering. Second National Conf.,
Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor.

portion of a major roadway in the
Queens County section of the city.
Completion of the installation is
expected by next summer.

ment problems created by man's

of their own measurement problems. Now, they'll have to rely

and Convention, WESCON, IRE,
WCEMA, Pan Pacific Auditorium,

Calif.

New York recently announced a

Manufacturers

Aug. 19-22: \\ cstern Electronic Show

Aug. 19-22: Pacific General Meeting,
AIEE, Senator Hotel, Sacramento,

com-

of tubes,

MEETINGS AHEAD

Ambassador Hotel, L. A.

year:

portable and transportable tv receivers; tv sets equipped to receive
circuits.

and personnel. Existing gear is not
adequate for all jobs, and panelists

experts feel there's hope of approval for expenditures. Present

which average about 10 to the mile,

cost New York about 550,000 a
mile. Radio system costs about
$15,000 a mile.

Sept. 22-24: National Symposium on

ami Beach, and Patrick Air Force
Base (Sept. 25).
Sept.

24-25:

Industrial

Electronics,

Seventh Annual Conf., IRE, AIEE,
Rackham Memorial, Detroit, Mich.

Sept. 29 -Oct. 3: Audio Engineering Society, 10th Annual Cony., Hotel
New Yorker, N. Y. C.
Oct. 1-2: Radio -Interference Reduction,
U. S. Army Signal Research & Devel.
Labs., IRE, Armour Research Foundation, Chicago, Ill.

Oct. 6-8: Symposium on Extended
Range and Space Communications,
IRE and George Washington Univ.,
Lisner Auditorium, Wash, D. C.

Oct. 8-10: IRE Canadian Convention
and Exposition, Electronics and Nucleonics, Exhibition Park, Toronto,
Canada.

Oct. 13-15: National Electronics Conf.,

14th Annual, Hotel Sherman, Chi-

cago.

Oct. 20-21: Aero Communications
Symposium, Fourth National, PGCS,

Hotel Utica, Utica, New York.
Oct. 20-21: USA National Committee,

URSI Fall. Meeting, Penn State
Univ., University Park, Pa.
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If you can use custom quality
at commercial prices

-then check on

HUDSON

MI

4 -stage

service
HUDSON precision quality metal components
are produced by cost -reducing mass
production methods. The HUDSON
production department is equipped
with batteries of standard and special
presses ranging up to 300 tons.
HUDSON performs a wide range of
operations to meet your needs.

STANDARD PRECISION DRAWN INSTRUMENT CASES

Standardized cases include over
1400 different sizes, with both
inside and outside covers, in six
standard metals. Hudson offers
the engineer a range of closures
unequalled in the industry

MIL -T -27A CLOSURES FROM AF TO OA
Cases

and covers now offered by
HUDSON from types AF to OA
inclusive. Immediate shipment
from large stock supplies. Cover
assemblies to MIL -T specifications also available.
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR TRANSISTOR CLOSURES
HUDSON'S

newly installed 10 station
automatic presses speed
production on your transistor
caps. Closures for transistors,
diodes and other miniature
components to specifications.

COMPLETE SERVICE ON MU METAL FABRICATION
HUDSON

is now able to supply MU Metal
closures in all standard sizes
and shapes. Stock supply
assures prompt delivery.
Consult HUDSON on all your
electrical alloy requirements.

HUDSON service is
complete ... inCludes sheet
metal fabrication, spot welding,

heliarc welding and silver soldering. HUDSON designers and production engineers will be happy to
help work out your problems.

HUDSON
TOOL & DIE CO INC
18-38 Malvern Street, Newark 5, New Jersey
Telephone-MArket 3-7584 Teletype-NK 1066

Expert Fabrication in Steel, Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Brass. Copper and MU Metal

Precision Metal Components for Electronics, Nucleonics, Avionics and Rocketry
CIRCLE 13 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Where there must be no slipups
there will be no slipups

- if you depend on GAMBION®

Looking for reliability?

Corporation, 437 Concord Avenue,

CAMBION

stocks maintained by E. V. Roberts

guarantees its compo-

nents unconditionally - in any
quantity from one to millions.

CAMBION quality control includes
material certification, step-by-step

Cambridge 38, Mass. West Coast

& Associates, 5068 West Washington Blvd., Los Angeles 16 and 1560
Laurel Street, San Carlos, Calif.

inspection in production, and finally
rigid inspection of finished product.
There is reliability for you.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION

Department, Cambridge Thermionic

Makers of guaranteed electronic components, custom or

For samples, specifications, and
prices, write to Sales Engineering

/MI:==;3TICOG`3°standard

See CAMBION Guaranteed Components on Display at Booth 1139, 1958 Wescon Show, Pan Pacific
Auditorium, Los Angeles, August 19 through 22.
20
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Ten families of Cambion quality components
guaranteed unconditionally in any quantity

-

CAMBION QUALITY SHIELDED COIL FORMS

Miniaturized. Highly shock resistant. Mechanically enclosed, completely shielded
for maximum reliability.

CAMBION QUALITY CAPACITORS

Miniaturized Variable Ceramic Capacitors

that outperform much bigger capacitors.

(Extreme right): Stand -Off Capacitors with

ceramic dielectric. Rugged R -F by-pass

capacitors for high quality equipment.
Shock-, vibration-, humidity -resistant.
CAMBION QUALITY
WOUND COILS
IN STANDARD

CAMBION QUALITY
KITS

Design

VALUES

Precision -wound on

slug -tuned ceramic
coil forms, with silicone Fibreglas collars
and mounting hardware. Available

in

bulk or in kit form
(illustrated).

your

elec-

tronic equipment
around standard
components, using

four convenient
CAMBION

kits: Coil

Form Kit, Coil Kit,
Choke Kit, Solder
Terminal Kit (illustrated).

CAMBION QUALITY DIODE CLIPS

Seven different types, including rivet and
spring -loaded units primarily for holding
fragile pigtail leads from .005" to .085" in
diameter. Also, one-, three-, and five -cell
battery clips and miniature plugs and
jacks.
CAMBION QUALITY TERMINAL BOARDS

Custom-made, standard all -sets, standard
ceramics. Variety of materials available -

paper, cloth, nylon, glass laminates phenolic, melamine, epoxy, silicone resins.
Moisture- and fungus -proofed.
CAMBION QUALITY
PERMA-TORQ '
COIL FORMS

Constant - tensioning
devices for tuning

cores of standard

cAmmoN ceramic coil
forms. Keeps coils

tuned as set despite
shock, vibration.

CAMBION QUALITY
KNOBS AND
PANEL HARDWARE

Selected materials,
carefully processed
and finished. Metal
parts polished before

plating. Hard-wearing surfaces, lasting
lusters.

CAMBION QUALITY INSULATED TERMINALS

Wide variety of stand-off and feed -through

models in Teflon and ceramic. Extremely
resistant to shock, vibration, moisture and
temperature. Solder terminals hold even
after prolonged soldering operations.
CAMBION QUALITY PRINTED CIRCUIT
COIL FORMS

Phenolic and ceramic types. Can be
soldered after mounting. Available as
forms alone or wound as specified. Twoto six -terminal models.
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This letter moved an engineer ahead 5 years
Two years ago a man took 10 minutes to write this letter. Today he enjoys the
responsibility and professional standing in the Autonetics Division of North
American that might have taken 5 years to achieve elsewhere.
COMPUTERS AT AUTONETICS-A FIELD OF OPPORTUNITY

At Autonetics we have concentrated on developing original techniques
in transistor circuitry, miniaturization, and quantity manufacture of

precision components. For only with these new arts is it possible to
create computers so small, rugged, reliable-yet so big in performance
-that they can meet the demands of the space age or the increasingly
complex problems of industry.
Our engineers have designed and built both analog and digital computers-for inertial navigation, bombing -navigation, armament control, flight control and data processing equipment. Out of this experience, Autonetics built the first transistorized digital computer of true
general purpose capacity.

Today at Autonetics there's a respected combination of scientists,
engineers, and production men constantly forging ahead into vital new
technologies. Every state of the art is represented, from preliminary
conception right through manufacturing. Facilities are the finest-and
it's just a short jaunt to mountains, beaches or desert.
You owe it to yourself to consider how far you can advance by

entering this exceptionally promising field right now. Here are the
opportunities:
LOGICAL DESIGN SMALL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND TEST TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY
MAGNETIC MEMORY SYSTEMS INTEGRATION FIELD SERVICE
ENGINEERING.

Write your letter today. Please include a resume of your qualifications.
Decide now to investigate your opportunities at Autonetics. Reply will be
prompt, factual, confidential.
Write

B. H. Penning, Manager, Employment Services.
9150 E. Imperial Highway, Downey, California

Autonetics
A DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

NERVE CENTER OF THE NEW INDUSTRIAL
22
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HELIAX°
A truly flexible
air -dielectric cable

At the zero second everything must
function without failure. ANDREW
HELIAX cable is used in postassembly

and preflight checkouts of missile radio frequency systems. The cable forms

a closed circuit over which interrogation and response signals are transmitted between checkout equipment and
airborne radio frequency packages. The
HELIAX cable runs from a mobile trailer
to connecting points on the missile.

The ruggedness of HELIAX makes it

well suited to this challenging task,
where its low VSWR, low RF leakage

and low attenuation give accurate
measurement of systems performance.

Flexibility permits the cable to be

HELIAX is normally supplied as an
assembly, complete with end fittings
factory attached, reducing installation
labor and improving quality.
Complete uniformity throughout its
entire length gives HELIAX superior

taken down, recoiled and subsequently
reused many times.
If you require similar characteristics
in a cable, consider the special advan-

electrical characteristics.
HELIAX is always less difficult, less
costly to install, easier to handle.

tages of HELIAX.

HO) and 15/8" size (Type HI).

HELIAX is available in 7/8 "size ('Type

VISIT OUR WESCON BOOTH NO. 1215

ANTENNAS ANTENNA SYSTEMS
TRANSMISSION LINES

PORATION

363 EAST 75111 STREET CHICAGO 19

OFFICES: NEW YORK BOSTON

LOS ANnF IF S
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Read directly

with 10 times previous accuracy!
Drift less than

2 pv; noise less than 0.2 pv!

New -hp- 425A Microvolt -Ammeter

now makes these difficult measurements quickly and easily!
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY

ENGINEERING

Minute dc potentials, difference
voltages, nulls
Resistances from milliohms to
10 megmegohms*
Use with Esterline-Angus, other

MEDICINE, BIOLOGY

Grid, photomultiplier currents

Voltages in living cells

Ionization levels in vacuum

Nerve voltages

Thermocouple potentials

Voltages in plants, seeds

Voltaic currents in chemicals

recorders

'with external dc source.

is announcing more than 30
24
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The all -new -hp- 425A Microvolt -Ammeter will
provide engineers, physicists, chemists and physiological

scientists with one compact, direct -reading instrument
measuring minute voltages and currents with speed, simplicity and 10 times the sensitivity of the complex equipment arrays previously required.

.

Very careful engineering, including heavy filtering against
ac signals and substitution of a unique photoelectric chopper for the conventional mechanical vibrator, has resulted

in performance heretofore unobtainable. The long-term
drift of the 425A is less than 2p,v and internal noise is less
than 0.2 pY.
Conservative electrically, Model 425A includes every conceivable assurance of safety, accuracy and dependability.
For example, momentary overloads of 1,000 volts cause no

damage; and the new pickup probe is specially designed
to minimize thermocouple and triboelectric effects. The
meter provides constant polarity indication.
The new -hp- 425A also may be used to measure a wide
range of resistances. Milliohms may be measured by using
a battery and series resistor as a constant current source.
Higher resistances may be measured with higher voltages ;
a 100 volt supply allows the 425A to measure accurately
up to 10 megmegohms.

Call your -hp- representative now for demonstration on
your bench; or, write for details.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.
DAvenport 5-4451
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

4882A PAGE MILL ROAD

Cable "HEWPACK"

r --

SPECIFICATIONS
MICROVOLT -AMMETER

Voltage Range:

Positive and negative voltages from 10 itv full
scale to 1 v full scale in an eleven step, 1, 3,
10 sequence.

Current Range:

Output:

Positive and negative currents from 10 ppa

Noise:

Less than 0.2 Ay rms referred to input.

full scale to 3 ma _full scale in an eighteen step,

Drift:

After 15 minute worm -up, less than ± 2 Ike per
hour referred to the input.

Voltage Ranges: 1 megohm ±5%.

Power:

115 v ± 10 v, 230 ±20 v, 60 cps, 40 watts.

Current Ranges: Depends on range, 1 megohm
to 0.33 ohm.

Dimensions:

Cabinet Mount: 71/2" wide, 111/4" high, 14"

1-3-10 sequence.

Input Impedance:

Accuracy:

0 to 1 v for full scale reading, adjustable.

Output Impedance: 10 ohms, shunted by 1000 ohm potentiometer.

Within ±3% of full scale.

AMPLIFIER

Frequency Range:

dc to 0.2 cps.

Gain:

100,000 maximum.

deep.

Weight:

Net 20 lbs.

Price:

$500.00.

hp- 425AR (rack mount) $505.00.
-hp- 425A (cabinet) $500.00.

Data subject to change without notice. Prices f.o.b. factory.

basic new instruments in 1958
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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Fairchild silicon transistors
Milli -micro -second switching speeds

and high current too
Where applications require transistor performance beyond
previously accepted high limits, Fairchild Silicon Transistors offer an exceptional three-way combination:
1) 50 milli -micro -second typical rise time - permits faster
switching rates in computing devices. Total switching time
is typically 0.2 microseconds.

1 watt dissipation at 100' C.- Saturation resistance
10 ohms maximum. Resulting high -current capability
provides opportunities to increase equipment performance
while reducing circuit complexity.
3) Silicon temperature performance-Maximum junction
temperature of 175 C. gives low leakage and more safety
factor at any lower temperature.
These characteristics are the outcome of the solid-state
diffusion technique used at Fairchild. Other important
accomplishments of this process are excellent reliability
and a high order of electrical uniformity throughout large
2)
is

production runs.
The accomplishment of a research -production team
Singleness of purpose did it. Fairchild assembled a

uniquely experienced team of research scientists and
production engineers whose objective was to bring the

The unretouched scope face below shows the

time comparison of input (positive) and
output (negative) pulses in a non saturating mode. Time base is
20masec. per large division
on the scope face. Maximum collector current is 50 ma.

advanced solid-state diffusion process under close control.

They succeeded in putting laboratoryquality silicon
transistors into quantity manufacture with firm product
specifications exceeding anything previously offered.
2N696 and 2N697 SILICON TRANSISTORS
Symbol
VCE
PC

hFE

RCS

Specification

Rating

Collector to Emitter
voltage (25' C.)
Total dissipation
Case temp. 25' C.

Characteristics

Test Conditions

-*

TYPE 541 OSCILLOSCOPE
i

40v

2 watts
Case temp. 100" C. 1 watt
D.C. current gain

Collector saturation
resistance

2N696 - 15 to 30

lc -150ma

2N697-30 min.

VC- 10v

&atypical,
ion max.

IC -150ma
I B-15ma

suiva

9%
STAMM st
TAIGGERMG tEVEI

1.1.41),CM
"Catto.1.1,
Ora

For full information and specifications,
write Dept. A-8

w.

/II -W-1111_0
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION

844 CHARLESTON ROAD

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
VISIT US AT BOOTH 1632 AT THE WESCON SHOW
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4.1-Nik

NEW HERMETICALLY SEALED HIPERMAG CORE

PERMITS ENCAPSULATING, IMPREGNATING, OTHER PROCESSING
.

WITH NO CHANGE IN MAGNETIC VALUES

Newest development in cores for magnetic amplifier applications

is the Westinghouse Polyclad hermetically sealed Hipermag
core.* Polyclad insulation is applied over a new specially designed aluminum box housing the core. This hermetically seals
the core and allows encapsulating, casting or impregnatingwithout altering magnetic properties . . . Eliminates magnetic
amplifier rejects caused by changed magnetic values.

Tested for all environmental conditions, Polyclad insulation is
suitable for high temperatures, protects against humidity and

high -voltage stress, provides high insulation strength, with
breakdown values up to 3000 volts.

Polyclad coating eliminates the need for core taping; makes
possible reduced insulation cost. Rounded corners prevent
shorting wire to core, allow winding directly on the core.

These cores are supplied in special sizes or in standard AIEE
sizes, in one-, two-, or four -mil oriented nickel -iron alloy
Hipernik® V and in one- or two -mil 4-79 Permalloy. Complete
listing in Westinghouse publication 44-720.
Hermetically sealed Hipermag cores are available in production

lots with normal delivery. All Hipermag cores are tested
- by Roberts constant -current, flux reset technique, or to
your specifications.

For more information about Polyclad hermetically sealed
Hipermag cores and other Hipersil® or Hipermag cores, call
your Westinghouse representative . . . or write Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P.O. Box 231, Greenville, Pennsylvania.

YOU CAN BESURE...IFITS
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

J-70892

*Patent applied for

Westinghouse
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Bright Trace

PORTABLE
OSCILLOSCOPE

High Performance

Courtesy Commander 337th Fighter Group, U. S. A. F.

It's excellent for the daylight conditions often encountered in the field and at production test stations. The brilliant trace, provided by 10-KV accelerating potential on a new
Tektronix 3 -inch cathode-ray tube, is easily readable in bright areas, even at low sweep
repetition rates. And its DC -to -10 MC vertical response easily takes care of most of today's
-

TYPE 317

complex field applications.
The Type 317 is an excellent laboratory oscilloscope, too. Ask your Tektronix Field
Engineer or Representative to arrange a demonstration in your most demanding applications.

TYPE 317 CHARACTERISTICS
VERTICAL RESPONSE
Passband-dc to 10 mc.
Risetime-0.035 µsec.

Sensitivity- 0.1 v div to 125 v div, dc -coupled and ac -coupled -0.01 v div to 0.1 v div, ac -coupled only. Twelve calibrated sensitivity steps.

SWEEP RANGE
0.2 µsec, div to 6 sect div. 22 calibrated steps from 0.2 µsec/div to
2 sec/div.
5-x magnifier increases calibrated sweep rate to 0.04 µsec, div.

TRIGGERING
Preset or manual stability control with amplitude -level selection, and
fully -automatic triggering.

ACCELERATING POTENTIAL
10-KV on new Tektronix high -voltage 3 -inch cathode-ray tube.

CALIBRATOR
Amplitude calibrator, 0.05 to 100 v in 11 steps, square -wave frequency about 1 kc.

OTHER FEATURES
Electronic power -supply regulation.
External input to horizontal amplifier.

Warning lights for uncalibroted sweep -rate and sensitivity settings.
Magnifier indicator light.
Size -81/2" wide, 12" high, 191/2- deep.
Weight -35 lbs.

Type 317
... $800 (50 to 60 cycle supply).
Type 317 MOD101 ... $835 (50 to 800 cycle supply).

f.o.b. factory

Tektronix, Inc.

P. 0. Box 831
Portland 7, Oregon
Phone CYpress 2-2611 TWX-PD 311 Cable: TEKTRONIX
TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES: Albertson, L. I., N.Y. Albuquerque Bronxville, N.Y. Buffalo
Cleveland Dallas Dayton Elmwood Park, Ill. Endwell, N.Y. Houston Lothrup Village,
Mich. East Los Angeles West Los Angeles Minneapolis Mission, Kansas Newtonville,
Moss.
Polo Alto, Calif.
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Son Diego Syracuse Towson, Md.

Union, N.1. Willowdale, Ont.

TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Arthur Lynch 8 Assoc., Ft. Myers., Flo.,
Gainesville, Flo.; Bivins 8 Caldwell, Atlonto, Go., High Point, N. C.; Hawthorne Electronics,
Portland, Ore., Seottle, Wash.; Hytronic Measurements, Denver, Colo.
Tektronix is represented in 20 overseas countries by qualified engineering organizations.
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. . . means lightning fast in-flight reprogramming of
airborne electrical/electronic circuitry . . . obsoletes fixed
circuit connectors and other systems requiring hours or

days to rewire . . and offers these unusual features:
removable patchboards to permit complete reprogram.

THE NEW
LIGHTWEIGHT

A -MP "240"
PA TCHCORD

PROGRAMMING
SYSTEM

ming in seconds

3 1/1 pounds to minimize weight .

.

.

miniaturized to

conserve space

rugged shock and vibration -resistant construction with
high strength aluminum alloy
shock -resistant seating of patchcord plugs in removable
board
AMP's patented wiping action that pre-cleans contacts
for top electrical performance
240 contacts for greatest versatility in circuit combinations or program arrangements

For more information on this new airborne wiring technique, AMP's Patchcord System Catalog is available on request.

AMP

INCORPORATED
GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA
A -MP products and engineering assistance are available through wholly -owned subsidiaries in: Canada England France Holland

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - AL -:lust 15, 1958
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Unique combination of
performance, size and price
OVER 1000 TIMES AS SENSITIVE as galvanometer recorders.
and Varian's null -balance potentiometer
.

.

needs no power from the source being measured.
Rugged, stable mechanism allows ink or inkless recording-easy-to-read rectilinear chart - source impedances of up to 100,000 ohms.
LESS THAN HALF AS WIDE as a standard 19 -inch rack.
Two Varian G-11A's mount side by side on a rack panel

10% inches high. Or as a portable, the G -11A is an
easy -to -handle 15 pounds. The G-10 sits on less than
one square foot; its horizontal chart is handy for

jotting notes.
MORE VERSATILE AND ADAPTABLE than any similar re-

corder - adjustable zero, adjustable span (from 9 to
100 my on the G -11A), multiple chart speeds (up to
four on the G -11A), and plug-in input chassis for different recording requirements.

VAR

PRICES THAT BEGIN AT $340 for the G-10 and $450
or the G -11A. Because unneeded performance costs
money, Varian has intentionally designed for 1% limit
of error and 1 -second balancing time. Thus, Varian
provides needed ruggedness, dependability and operating features at moderate cost.

ECORDERS
Varian 0-10 bench -top

recorder for accessible,
horizontal chart.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE
SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARD OPTIONS

Varian G -11A for panel,

rack or portable use for laboratory
or equipment builder.

VARI A N

assoc fates

NSTR MENT DIVISI ON
PALO ALTO
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Abrasion Resistant
Blast
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Nozzles.

Spray

Precision Tolerances
Minute, }et strong tubing of AlSiMag

ESIGWEIRS

Sic zzles.

homcoeneous, iong-ived. Suited
the most exacting uses.

Alumina. Farts in inset magnified three

times (smaller one .013" OD); others
approxirrate actual size.

NEW
AlSiMag Alumina Ceramics
open new fields for designers . . .
permit designing to higher temperatures,
higher frequencies, greater strengths.
Designers are generally familiar with the plus values of
AlSiMag technical ceramics for standard industry appli-

cations. However, recent developments-particularly
in
Non -Inductive
ent Tool Blades. Ncn-metallic,
siti.,e machine and instrument

-other demandinc. applications.

new,

AlSiMag

high -temperature

high -strength,

Aluminas-have greatly enlarged their range of use-

Hard
for cutting
machining strongest alloy steels.
AlSiMag

fulness.

Tocl

Tips

and

Do you need a material with such versatile characteristics as shown on this page? AlSimag technical ceramics have helped many designers solve problems
may help solve yours. Send blueprint with complete
operating details for our recommendations.
.

.

Visit our Booths Nos. 606-607 at WESCON

AMERICAN LAVA
CORPORATION NV
CHATTANOOGA 5, TEN N.
57TH YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

fg

A subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Company

For service, contact Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. Offices In these cities (see
IOntra In.
your local telephone directory): Atlanta. Ga. Bostn: Neoton center,
Y. Chintesi, III. Cincinnati. I). Clcieland. (I. Dana., Tcsas Detroit. Stich.

High Point. N. C. Les Angeles, Calif

Thin ... Strong
ectron -ube Spacers as thin ss .009"
Pie remarkable strength. Similar parts
ight solise other application problems
here

superior insulation

is

Irk. Metal Film and C

osited Fesistors.

J.

Philaileplhla.

Durable
Rollers for flattening inc'uctance wirea new application for AlSiMag.

needed.

Heat Resists

Precision Finishes
mooch, easily cost2d
sr

Ness lurk: Ridgefield. N.

St. Paul.
So. San Franetwo. Calif.
St. Louis. Mo.
NISIMI:O.t111111g of Canada, Ltd.. P. 0.
Seattle. Waoll. Canada: 5111111,ga:I Mining;
InterOng 757. London, Out. All other export: Ntinnesota Mining A Manufacturing
national DiV1S10.1. SI) Park Are.. New York. N. Y.

In. Pittsburgh. Pa.

Cores
De-

Support Rings for Heat Treating Fix.
tures. Welding Jigs. Hold-down Jigs
for heat applications.

esistant
Rotary Seals and Plungers. Extraordinary "wearing qualities. Surface Finishes
to mast exacting specifications.

another

Mallory
Tantalum
qil
---- 1,50°C

From Mallory, another industry first . . . miniature
high temperature tantalum capacitors capable of
operation up to 150°C. Identified as the M2 line,
these capacitors feature glass -to -metal hermetic
seals, preventing any loss of electrolyte. They will
withstand 2000 -cycle vibration in accordance with
MIL -C -3965B. The extremely rugged design, which

enables their use under severe environmental con-

ditions, and small size, only 0.5" long x 0.287"
body diameter, 0.484" flange diameter, make them

particularly useful in missile and aircraft electronic systems.
The M2 series is the latest addition to Mallory's
complete line of tantalum capacitors, which gives
designers coverage in tantalum of capacities from

service

. . .

miniature size

.22 to 1300 mfd., voltages from 3 to 630, and
temperatures from 85 to 200° C. The following
ratings are available in the M2 line:
Working Voltage-DC
Mtd.

Type
M2 -I1
M2-15

11

15

M2-20
M2-25
M2-40
M2-70
M2-100
M2-140

20
25

40
70
100
140

85°C
90
75
60
50
30

125°C
80
67
50
42
25

150°C
75
62
48
40
23

15

13

12

10

8

7

6

5

4

Ask the man from Mallory for more data and
application engineering assistance-or write, today.

Expect more... get more from
Serving Industry with These Products:
Electromechanical - Resistors

Switches

Tuning

Devices

P.

Vibrators

Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals Welding Materials
Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory
standard components for your convenience.

32

R. MALLORY EL CO..Inc.

MALLORY

Electrochemical-Capacitors Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries

P.

R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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ANATHERM can be used at any hottest -spot temperature over the range of 105°C to 155°C. Ft can save you money .. and save you space.

More horsepower per pound -it's yours with 155°C Anatherm
First polyester high temperature enamel magnet wire available
in complete range of sizes-round, square, rectangular.
Of course you don't fry eggs on them, but motors are being
run hotter today. These higher operating temperatures can put
you on a hot spot with your customers-if motors fail.
Solution: Anaconda Anatherm Magnet Wire. Anatherm is a
new polyester film -coated wire-fully tested for use at "hottest
spot" temperatures up to 155°C. With this new higher level of
thermal stability, Anaconda Anatherm is the first film -coated
wire to meet the newly adopted 155°C (AIEE Class F) rating!
Greater thermal stability-plus excellent abrasion -resistance,
chemical stability and dielectric strength-make Anatherm ideally
suited for a variety of applications. It's especially practical where

maximum performance and reliability are required from smaller
equipment operating at higher temperatures.
As a polyester magnet wire, Anatherm can be used equally
successfully at any hottest -spot temperature from 105°C to 155°C.
Available in standard film -thickness of round wires, sizes 8 to
46, inclusive, and in a full range of sizes of square and rectangular

wires. For more information, see the Man from Anaconda.
See "Anaconda" in your phone book-in most principal citiesor write : Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., 25 Broadway, N. Y. 4, N. Y.

ASK THE
MAN FROM

For you. Anatherm can mean smaller electrical equipment.
ANALAC 105°C (AIEE Class Al
salderable magnet wire

VIIROTEX I30°C (AIEE Class BI
;Ossdnsulated, high heat resistance

ABOUT

ANATHERM MAGNET WIRE

higher op?rathog temperatures. See detads on reverse Side-

PLAIN ENAMEL 105°C (AIEE Class Al
low-cost enameled magnet wire

NYFORM I05°C (AIE Class AI
superior windability

EPDXY 130'C (AIEE Class BI
general' compatibility

MAGNET WIRE
DATA SHEET
from
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co.

IMPORTANT FACTS FOR YOUR WORK...
...about Anatherm 155°C (AIEE Class F) Magnet Wire
When proper advantage is taken of Anaconda Anatherm's higher
155°C characteristics, electrical equipment can be improved in
these ways:

winding equipment. Anatherm offers excellent flexibility and
adherence properties. It meets NEMA snap test requirements
and exhibits excellent adherence to the conductor.

RAISES LIMITING OPERATING TEMPERATURES. Anatherm raises

limiting operating temperatures to 155°C. This high heat resistance means extra protection . . . longer equipment life . . .
wider range of applications.

Anatherm gives more horsepower from
the same space or the same horsepower from a smaller motor.
Costs are cut for you, and your customers benefit from smaller
REDUCES FRAME SIZE.

over -al I components.

Anatherm is the best of

the polyesters. Its high heat resistance means higher permissible
operating temperatures, greater horsepower rating.
UPGRADING.

Anatherm helps upgrade standard equipment.

Gives added heat insurance through thermal stability. Particularly
suited for overloads.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

facturers have recently developed polyester varnishes which
allow a compatible polyester magnet wire system. A number

of varnishes other than polyester are compatible with
Anatherm, but consultation with varnish suppliers before
use is recommended.

i'sjit.;AL PROPER-i iLS

Anatherm has unusually high abrasion -resistance. This characteristic allows it to be wound on both conventional and automatic

5% Sulphuric Acid. Anatherm is a polyester and exhibits the
best characteristics of this class of chemical compound. However,

polyesters must be used with certain precautions where
moisture and or enclosed systems are concerned. Similar precautions must be taken where chlorine -base supporting insulations, such as neoprene and polyvinyl chloride, are present.
all

Polyesters should not be used in applications subject to exposure
to concentrated alkalies.

THERMAL PROPERTIES
Anatherm is offered as a 155°C (AIEE Class F) magnet wire
based on Al EE #57 and #510 test methods. These tests, performed

by Anaconda engineers, show Anatherm as being capable of a
30,000 -hour life at 157°C in an unvarnished state and the same
life at I75°C when treated with a silicone or polyester type varnish. Thus Anatherm, when suitably varnished, has reserve starating at which it is being EIEM
offered. The thermoplastic

flow temperature for

W -583A, is very high 11115111,1
(250°C). Anatherm also
shows outstanding retention of flexibility after

Wire can be heated
168 hours at 175°C and

ing.g .

then wound on three times

,III=

cracking. Its

.

heat -shockcharacteristics

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY

are exceptionally good for a polyester wire: Anatherm will
withstand a 1 x mandrel

Please send me a copy of your Anatherm Magnet Wire Booklet.

wrap at 155°C for one hour.

DO

Arr

its own diameter without

25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, NEW YORK

111111.
IV ST

MI'S

FIEF .57

0.8A7MEPOI

POTORETTE

Lr, - A:a

P1;11E} WIPE

NAME IL TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

STATE

D
rc

w

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Anatherm, based on MIL ivi

-

IL

bility even above the 155°C

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

7
0
0

Anatherm maintains its dielectric strength under prolonged
heating at high temperatures. It consistently exceeds dielectric
strength requirements for NEMA dielectric twist test.

COMPATIBILITY. With polyesters, importance must be placed

upon a completely compatible system. Varnish manu-

LL

rc

Anatherm will resist toluol, VM & P Naphtha, Ethyl Alcohol and

INCREASES HORSEPOWER RATINGS.

w

l4aluab/e Anatherm Magnet Wire Handbookyours for the asking!
Latest information... full technical data.

New Bendix

BACKWARD -

WAVE

OSCILLATOR

TUBE
high frequencies

for extremely

UPPER

Lima_

TN a
Pram=

MILOWER LIMIT

Nam

a
TYPICAL TUNING CURVE FOR TE-67

40
1.0

1.8

1.4

BEAM VOLTAGE (KV)

An exclusive Bendix Red Bank product, the Type
TE-67 Backward -Wave Oscillator Tube generates
microwave energy at extremely high frequencies
never before available.
This new tube provides a wide range of usable
frequencies for applications in: advanced types of
multichannel telephone and television systems, high
definition short-range radar, highly directive communications, microwave spectroscopy and other fields

where low power, voltage -tuned millimeter wavelength radio frequency energy is required. As the
backward -wave tube is voltage tuned, frequency is
automatically changed by varying the voltage input.
No mechanical tuning adjustment is required.
For more detailed information on the tubes de-

THE TRAVELING -WAVE AMPLIFIER TUBE, also available

from Bendix Red Bank, is designed for operation in the

4.0 to 8.0 kmc frequency range with approximately
40 db gain and 200 milliwotts output power. The tube
utilizes a helical slow -wave structure with coupled helix
attenuator section. The mechanical design minimizes the

effects of vibration upon the tube operation.

scribed here, write to: RED BANK DIVISION, BENDIX
AVIATION CORPORATION, EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY.

ELECTRICAL DATA
Frequency Range
Anode Voltage
Power Cutput
Beam Current
Magnetic Field
Heater Voltage

49kmc-59kmc
1000-3000 volts

West Coast Sales & Service: 117 E. Providencia Ave.,
Burbank, Calif. Export Sales & Service: Bendix International Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Canadian Distributor: Computing Devices of Canada,
Ltd., P.O. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ontario

5mw average
5ma
1300 gauss (minimum)

6 3+10%

MECHANICAL DATA

Output Flange
Special adapter to RG-98/U
Maximum Diameter
0.625"
8"
Length
Mounting Position
Any
Weight
5 oz.*

Rec. Bank Division
AVIATION CORPORATION

*Without magnet (tube only). Magnets are available.
Additional tubes are under development to extend
the frequency range to 75 kmc.
.4 -CIRCLE 28 READER!. SERVICE CARD
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glass -base
laminates?

SPEED AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION of printed circuits with
warp -resistant C -D -F metal -clad Teflon* and epoxy laminates.

Other advantages: high bond strength of copper to laminate.
superior blister -resistance in solder immersion.

C -D -F DILECTO°
is the answer !
Teflon', silicone, epoxy, melamine, and phenolic glass fabric laminates. Polyester glass -mat laminates.

HIGH -VOLTAGE (1800v.) RF ISOLATION

is

achieved

by

miniature C -D -F Dilecto gears in an aircraft receiver -transmitter switch. They also had to exhibit dimensional stability
through a wide temperature range, resistance to fungus growth
and thermal shock.

You can improve design, speed production, and save money

by specifying one of the many C -D -F Dilecto grades.
Whatever your application for these laminates - with
fine- or medium -weave glass -cloth base - you'll find a better answer to your problem at C -D -F. (Melamine can also
be made with glass -mat base.) And C -D -F offers modern

machining and fabrication facilities to deliver production
quantities of finished Dilecto parts to your specifications.
See our catalog in Sweet's Product Design File, where
the phone number of your nearby C -D -F sales engineer
is listed. For free trial samples of glass -base Dilecto, or of
any other C -D -F plastics, mica, or fibre product, send us
your print or your problem! Write for your free copy of
C -D -F Technical Bulletin 64.

PRECISE MACHINING AND FABRICATION are standard
benefits of Dilecto laminated plastics. These silicone glass -

base parts (coil mountings. aircraft terminal board) were
sawed, drilled, punched, and milled in production quantities
by C -D -F and customer.

0CUPONT TRADEMARK FOR TETRAFLUORDETHYLENE RESIN

PROPERTIES OF SOME TYPICAL C -D -F DILECTO GLASS -BASE GRADES
Flexural

Dissipation

Equivalent
NEMA or
ASTM grade

Strength
Lengthwise

Factor at

(PSI)

GB- 1127
(Teflon')

None

GB -12S

Grade

10°"

Dielectric
Strength
Parallel

Insulation
Resistance

Cond.

Arc Resistance
(seconds)

Maximum

Operating
Temp. 1°C.)

Cond. A

Step x step

C96/35/90

14,000

0.0015

65

100,000

180 +

250

G-7

28,000

0.002

60

100,000

180+

200

G- 10

70,000

0.019

65

75,000

130

150

G-10

68,000

0.010

65

100,000

180

150

G-5

50,000

0.014

50

100

185

135

G-1 and G-2

22,000

0.020

55

10,000

5

150

35,000

0.020

70

200

130

150

(Silicone)

GB -28E
(Epoxy)

GB-28EFR
(Flame -Retardant Epoxy)

GB -28M
(Melamine)

GB -261D
( Phenolic)

GM -PE
(Polyester)

GPO -1

makes many other Dilecto grades, one of which may serve your
These are typical grades fo typical applications. To meet special requirements, C D -F
for expert assistance with your design problem involving laminated
purpose better than any of these listed here. Consult the C -D -F Technical Departmen
plastics products.

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND FIBRE
/JP
/
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE oAtfwe COMPANY NEWARK 16, DELAWARE
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Simply slide together
and lock wilth thumbscrew on back

ew Triplett Unimeters
Decrease Inventory Cost .. Increase Flexibility

New Select -Your -Range Triplett Unineters
meter movements can be combined wi-.11 any

Dial-Compomert units fcr a wide variety of

r ranges-you can even create you- cwn
h available d al blanks by following simple
s furnished.

basic movement accounts for :he greater
meter cost-y 3u can have a much more

flexible inventory by stocking the minimum number
of bas c mete movements and a large variety and
maximum quantity of theinexpensive Dial -Components.
Unimeie. featires are: self -shielded Bar -Ring move-

ments: AC and DC inear scales extreme accuracy
dustproof construcion *error proof assembly instant
conversion standard mounting.

plete details see your Electronic Parts Dist-:but:r, or write

TT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
BLUFFTON, OHIO

Tree Sbocad Kits, too. Kit A (makes 8 ranges),
K t B (maims 12 ranges), Kit C (makes 23 ranges).

HUMPHREY FREE GYROS MAY BE POWERED BY
D -C, 400 -CYCLE A -C OR 1500 -CYCLE INVERTER
New interchangeable motors for Humphrey free gyros now
make it possible to select a gyro to operate on d -c, conventional 400 -cycle a -c or 1500 -cycle a -c power. Use of the
small, high-speed wheel increases stability and reduces drift
rate about one-half. High-speed motors may be operated
on transistorized 1500 -cycle power supplies, using readily
available 6 or 28 -volt d -c input.

Production gyros are offered with a variety of pickoff configurations, including potentiometer, synchro and switch type.
Humphrey free gyros are available with a manual push-button
cage, electrical uncage or with fully remote electrical cage
and uncage with indicating or inter -lock switches. Whatever
your position or angle sensing requirements, Humphrey has
a free gyro that can do the job. Call or write today.

+4 iiumphreq

Inc.

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL INSTRUMENTS

DEPT. 6-88.
2805 CANON STREET
SAN DIEGO 6, CALIFORNIA

FOR COMPLETE SYSTEMS. SPECIFY HUMPHREY GYROSCOPES. ACCELEROMETERS. POTENTIOMETERS
38
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INSTRUMENTATION-In instrumentation, such as this geophysical measuring
equipment, where miniaturization and resistance to environmental conditions are
important, TFE resins are unsurpassed. They are unaffected by penetrating oils,
heat, shock, vibration or resoldering; thermal and dielectric properties permit
miniaturization, resulting in substantial space and weight saving.

PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT-Process controls, instrumentation, and other
industrial electronic equipment can be more reliable and more easily -serviced at
reduced costs with TFE resins. They have zero moisture absorption, are nonflammable, and are chemically inert. Neither potting temperatures nor soldering
iron heat trill damage TFE

ELECTRONIC BUSINESS MACHINES-Non-flammability, safe emergency
overloading, and solder resistance are three important reasons why TFE resins

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT -TFE resins are ideal for outdoor or underground
wiring applications. They have unmatched insulation resistance, and are com-

are used in machines such as this data-processing equipment. Servicing of wiring
panels can be done quickly, with a minimum of downtime, because TFE resins ore
unaffected by soldering temperatures.

pletely unaffected by exposure to salt water, sunlight, or other extremes of weather.
Oil, gasoline, and other solvents have no effect on TFE resins, and they remain

flexible in extremes of heat or cold.

For top performance in electronic circuitry specify wire
and cable insulated with TEFLON TFE-fluorocarbon resins
Achieve utmost reliability and safety for your wiring. Reduce assembly and inspection costs. Cut weight and space
requirements. These are a few of the advantages being realized by the use of wire and cable insulated with TFE resins.
TFE resins are almost ideal dielectrics, because they combine outstanding electrical and mechanical properties. They
do not age, are non-flammable, have great flex life, maintain superior tear resistance, and display excellent dielectric
properties.
Best of all, you can enjoy sales and cost advantages by
using wire protected by TEFLON TFE-fluorocarbon resins.

oU PON 14

TEFLON)

TFE-FLUOROCARBON RESINS

Look up your local supplier in the Yellow Pages (tinder
"Plastics-Du Pont") . . . or for technical information
write to: E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Poly chemicals Department, Room 178, Du Pont Building,
Wilmington 98, Delaware.
In Canada: Du Pont Company of Canaaa (1956) Limited, P. 0. Box
660, Montreal, Quebec.
Write for the "HOTTEST STORY IN WIRE

INSULATION." It gives you the facts that
can help make your design, your product, your

installation-a winner.

TEFLON is Du Pont's registered trademark for its fluorocarbon
resins, including the TFE (tetrafluoroethylene)
resins discussed herein.

ILG.U. S. P.T.ofr
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CONNECTORS
pass tough, new

AMPIIENoL

ALTITUDE -MOISTURE

RESISTANCE TEST
salt water immersion,

65,000 feet altitude
Designers and manufacturers of aircraft and missiles, as
well as the military, have long recognized the need for
a connector altitude -moisture test which would accurately simulate actual performance conditions. Such a
test has been developed by manufacturers and the military and applied as standard procedure on the 67 Series
MINNIE connectors in the AMPHENOL Laboratories. It consists of the following:

Following the altitude -moisture resistance test, insulation resistance measurements (in megohms) on production MINNIE "E" connectors were as follows:
Contact to Contact

0 (Initial)

6000

7000

7500

4000

1

2

5500

3200

3

5500

3000

4 (overnight 17
hour soak)

3000

1100

5

2800

1100

6

3000

1100

7

3000

1100

8

3000

1100

9

3000

1050

10

3000

1050

11 (overnight 17
hour soak)

2800

1000

3000

1050

A plastic tank is filled with distilled water and salt
added to obtain a solution of 1.050 specific gravity.
Marker dye is added for tracing leakage paths. The
connectors are given a dry insulation resistance (IR)
reading with a 500 volt megohm bridge. All coupling

rings are then securely hand -tightened and grommet clamps rechecked for tightness. The connectors
are then completely submerged in the salt solution
so that all cable bundle ends are out of the solution.
The ends of the cable bundle from one side of each
connector are taped. The tank and connectors are
placed in an altitude chamber and another IR reading
is made.

The pressure inside the chamber is then reduced
to 0.82 inch of mercury (80,000 feet altitude) and held

for one minute, then increased to approximately 2
inches of mercury (65,000 feet altitude). After maintaining 2 inches of mercury for 1/2 hour, the chamber

is returned to room ambient pressure for 1/2 hour.
This is considered one complete cycle. Connectors
are subjected to a total of 10 cycles.

At the conclusion of the tenth cycle, connectors
remain completely submerged in the salt solution
container at room -temperature and pressure for an
over -week -end soak (65 hours). Final insulation resistance reading is then taken. Immediately after last
IR measurement, specific gravity of salt solution is
taken.

The "E" -type construction of

67 Series
MINNIE connectors was originally designed to meet the
moisture resistance requirements of MIL -C -5015C, Paragraph 4.5.21. Since the development of the new and far
more stringent altitude -moisture test, miNNOs construction design has been modified and all AMPHENOL MINNIE
"E" -type connectors pass this test.
AMPHENOL

Insulation Resistance
Contact to Shell

Cycle

12 (weekend 65
hour soak)

"E" connectors not only meet but surpass the requirements of this tough new test. 100 megohms is the minimum insulation resistance required by
AMPHENOL MINNIE

MIL -C -5015C after moisture; mimmiDs minimum insula-

tion resistance after immersion and altitude cycling is
1000 megohms.

67 Series MINNIE "E" Connectors

Miniature, multi -contact electrical connectors of the quick -disconnect bayonet lock type. Available
as Plugs, Cable and Panel Receptacles, and Single Hole
Mounting Receptacles. Shell design classes include:
CLASS E-Environmentally resistantindividual wire seal
DESCRIPTION

CLASS P-For potting
CLASS It-Hermetically sealed
CLASS J-For jacketed cable

CLASS c-Standard cable clamp

There are five shell sizes, and 17 insert arrangementsranging from 3 contacts in the smallest to 48 contacts in
the largest.
PART NUMBERING Descriptive part numbering of MINNIE

connectors follows that used with AN (MS) connectors.
NOMINAL CURRENT RATING

#20 contact is rated at 7.5

amperes and #16 contact at 17.0 amperes.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE

(+125 C.).

-67°F. (-55°C.) to +257°F.

FEATURES OF AMPHENOL huniNtE CONNECTORS

O

Environmentally sealed with unitized back end grom-

met. (Also available with provision for potting.)
Grommet seal (type "E") meets altitude -moisture

resistance requirements. Either grommet seal or potted
seal meets moisture resistance requirements of MIL C -5015C, Paragraph 4.5.21.

0 Spring -loaded coupling ring provides a positive locking action in the bayonet slot, and a constant compensating force which eliminates the effects of resilient
face seal compression set.
Stainless steel bayonet slots and pins reduce wear and
frictional characteristics and eliminate wear encountered with "hard -coat" and similar surface treatments
of softer base metals. The three pin bayonet coupling
minimizes the rocking action of the mated plug and
receptacle.
C) Flattened incline angle of bayonet slots reduces mating
force requirement.
0 Hooded contacts resist test prod damage as defined in
Paragraph 4.5.14 of AMPHENOL Specification 340-432108.

0 Unitized grommet seal; clamp and grommet form a
single unit for ease of assembly and maintenance.

O Face seal gasket with individual barriers to isolate
each contact.

HOODED SOCKET CONTACTS

® Hard insert dielectric (plus resilient face seal) positively retains contacts with no possibility of contacts
Both #16 and #20 socket (female) contacts of AMPHENOL
MINNIE connectors are resistant to test prod damage. The
entering end of the socket has a one-piece hood that excludes the entrance of a pin 0.005" larger than the diameter of the mating pin. AMPHENOL Specification 34r..-432108, paragraph 4.5.14, gives this test to be used to determine resistance to test prod damage:

"A test prod of hardened steel having a diameter
equal to a nominal mating pin shall be inserted into
each socket contact to (a) .200 inch; (b) .255 inch; and

(c) .310 inch depth. At each of these depths, measured from the face of the insert, a bending moment
of 2 inch lbs. ±10 percent shall be applied to the 16
size contact prod and a bending moment of 0.8 inch
lbs. ±10 percent shall be applied to the 20 size ccntact prod about the inserted ends of the prod. The
connector shall be rotated in one direction through
360 degrees in order that a uniform force is applied
to the inside surface of the socket contact. This test
shall be performed with the socket contacts in the
inserts and the contacts locked, if necessary, to prevent rotation in the inserts during the test."
After withdrawal of the fixture at the completion of
the above precedure, the force needed to engage or separate the socket contact shall not exceed the following
values:
Max. Force Ounces

Min. Force Ounces

#20

12

2

#16

26

3

Contact

i

being pushed out of the insert.
0 A visual full engagement indicator is included in the

design to insure the user that he has fully engaged
the connectors. The indicator is an orange line around
the receptacle shell.

Insulation resistance of "E" type following altitude -

moisture resistance test is a minimum 1000 megohms.
MIL -C -5015C minimum following type "E" test is 100
megohms.

When using mated sealed connectors, no derating

Test voltage 1,500 volts RMS 70,000 feet on sealed
connectors.
Vibration per Method 204 of MIL -Std -202A. 10 to 2,000
cps at 20 g's.

Temperature cycling range per MIL -C -5015C, Paragraph 4.5.3 increased to 257°F. maximum and -67°F.
minimum.
VOLTAGE RATING
Mechanical
Rating

Sea level
(unsealed)
Sea level
(sealed)
70,000 ft.
(unsealed)

70,000 ft.
(sealed)

Recommended
Working Voltage

(Nominal)

Flashover
V-Rms

Test
V-Rms
1,500

700

500

Spacing

DC

AC

.034

2,000

B

.046

2,300

1,800

840

600

A

.034

2,500

2,000

700

500

B.

.046

3,000

2,500

840

600

A

.034

500

375

175

125

B

.046

600

450

210

250

A

.034

2,500

1,500

700

500

0

045

3 000

INM

540

NM

A

Send for your copy of the MINNIE catalog to
obtain complete information.

*1111D4*.

for

altitude is necessary at 70,000 feet.

AMPHENOL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
1830 S. 54th Ave., Chicago 50, Illinois

EW!
Veeder-Root
Panel -Mounted High Speed

Electrical Counters

...with
electric resetting
in 1/10th
of a second
Added Evidence
that Everyone
Can Count on
42

These new Series 1591 Electrical Counters fill
the gap between standard and electronic counters for
industrial, data processing, or laboratory and scientific uses.
They're designed for accuracy and long life at very high
speeds (rated at 3000 counts per minute, with extended
test -runs up to 6000 cpm).
And they have the unmatched convenience of instant
push-button resetting, either mechanically right on the machine
. . . or electrically from a distance. Panel -groups of these
counters can be placed right in your office . . . and one button
can reset an entire panel. Counters feature large figures,
small size, low -wattage coils for continuous duty and other
V -R vantage points on which patents are pending.
These new and different counters are the latest evidence
that Veeder-Root design and development always keep
pace with modern counting requirements. Write for
specifications and prices.

VEEDER-ROOT
INCORPORATED
Hartford, Conn.
New York

HARTFORD 2, CONNECTICUT
Greenville, S. C.
Altoona, Pa.
Chicago
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Montreal
Offices and Agents in Principal Cities
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Eimac Klystrons Going Strong

U. S. Air Force personnel remove 25,137 hour klystron from
advanced Pole Vault base. Department of Defense Photograph.

after 25,000 Hours in Pole Vault Tropo -Scatter Service
After 25,137 hours on the air, and still in perfect operating
condition, this Eimac 3K50,000LF UHF klystron has been acquired through the coope-ation of the U.S. Air Force and Canadian Marconi, Ltd. This klysipor was one of the original tubes
installed in Project Pole Vault, the first tropo-scatter communications line ever established. The tube is just one of a number
of Eimac klystrons that have exceeded 25,000 hours of reliable
on -the -air time in this syvem. Eimac klystrons are used as final
amplifiers in the Pole Vault 10 kilowatt transmitters that handle
multiple -channel voice and 'eletype communications. Experience with this first system in our early warning defense network
confirmed klystron-powered tropospheric scatter as an outstandingly dependable system of long distance communication.

The exceptional performance of these tubes under the difficult logistical and environmental conditions of the far north is
indicative of the reliability and conservative rating of performance -proved Eimac external -cavity klystrons. Eimac amplifier
klystrons are now being used extensively for tropo-scatter cornmunications throughout the United States, Canada and other
regions of the world. Eimac klystrons for communications and

pulse applications are now available covering frequencies
from VHF to SHF and to multi -megawatt output powers.

For further information, write for a copy of the
24 -page booklet "Klystron Facts Case Five."

EITEL-McCULLOUGH,
INC.
SA
N BRUN° -CALIFORNIA
Elf4tete 7Or4t for reliable tropo-scatter klystrons
Products Desl1gned and Manufactured by Eimac
Negative Grid Tubes

Vacuum Tube Accessories

Reflex and Amplifier Klystrons

Vacuum Switches

Ceramic Receiving Tubes

Vacuum Pumps

For Safe, Dependable Electrical Protection
.
To make sure of proper operation
under all service conditions . . every
BUSS fuse is tested in a sensitive electronic device that automatically rejects
any fuse not correctly calibrated, properly constructed and right in all physical
.

dimensions.

This careful testing is your assurance

BUSS fuses will provide equipment
with maximum protection against dam-

age due to electrical faults.

Just as important, BUSS fuses will
not give a false alarm by blowing need-

Standardize on BUSS Fuses!
lessly. Shutdowns due to faulty fuses
blowing without cause are eliminated.

By specifying dependable BUSS
fuses, you help safeguard the good
name of your equipment for quality
and reliability.

Complete Line-There is a complete
line of BUSS fuses in sizes from 1/500
ampere up . . . plus a companion line
of fuse clips, blocks and holders.

If your protection problem is
... let the BUSS fuse engineers work

unusual ...

with you and save you engineering
time. If possible, they will suggest a
fuse already available in local wholesalers' stock, so that your device can
be easily serviced.

Before your final (iesign is crystallized, be sure to get the latest information on BUSS and FUSETRON Small
Dimension fuses and fuseholders . . .
Write for bulletin SFB.
Bussmann Mfg. Division McGraw -

Edison Co., University at Jefferson,
St. Louis 7, Mo.
Buss makes a com-

BUSS fuses are made to protect.- not to blow, needlessly

plete line of fuses
ILICTRICAL PROTICTION

home, farm,
eleccommercial,
tronic, automotive

BUSS

and industrial use.

/116111TVONTHY NAMII IM
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TUNING FORK
RESONATORS

t"

the ultimate in
precision audio
frequency control
2 1116" by 2 5116"

by 3 13:16" high

UNDER
SHOCK and VIBRATION
weight 20 oz.

II
ti

'

MODEL SMJ
accuracies to ±.07%, -55°C to +85°C
frequencies from 400 to 2,000 cps.

MODEL SMG
accuracies to ±.001%, zero°C to +75°C
frequencies from 960 to 2,000 cps.

SHOCK : 15 G's 11 milliseconds

VIBRATION : while operating,
.5" displacement to 7.5 cps, 7.5 G's from 75 to 22 cps, .06"

displacement 22 to 80 cps, 20 G's from 80 to 2,000 cps.

PHILAMON LABORATORIES INC.
90 HOPPER STREET, WESTBURY, LONG ISLAND, N.Y. EDgewood 3-1700

In direct recording systems

ONLY--hrush GIVES YOU
writing method

When you need precise, permanently visible measurements of electrical or physical phenomena, make your

logical choice of equipment from the newest Brush
designs in ultralinear recording systems. For your

The trace presentation! Brush offers curvilinear
and rectilinear readout. Both methods produce ultra linear traces-clear ... sharp ... easy to read.

specific application, now choose ...

The. configuration! Choose from vertical or horizontal writing tables, rack mounted or portable

The writing method! Because different problems

models, widest selection of chart speeds available from

demand different writing methods, Brush gives you

50"/sec. to 10"/day, providing optimum resolution
on all signals. Electrically controlled chart drive

your choice ... ink ... electric ... thermal writing.

CIRCLE 42 READERS SERVICE CARD

.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
trace presentation

. .

transmissions permit instantaneous switching on the
spot or by remote control.
New functionally designed control panels are clean,
legible, easy to understand. All components are readily
accessible for fast inspection and simple adjustment.

The most comprehensive operating manuals in the
industry are included with every Brush product.

configuration

Factory branches, service and warehousing at Arlington,'
Va., Cleveland and Los Angeles; engineering representa
tives in all key locations.

-brush
3405 PERKINS AVENUE
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INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION OF

CLEVITE
091.04iTI0N

CLEVELAND 14. OHIO

Reverse current: 10

amp. Rectification ratio: 10,000,000:1

Now...new efficiency for TV power supplies with
dependable diodes of Du Pont Hyperpure Silicon
More efficient power supplies . . . savings in space and weight . . important
reasons why TV manufacturers are replacing conventional rectifying systems
with silicon diodes. Today, several types
of silicon diodes and rectifiers are readily available for TV circuits. TV manufacturers have tested silicon rectifiers
and report no noticeable change in output voltage under continuous load conditions over long periods of time. Sili-

con components can operate in ambients from -65° to 150° C. They maintain excellent electrical stability and
Silicon components have high shock

Note to device manufacturers:You can
produce silicon transistors, rectifiers and
diodes of the highest quality with Du Pont

99% efficient in units operated at 60 cps.

ease of use . . . with a purity range of 3 to

resist aging.

and vibration limits. They are up to
and require little maintenance. Silicon
cells permit a rectification ratio as high

as 10 million to 1-almost negligible
reverse conductance. Silicon bridges are

NEW BOOKLET ON DU PONT HYPERPURE SILICON
You'll find our new, illustrated booklet about Hyperpure Silicon
helpful and interesting-it describes the manufacture, properties
and uses of Du Pont Hyperpure Silicon. Just drop us a card for
your copy. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Pigments Department, Silicon Development Group, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
(This offer limited to United States and Canada.)
48

available with ratings from 1 to 1,000
amperes and more than 600 volts rms.

CIRCLE 44 READERS SERVICE CARD

Hyperpure Silicon. It's now available in
three grades for maximum efficiency and
11 atoms of boron per billion. Technical
information on crystal growing is available
from Du Pont . . pioneer producer of
semiconductor -grade silicon.

PIGMENTS DEPARTMENT

aU PONS

HVPERPURE
SILICON

REG. u. S. PAT. Off
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Yarn control of the Cobble
Bros.' Tufting Machine is
through electrical contact
fingers which transmit impulses
to 120 CLARE RELAYS each
controlling two electromagnetic clutches.

COBBLE BROS.' controls were

designed around Clare Relays
"The most important reasm Clare Mercury -Wetted- Contact
Relays were chosen as the basic components for this controls
their reliability."
Assurance of billions of trouble -free operations caused engineers

of Cobble Bros. Machinery Co. to design their electrical control
system aroind Clare HG relays.

There are 120 Clare HG Relays in controls .3f the Cobbla
Yardage Tufting Machine sh3wn. They receive impulses from
120 electrical contact fingers as they "read" the pattern. Tha
relays operate e:ectro-mecharical clutches to transla;e these impulses into intricate carpet designs.
Reliabili:y means freedcm from costly mainterarce. If, lilt?.
Cobble Bras.' engireers, ycu -.want only the best fcr your design,
let us tell you ALL about Clare Mercury -Wetted -C 3n pact Relays.
Address: C. P. Clara & Co., 3101 Pratt Blvd., CHica go 45, Illinois.

In Canada C. P. Clare Canada Ltd., 2700 Jane Street, Toronto
15. Cable address: CLARELAY.

FIRST

in the nc ustrial fieltddi

Each relay is housed with a
transistor in this modular type
unit. The module is then plugged
into the control system.

Send for C/are Bulletins
120 and 122

Quick -Opening Fasteners
Selecting Small Fastenings for Metal Closures
"Use captive fasteners wherever feasible . . . Avoid the use of loose washers and loose
nuts . . . Fasteners on equipment covers should be operable either with no tools or with

standard hand tools"*
(John D. Polley, Jr. & James W. Altman, Research Scientists, American Institute
for Research)

clip into place. No welds, screws, bolts

or rivets: the fastener is permanently
installed in seconds !
Spring
Loading
Holds
Panels

I

tam+ in

Compression

Adjustable to any grip length or panel
thickness, the pawl is fixed in place by
single set screw. The fastener's
brightly finished knob is set off by a
plated washer. Also furnished with
a

screwdriver operated flush head.

Adjustable Panel Latch
Quarter -Turn Fastener

Small doors and panels can be fastened

with greatest speed and lowest cost

Lion Fasteners open and close with a
IA turn, hold sheets tightly under the
compression of a rugged spring.
Quickly operated and fully retained
in the outer panel, they are approved

with the Southco Adjustable Latch.
The entire fastener is quickly installed

through two holes punched in the
door; no bolts or rivets are needed.

under U. S. Government military specifications. Stud and receptacle float for

It operates with a quarter turn, requires

easy alignment and simplified hole

the nylon pawl is engaged pulls up the

no striker plate. An extra twist after

preparation. Flush, oval, wing, knurled,

door to form a seal and eliminate

ring, and key head styles available.
Sizes-No. 2, No. 5, and High Strength
for extra heavy duty.

vibration.
Available with
Phillips head.

Spring Tension Latch

wing, knurled, or

For fastening slide -out drawers and
hinged panels the Southco Arrowhead
Latch

is recommended. It locks or

opens with a quarter turn yet occupies
less than 1/2" inside space.

Free
Fastener

Doors are held under spring tension-

Handbook

a push against the arrowhead knob
relaxes this tension, allows operation
with fingertip ease. Drill a single hole

for installation-no fastening to the
door is necessary. No striker plate
is needed.

Cabinet Latch
Just drill a hole, push the fastener stem
through, and slide the special push -on

Pawl stop is eliminated-arrowhead
shows at a glance exact position of
pawl.

S CO TJ- 'X' 3E1
* Quotation from Designing Electronic Equipment for Maintainability"; Machine Design, July 12, 1956.
50

Send for your free copy of Fastener
Handbook No. 8, just released. Gives

complete engineering data on these

and many other

special fasteners.
Forty-eight pages, in two colors.

Write on your letterhead to Southco
Division, South Chester Corporation,
233 Industrial Highway, Lester, Pa.

CO

//

FASTENERS

0 1956
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Sonotone Model 222 Hearing Aid is completely self-contained and designed to be worn and supported entirely within the ear. Eight A -B
Type TR, 1/10 -waft resistors are used in the three -transistor amplifier.

SPACE PROBLEM SOLVED
with

r411.11MM

ALLEN -BRADLEY

4111MIM

OMB.

OMIEN/

11111.111,

Actual Sizes

Hot Molded Resistors

,/,0."

resistor

Your space problem may seem impossible, but-try Allen-Bradley
Type TR resistors. You'll be able to trim space requirements way
down ... with no sacrifice in quality or reliability. These unbelievably
small composition resistors are made by the same basic hot molding
process as is used for the larger Allen-Bradley resistors . . . assuring
complete freedom from catastrophic failures. The Type TR resistors
have an insulating coating that will withstand a continuous maximum
voltage of 200 volts d.c.
Where higher ratings are needed . . . and quality is important ...
it's still Allen-Bradley! These larger sizes have an insulating jacket
that eliminates the need for impregnation . . . yet provides reliable
protection against long periods of high humidity.
Allen-Bradley makes other space -saving components, too . . . including hermetically sealed resistors, variable resistors, capacitors, and
filter elements ... all built to Allen -Bradley's quality standards. For
detailed specifications and application data send for Publication 6024.
Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.
In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont.

1/8 -Watt resistor
hermetically sealed

1,4 -Watt
resistor

I
1/4 -Watt resistor
hermetically sealed

I
SMFO feed-

I
Bare disc ceramic
capacitors

thru filter

I

dr

Type F -1/4 -watt
variable resistor

Type G-1/2-wa

ALLEN -BRA LEY
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

variable resistor

I

L
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THE LEAP I N- o OUTERS PAC
Our only link with outer space is the advanced Communi-

cations System. Our progress in space technology has
become dependent on solving the vast network of new
problems which the Space Age has imposed on the field of
Communications.

To meet these problems the Hughes Communications
Systems Laboratories is drawing upon its continuing efforts

in the field of Global Airborne Communications. Such
newly devised Hughes hardware, at left, for example,
illustrates the use of high -reliability wire wrapping to re-

place soldered connections and the use of inexpensive
miniaturized "cordwood" circuit modules to make possible
high component density.
New methods, such as Hughes -pioneered digital tech-

niques, are being formulated to achieve the long-range
goal of developing communications systems capable of
deflecting their signals from meteors, artificial satellites,
and even the moon. Still other methods are being devel-

oped for systems which will transmit intelligence through
media impervious to radio frequencies by modulating frequencies far up the electromagnetic spectrum.
Advanced thinking, diversification, and expansion are
also taking place in other areas of the Research & Development Laboratories, of which Communications is a part . . .
in Hughes Products, the commercial activity of Hughes
. . . in Hughes Fullerton, where three-dimensional radar
systems are under development . . . in Hughes El Segundo,
the manufacturing facility for complex electronics systems
. .

. and in Hughes Tucson, where guided missiles are

manufactured.

Never before have the opportunities at Hughes been
more promising!
New commercial and military contracts have created an immediate
need for engineers in the following areas:.

Nuclear Electronics
Microwaves
Communications
Reliability
Circuit Design

Field Engineering
Vacuum Tubes
Crystal Filters
Systems Analysis
Computer Engineering

Write in confidence to Mr. Phil N. Scheid,

Hughes General Offices, Bldg. 6-W, Culver City, California.

Electromagnetic positioning of cutting edges is directed by this etched

metal bar, a significant innovation which aided in the Hughes
Products development of the first all -electronically controlled machine tool line.
Data processors under development at Hughes Fullerton will

monitor the action of hundreds of aircraft and store the changing
tactical situation in electronic memories for high-speed assignment
of defense weapons.
the West's leader in advanced electronics
I -

1

HUGHES

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, El Segundo,
Fullerton and Los Angeles, California
Tucson, Arizona

19513. HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Wescon show. Visit our booths 1401, 1402, 1812, and 1813 or the Hughes recruiting suites at the Chapman Park Hotel
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0 MICRO SWITCH Precision Switches

Actual Size

We've Miniaturized the Subminiature!
WEIGHT: 1 gram... 28 switches to the ounce... over 430 to the pound. SIZE: .500" long, .200" wide, .350" high.
CUBIC CONTENT: .035 cubic inches. ELECTRICAL RATING: 5 amps -250 vac, 30 vdc. SPOT.

.soo"
After a long period of laboratory development, MICRO SWITCH announces this
new, highly miniaturized precision snap -

action switch and a complementary line
of actuators.
We call it the "Sub -subminiature!"
This new "SX" basic switch represents

an entirely new set of answers to the
space -weight problems in dependable
precision switching. It combines new

lems of design, testing and quality control presented themselves. However, 23
years of experience proved of immense
value. As a result, a new standard has

thus been set by which all precision

switches must be measured.
This broad experience can prove of equal
value to you. Send for more information

.200"

about this new switch. Request Data
Sheet No. 148.

small size with more than ample capac-

ity for wide usefulness, meeting the
pressing demand for miniaturization

MICRO SWITCH...FREEPORT, ILL.

combined with reliability.
In its exacting development, many prob-

The two -word name MICRO SWITCH

i8 NOT a generic term. It is the
name of a division of Honeywell.
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A division of Honeywell
In Canada: Honeywell Controls, Ltd.,
Toronto 17, Ontario

H Honeywell
HONE W

MICRO SWITCH PRECISION SWITCHES
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WHY IN THE WORLD

use _u[l

glass -to -metal*

seals?

ff

Super rugged
Compression Seals

Single Lead
Terminals

End Seals for
Tubular Components

here's the
answer!

Multiple
Headers

You can always depend on the leade
Electrical Industries glass -to -metal,
have been an industry standard since
1940. With research, development and
manufacture devoted exclusively to the
production of hermetic seals, E -I has the
experience and facilities to solve your
most difficult sealing problems.
The E -I standard line offers designers
and engineers a choice of hundreds of
types of seals that reflect the economies
of mass production methods. In addition,
E -I designs custom types for special
applications, or will seal components of
your manufacture. Call or write E -I for
catalog, or send drawings for recommendations on your sealing application.

Threaded
End Seals

Transistor
Closures

ee

Miniature
Closures

Color Coded
Terminals

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
A Division of Philips Electronics, Inc.

MURRAY HILL, N. J.

Patented in Canada, No. 523,390; in United Kingdom, No. 734,583; licensed in U.S. under Patent No. 2561520

ELECTRONICS engineering
iho re
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540 Bergen Boulevard
WHitney 5-7500

cc
111./LLTIIIIWIO AO, .1411.11YRINT"

4900 West Flournoy Street
ESterbrook 9-5200

6555 Sunset Boulevard
H011ywood 5-3250

In Engineering-meet a man who gets results

Painting pictures, designing missile systems creativity typifies the General Mills engineer
Meet Dr. Howard Bailer, art collector, amateur painter, and Director of Engineering
at the Mechanical Division of General Mills. At the office or at the easel, creativity is the
mark of his endeavor.
This same creativity is the distinguishing feature of the well equipped, highly talented
engineering department he directs. It is seen in every staff member-reflected in every otte
of their projects, some of which include . .

Dr. Bailer has been engaged in a wide variety of
advanced engineering projects for 18 years. At

General Mills he directs and coordinates activities of an excellent staff of unusually capable

engineers. Dr. Bailer is one more reason our
customers say,"At General Mills, weget results."
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SYSTEMS

SUBSYSTEMS

Airborne Early Warning
Missile
Geodetic. and Survey
Ground Support Equipment
Naval Ordnance
Space Vehicle Guidance

Inertial Guidance and Navigation
Special Purpose Electro-mechanical
Analogue Computers
Special Purpose Digital Computers
Microwave Radar and Beacons
Fuzing and Arming Devices

We team creative engineering with intensive research and fine precision manufacturing
to serve the nation's most exacting customers. We'd like to serve you.

MECHANICAL DIVISION
1620 Central Avenue Minneapolis 13, Minnesota
Intensive Research Creative Engineering Precision Manufacturing
CIRCLE S4 READERS SERVICE CARD

S
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NTER-

RUFFED!
Act, rill

1A07-1)
ti,500,6V9

gp,9a0f

.1

if a priceless audience switches channels
This situation has happened all too oiten in the past.
But now it seldom occurs, because most of the vast transmission and control networks are designed on a modular basis
Circuitry is arranged so that essenrtial elements or sub -assemblies
can be disconnected quici(ly .. and spare parts insertet
while parts in trouble are cnecked when convenient.
How about your system or product? Do your customers
encounter loss of time, loss c -f equipment use, loss of production
because of hard-tdfoliol.v wring or transference of control elements?
Perhaps the reliability of your products could be improved through the
use of Cannon Plugs modular units. Cannon makes over 27,000

different plugs-can engineer them to meet your requirements in
modular "black -box" Jnit assemblies to minimize interruptions and make
it possible to correct them, if they should occur, in a matter of seconds.
Cannon will design and make the plugs and assemblies you need.
Write today for brochure "The Modular Concept" which explains how
modular designs can save collars Please refer to Dept. 120.
Cannon Electric Company, 3208 Humboldt Street,
Los Angeles 31, California.
15.5,

ANei,14

Where Reliability
for Your Product
is Our
Constant Goal

Handy & Harman Silver Powder and Flake for Electronic Applications
The increased acceptance of silver powder and flake in electronic circuitry
and components has created a demand for a source that can supply these
materials at a consistently high level of quality.
Handy & Harman manufactures silver powder and flake in all types

and forms, for use in formulations on printed circuitry and wiring, re-

sistors, condensers, thermistors, printed terminal strips on glass, ceramics
or plastic laminates, etc.

If you are working on conductive or resistive coatings where you

Among the many forms of silver

and silver alloys manufactured by Handy & Harman are:

Fine silver (wire, strip and foil)
Silver anodes and grain for plating
Silver contact alloys Silver powders
Silver flake, paints and paste Silver

brazing alloys

Silver electronic

require excellent electrical conductivity, Handy & Harman will welcome
the opportunity to assist you in the choice - or discussion of any silver
product that may interest you. Write for Technical Bulletin A-4 on Silver
Conductive Coatings and Bulletin A-5 on Silver Powder and Flake.
Our technical service and field application experience are at your disposal ... we welcome inquiries on products and product problems involving
any form of silver.
Your NO.

solders
Silver sintered metals
Solder -flushed silver alloys
Silver
chloride and oxide Coin silver (wire
and strip) Silver bi-metals
60

rtori C CA DCA nroc crovirc rA01,

Source of Supply and Authority on Silver Alloys

AND PLANTS
BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

HANDY & HARMAN
Genera, Offices: 82 Fulton St., New York 38, N Y
DISTRIBUTORS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Aug

r

i 3,

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
CHICAGO. ILL.
CLEVELAND. OHIO
DETROIT. HICK.
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
CALIF.
TORONTO. CANADA
MONTREAL. CANADA
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NOW

Different Attenuators in The

PRD PACEMAKER LINE
down the line of these PACEMAKERS.

LOOK

Diverse in function, they are all characterized by simplicity

of operation,

higher

accuracy, greater strength factors . .. and

low cos resulting from volume manufacturing. PRD is the largest maker of microwave instrumentation, the PRD PACEMAKER
LINE

is

more complete than any other.

ROTARY STANDING WAVE DETECTOR

WAVEGUIDE ISOLATORS

- See Catalog Page 4-27

See Catalog Page 8-13

EXPANDED SCALE FREOUENCY METERS

DIRECTIONAL COUPLERS

- See Catalog Page C-9

See Catalog Page D 12

LEVEL SET ATTENUATORS
Designed for convenient adjustment of power level and for

use as padding devices, these units cover the 2.6 to 18.0
SPECTRUM ANALYZERS

IHERMISTOR AND ROLOMETER MOUNTS

See Catalog Page F-13

See Catalog Page E-15

the latest models of the most complete

SEE

line of microwave instrumentation at PRD's
WESCON Booths 1357-1358.

KMC/s range. In each of these 6 standard waveguide sizes,
a 20 db and 40 db attenuation range is offered. Well -shielded
attenuation is achieved by means of a ruggedized, shock
and moisture resistant element which is mounted parallel
to the sidewall of the waveguide. Both ends of this element
are matched to provide low VSWR (1.15 maximum),
Smooth variation of attenuation is obtained by means of
a low backlash, multi -turn drive. Approximate attenuation
markings are provided on a scale which is calibrated near
the center of the waveguide frequency range.
For complete specifications, see page A-17 of the NEW PRD Catalog.

this new 160 page PRD Microwave Catalog,

GET

largest and most informative ever published, available without cost or obligation

to those actively engaged in microwave
work. Write for your copy, giving your
name and title on your company letterhead.

ELECTRONICS
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POLYTECHNIC RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CO., INC.

202 Tillary Street
CIRCLE 57 READERS SERVICE CARD

Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
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FREQUENCY STANDARDS
FREQUENCY STANDARD

PRECISION FORK UNIT
TYPE 50
Size 1" dia. x 33/4" H.* Wght., 4 oz.
Frequencies: 240 to 1000 cycles

Accuracies:Type 50 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)

Type R50 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)

*31,4" high
400 -1000 cy.

TYPE 50L

Size 33/4" x 41/2" x 51A" High

Weight, 2 lbs.
Frequencies: 50, 60, 75 or 100 cycles

Accuracies:Type 50L (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)

Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input, Tube heater voltage and B voltage
Output, approx. 5V into 200,000 ohms

Type R5OL (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output, 3V into 200,000 ohms
Input, 150 to 300V, B (6V at .6 amps.)

PRECISION FORK UNIT

FREQUENCY STANDARD

TYPE 2003

TYPE 2005

Size 11/2" dia. x 41A" H.* Wght. 8 oz.

Size, 8" x 8" x 714" High

I

Weight, 14 lbs.

Frequencies: 200 to 4000 cycles

Accuracies:Type 2003 (-±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
*3

high

400 to 500 cy.

optional

Type R2003 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Type W2003 (±.005% at -65° to 85°C)
Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input and output same as Type 50, above

Frequencies: 50 to 400 cycles
(Specify)
Accuracy: ±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Output, 10 Watts at 115 Volts
Input, 115V. (50 to 400 cycles)
FREQUENCY
STANDARD

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2007-6

TRANSISTORIZED, Silicon TOP%
Size 11/2" dia. x 81/2" H. Wght. 7 ozs.

Frequencies: 400 - 500 or 1000 cycles
Accuracies:

2007-6 ( ± .02% at -50° to +85°C)
R2007-6 ( ±.002% at +15° to +35°C)
W2007-6 ( ±.005% at -65° to +125°C)
Input: 10 to 30 Volts, D. C., at 6 ma.

Output: Multitap, 75 to 100,000 ohms

TYPE 2121A
Size

8%" x 19" panel

Weight, 25 lbs.
Output: 115V
60 cycles, 10 Watt
Accuracy:
±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Input, 115V (50 to 400 cycles)
FREQUENCY
STANDARD

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2001-2

TYPE 211 1 C

Size 3%" x 41/2"x 6" H., Wght. 26 oz..
Frequencies: 200 to 3000 cycles

Size, with cover

Accuracy: ±.001% at 20° to 30°C

10" x 19" x 8%" H.
Weight, 25 lbs.

Output: 5V. at 250,000 ohms
Input: Heater voltage, 6.3 - 12 - 28
B voltage, 100 to X00 V., at 5 to 10 ma.

ACCESSORY UNITS

10" x 17" x 9" H.

Panel model

Frequencies: 50 to 1000 cycles

Accuracy: (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output: 115V, 75W. Input: 115V, 50 to 75 cycles.

.,This organization makes frequency standards\,_

for TYPE 2001-2

L -For low frequencies

within a range of 30 to 30,000 cycles. They are
used extensively by aviation, industry, govern-

D-For low frequencies

ment departments, armed forces-where maxivium accuracy and durability are required.

multi -vibrator type, 40-200 cy.
counter type, 40-200 cy.

H-For high freqs, up to 20 KC.

WHEN REQUESTING INFORMATION

M-Power Amplifier, 2W output.
P -Power supply.

PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE NUMBER

American Time Products, inc.
Watch
Telephone: PLaza 7.1430
62
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*aster

Timing Systems

580 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.
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Coirl,sy Mount Wilson Obxerratory

FROM BEYOND THE SKY
TO BENEATH THE SEAS
In the field of communications, two

by development of long -life electron

extraordinary events have occurred
within a short span of time. One was
the linking of Europe to America by
the submarine telephone cable. The

tube amplifiers able to withstand crush-

engineers explore and develop in
physics, mathematics, electronics,

ing pressure on the ocean floor. The

chemistry.

satellites derive their radio voices from
transistors-products of basic research
in semiconductor physics.

which can help improve electrical

other was the sending of radio signals
from U. S. satellites in outer space.
Both achievements depended on developments from Bell Telephone Laboratories. The cable was made possible

-

The deep sea amplifier and the transistor illustrate the wide range of work
at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Here,
over 3000 professional scientists and

mechanical engineering,
even biology-in every art and science
communications.

Through this work, Bell Telephone

Laboratories has helped make your
telephone service the world's finestand will keep it so.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

From PH I LCO Transistor Center, U.S.

edium Frequency

ew

Transistor Family!
PH

High Dissipation: 250 mw at 25°C

High Current: Max. Ic = -400 ma
High Temperature: 100°C Max.

High Voltage: Max. VCB = -30v

PERFORMANCE DATA
Max. Ratings

General Performance

Performance
Max. Max.

Minimum
Type

las

2N597

3 mc

VcE = -1V, I3 C = -100 Ma

2N598

5 mc

VCE = -1v, Ic = -100 ma

2N599

12 mc

Typical hp1

5

90

VCE

"ON" Switch

L. -1V, IC = -100 ma
105

Vcs

`la

VRE

400

30

0.2

0.34

400

30

0.2

0.34

Announcing a new Philco family of PNP germanium alloy junction transistors (In TO -9

400

30

0.2

0.34

[JETEC 30 -type] housing). These transistors
feature a unique, patented, cold -welded copper

housing and internal construction that result in
lower junction temperatures at normal operating
power levels. Design of the 2N597, 2N598 and
2N599 insures improved life and reliability at
temperatures as high as 100°C. Available in pro-

Total Device Dissipation at 2S°C = 230 mw

TYPICAL RISE TIME CIRCUIT

2N599

Vcc

,c = 200 ma
75

I

OUTPUT

rents makes them particularly applicable to

,etc

6 µse

I

medium speed flip-flops, logic gates, drum writers
and core -driver circuits. The 30v collector rating

.

SWITCHING TIMES

TEST CIRCUIT

provides the high level logic swings required in
many data processing equipments. At 200 ma of

TYPICAL DC BETA VS. COLLECTOR CURRENT

collector current typical rise time for the illustrated

15

'I

duction quantities.

The high beta of these transistors at high cur-

2N$IPT

tr
Jr

High Frequencies: Min. f «b to 12 mc

Ic

circuit is 0.05 iAsec.

To 0

TYPICAL DC BETA VS. COLLECTOR CURRENT
D

i

Type 2N599 I

I

Make Philco your prime source for all transistor infor-

GROUNDED EMITTER Wct, = -5.0,1,
0

- 40

-60 -80-100

COLLECTOR CURRENT. Ic IN MILLIAMPERES

-100

-400

mation and prices. Write Dept. E-858

See us at WESCON, Booths 710 and 711.

SI
P.

Tr m°11°11%

PH I LCO,, CORPORATION 01000)
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION
LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA

co
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As air motor spins high -explosive charge
in magnetic field, a sensitive iron probe,

rigidly mounted in the plane of the barrier, picks up variations in the flux pat-

tern and determines the concentricity

of an encapsulated piece of steel which
plays a key role in controlling detonation pattern of explosive

Magnetic Gage Locates
Encased Metal Parts
Magnetic -field pickup accurately locates the exact position of a ferromagnetic
barrier encapsulated in a shaped -charge container. Principle is used to determine whether or not encased metal piece is off center, tilted or both. High -

explosive charge containing barrier is used in oil -well blasting
By PAUL SEAWARD, Poui ter Laboratories, Stant ord Research Institute, Menlo Park, California

exact location of a piece of steel
position of a ferromagnetic which is encapsulated in a high -

ACCURATELY LOCATING the exact

object, solidly embedded in a casing,

explosive charge used for oil -well

accomplished by spinning the

blasting. In this application, it is
casing in a magnetic field and pick- essential to check the exact placeing up small variations in the flux ment of the steel piece after the expattern of the encapsulated metal. plosive charge has been loaded., for
Using this principle, it is possible this curved steel barrier plays a key
is

to determine whether such an en- role in controlling the magnitude
cased object is in its proper posi- and direction of the high -velocity
jet of metal discharged when the
tion, is off center, tilted or both.
The magnetic concentricity gage charge is detonated.
A photo shows the main unit of
was developed to determine the
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

the gage. The meter, amplifier, and
power supply are located in a special box attached to the outside of
a building.
The shaped charge is held against
the brass drive spindle uy a
brass idler shaft. Equally spaced

numbers on the periphery of an

aluminum indexing wheel, fastened

to the brass idler shaft, are used
with a flashtube circuit to indicate
the direction of maximum eccen-

tricity of the barrier. When the

65

the amount of eccentricity but also
fires a flashtube once each revolu-

tron is fired. The high -voltage pulse

tion to give an indication of the

plied to the trigger electrode of the
flash -tube. The R -C time constant
of the charging resistor and energy
storage capacitor was chosen to fire

position of maximum eccentricity.

The sensitive pickup coil probe
consists of 22,000 turns of No. 36
enameled wire wound on a bobbin.
The core is made from a h -in. stack
of 0.014 -in. silicon iron laminations
Win. wide by 3i -in. long. The *-in.
probe point width was achieved by

from the pulse transformer is ap-

the 2D21 reliably to a maximum
rate of 60 times a second.
A three -stage amplifier with clipper circuits meets the requirements

of the flashtube trigger and satisshearing the ends of the lamina- fies the desired accuracy of positions to the desired shape before tion -indication. The phase shift
they were inserted into the coil through the amplifier is constant,
bobbin. The whole assembly is within a few degrees, over 10 to
vacuum -varnished for rigidity. A 100 cps, the range of input frequenrigid mounting is fabricated from cies used.
FIG. 1-Diagram clarifies principle involved in the detection of small variations in the flux pattern caused by spinning ferromagnetic object (black) in a
magnetic field. The amount of eccentricity is exaggerated to emphasize the
variation in flux lines

The amplifier output voltages and,

hardwood pieces and heavy aluminum pillars, so that relative motion
between pickup probe, rotating steel
barrier and magnetic field is due
only to the eccentricity of the bar-

therefore, the eccentricity magni-

tude reading are independent of
variations in the barrier rotational
speed over a reasonably wide range
such as 10 to 100 rps.
A plot of pickup coil voltage

rier. A permanent magnet, made
from two pole -pieces of a magnetron magnet, provides the mag-

upper spindle engages the charge,

netic field.
Measurements of the voltage,

pressing against the copper cavity
liner in the shaped charge causes it
to rotate.
The spinning shaped charge, exposed to a magnetic field, produces
a flux pattern. As the steel barrier

pieces

measurements versus the barrier
rotational speed indicated that the

coil voltage increased 6 db for each
an air motor is started and the
upper end of the drive spindle, generated in the pickup coil by test octave increase in rotational speed.

rotates, possibly tilted or off center,
flux variations induce a voltage in
a coil that is wound around an iron

probe and placed in the plane of
the barrier and as close to it as
practical. Figure 1 shows the principle. The signal voltage is amplified and not only gives a measure of

of known eccentricity, The amplifier -clipper circuit was
showed that the coil voltage was designed so that output voltage dedirectly proportional to both the creases 6 db per octave from 5 to
barrier offset and the barrier rota- 120 cps. Thus the amplifier output
tional speed. At 30 rps, approxi- voltage reading for a barrier of
mately 6 millivolts per thousandth - given offset remains constant rein. offset was generated in the coil. gardless of variations in the air -

This voltage is read on a vacuum tube voltmeter.
The flashtube trigger circuit, Fig.
2, uses a 2D21 thyratron switch to

voltage as a linear function of in-

put signal voltage from 0 to 70
discharge a capacitor across the millivolts rms. This results in
primary of a high -voltage pulse straight-line calibration graphs
transformer whenever the thyra- that are easy to read and interpret.
GATED
AMP

+255

10.05

motor speed.
The amplifier provides output

0A2

7.5K

+320

470K

+108

+7870+82

6AL5

6814

270K

0.25

6BN6

THYRATRON'_

I

F5

2I2AX7 TOOK

m.A./4.7K

to
OB2

I.1 MEG

500K

+46

2

+120
12AY7

2

0

ca

240

-2-12AX7

I.5K

470K

u->

LINEAR AMP

270K

+50

1(

L.,

TO PULSE

TRANSFORMER

005

w +1.4

2

+155

1

6C4
IN

2D21

S.iIH.

-2

220K

100K

0.1

8

6AL5 O

500

2

i

+1-2

TRIGGER "-I

H-

CAL

33K

r
METER

4705

I

*--T

FLASHTUBE
FT -218
\431

PULSE TRANS FORMER

T-70150-1

/

2.2 MEG

=-15V

LIGHT SENSITIVITY

'-'

+380

100/4 zIN34

+32

MONITOR

8.6

4 COND
CABLE

'VI-al

9, '''

TO

,FLASHLAMP
HOLDER

i

VOLTAGE AMP

FIG. 2-Flashtube trigger circuit uses a thyratron switch to discharge a capacitor acr...ss
66

high -voltage

pulse transformer primary
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To reduce noise pickup or generation in the input stage, a tow noise dual triode, 12AY7, is used

EXPLOSION OF A BARRIER

special shock resistant tube socket.

Diagram shows what happens when a
high -explosive barrier charge is detonated and illustrates the key role

CHARGE

for the first two stages with a

Also a tube shield with an NELtype insert reduces the tube operating temperature. The shield is
grounded to the chassis. The input
stage uses deposited -carbon resistors ..nd is well shielded. Desired
frequency response is obtained by
a negative feedback system wherein

the voltage developed across the
cathode resistor of the third ampli-

played by the curved steel barrier in
shaping the direction and magnitude
of the high -velocity jet of metal which
perforates the metal casing, cement
and formation, permitting the oil to

enter the well.
This charge contains 19 grams of

[7'1

high explosive (Cyclonite) in a case

made of Zamek 5 (94 percent zinc)
with a barrier of mild steel centered
as accurately as possible.

DETONATION
FRONT

In manufacturing the shaped charge,
a portion of the high explosive is first
pressed into place with the open end
of the case facing upward. The concave steel barrier is centered in the
charge and the remaining portion of
the high explosive is pressed into place

fier stage is coupled back to the
cathode of the first amplifier. As
the feedback capacitor is located
in

a

low -voltage

low -impedance

path, its voltage rating can be relatively low and the stray capacitance
is eliminated.
Spurious firing due to bumping

SHOCK
FRONT

and capped by a copper liner.

tl

or jarring the gage is eliminated
by incorporating a 6BN6 gated -

BARRIER

beam tube controlled by an integrat-

ing network with a long time constant. A portion of the output
voltage from the linear amplifier is
amplified in the 6C4 voltage amplirectified

fier,

voltage goes directly to the vacuum -tube voltmeter where the rms
voltage reading is used-in con-

junction with a set of graphs- to
indicate magnitude of barrier ec-

minus fifteen degrees in position of

START

maximum eccentricity.

centricity, see Fig. 3. This same
output voltage is clipped and fed

i.±1

28

cc

24 -

w

into the 6BN6 gated -amplifier. Clipping prevents overdriving the

falls within the input capabilities of
the linear amplifier. Thus accuracy

6BN6 is clipped by a 6AL5 and fed
into a high -mu triode whose output

offset readings (0.001 to 0.125 in.)
over three graphs instead of one, as

µ sec.
The negative

METRY, adusts the symmetry of the

6BN6, and assists in the squaring of the instrument is enhanced by
process that follows. Output of the spreading the total range of barrier

portion of the

square wave is clipped off and the
positive excursion limited to about
30 v by another 6AL5. The resulting waveform is then differentiated

t.D

a 20 -

'016>
(.r)

and triggers the 2D21 thyratron.

D

0
cc

L.Li

8-

a_

4-

m

the wide range of coil voltages (5
to 700 millivolts) to the range that

is :a square wave of fast rise time shown in Fig. 3.
Bias control in the cathode cirrelative_to the period of the wave.
The. rise time is approximately 40 cuit of the 6BN6, marked SYM-

32

_j

CHARGE

It is possible to locate placement of
the encapsulated metal with an overall
accuracy of approximately 0.001 in.
in magnitude of eccentricty and plus or

and turns on the

gated -amplifier after a suitable signal persists for several seconds.
The feedback amplifier output

1-N

Thus

it becomes impossible to visually check
whether the barrier has remained
centered.
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BARRIER OFFSETS IN THOUSANDTHS OF
AN INCH

FIG. 3-Offset of encapsulated metal
barrier is plotted against amplifier output. Offset readings, plotted on three
lines, enhance instrument accuracy

The small box mounted on top of
the steel box to the left of the gage
frame in the photo contains a
switch and a three -position attenuator. The switch is normally connected to the connector marked
MONITOR on the main chassis and

turns off the flashtube portion of
the circuit by grounding the grid
of the high -mu triode amplifier.
This increases flashtube life by
minimizing unnecessary firing. The
three -position attenuator reduces
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two halves of the square wave output from the 6BN6. Proper setting
of the SYMMETRY control determines the accuracy of the indication

of maximum eccentricity. To set this control, a signal
of position

of approximately 40 to 50 millivolts
rms is fed into the feedback ampli-

fier input from a signal generator.
A cro connected to MONITOR displays the square -wave output. Also,

the symmetry control is set to the
position that makes each half of the

square wave cover an equal time
interval.
The shaped charge and gage were
developed in a research effort con-

ducted for Jet Research Center,
Inc., Arlington, Texas.
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Line Current Controls
Low -power oscillator provides both unmodulated and 60 -cps modulated
signals for carrier -current transmission to control receiver in tv set. Unmodu-

lated carrier of required duration controls channel selection while modulated carrier controls sound level. System operates on one of four nonadjacent frequencies to avoid interaction between nearby systems
By J. R. BANKER and C. H. WOOD, Jr.*
Television -Radio Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Metuchen, N. J.

USE OF CARRIER CURRENT enables

no possibility of interaction be-

remote control of channel se- tween two units. Coupling to the
lection and sound level in tv re- power line is by a nonresonant low ceivers. The control system to be impedance secondary, with C, actdescribed comprises a small hand- ing as a blocking capacitor. Auto held low -powered transmitter and a transformer T, supplies filament
companion receiving unit mounted power and the selenium rectifier in
a half -wave circuit supplies d -c,
adjacent to the tuner in the set.
filtered by C, for the unmodulated

lated and unmodulated carriers.

The section sensitive only to an
unmodulated carrier energizes a relay for channel selection, while the
section sensitive to both signals

energizes the sound muting relay.
By making the sound muting section sensitive to both signals, the
audio level is automatically lowered
simultaneously with channel selection, thus avoiding bursts of sound.

Transmitter
complete
remote -control

signal.
Requirements of the FCC regard-

transmitter is shown in Fig. 1. A
straightforward Hartley oscillator

ing radiation above 450 kc have
been fulfilled by controlling the har-

ceiver are functions of its source

circuit is used.

monic output of the transmitter by

impedance. Though the impedance

The

An unmodulated carrier of the
required duration is used for channel selection while 60 -cps modula-

tion of that carrier

is

used for

sound control. Modulation is readily
accomplished by switching the

oscillator plate circuit from the de
side of the rectifier to the a -c. The
self -indicating control switch pro-

four methods. Power output has
been limited to 12 mw in the un-

of the power line at a given frequency may be represented by a

modulated case, a low-pass filter
comprising R, and C, is used. Resistor R, also limits the power out-

single resistance and reactance, this
value is difficult to determine. Furthermore, the value continually

put and by carefully choosing the
feedback ratio by the position of

ances are switched on or off.

the tap on the coil power is also
Receiver

is momentary in the direction for
channel selection, while a latching
position for the sound function is

be considered as two separate re-

provided when moving the lever in
the other direction.
Interference between neighbor-

ing transmitters and receivers is

The receiver shown in Fig. 2 can
ceivers, one capable of detecting an
unmodulated carrier while remaining insensitive to a modulated one,
the other detecting both modu-

eliminated through the use of four
individual frequencies -52.5, 57.5,
67.5 and 73.5 kc. Either of two nonadjacent carrier frequencies may be
selected
switch.

by an

easily accessible

The remaining two frequencies require repositioning of
the coil core.
By making the switchable carrier

frequencies nonadjacent, there is
68

changes as equipment and appliFor a given line under average
conditions, it is convenient to speak

limited.

nonambiguous operation ;
movement of the switch from center
vides

Several characteristics of the re-

of the equivalent line impedance,
that single resistance value which
when shunted across the output of
the transmitter reduces the output
voltage to the same value as does
the a -c line. Values from 10 to 50
ohms have been measured, although
it is possible that it may be as high

as 200 ohms. Since this variation
causes a corresponding change of
the Q of the receiver tuned circuit
which in turn results in wide variations in receiver selectivity, it is
essential that the receiver always
see the lowest source impedance.

The tv receiver with which this
system is used employs a 0.15-4

FIG. 1-Complete remote -control carrier current transmitter

Now with Electronics Div., Baltimore,

Md.
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Remote Tv Receiver
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FIG. 2-One part of receiver detects only unmodulated carrier while other part dete-t1

5t:

CONTROL

both m:^du'at..d and unmodulated signals

line bypass capacitor to reddce
sweep harmonic radiation. This

t,ii.nodula ted carrier in passing
through peak rectifier V, produces

holds the- line impedance at the a -c
terminals of the receiver fairly con-

a

FIG. 3-Receiver selectivity as a function of line impedance

With no input signal the back
contact of the channel relay is

The input of the remote -control
receiver has a single series -tuned

positive d -c voltage. Channel - closed, grounding the grid return
relay stage V, is biased near cutoff. R of sound -relay stage V. WhenThe output of 1/2., is directly cou- ever the channel relay operates, a
pled to the grid of V,,, increasing positive d -c voltage is applied to the
the plate current to operate the re- grid of V,,, to close the sound relay.
lay. The modulated carrier used for
Noise Considerations
sound control is similarly rectified
It is imperative that the receiver
curand

circuit connected across the a -c line.

rent

stant at 10 ohms regardless of actual impedance variations.
Circuit Features

of V.

The impedance of this circuit apBecause the modulated carrier
pears as 41 ohms. This is a de- has a duty cycle of only 35 percent
liberate mismatch to the 10 -ohm line and the maximum signal from the
to secure the desired selectivity. plate of V,,, is limited, it is never
The effect of controlled line im- sufficient to operate the channel repedance on the selectivity of the re- lay. Thus there is no undesirable

be insensitive to noise, since both
regular and random noises exist on
the line at all times. Regular noise,
resulting principally from fluores

cent lighting, may measure 10 millivolts p -p. Random noise may be of
the order of 500 millivolts p -p.
cross -function operation. Capacitor Since the receiver sensitivity is apC, across the channel relay coil re- proximately 30 millivolts, some
moves the 60 -cps component which means of discriminating against

ceiver is shown in Fig. 3.
Four individually -tuned frequencies are selectable by switching
additional capacitors across that for would otherwise appear and cause noise is necessary to prevent the
the highest frequency. To achieve buzzing of the relay for sound mut- relays from responding and causing
dropouts in the sound or undesired
the desired accuracy, two -percent ing operation.
switching of channels.
mica tuning capacitors are used.
Muting
Excellent noise immunity results
A threshold control at the input
For muting control, V,,, acts as a from clipping noise pulses at the inof the first r -f amplifier allows the
receiver sensitivity to be adjusted grid -leak detector rectifying the put of the first stage and using
to meet individual requirements. modulated carrier and providing short time constants between subDue to Miller effect, the input of amplification at 60 cps. This signal sequent stages. The limiting action
the first stage is not extremely high is direct -coupled through a low- of the second stage also contributes
in impedance and has considerable pass filter to the grid of V,., which to noise immunity. The resulting
capacitance. Resistor R, (Fig. 2) provides additional 60 -cps amplifi- signal-to-noise ratio is approxiprevents a change of Q and detun- cation to effect the large grid swing mately 30 db.
The use of carrier current has
ing of the resonant circuit with required by sound -relay stage Va,.
variation in the threshold control. This stage is biased near cutoff, as solved several problems. The availThe second function of this resistor is channel -relay stage V. Its plate ability of a -c voltage makes it posis to clip noise pulses appearing current increases on the average by sible to incorporate a power supply
the large 60 -cps signal on its grid. in the transmitter. The receiver
with the signal.
For the channel -switching func- Resistor R, reduces the tendency to unit is also self -powered. The tuner
tion, V, is a two -stage carrier - clamp and thus bias the grid nega- in the tv receiver is programmed
frequency amplifier, the second tively. Capacitor C, across the relay mechanically to stop only at the
channels actually transmitting.
stage also acting as a limiter. The removes the 60 -cps component.
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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Electronic Control Times
Increased reliability and reduction of down time in production result when
thyratrons are used in place of relays for controlling high-speed resistance
welding. Typical electronic control described in this article provides fail-safe
operation, reduces transients by correct adjustment of the ignitron firing
angle, and affords accurate repetition and calibration of the timing cycle
STUART C. ROCKAFELLOW,
HIGH-SPEED resistance welding
requires four exact timing
functions. The period necessary

transformer. In cases of warping

relay will tend to bounce several
times before establishing a firm

metal or poor jigging, hold time is
used to keep the electrodes together
while the molten metal is congealing. The electrodes then open, and
in fast -repeat operation, the period

to bring the electrodes together and
build up pressure is called squeeze
time. This begins when a solenoid

is energized to allow air to enter

contact, each bounce causing severe

transient strain across the solenoid
valve coil. The combination of open-

ing and closing the valve in highspeed operations may account for

required to move them to a new

a cylinder and force the electrodes
together. When sufficient pressure
is built up, weld time begins, and
current flows through the weld

115V

Robotron Corporation, Detroit. Michigan

location is called off time.

several million transients each day.
The present trend is to use electron tubes for control functions in
resistance welders. Maintenance on

If a relay is used for controlling
the weld current flow, there will be
an inrush of about 30 amp and the
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FIG. 1-Schematic of a typical control for a high-speed resistance welding gun. Fuses and overload protection circuits are not shown.
This circuit affords either single -shot operation or continuous recyc ing of the timing functions
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High -Speed Welding Cycle

wig.11,01Wr
./
1..."
fts, WARM
Protracted delays caused by maintenance problems in any of the high-speed resistance welding stations in a production line, such
as in this automotive plant. can h. costly. All -electronic controls have reduced down time by as much as 90 percent because of their
innate reliability. In this installation, all the control units are mounted on a catwalk overhead for ease of maintenance

controls has thereby been reduced

as much as 90 percent. This

is

significant on high-speed production lines, as down time is one of
the highest operational costs.
Requirements

The requirements of a high-speed
resistance welding control are :

fail-safe operation of the timing
circuit, fully electronic operation of
both solenoid valve and weld -current control, transient reduction by
90 -deg
of the first half -cycle
of welding current, highly accurate
repetition and calibration, and

on a high-speed production line and
cause downtime.

Fig. 1. Relays may be used as
safety cutoff devices, but all opera-

Weld Current

timing.
The solenoid valve is actuated by

tions are dependent on electronic

To keep transients to a minimum,
the weld current should be initiated a pair of 3 -amp thyratrons V, and
at about 90 deg on the voltage wave V, which will handle 40 -amp inrush
for the first half -cycle only. and cur- current. The tubes in this portion
rent flow should be terminated at of the circuit eliminate the electrithe completion of a half -cycle op- cal strain imposed on the valve coil

posite in polarity to the starting when relays are used. The same
wave. When electron tubes are used type 3 -amp thyratrons V, and V,
to accomplish this critical timing,

the firing angle and termination
point will remain consistent after

Furtherhigh-speed operation of over 600 more, the fuses or other overload
spots/min.
protection devices may be selected
Fail-safe operation is accom- without having to compensate for
plished by using positive voltage on high transients.
the grid of the timing. thyratron,
An example of a typical fully Without this feature, the control electronic control of high-speed remight freeze the gun to the work sistance welding guns is shown in
millions of operations.
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are used to control the weld current
through the ignitrons and give ac-

curate control for the 90 -deg firing. Five smaller type -2050 tubes
are used for the electronic sequencing and timing control.
All assemblies are held in place

with quick -change fasteners and
are electrically interconnected by
plug-in connectors. Ignitrons are
available using manual pressure
71

V1

ducts and charges C.. The negative

PLATE VOLTAGE

voltage at the top of C. blocks V;
and this immediately allows posi-

PULSE FROM V3

tive -pulse conduction through D, to

recharge WELD capacitor C., and

--

HOLD capacitor C. through 1)5. With

VI GRID BIAS

the initiating switch held closed,

IGNITION
CHARACTERISTIC

charging of C, puts a positive voltage on the grid of V, causing it to
fire and start another sequence.
For single -shot operation S, is

V2 PLATE VOLTAGE

placed in the SINGLE position. Clos-

ing S, charges C. through D, stop-

IGNITION
CHARACTERISTIC

ping the operation at the end of
hold time as long as S, is closed.

V2 GRID ETAS

Capacitor C, accomplishes the 90 FIG. 2-Waveforms depict how full -

Interior view of resistance welding con-

deg firing. At the start of the first
weld pulse C, is completely dis-

wave control of solenoid valve is maintained by single positive pulse from V.

trol unit. The relays at top are safety
cutout devices: all other functions are

charged and takes 90 deg of the

Shaded area indicates ignition period

electronically controlled

sine -wave pulse to charge fully. For

this period no energy is fed to the
grid of V,. After the capacitor is

iNDUCTIVE

KICK FROM T -

connections instead of bolts, and
The charge on Co puts a negative
the water connections are changed .voltage on the grid of V, sufficient
with pressure -lock connectors.
to block this tube. Capacitor C,
then discharges through R for the
Operation
squeeze time. When the voltage
With the timer at rest, but with across C, drops to about 1 v, tube
power applied, capacitor C, is V, fires and energizes T. This also
charged by conduction of V C, is effectively shorts the positive pulses
charged through rectifier D C, is across the line, and rectifiers D, and
charged through D C, is charged Do stop charging their capacitors.
through Do, and C, is charged The plate supply for V is derived
through D,.
Valve -firing tubes V, and V. are
each held nonconducting with about

60-v bias on their grids, while the
weld -control tubes V. and V. are
held blacked in the same manner.
One pulse can be used to fire both
V, and V. by using the inductive
kick from 7',. Thus the positive
pulses from V. will control both the
positive and negative half -cycles to
give full -wave control of the valve.

This is shown graphically in Fig.

from the secondary of T. This tube
now conducts because the high posi-

charges through R, to a potential
to energize the weld transformer of about 29 v, the negative bias
for full waves of current. When from C, blocks V, thus ending the
phase shift is necessary, a trailing weld time by removing the positive
tube is added and a phase -shift cir- pulses from the grid of V,. With
cuit controls T,.
its charging source removed, C,
There is a negative bias of about

through R,. When initiating switch
S, is closed, V, conducts, energizing
the solenoid valve by causing conduction in V, and V,. With T, energized, the voltage drop across its primary is rectified by D7 to charge Co.
72

Now C, is charged fully on the
first pulse and offers no shorting ef-

fect for the duration of the weld
time. At the end of weld time C,
is discharged through R, to be effective for the first pulse of the next
weld -time period.
Construction

tive voltage from C overcomes the To conserve space, grain -oriented
negative bias from C7: With T, core transformers are used. These
energized. pulses are fed back small transformers perform as well
through Do to keep C, charged. Posi- as the stacked -iron type, but they
tive pulses are also fed to the grid must be energized and deenergized
of V, to overcome the negative bias, at the correct points on the voltage
and the resulting conduction ener- wave to prevent saturation.
By using special plug-in phase
gizes the weld tubes.
Weld time starts when V, con- shift units incorporating a trailing
ducts, halting the charging of C tube, either heat control, slope conthrough rectifier D,. When C dis- trol, or current regulation can be

2. The same type of control is used

30 v on the grid of V, developed
through R,. At rest, the top of capacitor C, is about 100-v positive.
This voltage is applied to the grid

charged, however, the remainder of
the half -wave pulse gets through to
V overcoming the bias and causing
the tube to fire at the 90 -deg angle.

used with the timer to accurately
control current at the weld zone.
Calibration accuracy is essential
for high-speed controls because of
the possible necessity of fast interchange of panels during production.

If the calibration accuracy of all
When the positive charge of C, controls is the same, replacement
drops to about 29 v, the negative panels will give consistent operavoltage on C, blocks V to end the tion without further adjustment.
drains through R for the hold time.

hold time.
With S. in the REPEAT position,

Because weld time is the most important function controlled by the

unit, tap switches are generally
removes the source of charging used instead of potentiometers.
Both the valve solenoid and weld
current for C. This capacitor dis-

blocking of V, deenergizes T, and

charges through R, for the off time.
With the bias drained down, V, con-

transformer must be in phase with
the timer supply to be effective.
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Transistorized mlav servo has transistor amplifier (left). step -function potentiometer
(right rear), reversible motor (right) and differential relay (front)

Transistors Reduce
Relay Servo Size
Relay servo system simulates on -off control device by using step -function
potentiometer to provide on -off characteristic of the null detector. Easily
adjusted damping is applied through differential relay contacts to eliminate
oscillations; fast response to small angle displacements assures close following

By SAUL SHENFELD, r. S. Underwater Sound Laboratory, Fort Trumbull, New London, Connecticut

approximated by linear transfer
servo devices has grown with characteristics. When the servo dethe postwar expansion of servo ap- vice is used as a positional system,
plications. Originally great efforts
DESIRE FOR COMPACT and efficient

were expended on the design of
linear components, but currently
servo systems using less expensive
nonlinear components are in de-

e;
IN

KG (j<a)

mand.

-III- OUT

(A)

This article describes a transistorized relay servo system which
illustrates the simplicity possible

IN

KG(*)

N

OUT

in design of the nonlinear type.
Nonlinearities existing in the

servo system shown in Fig. lA are

positional error is zero. A high gain amplifier provides desirable
performance, and compensating networks prevent oscillation.

The relay -type system shown in
Fig. 1B has a full on or off voltage
applied to the servo motor. In this

system, a high degree of nonlinIR )

Positional Units

the block KG (jco) represents an
electronic amplifier, a motor and a
gear train. Except for errors resulting from nonlinearities such as
static friction and backlash, the

FIG. I-Linear (A) and relay (13) servo
systems can both be used as positional
units in antenna systems and the like
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earity exists between the input
error and the drive force applied to
the servo motor.
Relay -type

servo systems have
73

The potentiometer simulates the

1

GEAR

TRAIN

on -off characteristic of the null detector. The dead center or null position of the servo system corres-

ponds to the center of the linear
range of the potentiometer.

The potentiometer has 360 deg
of mechanical rotation and 357 deg

STEP
FUNCTION

of electrical contact. During a 3 deg segment of the potentiometer

POTENTIOMETER

rotation, a linear variation from
zero to full output is obtained. The
R -C time lag from the potentiometer

LAAAA

to the base of the transistors simulates the time constant of the actual

KX X 1,000

FIG. 2-Tappina positive voltage off step -function potentiometer causes current flow

in Q, transistor, opera ion of relay KI4 and upward movement of arms. Negative voltage
moves arms downward reversing direction of motor travel

the error signal available in both small stabilize the relay servos.'
magnitude and sign, or in sign only. These devices anticipate the point
Block N of Fig. 1B, the nonlin- of correspondence between the inearity in the system, may be in one put and the output shaft and apply
or more places including the error detector system.

a breaking torque to the motor prior
to this point. By introducing a

continuous hunting is eliminated.
Reduction in size and weight of
tude and frequency depend on the relay servo systems is achieved

with efficient and compact relays
which control power output in watts

that increase the natural frequency with microwatts of input. Use of
of oscillation to the point where the nonlinear servo systems is mandaamplitude of the cycle is negligibly tory where the available null detector is nonlinear outside of a nar-

row region at the null position.
Since the system is insensitive to
variations in gain, the gain param-

0100

eter may vary over wide limits

cc
u.1

without affecting response characteristics.

z 50
0
0

0

-043r4ANGLE IN DEGREES

357

FIG. 3-Characteristic of step -function po-

tentiometer has 3 -deg segment during
which there is linear variation from zero
to full output current

POTENTIOMETER

NULL POSITION

npn and pnp transistors, the series
base resistors of the npn transistor

are halved and the value of the

capacitor associated with the
smaller resistor doubled to compen-

sate for the unequal time constant.

small dead zone into the system,

Stabilization
Oscillation cycles whose ampli-

parameters of the system exist in
the relay servo. Damping devices

mechanical and motor system. Time
constant variation produces undamped oscillations at the frequency of the actual system.
To equalize the sensitivity of the

Description of Equipment

The transistorized relay servo
system shown in Fig. 2 has a step function potentiometer with the
characteristics shown in Fig. 3.

Compatible Performance

Transistors and relays are extremely compatible for on -off servo

applications. Current drain for operation of the system shown in Fig.
2 is about 14 ma at 25 v. Since 10

ma is required as bleeder current
for a center -tapped supply, actually
only 4 ma at 25 v is required by the
relay servo system.
The transistors are connected

across a split 25-v power supply.
Connection of the arm of the potentiometer to the positive side of
the supply causes 4 ma, sufficient to
operate the relay, to flow in transistor Q1. Except for reverse collector

current, there is no current in

Q,.

With the potentiometer arm connected to the negative supply, 4 ma
flows through the other coil of the

POTENTIOMETER NOISE

NOISE

0

0

(C)

(A)

FIG. 4-Slider voltuele of step -function potentiometer has undamped oscillarons (A) and resoonse to three step displacements of output
:shat
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Damping voltage (C) applied to base of o.f transistor has exponential character
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differential relay and actuates the

when the motor's self -damping is

mines the appropriate equation to

relay in the opposite direction.
Since relay -system contacts are

small.' When damping forces on the

be used.

motor are neglected, the equation
of motor torque and acceleration is

Equations 4 and 5 indicate the
points on the reference plane for

connected to the control winding
of a reversible, shaded -pole motor,
closing either set of contacts drives

the motor toward the central position of the potentiometer. When
there is no current in either coil,
the relay is in its neutral position
and the motor is not excited.
Damping

T = I ((1200/dt2)

(1)

where T is motor torque for full
excitation, I is rotational inertia
and c12190/di-2 is acceleration. Then
wo(t) = (TM

t

(2)

C1

where co is output shaft angular
velocity and constant C1 is shaft

For a step displacement of the angular velocity at t = 0. Furthermotor shaft, the slider voltage of more,

reversing the motor torque and
bringing the output shaft to the
null position in minimum time.
This defines an optimum system in

terms of minimum response time
and zero overshoot. Equation 1 is
only applicable for time intervals
which are short with respect to the

time constant of the servo drive
motor.

System Advantages
the step -function potentiometer is
0o(t) = (T/21) t2 + C1 t
C2
(3
shown in Fig. 4A where damping
Base -current damping does not
is not used. The voltage waveform where constant CB is the angular give optimum system speed reillustrates the oscillatory nature of shaft position at t = 0.
sponse but has the valuable feathe output shaft position. The amtures of simplicity and ease of
plitude of the displacement corre10)
adjustment. The degree of damp<
sponds to several deg on each side
ing is adjusted by varying the
JV0
00
of the null position.
time constant of the base feedback
Z
<>Z
When base current is supplied
voltage. Essentially, impulse excitato the off transistor as the relay
tion of the motor control winding
CC

closes, 2 ma of collector current.
sufficient to return the relay to its

_DEAD

neutral position, is produced in that

transistor. By adjusting the value
of the capacitance in the base circuit the amount of damping is

changed for the desired response.
The slider voltage obtained for

three step displacements of the out-

ANGULAR
POSITION 80
IN DEGREES

r- ZONE

111111PF

\ DAMPED MOTION

UNDAMPED
MOTION

FIG. 5-Position and velocity of output
shaft is superimposed on phase -plane
sketch for damped and undamped cases

put shaft is shown in Fig. 4B. Potentiometer noise produces the vari-

the off transistor decelerates the
motor by tripping the relay off.
This feedback voltage decays exponentially. Feedback prevents the

motor from running at top speed
and overshooting after it reaches
the null position.
Position and Velocity
A sketch of the position and

velocity of the output shaft superimposed on the phase -plane plot is
shown for the damped and undamped cases in Fig. 5. The curve
for the undamped case corresponds
to one set of initial conditions. A
family of such curves is obtained
for various initial shaft displacements or initial shaft velocities. In
the undamped case the phase -plane
plot consists of parabolic segments

pulses determined by the feedback
time constant. Figure 6 shows the
excitation time as controlled by the
relay time constant, and the braking time
constant.

by the feedback time

With this system, the shaft is
returned to the null position with a
low energy storage assuring small
amplitude of the stable oscillation.

E
RcEol.NAsyriNINI TIME

ation of the correction voltage appearing at the top of the waveform.
The damping voltage shown in
Fig. 4C and applied to the base of

restores the shaft to the null position with the spacing of the im-

100

By introducing a dead zone and
a center -position relay into the sysBASE FEEDBACK
TIME CONSTANT

tem, the oscillation is reduced to
zero. Where a velocity input must
be followed, base -current damping

T ME

FIG. 6-Graph shows motor excitation
time as function of relay time constant,
and braking time as a function of feedback time constant

is desired, since the speed of response is fast for small displacement angles.

The system also has high damping. For small angles, operation

Equations 2 and 3 are the parametric equations of the shaft

motion in terms of time. When

plotted on the phase plane for initial

shaft displacements or velocities,
the parabolic curves of Fig. 5 are
obtained. With on -off control the
point of motor reversal is
- 4./02
(277I) 00 =0
(4)
or

approaches that indicated by Eq. 4
and 5. The maximum average veloc-

ity followed by the system is reduced by the impulte excitation,
but within the velocity follow-up
limits. satisfactory performance is
obtained.
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Logical Design of SAGE
Speed and clarity of information are prime requisites of any effective radar
system such as SAGE. The monitor described accomplishe these objectives
and eliminates other unnecessary data simultaneously. Logical design of the
equipment and detailed circuitry show how its done
By BYRON L. BAIR*,

V:STJAL

DISPLAY of selected long -

range radar inputs to the

SAGE computer is provided by
equipment known as the long-range

radar input monitor control. The
equipment consists of one large unit

containing digital and analog por-

Bendix Radio, Division of Bendix Aviation Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland

coming data. If the incoming site
identity and message -label codes
match a desired selection, a display

of range

1?

and azimuth data 0 is

made.

Input to the monitor consists of
two successive digital words fed in

consoles.

parallel form and separated from

The types of display presented are
shown and described in Fig. 1.
The monitor operator can select
any one of 15 radar sites and any
one of 14 types of messages. The
messages identify the type of target; that is, ships, land masses,
enemy aircraft and commercial aircraft. Desired selections are passed

each other in time by 10 µsec. First
word contains a radar site identification and message -label code; the

tions and four display

over to the digital portion of the
equipment for comparison with in -

second contains target range and
azimuth data. Other information is
contained in the words also but is
not used by the monitor.
Logic for the word discriminator

is shown in Fig. 2. Simultaneous
reference to the timing chart in
Fig. 3 is helpful.
A drum demand (DD) pulse from

the drum control circuitry in the

FIG. 1-Display of selected long-range.
radar inputs to SAGE computer. Display
is presented on a 16 -in. crt mounted in
console. Dots simulate targets in display used to check monitor operation.
Test display differs from tactical display
in that all noise and other spurious re-

turns are filtered out. As in a ppi display, north is up, east to the right, etc.
Data panels show equipment name,
time of day, exposure time of photograph, radar site and type of message

SAGE computer is received 6.5 µsec

before the first word (point A, Fig.
3). No DD pulse precedes the
second word, thereby allowing
determination of which word of the
message has been received. At the
same time the DD pulse is received,
an OD -3 clock pulse arrives. The
OD -3

pulse is delayed 1.5 tisec

TO COMPLEMENT INPUT

OF ALL SIN AND COS
STORAGE REGISTERS
0

DA -4.

(point B, Fig. 3). After the 1.5 µsec delay of OD -3, it strobes the
first gate in the output line of the
flip-flop. The second gate is not affected because its suppressor grid

TRIGGER )

- --I--

15

AEC
DELAY

GATE

76

Now with Link Aviation Inc., Bingham-

ton, N. Y.

GATE

0.11.

GATE

GATE

3

4

2

110

TYPE -C

FLIPFLOP
DD

TYPE -A

FLIPFLOP

word arrives (point C, Fig. 3) and
Front view of the long -range -radar input monitor

TO GATE

(INTENS

sets a type -C flip-flop and goes

is stored in the registers. Simultaneously, a data available ( DA)

COMPLEMENTER

FLIPFLCP

is at -30 v. The resultant pulse
through the register reset unit to
reset all the storage registers.
After five more µsec, the first

REGISTER

TYPE -C

TO RESET

REGISTER _SIDE OF ALL
RESET
STORAGE
REGISTERS

DE

FIG. 2-Logical design of word discriminator
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Radar Input Monitor
since its suppressor is at -- 30 v.
Output from gate 3 strobes four

2.5ASEC)

CLOCK PULSES (t

gates in the register complementer

1

OD -I

0Y-2

OD -3

01

OD -4

OD -2

OD -1

rr-,

O

1

14-

1.5fiSEC

OD -3

DA

OD-3

DA

OD -3

DELAYED

1ST WORD

DELAYED

2ND WORD

DELAYED

I.5,a SEC

1.5ASEC--

I.5,aSEC-

I. 5,uSEC

FIG. 3-Timing chart for monitor. Clock anises ore spaced 2.5 µsec apart and cycle
is repeated every 10 µsec. Data available (DA) pulse arrives with both first and
second words

Table I- Register Complementing for Correct Quadrant Representation

allowing the necessary complementing to be accomplished.
The next OD -3 pulse has no further effect since the two gates
which it strobes have their suppres-

sors at -30 v. The operational sequence is not started again until
another DD pulse is received. If
the received message is not selected
for display, the next DD pulse

starts the sequence again.
If the message is selected for dis-

Quadrant

Complement

Itil

21'

Sin Register
1

3

0

910

0

2"-29

1

.10_99

0

pulse arrives and sets a type -C flipflop. In the next five µsec, information stored in the site and message label registers is compared with the

word requested at the consoles to
decide whether or not to display the
second word.
The next time an OD -3 pulse is
received and delayed ( point D, Fig.
3 ), gates 1 and 2 are strobed. Out-

9L1

911

1

Cos Register

play, a display -started (DS) pulse
is supplied to the common equipment where further DD pulses are
inhibited until the display period

ill

ends.

None
None

riod, a dispiay-ended (DE) pulse
is generated which resets the stor-

sage represents. The register cornplementer then has outputs available to complement the storage
registers. This action is necessary
to insure that the output levels will
represent the required quadrant

At the end of the display peage registers. The DE pulse is supplied to the common equipment also
and deinhibits the DD pulses. Timing and control of the DS and DE
pulses are functions of the display
timer. It will not be described in
detail because of space limitations.
Storage Registers

correctly.

The next OD -3 delayed pulse
( point F, Fig. 3) strobes gates 1
and 2. There is no output from gate

flip-flop storage registers
are provided in the digital portion
to store the received information

since its suppressor is at -30 v.

bits. These are: a site and message -

Pulse output from gate 2 resets the

label storage; range storage; and

Three

put from gate 1 resets the storage
registers through the register reset
unit. Output from gate 2 resets the

DA flip-flop and strobes gates 3 and

DA flip-flop and strobes gate 4. The

4. There is no output from gate 4

azimuth storage.
Site and message -label informa-

output pulse from gate 4 resets the
two flip-flops and strobes the selector output gate to start the display
timer if a selection has been made.
There is no output pulse from gate
3 since its suppressor grid is at

-30 v.

The DA pulse associated with the

second word and the second word
arrive five i.isec after the second
OD -3 delayed pulse ( point E, Fig.

3). The second word is ;tared in
the registers while the DA pulse
sets a type -C flip-flop. At this time,
the condition of the flip-flops storing
the two most significant bits of the

azimuth information is sampled to
determine which quadrant the mes-

1

ANDS GATES

2'' SIN
RESET

ORS

4,096

210 SIN
COMPLEMENT IN

SIDE

3,072
COS

210 SIN
SET

REGISTER

SIDE

MENT IN

COMPLE-

t-;
0-)

2,048

20 TO 29
211 SIN

SIN

SET
SIDE

COMPLE-

MENT IN

1,024

211 SIN
210 SIN

COMPLE-

FESET
SIDE

MENT IN

90

0

QUAD I

STROBE
PULSE

180

QUAD 2

270
QUAD 3

360

QUAD 4

AZIMUTH DEGREES

FIG. 4-Logical design of register com-

FIG. 5-Effects of register complement-

plementer

ing
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then discarded. Assume, however,
that the azimuth information
started at 0 deg and increased suc-

TIMING
MULTIPLE -MESSAGE

FROM

LABEL SEL

L_..

H

A ND

OR

6

4.1
-I- V)

rte-TIt
FROM
SINGLE -MESSAGE

cessively to 360 deg. Then, the

GATE

,

CC

AND

V/ IA/

2 1-,

LABEL SEL

taJ

C2

OR

OR

OR

OR

4
4

AND

AND

AND

AND

2

3

4

summed output of the azimuth storage register through all four quadrants would appear, without register complementing circuitry, as the
flip-flop output before complementing as shown in Fig. 5. The register
complementer complements both the

sin- and cos -storage registers to
produce a triangularly shaped output approximating either the sin or
cos of the azimuth angle stored in

bit which remains uncomplemented.

In the fourth quadrant, ones appear on the lines from the 2'° and
2" sin set sides while zeros appear
on the lines from the reset sides.
Consequently, an output is obtained
from AND circuit 3 which is gated

through gate 3 at the correct time.
An output pulse is then obtained
from OR circuits 1 and 4. These
pulses pass through the driver circuitry and complement the 2'" and
2" sin bits.
Display Selection

the registers. Result of this complementing is indicated by the re-

Either a particular type of message from a specified radar site or

maining two lines in Fig. 5.
Table I shows that condition of

FIG. 6-Logic of the site -selection por-

bits of the sin and cos registers

all messages from a specified radar
set can be displayed. In the first
case, words in the storage registers
are compared with words requested
at the consoles in the site -identity
and single -message -label selectors.
In the second case, site -identity and

tion of the monitor

must be complemented so that out-

multiple -message -label selectors are

put levels correctly represent the

used. To avoid switching circuitry,
single- and multiple -message -label
selectors are fed in parallel. Output

5
OR

INVERTER

tion are stored in a nine -bit storage
register arranged so that input may
be changed readily to accommodate
any rearrangement of bits making

up the first word. Outputs of this
register are connected to the display

selection circuitry so that a comparison can be made with the site
and message -label words requested
at the consoles.
Range information is stored in a

10 -bit register. When a display is
to be made, outputs of this register
are fed to the range decoder in the
analog portion without alteration.
Azimuth data is fed in parallel
to two storage registers. All 12 bits
are stored in one of the registers,
outputs of which go to the sine de-

coder in the analog portion. The
first 11 bits (2° to 2") are also
stored in the second register. Outputs from this second unit are fed

to the cos decoder in the analog
portion.
Register Cornplementer

Logic for the register complementer is shown in Fig. 4. The two
most significant bits of the sin -storage register are fed to the complementer. Condition of the two
register flip-flops indicates the message quadrant. Azimuth data

stored in the sin -storage register
represent a specific angle. This in-

formation is used only once and
78

the two most significant bits (210
and 2") of the sin -storage register
is unique for each quadrant. Other
columns of the table indicate which

quadrant.

In the first quadrant there are

zeros on the lines for the 2'° and 2"
sin set sides and ones on the lines
for the reset sides referring to Fig.
4. As a result, only AND circuit 1

has an output. When this level is
gated through gate 1, an output
pulse is obtained from OR circuits
1 and 2 which complement all of
the cos register and the 2" sin flipflop after passing through the appropriate driver circuitry.
In the second quadrant, zeros appear on the lines from the 2" sine
set side and the 21° sin reset side.
Ones appear on the other two lines
so that only AND circuit 2 has an

cf each is combined in an OR circuit.

To cause a display, an output must
be obtained from the site selector
and from one of the message -label
selectors. Selection circuitry is
built in quadruplicate, one set for
each console.
Site -Identity Selector

Logic for the site -identity selec-

tor is shown in Fig. 6. A typical
binary word (1 0 1 0) has been
chosen. Any other word could be
compared in a similar fashion. The

output. When this output level is

gated through gate 2, an output

SINGLE -MESSAGE
LABEL SEL OUT

AND

pulse is obtained from OR circuits 2
and 3. These pulses pass through

AND

the driver circuitry and comple-

4

ment all of the cos register and the
2° through 20 sin flip-flops.

In the third quadrant, there are
ones on the lines from the 2" sin
set side and the 210 sin reset side
while the other two lines have zeros
on them. In this case, only AND circuit 4 has an output which is gated

through gate 4 at the correct time.
An output pulse is then obtained
from OR circuits 3 and 4. These
pulses pass through the driver circuitry and complement all of the
sin registers except for the 210 sin

-

ww
to

OR

OR
2

.- TT

OR
3

OR

4

OR
5

TT

0
CC "..1

1.1.1

tfl

oa
to

t I

-1

w1.4

J
Ca

AND

OUTPUT FROM
MULTIPLEMESSAGE -

AND
2

ra

.-

V

AND
3

AND

AND

4

5

>

0

rti
OR

6

INVERTER

LABEL SEL

FIG. 7-Single-message-label sel cti- n
logic
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word from the console uses the op-

If an output is obtained from the

posite level notation of the word
from the registers. That is, binary

multiple -message -label selector it is

one is +10 v and binary zero is
-30 v from the registers. But bi-

single -message -label selector. This

nary one is -30 v and binary zero
is +10 v from the console selection
Under these conditions
and with the particular binary word
chosen as an example, OR circuits 1
to 4 have a +10-v output and AND
circuits 1 to 4 have a -30-v output.
switches.

As a result, AND circuit 5 has a
+10-v output and OR circuit 5 has
a -30-v output. The inverter
20 FROM REGISTER A

22 FROM B
AI

L-

(84 -1)+E)
R

FROM C

23 FROM D
BIT I FROM CONSOLE E

AND

r-

(Al(B+Di-E)lE)
MULTIPLEMESSAGE -

LABEL

( +10 v) passes through the
inverter and applies -30 v to the
output AND circuit. This action
level

message -label selector and serves to
interlock the two message -label

selec-

BINARY

BINARY
DECODER

SINe

circuit 5 to + 10 v and feeds it to

and the word requested by the consoles was still 1 0 1 0. Then, a +10v output would have been obtained
from AND circuit 4. After passing

cose
V

APPROXI-

SIN -COS
APPROXI-

MATOR

MATOR

SIN- COS

r

cose

SIN8

r

ANALOG

ANALOG

MULTI-

MULTI-

PLIER

PLIER

DISTRIBU ION

DISTRI-

POWER AMP

BUTION
POWER AMP

DEFL

DEFL

AMP

AMP

If the conditions for message are ex-

amined closely, the following conditions are evident: A must always be

storage register had been 1 0 1 1

AMP

monitor.

two of the three necessary inputs.
input requirement will be filled and
AND circuit 6 will have a +10-v output. This output is gated out to become the intensification trigger
pulse which starts the timing count
in the display timer.
Assume that the word in the

[BUFFER

SING'

used for height finder information

label selection (Fig. 8)

tors has a +10-v output, the third

I

rBUFFER

except 17 (1 0 0 0 1) and 19 (1 0 0 1
1). These last two numbers are

AND circuit 6. This circuit now has
If either of the message -label selec-

V

AMP

AMP

and have no significance for the
changes the -30-v output from OR

COSB

BUFFER

This mode of operation can be
selected at the console. Assume that
the word requested by the consoles
is 0 0 0 0 0. With the opposite voltage -level representation still being
used, the levels are all 4 10 v. With
the circuitry shown, an output will

INFORMATION

DIGITAL
RANGE
INFORMATION -

DECODER

Multiple -Message -Label Selector

label selector is shown in Fig. 8.

COS

BINARY

selectors as a safety feature.
Logic of the multiple -message -

DIGITAL

DECODER

blocks any output from the single -

be obtained for all message labels
representing odd binary numbers

SEL
OUT

P-Multiple-message-label
tion logic
FIG.

fed back to OR circuit 6 in the

DIGITAL
SIN
INFORMATION

a one ( +10 v) ; B may be either a
one or a zero ( -30 v or +10 v) ; C
is a zero whenever both B and D

L

are zeros ; D may be a one or a zero;
and E is always a one. In Boolean

FIG. 9-Block diagram of analog portion of the monitor showing various

notation, output of the circuit must

operational stages

be:

(A) (B

D

C) (E).

The notation on Fig. 8 indicates the

manner in which this function is

of the binary decoder unit.

Five basic circuits are used to

perform the conversion. These are:

two voltage reference sources,

a

obtained with the circuitry shown.
Output of the multiple -message label selector is fed to OR circuit 6,
Fig. 7, to perform the interlocking
function. Output is fed also to the
OR circuit in Fig. 6 so that an intensification trigger pulse may be

constant -current source, a current switching tube, and a resistive ladder network.

obtained if an output is available

two stages correspond to the two

Single -Message -Label Selector

from the site -identity selector.
The binary decoder in the analog

Logic of the single -message -label

portion of the equipment, Fig. 9,

most significant bits of digital data
presented to the decoder units. The
decoder output voltage varies from

selector is shown in Fig. 7. Selec-

performs a digital -to -analog conversion. Three decoders are used in

through OR circuit 5, this output
would have been inverted. The resultant -30-v level would have
blocked AND circuit 6. Any mis-

match in the words will result in
the output being blocked in a similar fashion.

tion of a single message label is performed in exactly the same manner
as in the site -identity selector. Out-

put of the site -identity selector is
fed to the OR circuit shown in Fig.
6.

the monitor-one each in the sin
0, cos 0, and range channels. Output of any one of the decoder units
is a d -c level proportional to the
digital data appearing at the input
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Decoder Circuitry

Figure 10 shows the circuitry for
two of the 11 decoder stages. These

+100 v (no digital input) to +150
v (all digital inputs present).
Part of the resistive ladder, R,
through R5, is shown at the top of
Fig. 10. The ladder weights and
sums the digital input so that the
analog voltage output is propor79

tional to the input word. Summing
takes place since there is one output
terminal for the entire ladder network.

understand the weighting

To

function, assume that the righthand halves of current -switching
tubes V, and V. are conducting.

Each tube draws the same current

through the ladder. The ladder
characteristics, however, are such

rent through the ladder network.
Reference voltage 2 is supplied to
the grids of V to stabilize the operation. Calibration potentiometers
are used in the cathodes of V. both
for initial calibration and to correct
for any long-term component drift.
Constant -current sources described
are used in the four most significant
stages of the decoder. For the other

seven stages, a regulated voltage

that the drop associated with V, has

reference is the only necessary con-

only half the effect on the output

trol.

voltage as the drop associated with
V,. The same effect exists in every
section of the ladder so that the individual stages correctly represent
the binary weighting of the digital

In V, and V, digital data are applied to the left-hand grids. When
a digital zero is supplied to a decoder -stage input, it is desirable to
have that stage draw current
through the ladder network. Result

input.
Tube sections V.a and V,,. provide

a constant -current source during
the time that V, and V2 draw cur -

of this mode of operation is that the

output voltage will be low ( +100

v) with all inputs zero ( -30 v)

and high ( +150 v) with all inputs
+150V
REG

R3

R2

30K

30K

15.23K

R5

R4

15K

I5K

OUT

v,
22177

Z2I77

47K

47K

V2

47K
V3A

V35

Z2177

Z2177

4

sistor ladder network.

56K

56K

REF

Buffer Unit
Two voltage regulators and three
operational amplifiers comprise the
buffer unit. Each has its own level -

K. X 1,000

VOLTAGE 2

FIG. 10-Circuitry for two of the

11

decoders used

AMP

1

SHIFTING
NET

BUFFER
AMP
OUTPUT

INPUT

2

INPUT

GAIN

SETTING
NETWORK

R4

E REF VOLTAGE

FIG. 11-Simplified circuitry for a buffer
unit
80

One amplifier and level -shifting
network is used in each of the three
signal channels (sin 19, cos 9 and
range).

Pure resistive coupling is used

R3

R1

LEVEL -

shifting network, as shown in Fig.
11.

OPERATIONAL

DECODER

resistance load for the decoders.

rises according to the weight of
that stage. Current drawn by the
left side of the current switching
tubes is bypassed around the re-

1K

1

1).

When a one is applied to the
stage, the left side of the current switching tube conducts, the right
side is cut off. Output voltage

47K

7

The resistive network is used also
to provide the necessary fixed, high -

voltage.

O

increases from 0 to maximum.
Level -shifting precision is maintained by 0.1 -percent resistors.

negative voltage (reference voltage

stage, the left side of that current switching tube is cut off. The right
side draws current through the ladder network, dropping the output

STAGE 0

-25 to +25 v as the azimuth increases from 0 to 360 deg. Also, it
is necessary that the range channel
vary from 0 to +50 v as the range

are held constant at a regulated
When a zero is applied to any

-T --

STAGE I

ones ( +10 v). To obtain this mode,
the right-hand grids of V2 and V2

FIG. 12-Schematic diagram of an operctional amplifier

between the level -shifting network
and the operational amplifier. Despite the signal attenuation present,
this type of coupling is used to preserve the accurate signal level from
the decoder output. Signal levels

are shifted so that the sin and cos
channels will have a range from

Operational Amplifiers

Primary function of the operational amplifier is to provide a

source capable of driving the varying input impedance of the sin -cos
approximators. Gain lost in the
level -shifting network is also made
up in this stage. In the range chan-

nel, restoring the lost gain is the
only function of that operational
amplifier.
Operational

amplifiers

were

selected because of the high precision obtainable. The amplifier has
an open -loop gain in excess of 3,000

and a maximum theoretical error
of 0.03 percent. The amplifier is
actually operated at a net gain of
only slightly greater than unity.
Use of high -precision resistors in
the negative feedback from the
gain -setting network assures stabil-

ity of the selected net gain regardless of any variation of tube parameters.
Several types of operational amplifiers are used. A schematic of a
typical one is shown in Fig. 12. A
differential -amplifier stage minimizes effects of tube drift. A
pentode second stage with positive
feedback and a cathode -follower

output stage are used also. Regulated voltages are used in the input
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VVs
240

150

180V

68K

3.9K

9.IK

VV\,,
47

68

120

-16V

200
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OUTPUT
2K

Z-2177 0--

Z-2177
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Z-2177 ---

BUFFER
STAGE

240
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Z -2I77

Z-2177

Z-2177
3.9K

9.IK

K

Y

+16V

47

68

120

180

47

200

2K

REG

I 000

FIG. 13-Sin-cos approximator has circuitry shown

stage to minimize effect of any
supply ripple at the output of the
amplifier.

Output of the range buffer is fed
directly to each of the analog multipliers. Sin and cos buffer outputs

are fed to the sin sin -cos approximator and the cos sin -cos approximator.
Sin -Cos Approximator

Two analog multipliers are used

in the monitor to convert the decoder range R and azimuth 0 information into x and y coordinates.
Specifically, one multiplier multi-

plies R by sin 9 to obtain x. The
other multiplies R by cos 0 to obtain y.

The R data are obtained from
the range -buffer amplifier and the
sin and cos data are from the two

The sin -cos approximator converts the first approximation of sin
and cos 0 to an accurate approximation of these functions. Conversion is accomplished by use of two
diode function generators-one for
positive signals, the other for negative signals. Circuitry is shown in
Fig. 13.
Two voltage regulators are also

=

75K
6A U6

Analog Multiplier
The analog voltage multiplier
uses several operational amplifiers
and associated network circuitry in
a variation of the quarter -squared
technique of multiplying two voltages. This technique uses the equation

tion is mathematical but will not
be dealt with here.
MS P

CAMERA
IN

trianzular wave consists of 4096
separate messages to the digital

zr

5783

5783

amplifier is shown in Fig. 14.
Regulators stabilize the internal

voltages and several compensating

6146

tiso

portion, one for each additional
azimuth bit. The triangular wave is

0
so

0K

shaped to a sin for cos) wave by

56K

470 10K

al10
K

X 1,000

-300V

C.

-150V

FIG. 14-Circuitry for distribution power
amplifier
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Distribution Power Amplifier
The distribution power amplifier

is an operational amplifier with an
output capable of supplying high
current with low output impedance.
The output signal drives the deflection amplifiers in the consoles. A
schematic of the distribution power

A30

values of the azimuth angle 9. For
any constant range, this information is displayed as a circle on the
console. The first approximation of
enters the sin -cos approximator
as a triangular wave. It should be
stated here that each cycle of the

ELECTRONICS

clockwise positions.

synthetically without use of squaring devices. Operational amplifiers
find the difference term and divide
by four. The only satisfactory explanation of the multiplier opera-

increasing

percent in the monitor). Diode -connected triodes were used.

Increasing azimuth angles cause
the spots to appear in successive

terms are formed accurately and

=

tering the digital portion in the

the biased -diodes. The diodes approximate the sin wave with a
series of linear functions. The number of diodes used determines the
accuracy of the approximation (one

ordinates were used, zero azimuth
(at maximum range) would be displayed at the right side of the crt.
Spots displayed at increasing azimuth angles would then appear in
successive counter -clockwise positions. By changing the coordinates,
zero azimuth or north (at maximum
range) appears at the top of the crt.

Squares of the sum and difference

-r-0.1

Assume that information is enconstantly

Polar coordinates used in the
monitor are oppisite to the x = R

xv = 4 [(x + y)' - (x - 02]

ages indicated.
of

power amplifiers.

+250V

associated with this circuit. Each
supplies one of the reference volt-

form

Multiplier

outputs are fed to the distribution

cos 0 and y = R sin 0 seen generally
in mathematics. If the usual co-

DECODER

68K

sin -cos approximators.

networks maintain short rise and
fall times. A large amount of negative feedback reduces the high
open -loop gain to a closed -loop gain

approaching unit. This stabilizes
the selector net gain for tube parameter variations.
This equipment was developed by
a subcontract
under the auspices of IBM. Lincoln
Laboratory and the USAF.

Bendix Radio on
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Transistor Unit Monitors
Continuous indication of blood pressure, with better than 3 -percent full-scale
accuracy, is obtained by using variable -reactance pressure transducer mounted
in 5 -cc syringe. Transistorized excitation supply amplifier and power -supply

circuits permit packaging entire instrument in 8 by 10 by 10 inch unit
By 0. Z. ROY and J. R. CHARBONNEAU
Electromedical Project, National Reseal -0i Council, Ottawa, Canada

RELIABLE AND ACCURATE methods

of continuously measuring a
patient's blood pressure during an
operation have been provided for
many years by commercial instruments. However, because operating
room space is at such a premium it

was felt that many of the bulky

panel meter, while an additional

pressure introduced at the transducer effects an electrical relationship which is exactly proportional
to the applied pressure.

Basic Principles

commercial models could be replaced by a transistorized monitor.
The instrument to be described
has three ranges, 0 to 75, 0 to 150
and 0 to 300 mm of Hg; the mean
blood pressure is indicated on a

By definition the maximum intra-

The transducer, which is acti-

arterial pressure during contrac-

vated by a needle inserted directly

tion of the heart, or the systole
phase, is called systolic and the

into a patient's artery, is a com-

mercially available variable -reactance unit that replaces the plunger

minimum pressure between relaxa-

OSCILLATOR
'30 K

tion and the start of the next heart
contraction is called diastolic. The
mean pressure is usually given as
half the sum of the values for the
systolic and diastolic pressures. A

output permits continuous recording of systolic and diastolic pressure variations. The complete instrument measures 8 by 10 by 10
in. and has a full-scale accuracy of
better than 3 percent.

BRIDGE

OFF°
30 MH

11<

10 K

1K

0-1500

4.71(

0.0082

BAL

70

0.0056

6.8

100

-...r. 0.05

101(

100 K

3,3K

0-3000

BAL

lr

3W
110 V

4.7K
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RES

a'

OOSC CHECK

0-75

TRANSDUCE

CK760

K=51,000

°STANDBY

SIB

T

I

0.05

3.31(
3.3 K

-7'
0.01

1K

1K

0.
6
GI

O

NARROW-BAND AMPLIFIER

04
2N8I

22 K

07

10K

301

06

C2 41-I

301

1.5 K

0.005 0.005
R2

1.8 K

COARSE
0SC
AMP

100 K
1975

200pp F

OSC

AMP

200,0F

2.000

200p),IF

CAL
MEG

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER
1K

POWER SUPPLY
12K
115 V

A -C

IK

ZERO

1K

12 K

at

SI9 cr.):1

12K

I2K

O

CK970

0-100
09
CK970

0

TO PEN
RECORDER

FIG. 1-Accuracy and repeatability of readings obtained with this circuit are limited only by characteristics of transducer used
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Blood Pressure
in a 5 -cc syringe. This assembly
facilitates sterilization by solution
or autoclaving. To prevent blood
clotting, a three-way stopcock is
used between the needle and the
syringe for the introduction of
anticoagulant solution.
Circuit

The transducer is excited by a
low -distortion sine wave produced

by the oscillator shown in Fig. 1.
This circuit is the counterpart of
the vacuum -tube Wien -bridge oscillator. Positive and negative feed-

back circuits generate a 5-kc, 1-v
rms signal.
Frequency of oscillation is deter-

mined by the bridge circuit (R

C,, C,) in the negative -feedback

loop. The amplitude of oscillation
is stabilized by the lamp filament
resistance in the positive feedback
circuit. Power output stage Q,
couples the oscillator to the low -impedance transducer bridge circuit.
With the bridge parameters

Compactness, accuracy and dependability of unit make it ideal for operating room
service. Complete instrument measures only 8 by 10 by 10 in.
too

3

shown and proper balancing procedure, the null potential can be
made as low as 0.1 my. The null
point, although not absolute zero,
is low enough to be negligible and
serves as a reference for the output
readings.
The signal from the bridge is fed
through a range switch into a three stage 5-kc amplifier comprising Q-,,
Q,, and Q;; bandwidth and gain are
shown in Fig. 2. Provision of sufficient negative feedback throughout
the amplifier allows variations between transistors and provides good
thermal stability.
The amplified pressure signal is

rectified by D, and applied to the
bases of Q, and Q,,. A microammeter is connected between the collectors. Silicon transistors are used

because of their greater stability
with temperature variations.
To obtain a true mean -pressure
indication on the meter, the ripple

voltage produced by the systolic

80
cD

:1?, 60

EE

20

10

100

FIG. 2-Tuned amplifier response showing bandwidth and gain

affect the meter reading. However,
a pen -recorder output

is incor-

porated to obtain a record of systolic/diastolic pressure changes.
The constant -voltage transistor -

regulated power supply produces
-12 v at the load with better than
1 -percent regulation for line varia-

tions of -±10 percent, and better
than 5 -percent regulation variations from zero to 100 ma.
Calibration

fed in phase to both sides of the
differential amplifier through

eter. With the range switch on

a

large capacitor and thus does not

0

40

r^,011,-Nr, N KC

The instrument is calibrated by
applying a known pressure on the
transducer through a cuff manom-

and diastolic pressure variations is

40

x

the 0 to 75 mm range ane. a static
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80

120
160
200
240
PRESSURE IN MM OF FIG

280

320

FIG. 3-Calibration curves for different operating ranges

pressure of 75 mm of Hg set by the
cuff manometer, a full-scale reading
is obtained by adjusting the current
flowing into the base of Q, with the

calibration potentiometer. Typical

calibration curves for the instrument are shown in Fig. 3.

Accuracy and repeatability of
readings are determined chiefly by
the transducer used. With a Crescent type MPQ6 (0 to 300 mm Hg)

transducer in the circuit, an accuracy of better than 3 -percent full

scale was obtained. The overall
base -line drift, after a warmup
period of two hours is less than 1
percent of the full-scale reading per
hour.
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CU T0,7 FREOUENCiES
-P

24.7

24.7
30.4

30.4

37.5

37,5

707.2

70.257

46.2

86.6

86.6

132
162
.

-60

;32

;62
200

......1

woo

0,0)

,0.000

,176,01,5N07 ,N

FIG. 1 -High-pass and 1^w -pass cutoff
frequencies and ideal slopes

Bandpass filter in use in the laboratory.
is the light -weight aluminum unit above
the signal generator

Active Bandpass Filter
shown in Fig. 1. There are 34 separate high-pass cutoffs from 16.2
cps to 16,200 cps and 34 low-pass
bandpass filter having sharp cut-off
In a 7th -order filter of the type cutoffs running from 20 cps to 20,characteristics. The filter described
here is adaptable for sound analy- considered, seven elements must be 000 cps. The 12 cutoff frequencies
sis' and can be designed with frac- varied simultaneously to alter the within each frequency decade are
tiona; octave steps. Sharp cutoff cutoff frequency. Because it is diffi- obtained by switching resistor
slopes, wide dynamic range and low cult to achieve accurate tracking values while frequency multiplicanoise make it valuable for a variety of seven ganged elements, it was tion factors of 10 and 100 are
of measurements in the audio field. decided to change the cutoff fre- achieved by switching capacitors.
The absolute value of the inputBy making the filter active, all quency by switching the elements
inductances could be eliminated, re- in discrete steps. Each decade is output voltage transfer ratio,
ducing size, weight, distortion and divided into eleven intervals, SOO, of a 7th -order low-pass Buthum pickup while extending dy- equally spaced on a logarithmic terworth filter having unity transnamic range. To obtain sharp cor- frequency scale. Thus, the ratio fer ratio in the pass region may be
ners and high cutoff slopes with a between two successive cutoff fre- written as 1S(jw) I = [1 +
where the cutoff radial frequency
minimum of complication, both quencies is 10" = 1.23285.
high-pass and low-pass sections of
The selected frequencies and wo has been normalized to unity for
the filter were designed to achieve ideal cutoff characteristics are convenience. As shown elsewhere',
THERE ARE MANY applications

for a small, adjustable audio

7th -order Butterworth (maximally flat) characteristics, giving cutoff
slopes of 42 db/oaave.

Table I -Low -Pass Frequency -Determining Resistor
Values
d = 1 .802

I,

d = 1.247

d = 0.145

eps
Rn

R,

1

P,

A

Table II -High -Pass Frequency -Determining Resistor
Values
d = 1.802

l.

d = 1.217

t/ = 0.115

cps

R,

B2

795.82 911.18 116 98 571 73 369.21 596. I 1 351 15
21.66 615. 13 766
362 52 163.69 299. 1 183. 19 287 22
30.1 523.56 621.37 201.07 376 11 242.9 392.2 232.99
37.-18 121.66 503.99 238.52:365.09 197.02 318.11 188.98
16. 2 311.51 108.87 193.5 217.3 159.83 258.07 153.31
56.96 279.131331.63 1.56 95 200. 7.5 129 61209.32 124.35
70.23 226.63 268.97 127.29 162 82 105.11 169.77 100.85
86.58 183.83 218.17 103.25 132.07 85.2') 137.71 81.81
106.71 119.11176.97 83.75107.13 69.18111.7 66.36
1:;1 . 59 120.95143.55 67.91 86.9
56.12, 90.6 53.83
162.23 98.11 116.44 55.1 70.18 -15.52 73.19 13.66
200
79.58 94.45 44.7 57.17 36.92 59.61 35.12
20

I-

Rn

R,

RI

16.22 981.1 867.3
795.82 703.51
24.66 615. 13 570.57
30.1 .52: 3. 56 162.81
20

I?,

1109.8
900 21
730 10
592.21

11,

587.1

13,

fi',

R

1639.3 325.3 976.0

1.76.23 1329.7 263.87 791.68

386.23
313.31
37. 18 12 1 66 375. 11 180.37 254.12
16.20 311.51 301 55 389.70 206.16
56.96 279.13 217.02 316.09 167.21
70.23 226.63 200.35 256.36 135.62
8,6.58 183.83187.38 207.95110.01
106.71 119.11 131.82 168.67 89.23
131.50 120 .95 106.92 136.82 72.38
162 . 23 98.11 86.73 110.98 58.71

1078.4
871.81
709.56
575.61

214.00 642.08
173.60 520.84
110 . 80 422.16

III .23 312.72

166.90 92.65 277.98

378.68 75.11'225. 16
307.17 60.95182.88
2-19.15 49.44 118 34
202.10 40.10 120.33
163.93 32.53 97.60

1
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Use of active elements results in a lightweight, adjustable R -C audio filter

having Butterworth attenuation characteristics and 42 db/octave cutoff
slopes. Filter supplies more than 50 volts rms output with low distortion and
has dynamic range exceeding 100 db. Second -order harmonic distortion is
considerably reduced by operating tube heaters at low voltage

By J. ROSS MACDONALD

Texas Instruments Incorporated, Dallas, Texas

Has Sharp Cutoff
the transfer ratio itself may he produced merely by a single R -C
written in terms of the complex time constant. The other terms may
frequency variable p(equal to 0' -Iis a small constant)
iCd. where

be realized in a variety of ways.
Results of previous work' lead to
as S (P)
[(p+ 1) (II +d,p+ 1) the simple feedback circuits of Fig.
(P' + d8P + 1) (PE + dap + 1)11, 2. The active elements with voltage
with d,,, = 2 cos (rm/7) for ,n = transfer ratios of K should, ideally,
1, 2, 3. These values of d. (1.802, have infinite input and zero output
1.247. and 0.445) cause the complex - impedances. They then give perfect
conjugate poles of S(p) to lie isolation between stages. For pracequally spaced on 4he left half of a tical purposes, cathode followers
unit -radius circle iii the p plane may be used as long as the required
with center at p = 0. There is also K is less than unity.
a pole at p = -1. This distribution
Equations relating the d's, K's,
of poles results in Butterworth, or and frequency -determining resistor
maximally flat, response. For high- and capacitor values have been
pass response, there is a 7th -order given and are discussed in connection with the detailed circuit design
zero at p = 0 in addition.
One of the easiest ways of realiz- of the present filter elsewhere."
ing the above form of S(p) is to Tables I and II show the calculated
use a separate circuit to achieve frequency determining resistor
each term in parentheses in the ex- values. Resistor values were sepression for S(p). These circuits lected to within 2 or 3 percent of
must, of course, be isolated from nominal and the capacitor values to
each other. The term (p 1)-' is within 1 percent, Table III.
Table III-Active-Element Transfer Ratios, K, and Frequency -Determin-

ing Capacitor (,,f) for the Lowest Decade
C,,

A

d

1.802
1.247

0.445

HI'

LP

HP

0.97
0.97
0.97
1.333

0.97
0.97
0.97
1.300

0.01

0.01

....
....
....

....
....
....

LP

C2

1/P

LP

HP

....

....

...

....

0.015
0.03
0.03

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01

(1.01

0.03
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1
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HIGH-PASS ELEMENTS
(0)0.1)

co
S

(H-1310

P+I

CI

C2

S tp I:

Kn2

p2+dp+1

FIG. 2-Elemental frequency -determining circuits with feedback

Figure 3 shows the circuit of the

filter with switches for changing

C1

LP

LOW-PASS ELEMENTS

resistor and capacitor values omitted. The switches shown allow the
low-pass and the high-pass sections
to be used in series, either section
separately, or neither section. The
low-pass section is entirely direct
coupled and could be employed separately as a direct -coupled filter.
Augmented cathode followers
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+250 V

d.1.247
-12 BZ7-A

si A ON

0.5
IN

d .1.802

(1=0.445 -

-I 12 EiZ7-A

1 db deviation above or below ideal

100K

-1128Z7-13

I2AX7-AL
;12BZ7-8r-1

OFF

R

I MEG

I MEG

co

T2

2

RI

1-"S1

200K

100K

200K

CI

SIB

+250 V

I2BZ7-C

_.0.-"ro- Co
S2A

2COK -C

235K

d=1.247
2 12 BZ 7-D

1.802
-2

12BZ7-D

-

-1
'OFF

C2

2COK

The input-output voltage transfound to be 1.33 while that of the
high-pass section was 1.26, making

d =0.445

ON

opposite directions cancelled out.
fer ratio of the low-pass section was

400K

-380V

ON

response occur. In the majority of
the cases, resistance deviations in

C2

C

ci

K = X 1,000

200K
200I<

-380V

OFF

I-- 470K

-

0.5
OUT I

FIG. 3-Filter circuit with switching of frequency -determining elements omitted

(acf)' which have low output imand voltage transfer
ratios which may be made greater
than unity are used. The filter was
actually designed with all cathode
pedances

follower K's equal to 0.97 and with
the low- and high-pass acf's having
of 1.33 and 1.3, respectively.
Cathode Followers
The 12BZ7 cathode followers used
were found to be superior to

K greater than unity are achieved
here by tapping down the feedback
line on the output cathode resistor.
Distortion is low in the acf circuits

sible since the d factors which determine filter response depend on

pacitance to ground. The effect

could have been reduced or eliminated entirely by making all highand, like cathode followers, they pass capacitance values ten times
larger and all resistance values ten
produce no phase inversion.
In the cathode follower circuits,
the input shields are driven by the
output. Since the output is in phase
with and almost equal to the input,
-20 this technique reduces the effect of
400
T101.1rms
stray capacitance to ground and of
-40 -- 200
capacitance between shield and input appreciably. The minimum in-60
put resistance of the filter is about

12AT7's in having an input-output
voltage transfer ratio nearer unity
and a lower output impedance. The
factor K varied from 0.98 with an 80,000 ohms. It could be made much
added output load of 115,000 ohms greater by using a separate input
to 0.96 with an added load of 15,- isolation stage. The output resis000 ohms. Because switching of the tance is about 350 ohms. By placfrequency determining resistors ing an acf last, it could be reduced
puts a varying load on the cathode - to about 5 ohms; it was felt more
follower circuits, it is desirable to desirable, however, to use the low
pick the impedance level such that acf output resistance to drive frethe change from minimum to maximum load alters K as little as pos-

the voltage amplification ratio of
both sections in series 1.68. These
results apply for all positions of
the low-pass section but are slightly
altered for the f x 100 position of
the high-pass section. There, the
high-pass voltage transfer ratio is
reduced by 4 db compared to the
f x 1 and f x 10 positions. This
reduction is independent of cutoff
position (resistance values) and
arises from unavoidable stray ca-

quency -selective elements instead

(:)

db/OCTAVE

1,

z -80
a
cc

=1O70

1tLP=1070

ift,-,,16 CPS

CPS

-200

1,4,.20,000/

-100

6db/OCTAV

-120

-400

600

100

300
1,000
3,000
10,000 20,000
FREQUENCY IN CPS

FIG. 4 --Typical amplitude and phase
characteristics of the filter

of the output.
Performance

the K's. On the other hand, with
too high an impedance level, the

Before measurement of filter per-

come important at high frequencies.
The impedance level has been selected so that all cathode -follower

approximation to maximally flat or
Butterworth response in the neigh-

times smaller. This 'eduction in im-

pedance level would have caused
formance, the two acf K -values appreciable change in cathode foleffect of stray capacitances will be- were adjusted to give the closest lower K's with cutoff position, however,

because of the increased
loading and would have necessitated
replacement of these cathode follow-

borhood of all of the cutoff freK's lie between about 0.982 and quencies. Although the many fre- ers by acf's if no change of high0.97. Frequency -determining re- quency
determining resistance pass voltage transfer ratio and
sistance values then lie between values were selected to within only corner shape with cut-off position
1.1 megohm and 32,000 ohms. The two or three percent tolerance, it were required.
actual small variations of K with was found that all cutoff regions
The impedance level is similarly
load have been found to exert neg- approximated ideal Butterworth re- high in the low-pass section, but
ligible effect on the filter character- sponse to within ±1 db and that voltage amplification reduction in
istics. The output impedances of many were much closer than that to the f x 100 position can be elimithe two acf's used are so low that ideal. Only when several of the re- nated since the important stray cavariable loading has no measurable sistance tolerances were off in the pacitance is there in parallel with
effect on their K values. Values of same direction did as much as a the frequency -determining capaci86
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their entire regions until the final ciable distortion. The total dynamic
capacitances in the f x 100 posi- high -attenuation curvature sets in. range therefore exceeds 110 db.
tion, the values of all Co, C2, and C, Since the attenuation at cut-off Having no inductors, the filter is
tances. By using variable trimmer

capacitances can be set once and for

should be 3 db, when both low-pass

ing stray capacitance

amplitude and phase
characteristics for two different set-

the same cutoff frequency the combined attenuation should be 6 db at
the peak of the resulting inverted V
characteristic. In the large majority of cases, the attenuation is 6 db
±1db; in a few cases, the deviation

tings of the filter are shown in Fig.

may be as large as ±2 db.

4. Because of unavoidable harmonic
distortion in the oscillator used, the

Fig. 4 is associated with the low-

all to their correct values, includ- and high-pass sections are set to
effects, to

yield Butterworth response.

Phase and Amplitude
Typical

The upper dashed phase curve of

high-pass amplitude characteristic pass amplitude curve. It approaches
with high-pass cutoff frequency a high -frequency limiting value of
fH-p = 1,070 cps, low-pass cutoff 560 deg, while the lower phase
= 20,000 cps had to be meas- curve approaches a value of -560
ured with a wave analyzer. The low- deg. These phase shifts are apprepass characteristic could be meas- ciable. Others have shown' that
ured with either the wave analyzer tremendous phase shifts are reor a wide -band a -c voltmeter. Phase quired to cause audible effects.
It has already been mentioned
was measured with a phasemeter.

not susceptible to hum pickup from
magnetic fields.

Figure 5 shows the measured
intermodulation distortion of the
filter for two different heater voltages applied to all tubes. The effect

of heater voltage in reducing distortion is clarified in Fig. 6. These
measurements show that the third
harmonic distortion is virtually independent of heater voltage (or
current) until such low voltages
are reached that cathode emission
drops rapidly. Similarly, the fundamental component is independent
of heater -voltage until this level is

reached. On the other hand, the
second harmonic goes virtually to
zero just before the point is reached
where the emission drops quickly.
Since the second harmonic is the

The intrinsic noise output of the that when f, and f,_, are set
filter set for maximum bandpass equal, the resulting characteristic major harmonic component at the
lower
3

0.5

0
0.3

INTERMODULATION{60 AND 5,400

60 ANO 5,400 CPS
MIXED 9:1
1

6.3v

cr,

0

0

t1

0.I

0

reduced at the lower outputs by re-

Void 40 V

ducing the heater voltage to the

THIRD HARMONIC

AT 1,000 CPS

disregion where second
tortion is negligible. This conclusion is also borne out by the different slopes of the two curves of Fig.
5. The low distortion values shown

0.3

z

0

Vh.3.8V

z
ce

I;

E 0.03

0.1

in Figs. 5 and 6 also depend on

proper selection of the positive and
negative supply voltages.
Second -harmonic cancellation of

a

HIGH-PASS SETTING:
16 CPS

V051'5V

0.03

LOW-PASS SETTING:

20,000 CPS
I

0.01
2

3

Vou,

I

4

5

'III
7

10

20

30

0.013

output voltage for two heater voltages

= 16 cps,
= 20,000 cps)
was less than 100 µv rms measured
with a wide -bandwidth voltmeter.
The residual 6 db/octave slope
in the low-pass characteristics of
Fig. 4 arises from feedthrough.

These results suggest that if the
impedance level in the low-pass
section were reduced by making all

frequency determining capacitors
larger and all resistors smaller by

pendence of the input-output trans-

FIG. 6-Intermodulation and harmonic
distortion versus heater voltage

tubes of the filter on cathode temperature. At a certain temperature,
the curvatures of these characteris-

Vh

5

IN

6

R MS VOLTS

is an inverted V with 42 db/octave
side slopes. When the high- and low-

fer characteristics of the various

tics are apparently just right to

yield a combined characteristic with
no second -order harmonic -generat-

pass cut-offs are separated by one
step, the top of the characteristic ing components over quite a wide
is more rounded and is about 1.2 dynamic range. Since the specificadb under the normal transmission tions of the filter are improved by
of the filter. With two or more steps operation with 3.5 - 3.8 volts on the
between high- and low-pass set- heaters, it is run at that level.
tings, the top of the band-pass
REFERENCES
characteristic is not reduced com- (1) H. H. Scott and D. Von Reckling-

pared with the normal transmisa factor of ten, an increased re- sion and it shows a definite flat porgion of attenuation of 42 db/octave

tion with three or more steps.
The dynamic range of the filter

positions could be achieved.
The amplitude response curves of

is great.

slope in the f x 100 and f x 10

the above form arises from a de-
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FIG. 5-Intermodulation distortion versus

5
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11-- DISTORTION

er

Figs

SECOND HARMONIC
DISTORTION

- DISTORTION

0

output voltages.

and 6 show that the intermodulation distortion is also appreciably

Because of the use of

Fig. 4 are within better than 1 db

cathode followers and acf circuits, it will handle an output of

of ideal Butterworth response over

more than 50 v rms without appre-
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Amplifier Delay Charts
Curves presented here permit rapid determination of time delay through
various types of amplifiers when only desired bandwidth is known. Most
desirable amplifier type for a given design can be found directly from a
universal chart especially applicable to computers and radar
By J. B. HARRINGTON, General Electric Co., Light Military Electronic Equipment Dept., t'tica.
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FIG. 2 -Time delay curves for video amplifiers. Video amplifiers can be common R -C amplifiers or compensated types
which provide bandwidth improvement and faster rise tims. Time delay curves for various degrees of shunt compensat'on ar.T plotted in (A). For the uncompensated case, the time delay variation across the bandwidth is 50 percent
while for 0.25 shunt compensation the variation is only 41 percent. Shunt compensation greater than 0.25 produces larger
and mor.s positive time delays. Time delay curves for n-cas1aded shunt compensated stages plotted in (B) show the relationship between time delay variation, overall bandwidth and number of stages. Delay variation across the band decreases
with increasing numbers of stages because of bardwt4th s trinkage. Time delay for a number of stages can be determined readily from curves with only knowledge of overall bandwidth and number of stages
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of time delay variation across overall bandwidth when number of stages is increased. Time delay distortion of a
broadband signal is smallest when a large number of cascaded stages is used. For example, variation across the
band for a single stage is 50 percent while for three stages is only 19 percent. In narrow -band i-f strip design, therefore, it is not advantageous to make one stage the bandwidth determining stage unless the associated time delay distortion
can be tolerated. Time delay variation as a function of overall bandwidth is plotted in (B). Only overall bandwidth and
number of stages must be known to determine the overall time delay. In a strip having stages of unequal bandwidths,
overall delay can be calculated by adding delays for each bandwidth.
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FIG. 4 -Time delay curves for stagger -tuned amplifiers. Stagger -tuned amplifiers are used when large bandwidths are
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(continued on p 90)
overall delay can be be calculated by adding delays for each bandwidth.
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FIG. 7 -Universal time delay curves. When signals are in the
form of voltage pulses, amplifier delay time can be important.
Pulse delay time, as defined here, is the time difference be-

tween the input and output leading edges measured at the
point which is 50 percent of the peak pulse amplitude. Corre-

lation of delay time with overall bandwidth and number of
stages is accomplished in the universal amplifier delay curves
at right. If the amplifier type, the number of stages, and the
overall bandwidth are known, the amplifier delay time can be
found directly. For example; an eight -stage synchronously
tuned amplifier having an overall bandwidth of one mc produces a delay time of 0.755 µsec, while a shunt compensated
video amplifier of the same overall bandwidth and number of

stages has a delay of 0.48 µsec. The curves apply only for
cascaded stages or n-uples of equal bandwidth. If unequal
bandwidths are used, the overall bandwidth is the sum of the
delays at each bandwidth as determined separately from the
universal curve. Assume that an amplifier of known time delay
is required with a gain of 80 db, a bandwidth of four mc and
cascaded 5654 tubes. The 100-db, 80-mc circuit with the shortest
delay turns out to be the seven -stage R -C amplifier while a
three -stage, stagger -damped triple gives the longest delay
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NEW CINCH
HINGE CONNECTORS
INSURE POSITIVE CONTACT;

HAVE SIMPLE LOCKING DEVICE,

PLUG AND SOCKET
SHOWING CONTACT

EASY RELEASE. MAXIMUM

ARRANGEMENT
Patent Pending

NUMBER OF CONTACTS

The top section of the lock fits into a

IN MINIMUM SPACE

slot

in the top of the cap forming a

perfect lock which cannot be accidently opened, as shown below. Lifting up
top section releases same prior to

The plug and socket units of the "H" Series
are easily engaged with normal pressure and

unlocking.

Code No
24492
24493
24494
24495
24496
24497
24498
24499
24500

Socket with Lock
Dimensions
Contacts Mtg. Centers
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Socket without Lock

Overall

Code No

1.750
2.187
2.625
3.062
3.500
3.937
4.375
4.812
5.250

24484
24485
24486
24487
24488
24489
24413
24490
24491

1.375
1.812
2.250
2.687
3.125
3.562
4.000
4.438
4.875

Code No
24501
24502
24503
24504
24505
24506
24507
24508
24509

Contacts
20
30

40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Mtg. Cents

Dimensions

O.

Mtg. Ce7.1.,,,.;

1.750
2.187
2.625
3.026
3.500
3.937
4.375
4.812
5.250

1.375
1.812

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Overall

Code No

1.750

24476
24477
24478
24479
24480
24481
24412
24482
24483

1.375
1.812
2.250
2.687
3.125
3.562
4.000
4.438
4.875

Contacts

2.250
2.687
3.125
3.562
4.000
4.438
4.875

Plug with Lock -Mates with above

Plugs without Lock -Mates with above
Dttnenstons

the lock holds them securely together. Releasing the lock the units separate by the
spring action of the contacts. A simple locking device insures positive contact. Wiping
contact action keeps contacts clean at all
times. Either the plug or socket body fit into
the cap. Cable entrance hole can be placed
at the one end, or in the top, or both. Cover
is finished in black wrinkle and the cable
clamps are cadmium plated. Contact tails
will take either conventional solder wiring or
AMP "78" series Taper Tab receptacles.

2.187

2.625
3.062
3.500
3.937
4.375
4.812
5.250

50 CONTACT ASSEMBLY
WITH CABLE CLAMP

Contacts

Dimensions

Overall

Mtg. Centers

plug or socket bodies can be ordered from the
code numbers listed. The one that is attached to the
chassis should have the lock attached. If an insulating
liner is required in the cover, suffix L should be added
The

1.750
2.187
2.625
3.026
3.500
3.937
4.375
4.812
5.250

1.375
1.812
2.250
2.687
3.125
3.562
4.000
4.438
4.875

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

to the Code Number.

The cap is ordered according to the number of contacts required. Then the letter L designating the liner.
The letter giving hole size follows. Then the letter
indicating the location of the hole; either T for top,
or E for end, and if a cable clamp is required, the
letter C is added.

Caps for Plugs or Sockets without Locks
t.11,1
node
No

Contacts

24537
24538
24539
24540
24541
24542
24543
24544
24545

20
30
40
SO

A or

SIct

Ct'ti

Overall

B

1.375

1.750
2.187
2.625
3.062
3.500
3.937
4.375
4.812
5.250

A B or C

1.812

B or C
B or C

2.250
2.687
3.125

60
70
80

B C or D
B C or D

B C or D

3.562
4.000

90

C D or E
C D or E

4.437
4.875

100

Cap Hole Size
Letter

if a 50 contact unit is required with
cover, having a 3/4" hole in the top with a cable clamp
and liner, the code would be 24540-LBTC. The chassis
socket would be 24495 and the plug for the cap 24504.

For example,

The Cinch "H" series is made in 20 to 100 contacts,
in

Centrally located plants at
Chicago, Illinois;
Shelbyville, Indiana;
La Puente, California;

Cable Clamp Size

A

D;mension
1/2" dia.

B

3/4"

C

13/16 x

D

13/16 x 11/2

E

13/16 x 1-11/16" Large

1

multiples of 10 contacts.

St. Louis, Missouri

Small
Small
Medium
Medium

Electrical Rating
Volts

Adjacent Terminals
to Ground
Current Rating
Contact Resistance rated current (ii)
Insulation Resistance
Capacitance adjacent contacts

ACRMS

DC

930
1400

1300
2000

Components shown
reduced in size

4.5 Amperes
.020 ohms
1000 megohms

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

.75 MMF

Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
CIRCLE 61 READERS SERVICE CARD

ELECTRONS AT WORK

Radiometer Studies Atmosphere
RADIO ASTRONOMY techniques were

used to measure atmospheric absorption, refraction and scintillation at 4,700 mc (C band). The sun
served as the source of r -f energy.
The measurements were made with
a comparison -type radiometer us-

ing traveling -wave tubes in a trf
receiver, instead of a superheterodyne circuit.
The three -stage traveling -wave
amplifier used in the system, shown
in Fig. 1, has a center frequency of

since minimum detectable signal is
inversely proportional to the square

root of bandwidth. Therefore, the
sensitivity of this unit is five times
that of the 10 -me superheterodyne
(actually, an effective 20 mc in this
receiver, since both sidebands are
used in the superheterodyne).
In initial equipment tests in
1955, this system was found necessary because, without the compari-

son feature, long-term drift was
considerable. In the tests made

4,700 mc. An 800-mc bandwidth
filter and a detector follow the trf

with the traveling -wave tube radi-

sections.

fluctuation of the equipment corresponded to temperature changes

A 30 -cps mechanical chopper
switches between the antenna and
the 300 -degree K black -body
matched -load signal. A 16-db noise

tube and suitable precision attenuator are used to check system op-

eration and furnish temperature
calibration for signals.
Output from the filter and syn-

chronous detector is fed through
the integrator unit to a recording
milliammeter with a 0.5 -sec time
constant.
The basic advantage of the
traveling -wave tube radiometer lies

ometer, a peak -to -peak noise power

of about one degree K for a response time of 4 sec. This compares with about 5 degrees K for a
superheterodyne radiometer having the same noise figure and response time. When the gain stabilization feature (signal chopper and
synchronous detector) are deactivated, long-term drift becomes

severe, but the system maintains
its short-term sensitivity.
Results of the refraction experiments indicate that average refraction is the same in the microwave

in its wide band. The wider band

region as in the optical region.

increases sensitivity of this system,

However, results indicate that dur-

Point-to-Point Communications

ing a particular day, there might
be considerable fluctuation about
this average.
Amplitude scintillations detected
with the antenna at a low angle are
always present and can be of large
amplitude with longer periods prevailing. At higher angles, the fluctuations are probably solar in
origin and are of short period and
small amplitude. While the origin
of the scintillations is probably
meteorological, no correlation of
scintillation amplitude at low
angles and commonly measured
meteorological parameters was
noted.
The absorption measurements

yield a value of 0.00348 db/km.
This material was abstracted
from "Absorption, Refraction and
Scintillation Measurements
at
4,700 Mc with a Traveling -Wave
Tube Radiometer" by John P.
Castelli, Jules Aarons, Carl Perioli
and Joseph Casey of the Air Force
Cambridge Research Center.

Auto Tachometer
Uses Transistor
By JAMES COWAN
Radson Engineering Corp., Macon, III.

DESIGN of an accurate electronic
tachometer for automobiles involves several factors. Primary
considerations

include final size,

ease of installation and, since the
field

is quite competitive, retail

price.

In the transistorized tachometer
described here, the vehicle battery
was to be used, rather than a separate source of power. This created
a problem, in that voltage in automobile electrical systems varies as
much as ±3 volts, because of motor
speed and
ing.

voltage -regulator set-

A constant supply voltage was
obtained in the tachometer shown

in Fig. 1 by using a zener diode,
from the transistor collector to

D

ground. This is an inexpensive yet
effective way of eliminating an in-

ternal voltage source, such as

is

used in several other types of automobile tachometers.
The ignition waveform is used as
Extremely narrow sky path minimizes possibility of interception of new communications

a means of triggering the circuit.

effective range

This waveform is rectified by diode

gear. Raytheon produced system being operated by Marine Corps unit has 40 -mile
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TUNG-SOL POWER TRANSISTORS IMPROVED
THREE WAYS BY:

NEW

Tung-Sol's new true cold -weld seal represents a major
advance in transistor technology. An exclusive
Tung -Sol development, cold -weld sealing increases
TO -3 outline package efficiency and brings designers a
threefold bonus in over-all transistor performance.

Improved thermal qualities. The cold -weld process
produces a hermetic, copper -to -copper seal and makes
possible a 100% copper transistor with thermal properties superior to previous high power types.

Improved reliability. Cold -weld encapsulation eliminates heat damage, "splash", and heat -caused moisture
that can impair transistor performance.
THESE TUNG-SOL HIGH POWER (TO -3 OUTLINE)
TRANSISTORS FEATURE THE NEW, COLD -WELD SEAL

Type

BVCES

BVCEO

FIFE

FIFE

(VBE= +1.0v)

(18=0)
Volts (MM)

(IC=1.0 A)

(IC=2.0 A)

-20
-40
-30
-60

50
50
70
50

30
30
50
30

Volts (MM)
2N378
2N379
2N380
2N459

-40
-80
-60

-105

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

Longer efficient life. Even through temperature fluctuations that cause "breathing", the cold -weld seal stays
vacuum -tight, moisture-proof-result of actual integration of the copper molecules during sealing.
Tung -Sol power switches with the new cold -weld seal
withstand the most rigid combination of tests given any
transistor-the 100 psi "bomb" immersion test and the

critically sensitive Mass Spectrometer leak test. Further, they meet all military environmental requirements. For full data on the improved Tung -Sol types
. . . to fill any transistor need, contact: Semiconductor
Division, Tung -Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, New Jersey.
IMPROVED SPECIFICATIONS OF TUNG-SOL
COLD -WELDED HIGH POWER TRANSISTORS.

Collector Dissipation @ 25°C*.. .50 Watts
Collector Dissipation © 55°C*.. .25 Watts
Thermal Resistance
1.2° C/Watt Max:

ICBO @ VCs= -25v T=25°C. -0.5 Ma Max.
1030
VCs= -25v T= 85°C ..7.5 Ma Max.
Storage Temperature

-55 to +100°C

,"Mounting base temperature

CIRCLE 63 READERS SERVICE CARD
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very low potential (about 10 volts).
Therefore, the strobotron does not

D2 and applied to the base of transistor Q,.
The waveform produced by automobiles made by different manufacturers varies because of differences in point and spark -plug gap
setting. Rapid acceleration also
alters the waveform. Because of
these differences and the large
number of transients in these
waveforms, resistors R, and R, and

capacitor C, are used in the transistor base circuit to filter the

fire.

When a shock wave impinges on

the sensor, the grid of the 1U4 is
driven negative, cutting the tube
off, and plate potential rises to approximately 135 volts. The control

grid of the strobotron, which is
directly connected to the 1U4 plate,

also rises toward 135 volts, firing
Compact printed -circuit package makes
single -unit auto tachometer possible

waveform.
al
R1

3.3K

2.2K

2N35

R2
2.2 K

IN

Or,

470
+12V

The positive pulse triggers transistor Qi, charging capacitor C3
through the meter. Pulse repetition
rate determines the amount of current through the meter. Capacitor
C_ discharges through diode D2.
The meter is calibrated in revolutions per minute, and final adjust
ment is made by resistor R2. The,
meter covers the range from zero

D3

C2

1N90

to 6,000 rpm.

0.5

The entire tachometer is housed
in a single unit. A printed circuit
is used to save space and to speed
assembly.

Only two electrical connections

are required to install the tachFIG. 1-Simple tachometer circuit uses
zener diode to compensate variations
in vehicle 12 -volt system

chometer, which has been designed
for 8 -cylinder autombiles having
12 -volt ignition systems.

Shot Counter Uses Strobotron
DURING TESTING of some new bal-

outside this zone.

listic equipment, need arose for a

Pulses produced when a shock
wave hits the speaker are stepped
up in voltage by a small line -to grid transformer. In the secondary
circuit, positive pulses are dumped

ered shot and blast counter. The
unit was required to be roughly
directional, sensitive only to loud
noises and made only of standard,
easily obtained parts. A low-cost
sensor was also desirable, because

of the probability of destruction
during tests.

by a germanium diode, and negative

pulses go to the grid of the 1U4
amplifier. Although the circuit will
work with either speaker polarity,
best operation is secured if the first

These objectives were attained

shock wave produces a negative

by using a cheap p -m speaker as a
pickup, a single stage of amplification using a 1U4, a 1D21 strobotron

pulse on the 1U4 grid.
The plate of the 1U4 is connected
to the inner grid of the strobotron
directly and the B+ through a high
resistance, producing the wellknown draw -down circuit. When

counter actuator and an electromagnetic counter. The circuit is
shown in Fig. 1.

Tests show that the cone of admittance of the p -m speaker has an
included angle of about 60 degrees,

with sensitivity falling off rapidly
94

The plate circuit of the strobotron is the familiar dumper circuit,
apparently first described by Germeshausen and Edgerton (see ELECTRONICS, Feb. 1937, p 12). Here, the

firing of the tube dumps the charge
on the 2-microfarad capacitor from
plate to ground, and because of the
high series impedance (counter plus

resistor), starves itself out. Recharge of the capacitor, after tube
extinction, operates the electromechanical counter.
Sensitivity of the circuit to

speaker vibrations and reverberations is reduced by a small capacitor
shunted from the plate of the
strobotron to the screen of the 1U4.
This capacitor, when the strobotron
fires, draws down the screen voltage
of the 1U4 momentarily, desensitizing the input amplifier. Exact value

of this capacitor depends upon the
properties of the speaker used as a
sensor. This capacitor also lowers
the frequency of operation of the
system appreciably.

By RONALD L. IVES Palo Alto, Calif.

portable, self-contained, self -pow-

the tube.

With no plate -screen feedback,
dependable operation can be expected at rates up to 40/sec, sufficient for most automatic weapons
fire. With a 0.1-microfarad capacitor, maximum operating frequency
is reduced to about 5/sec.
A twisted pair is suitable for connecting the sensor to the circuit at
distances less than 10 ft. From 10
to 250 ft, however, a shielded pair
should be used.
When the equipment is energized,
4 -OHM
P -M

I U4

600 -OHM
0.1

COUNTER

2.2
MEG

+135
1MEG

input is quiescent, the grid of the
1U4 is approximately at ground
potential ; the plate of this tube and

the grid of the strobotron are at a

FIG. 1 -P-m speaker functions as sensor

in self-contained shot and blast counter
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

GUARANTEED TO WITHSTAND 1,000 VOLTS!
GVB-finished tape wound core boxes drop your production costs
We have developed a radical new finish for aluminum boxes
for tape wound cores. Your production department will glow
with delight, for we guarantee this finish to withstand 1,000
volts (at 60 cycles) without taping!

GVB, for Guaranteed Voltage Breakdown (limits) is what
we call this new finish. It is perfectly matched to our aluminum core boxes, for it will withstand temperatures from

-70°F to 450°F. Potting techniques need not change, for

published limits. The maximum and minimum limits are for
B Br/B1, H1 and gain. This data is published for one, two,
four and six mil Orthonolg and Hy Mu 80 tape cores.

GVB-finished cores are ready for you now. So are the published limits for all Magnetics, Inc. tape wound cores. Write
today for more GVB details, and for your copy of the guaranteed performance limits: Dept. E-51, Magnetics, Inc.,
Butler, Pennsylvania.

GVB-finish lives happily with standard potting compounds.

By eliminating the need for taping the core box, you
also eliminate a time consuming production step. By combining GVB-finish with our aluminum core box, we assure
you a core capable of being vacuum impregnated down to
20 mm. of mercury.

And they are Performance -Guaranteed! Like all tape
wound cores from Magnetics, Inc., aluminum -boxed or phenolic -boxed, you buy them with performance guaranteed to
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

MIIGHETICS inc.
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switch A should be closed before
switch B.

With rather obvious alternative
or additional circuitry, this shot
counter can be used to control a
clock or chemical sampler in response to a blast. It might even be
used to operate a robot sentry,

which fires a short burst from a
machine gun whenever other weap-

ons are fired toward it, within the
acceptance cone of the sensor, and
not more than about 250 ft distant.
Addition of a second stage of amplification is, of course, entirely pos-

TOROIDAL
WINDER

sible. This makes the instrument

responsive to the passage of aircraft overhead, to noisy automobile

engines and even to children on

TW 300

roller skates.

Semiconductors Provide
Analog Voltage Source

faster production at lower cost
speeds up to 2000 turns per minute
4 -digit, 2- or 7 -position predetermined

R

E. R. JAMES Design Engineer,

Motorola, Inc., Riverside, Calif.

turns counting

VARIABLE power supplies are one of

the most frequently used pieces of
laboratory equipment.
Although many power supplies
are available on the market, their
size and cost often limit their ap-

The entirely NEW electronic

system of the TW 300 provides unmatched features in a
toroidal winder . . . proximity pick-up for use with any

plications. Some lack precision control of the voltage output. Batteries

also have disadvantages such as
poor regulation and short life.

size wire without physical con-

. 100% accurate turns
counting . . controlled slow start, slow -stop driving motor
tact

.

.

The power supply described over-

.

. .

.

comes many of the disadvantages

automatic segmental wind-

of commercial supplies and batteries. It is compact, has low drift

ing with perfect repeatability
. . progressive winding of
segments or continuous coils
in either direction.

and ripple, is easily calibrated.

.

Although this supply was de -

The TW 300, designed for easy servicing and maintenance,
cuts production time and operator fatigue to the bone. Flexibility in production of new coil types with superior electrical
characteristics is unlimited because of the new control system
with automatic winding features. This machine is a significant
advance toward complete automation of toroidal winding.

See us at the WESCON Show - Booth 108, Pavilion

1

You get the BEST /von/ BOESCH

B
BOESCH

BOESCH MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INCORPORATED
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT
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(A) Compact packaging adds to usefulness of versatile voltage source
CIRCLE 65 READERS SERVICE CARD -

Shown with printed
circuit terminals

*AND VARIATIONS OF THIS BASIC STRUCTURE SHOWN BELOW

ENGINEERING DATA/MH RELAY
Insulation: Laminated phenolic.
Insulation Resistance: 100 meg-

41I"

VERSATILITY and adaptability

ohms minimum.

are prime reasons why designers have made
the MH a P&B best seller. This relay series,

Breakdown Voltage: 500 volts

for example, does yeoman duty in such diverse

Vibration: Up to lOg from 55 to
500 :ps.; .065" max. excur-

RMS between all elements.

Shock: Up to 30g.

applications as jet aircraft, street lighting
equipment, computers and missile ground

sions tram 10 to 55 cps.

!REQUIRES L DIA

controls.
When multiple switching is required ...when
size, weight, long life and reliability are critical

CLEARANCE HOLE

Ambient Temperature: -45°C.

to +85°C. -(65°C. to
+125°C. on special order).
Weight: 21/2 oz. max. (open relay)

...our MH relay can usually fill the bill. It's
RIGHT for countless jobs, often at countable

Pull -In: Approx. 75% of nominal
voltaq.e.

savings.
Let us send you complete information about

Pull -In Speed: Approx. 15 ms.
We 1'

this miniature telephone -type relay and the
variations we've evolved for special applications. Write or call today.

'72

5,"

FOR DC

REIMS
FOR AC
RELAYS

Drop -Out Speed: Approx. 10 ms.

Terminals: Pierced solder lugs;
special lugs for printed circuits,
taper tab (AMP #78).

CONTACTS:

Arrangements: Up to 9 springs
per stack.

Material: Vs" silver; also Palladium or gold alloy.

Load: Dry circuits to 5 amps
@115V AC resistive.
COILS:

Resistance: 22,000 ohms max.

Power: 100 milliwatts per mov-

able minimum to 4 watts at
25°C. max. (200 mw. min. to

meet max. shock/vibration
spec.)

Duty: DC: Continuous. AC: Intermittent (2 pole relay max.)
Voltages: DC: Up to 110 volts.
AC: Up to 230 v. 60 cycles.
Current: 2.5 ma to 10 amps DC.

P&B STANDARD RELAYS AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONIC PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

MC FOR RF SWITCHING
For RF switching where intercontact
capacitance losses must be minimized.
Ceramic contact spacers.

P LuT

MA LATCHING
Electrical latch; mechanical reset. Small,

versatile and offered with selection of
contact arrangements.

MB CONTACTOR

Contacts ratec 60 amp. 28 volts DC
non -inductive. Will carry 150 amp, surge

for a duration of 0.3 seconds.

B

MH SEAL -TEMP
Features sealed coil to minimize contact
contamination. Available as hermetically
sealed relay only.

PRINCETON, INDIANA SUBSIDIARY OF AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY COMPANY

HM7
RBM

Miniature Hermetically
Sealed Relays
The reliability of this relay under
severe conditions of vibration and shock
has been field -proven in many applications. It is another example of how
R -B -M's production maturity and
complete facilities can eliminate many
of your engineering problems.

BHSM and BHSM HT TYPES
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Consult your local RBM Product Application Engineer

or write for Bulletin BHSM-1.
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ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION, LOGANSPORT, INDIANA
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1K

Since a,b is 0.96 for the transistor
used in the circuit, output imped-

560

1K

ance

expressed

measurable

in

quantities is

YO OR

CONSuLT

.5se)

260
ro =
+ 0.04 R,
v ui

FIG. 1-Silicon transistor in precision

voltage source isolates control potentiometer from output current

signed as an analog voltage source

for computer circuits, it may be
used in many other applications.
In addition, modifications requiring less costly parts are possible
where performance is not so critical.

Circuit Description

The circuit may be considered in

two discrete parts-voltage supply
and control element. The complete
circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The voltage supply is a bridge rectifier with
r -c filtering that reduces ripple sufficiently for a low -voltage, low -cur-

rent device. Zener diodes provide
good regulation.
The control unit uses a transistor
in the grounded -collector configuration. This arrangement serves a
twofold purpose. It improves line-

arity of the control potentiometer
by lessening loading effects, and it
isolates the output current from the
precision potentiometer. The latter
feature protects the potentiometer

from accidental burnout from excess current drain.
Output impedance of the emitter
follower for the voltage range con-

From the graph (Fig. 2), it can
be seen that the impedance varies
from 400 to 800 ohms in the 10 volt setting and from about 200 to
800 ohms in the 20 -volt setting.
However, restricting the use of the

They can be your design assistants
on other Essex Engineered Products.

20 -volt setting for voltages from 10

to 20 volts, the impedance of the
source can be considered as 600
ohms nominally.

Accurate calibration is provided
by a ten -turn 0.1 -percent potenti-

ometer with a ten -turn dial.

A

calibration curve is shown in Fig.
3. After four hours, a similar curve
was within 0.2 percent of the orig-

inal calibration. A drift curve is

W/RE AND CABLE
A complete line of appliance wiring material,
radio, television and electronic hook-up wire,
200° C high temperature Sil-X wire, automotive
wires and cables, and flexible cords.
Wire and Cable Div., Ft. Wayne, Ind,

shown in Fig. 4. After one hour,
the drift rate is 5 millivolts per
hour. Ripple is less than 5 my.
Circuit Variations
The voltage source discussed was

designed to meet a special needthat of a highly accurate, stable
source. Because of this, a silicon

rtratarlaarrr

transistor and two zener diodes

were used to maintain stability

over a wide voltage range. If maxi-

mum stability were not the major
factor, a considerable reduction in
cost could be effected by using a

CO/LEO CORDS-CORDSETS
Prime source for plastic and rubber power
supply cords. Terminations of all types (molded
plastic and rubber) with infinite design possibil-

ities. Complete line of Coiled Cords
including HPN.

Write for Coil Cords Literature
Cords Limited Division, DeKalb, III.

18

16

4

20-V SET TING

TYPE

12

MS'

10

ro

r,

1

10-V SET TING

rb

- ad

°

et4GINEggs

APPLIC

sidered is
R

pgoDuct

ArION

A plot of this expression is shown
in Fig. 2.

LOCAL.

RELAY

oe

In the present application r, is
about 30 ohms, which makes R9> >
rb. Therefore, the above expression
can be simplified to
ro

r.

R0 (1 - oi.b)

Before evaluating this expression,
it is necessary to determine r, as
a function of voltage out.
d Vb,

k T/q

0.026

A low cost, space saving single pole or common
multiple contact D.C. unit. Highly reliable. Can

be built to withstand extreme environ-

4

mental conditions.

Write for Bulletin MS -3
R -B -M Control Div., Logansport, Ind.

2

0

200

RBM

WiOF
300

400

500

600

700

800

(OHMS)

SX

0000.7$

FIG. 2 --Output impedance as a function

of output voltage is shown for 10 and

ESSEX

WIRE CORPORATION

20 -volt settings
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Y4

The world's
toughest referee
... a count of one and the tape is OUT!

ropoo

0000

8000

,s.4 5000

8,000

Sloe

FIG. 3-Plot shows output voltages for
potentiometer settings on both voltage
ranges

7
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43,
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VOLTAGE OUT

The machine above is a unique testing instrument, designed by Audio

and binder components are selected
for fineness of dispersion and magnetic properties-then combined and

FIG. 4-Drift rate was 5 my/hr after

Conn. This Automatic Defect Counter

metered on the selected foil in Audio's

simple zener diode (eliminating the

Devices engineers and installed at
the Audiotape plant in Glenbrook,
records and plays back every inch
of

the EP Audiotape under test.

Type EP is the extra precision mag-

netic recording tape for applications
in computing, automation, telemetering and seismography. If the tape fails
to record a single test pulse out of the

millions put on a single reel, the entire reel is rejected. There are no ifs,
ands or buts.
This is one of many special quality -

control operations to which type EP
Audiotape is subjected. The extra
attention begins at the raw material
stage where the master rolls of base
materials are critically examined for
uniformity of gauge, freedom from
stretch, and cleanliness. The oxide

fed through a micronic filter and

special dust -free precision coating
machines. The coated master rolls
are then selected for freedom from
imperfections and proceed through
the slitting operation. Each ribbon
is wiped after slitting to remove all
traces of dust, run through the defect counter, rejects discarded, and
the defect -free tape packed in hermetically sealed metal cans or plastic
cases.

The defect counter does its job so
well that type EP Audiotape is guaranteed to be defect -free! For more
information write for free Bulletin
T112A. Write Dept. TE, Audio Devices, Inc., 444 Madison Avenue, New
York 22, N. Y.

one hour

switching circuit) and a germanium transistor. The transistor must
have a power dissipation sufficiently great to handle the load current at maximum voltage.
Another variation is possible that
would materially reduce cost. This

is a variable voltage supply with
specified current rating. In this application, the ten -turn potentiometer may be replaced by a standard
2 -watt potentiometer. The transistor could be a low-cost power transistor. For currents in excess of

20 ma, the resistor in series with

the zener diode will have to be

AllbyDE

(Ce

-0

EPz
o

4'cis`

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.,

TIAN 1111K

444 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22, N. Y.

Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St., N. Y., 16

Cables "ARLAB" In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.
In Chicago: 5428 Milwaukee Ave, Rectifier Division: 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa Ana, Calif.
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chosen so that at maximum current
drain, there would be sufficient current through the zener to keep it in
its regulatory region. Chokes in

the filter circuit would be adjustable at higher currents to decrease
d -c resistance.
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with reliable TII silicon transistors

is

New improved TI 2N337 and 2N338 specifications
provide greater design flexibility for your switching
circuits
nuclear counters
. pre -amplifiers . .
RF amplifiers .. . 455 KC IF amplifiers .. and many
other high frequency applications.
You get high gain at low current levels with TI diffused silicon transistors. High alpha cutoff . 10 mc
min for 2N337, 20 mc min for 2N338
and extremely low collector capacitance assure optimum
performance in your switching and high frequency
amplifier applications.
.

.

.

.

NEW IMPROVED SPECIFICATIONS FOR 2N337 AND 2N338
from

.

.

.

.

.

design characteristics at 25° C ambient (except

.

Collector Cutoff Current}

VC g = 20V

at 150°C }

BVcB0

Vcg = 20V

hrb
hfb

Breakdown Voltage
Breakdown Voltage
Input Impedance
Output Admittance
Feedback Voltage Ratio
Current Transfer Ratio

hFE

DC Beta

tab

Frequency Cutoff
Collector Capacitance*
Saturation Resistancet
Current Transfer Ratio
Rise time§
Storage Time
Fall time

hob

Cob
Rcs

hfe

tr

to

tf

Measured at 1 mc

t Common Emitter

RCS

300i2max

150 S2 max

ho,

90 ti max

80 u max

Consider TI's guaranteed specifications when you se-

lect semiconductor devices for your next transistor

circuit.

E=0
E=0
E=0

ICE; = 50AA
I E g = 50AA

C=0

Vcg = 20V
Vcg = 20V
Vcg = 20V
Vcg = 20V
VCE = 5V
Vcg = 20V
Vcg = 20V

I8+
VC6 = 20V

max

design
center

20
10

80

0.2
0.95

30

0.985

300

0.975

35

55

20

45
20

20

0.05
0.02
0.08

80
1

2000

unit
pA
pA
V
V
Ohm

Arnim
X10-6

0.99
80
30

1.2

3
150

75
22

50

0.2

1

2000

1.2
14

100
1

50

200

c = 10mA

max

45

1

c = 10mA

1 18 = 1mA for 2N337, 0.5mA for 2N338

min

100

45

E = -1mA
E = -1mA
E = -1mA
E = -1mA

IE = -1mA, f = 2.5mc

design
center

min

30

E = -1mA
E = -1mA

2N338

2N337

where advanced temperatures are indicated)

ICBO

BVEgO

45 V max

.

test conditions

bib

40 V max

BVcBo

.

to

75
24

150

mc
3
150

0.06
0.02
0.14

ppf
Ohm
db
psec
psec
psec

5 Includes delay time (td)

TEXAS IN ST RU M EN TS
INCORPORATED

WORLD'S LARGEST SEMICONDUCTOR PLANT

SEMICONDUCTORCOMPONENTS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 312
1,3500 N. CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
DALLAS. TEXAS

COMPONENT DESIGN

Small UHF Ferrite Unit Shifts Phase 360 Deg
cc
2

boo

\

1

I

800 MC

\

I

tt

200

600 MC

-- 400 MC
200 MC

cn6'

2
300

10

61wcc

400

Small physical size of phase shifter is evident here

0

in.

0

500
1000
1500
APPLIED FIELD IN OERSTEDS

200, 400. 600 and 800 mc

SHORTING SCREWS

practical. But a unit developed by

6.34 IN. ETO

four different frequencies.
The phase shifter is a reciprocal

square in

cross-section. The 360 -deg phase
shift is accomplished with about one
db of loss.

5

FIG. 2-Phase-shifter characteristics at

sometimes too lossy and bulky to be

and less than one

\s,

530

phase shift in the uhf region are
Electronic Communications,
Timonium, Md., is only 61 -in. long

s

\

FERRITE DEVICES capable of 360 -deg

Inc..

i

0885

device and can be used in both

IN.

transmitting and receiving systems.

Basic to the

is a folded Stripline structure as
shown in Fig. 1. Each of five layers
of Stripline is loaded with two 0.40

by 0.05 by 6 in. strips of TT -414
ferrite (Trans -Tech, Inc.), one on
each side of the center conductor.
The ferrite is a magnesium -manganese -aluminum combination with

SOCKET JOINT

FIG.

COPPER CENTER
CONDUCTOR

1-Cross-section

of

folded

uhf

phase shifter

A BOBBIN -WOUND COIL and a simpli-

the unit fabricated, this is supplied
by a 12 -in. long, 1.1 -in. diam sole-

a saturation magnetization of 600

noid into which the phase shifter

oersteds and a Curie temperature of
about 100 C. To provide continuity
between layers, the center conduc-

fits easily.

tor is folded. Total length of ferrite through which the wave must

Original range of interest for the
unit was 200 to 600 mc but characteristics we.re actually Investigated

travel is 32.2 in.
The phase shifter requires a
longitudinal magnetic field of
enough intensity to place the operating region above resonance. For

Operating Characteristics

from two to 2,000 mc. Figure 2
shows results obtained at 200, 400,
600 and 800 mc. Table I gives pertinent characteristics at each of these

Table I-Phase-Shifter Characteristics at Different Frequencies
Frequency
in mc

Insertion loss
in db

200
400
600
800

1.6
1

1.1
1.4

Miniature Motor Has
Simple Stator
strument, Westbury, N. Y. permit
servo motor sizes as small as 0.3 in.
diameter. Simplicity of the coil and

stator construction should give a
production cost less than half that
of ordinary motors.
The small size is possible because
of the low magnetizing power
needed to produce a suitable electromagnetic field. Regardless of

how many poles there are in the
motor, and disregarding stray leakage' flux, all of the magnetic field
lines per phase link all of the turns
per phase.
The motor reaches full speed of
1,460 rpm in 0.004 sec and can be

provided with a variety of shaft

Differential
phase shift
in deg

NI agnetic-field

change in
oersteds

Nlax vswr over
field range

360
360
360
360

220-1,500
130-1,250
625-1,625

1.8
1.45
1.5
1.5

7:30-1,630

fied stator designed by Dynamic In-

extensions, power and voltage ratings. It can be wound for class -H
(to 400 F ambients), for transistor
operation, as well as other varieties
to suit special customer needs.

Push-pull and high voltage types
(used for direct coupling to a driver
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J-300-1000

J-300-2500

MINIATURIZED COMPONENTS
DESIGNED for APPLICATION miniaturized com-

ponents developed for use in our own equipment such as
the 90901 Oscilloscope, are now available for separate
sale. Many of these pails are similar, in most details except
size, to their equivalents in our standard component parts
group. In certain devices where complete miniaturization
is not paramount, a combination of standard and miniature components may possibly be used to advantage. For

convenience, we have also listed oil this page the extremely small sized coil forms from our standard catalog.
DESCRIPTION

CODE

A001

A006

Fluted black plastic knob with brass insert for A" shaft.

A007

3/4" black plastic dial knob with brass insert for Vs" shaft.

A008

3/4" diameter dial. Viz" high.
3/4" block plastic knob. Same as no. A007 except for style.
Right angle drive for 1,4" shafts. Single hole mounting.

A014

A015

1' bar dial for 1/4" shaft. 1/2" high. 180° or 280° dials for
clockwise or counter -clockwise rotation.

1" fluted knob dial for

as no. A01 4.

A017
A018
A019

A"

E001
E201

E202
E212
E222
E302A

thru-terminals.

J300-350 to J300-2500 Complete line of miniature inductances
3.3 to 2500 microhenries. Ys" long. Diameter 0.115" to
0.297".

Knob, same as no. A007 except with 3/4" diameter skirt.

A061

Shaft lock for 3/4" diameter shaft. Vs" -32 bushing. Nickle

Insulated universal joint style flexible coupling for 3/4" dia
shafts.

M003
M004

M005
M006
M008
M017

13/4" diameter fluted black plastic knob for 1/4" shaft.

A050
A062

Shaft bearing for 3/4" diameter shafts. Nickle plated brass.
Fits "44" diameter hole.
Steatite ceramic standoff or tie -point. Integral mounting
eyelet. 0.205" overall diameter.
Black or red plastic binding post plates for No. E222,
Black or red plastic plates for two binding posts spaced 1/2".
Black or red plastic plug for two binding posts spaced 1/2".
Metol binding post with jack lop.
to E306A Steatite ceramic terminal strips. Viz" wide. Terminals spaced 3/4" on mentors. Screw type or solder type

shaft. 1/2" high. Same dial plates

Knob, same as no. A007, but without dial.
Miniature metal index for miniature dials.
Miniature dial lock.

A021

DESCRIPTION

A066

MOD1

Bar knob for 3/4" shaft. 1/2" high by 3%" long.
1/2" high by 3/4" diameter.

A01 2

COIDE

M023

Solid coupling for 1/4" dia. shafts. Nickle plated brass.
Universal joint style flexible coupling for Vs" diameter shafts.
Inverted hubs for short length. Not insulated.
Universal joint style flexible coupling for A" diameter shafts.
External hub for maximum flexibility. Not insulated.
Universal joint style flexible coupling for 1/4" diameter shafts.
Spring finger. Steatite ceramic insulation.
Plastic insulated coupling with nickle plated brass inserts for
%" diameter shafts.
Plastic insulated flexible coupling for 1/4" diameter shafts.
'We" long by l3/46" diameter. Bronze yoke.
Insulated shaft extension for 3/4"-32 bushing and
" shaft.
For mounting sub -miniature potentiometer.

plated brass.
Shaft lock with knurled locking nut.

M024
69043

MAIN OFFICE

Steatite ceramic coil form. Adjustable core. Winding space
3/4" diameter by i1/42" long. Mounting 4-40 hole.

69044

JAMES ATILLEN

Locking insulated shaft extension similar to no. M023.

Steatite ceramic coil form. Adjustable core. Winding space
0.187" diameter by 3/;" long. No. 10-32 mounting.

MFG. CO.. INC.
AND FACTORY

MALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
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amplifier, eliminating the need for

would require only 0.1-pf capacitor

an output transformer) are also

at 115 v. Where required, dielec-

available to impedance ratings impossible in more conventional type

tric strengths of 2,000 v can be
provided. Dielectric strengths of

units. Ratings of 115 v in diam-

1,250 v between phases and to the
frames are standard, even in very

eters down to a fraction of an inch
eliminate the step-down transform-

ers and large capacitors usually
found in low voltage miniature

motors. For example, a 26 v motor
employing a 2-/Af tuning capacitor

small frame sizes, where previously

they could be achieved only with
difficulty and often with a large
percentage of rejections in produc-

KEY ENGINEERING
OPENINGS
AT VOUGHT

tion.

Special Tube Fins Offset Calefaction
By C. BEURTHERET, Compagnie Francaise Thomson -Houston, Paris, France and
H. G. TOWLSON, General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
CURRENTLY UNDER STUDY by the

FCC is the advisability of allowing
certain so-called clear -channel a -m
stations to exceed the 50 -kw broadcast power limit. New powers proposed are 500 kw minimum and 750
kw maximum. With higher powers,
tube cooling will be more of a prob-

lem. One technique first reported
in ELECTRONICS' makes use of novel

fin design to take advantage of
fundamental

heat -transfer

prin-

ciples.

800 -

--

1,1 600 -

.,17,

Key responsibilities await additional men

STABLE
NUCLEATE
BOILING

,--

oz

4001-

who are qualified in these areas. Advanced
degrees preferred.

NATURAL

200

1111AELE

CONVECTION

'UNSTABLE,
,BOILING

L
102

105

110

120

150 200

FILM
BOILING

500 1,000 2,000

TEMPERATURE OF METALLIC SURFACE IN DEG C

FIG. 1-Boiling heat -transfer curve for
small metallic surface in still water.
B, C and D correspond to
different physical phenomena as indicated. Region beyond Q is where melting point of copper is exceeded

Zones A,

Figure 1 shows the relation between heat flow per unit area and
temperature of a small metallic
surface immersed in still water.
Zones C and D are known as the
calefaction region. In a household

heat transfer of the liquid.
With a larger area, such as the

analogy, calefaction is illustrated

an insulating layer which reduces

by a drop of water on a hot stove

contact of the anode with the water.
The anode's melting point can then

where the steam prevents effective

Projects involve advanced guidance and
control and fire control systems for missiles and high-performance manned
aircraft. They begin with investigations and
theory and progress through systemization
and packaging to detailed hardware design.

1,000

a
z
ct

ELECTRONICS

cylindrical anode of a conventional
water-cooled tube, steam produces

Stability and Control Engineer. E.E., M.E.,

or A.E., with emphasis on flight stability
and control problems or dynamics. (Spe-

cial consideration given graduate study or
extensive experience in transients or closed
loop stability analysis.) To assist in design
of autopilot and control systems for highperformance missiles and aircraft.
Antenna Design Engineer. E.E., or Physics
Degree with demonstrated aptitude for

antenna design. To join active projects

involving design of flush -mounted, recessed
and external antennas at all frequencies
for very high-performance aircraft and
missiles.

Fire Control and Microwave Systems
Engineer. Requires E.E., or Physics Degree;

at least 2 years experience in radar, data

link, or fire control systems; and strong
ability in this work.

Test Equipment Engineer. Requires E.E.,
or Physics Degree and at least 2 years
experience in this or related field. (Desir-

able: broad background in electronics

To Eliminate Noise Add Some

design with emphasis on digital computers

or microwave systems.) To join in the
design of complete checkout systems for
missiles and associated subsystems.
Reliability Analyst. Requires M.E., Physics,

E.E., or Math Degree; broad knowledge
of electronic and mechanical systems;
experience in operations research or reliability. Helpful: statistical methods
experience.

To arrange for a personal interview, or for
a prompt report on these or other current
openings, return coupon to:
C. A. Besio
Supervisor, Engineering Personnel
CHANCE VOUGHT AIRCRAFT,
Dallas, Texas
I

Electronic earphone contains miniature microphone which generates noise signals
opposite in phase to loud unwanted. noises. When two sound waves meet in earcup,
most of total noise energy is dissipated. Developed by U. S. Army Signal Research
and Development Lab, Ft. Monmouth together with RCA, the earphone works with
a special electronic inverter and amplifier unit
104

am a

Dept. M-11
Engineer

interested in the opening for
Name

Address__

L

City
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Vought. Voca

,
'

y. designing
in og-nul-t
e
ng a 12 -ton missile
to fit inside an atomic sub
Chance Vought's Regulus II missile is twice as long as

a city bus. It is crammed with delicate instruments,
armed with a nuclear warhead. Yet Vought engineers
designed Regulus II to serve safely, efficiently aboard
the Navy's newest nuclear -driven submarines.
They shock -proofed the missile against underwater
blasts. They conditioned it for polar ice, or equatorial
heat. They made it - like Vought's smaller Fleet veteran,
Regulus I -a dependable weapon, accurate from conventional or nuclear subs, from surface ships or highly
maneuverable, mobile shore launchers.
Aboard its special, globe -girdling sub, Regulus II will
move invisibly any distance to its launching point. There

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

it can begin a supersonic, long-range strike in minutes.

Or it may lurk unseen for months as a patient and

ready deterrent.
A chilling prospect for would-be aggressors, this
example of Vought ingenuity.
Scientists and engineers: pioneer with Vought in new mis-

sile, manned aircraft, and electronics programs. For details

on select openings write to: C. A. Besio, Supervisor,
Engineering Personnel, Dept. R-8.
CHANCM

0 IL 0' .7-7 7' A III

IP'77

/NCORPOPATED DALLAS. TEXAS
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PRINTED CII CUIT TRIMMERS
BY

This new
subminiature
trimmer is
designed for
printed circuit

FIG. 2-Teeth of power tube are designed as shown

be at point S, Fig. 1, or about 200
w/in.J.

SLIM and TRIM,

By designing the teeth or fins of
the power tube as shown in Fig. 2,
permanent contact with the liquid

they fit neatly
with diodes
and

and temperature can be kept below
110 C (point L, Fig. 1). With teeth
of good thermal conductivity it is
physically impossible for two adja-

assembly.

1-

neePric... Apousrmewr
Oal WICNI .11.010

uer

by the tips of the fins is insured

cent points of the surface to be at
125 C (Point M, Fig. 1) and 1,100

transistors.

C (point Q)

.

Figure 3 is a sketch of a Vapo-,
tron with vertical fins. Tubes have
goeMil....

ItArre 4-41

our
-01010 °Rai.
C=.0.4s -worn

also been made with horizontal fins.

A third version uses a tooth -type
Constructed of high -temperature -resistant plastic, with a 37 turn
lead -screw adjustment for fine trimming, the TPC trimmer
is a masterpiece of miniaturization. Virtually hermetic sealed, this

construction combining vertical and
horizontal fin concepts.

In operation, the tube is set in a

newest addition to the TIC line is moisture proof. Power
rating is 1 watt at 70°C. derated to 0 at 225°C. Pretinned
leads accommodate hot -tin dipping techniques. Lead separations
are in multiples of 0.1" in accordance with standard printed
circuit separations.

FEATURES:
Reliability and performance in operations up to 225°C.
Resistance Ranges from 100 to 30,000 ohms.
Environmental testing has proven these rugged, compact trimmers
meet or exceed the military specifications required for
airborne and missile applications.

Bulletins with full details available upon request.

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
569 Main St., Acton, Mass.
COlonial 3-7711
106

P.O. Box 3941, No. Hollywood, Calif.
POplar 5-8620
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FIG. 3-Vertical-fin version of tube has
this physical appearance
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WESTON INSTRUMENTS: STANDARDS OF STABILITY IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

ah

WESTON'S BROAD LINE OF RUGGEDIZED
INSTRUMENTS WILL TAKE THEM EASILY IN STRIDE
New design concepts, new materials and new production techniques . . these are the ingredients of
Weston's '58 line of Ruggedized Instruments. Now,
more than ever, they insure dependable, accurate
service under extremes of shock, vibration, temperature, humidity and general abuse.
Mechanisms are mounted on metal decks. The
decks and terminals are then molded into a specially
compounded, shock -resistant rubber. This results in
a well -insulated, leakproof, and virtually breakproof
seal. Damage from impact to jewels and pivots is
eliminated through spring -backed mounting. Tough
.

plastic windows make the use of zero correctors practical. The entire mechanism is housed in a rigid steel
case which provides excellent shielding against external magnetic fields. The instruments may be mounted
interchangeably on either magnetic or non-magnetic
panels without loss of accuracy.
Consult your local Weston representative for complete details . . or write for Catalog A-38. Address:
.

Weston Instruments, Division of Daystrom, Inc.,
Newark 12, N. J. In Canada: Daystrom Ltd., 840
Caledonia Rd., Toronto 10, Ont. Export: Daystrom
Int'l., 100 Empire St., Newark 12, N. J.

make acif//ezprVe eGt/e.s- ce-puesccezefriazzotVe sser/e.,/

WESTON
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NEW RECTANGULAR C -R Tube

tank. Steam rises through a t hort
insulating pipe to a condenser and
returns as water to a storage tank.

41/2" x 51/2", gives raster area
of a 7" round tube. Bezel adapters
for all standard cameras.

No water pump is required.
The technique described has been
proved in more than a million hours

INDIVIDUAL INTENSITY &
FOCUS CONTROLS
.

.

.

of operation.

for both channels.

REFERENCE

(1) C. Beurtheret, Evaporation -Cooled
Power Tubes, ELECTRONICS, 25, p 106,
Mar. 1952.

HIGH SENSITIVITY
.

.. to 200 microvolts/centimeter

on both channels.

IDENTICAL VERTICAL

Turret Mounting
Servo Components

AMPLIFIERS

... with differential inputs.

HORIZONTAL DISPLAY
Selects: Calibrated Sweep.
Expanded Sweep.

Calibrated Sweep on

Channel A

and Expanded Sweep on Channel B.

HIGH SENSITIVITY

NEW

2 -Channel Oscilloscope
MOST SCOPE/DOLLAR

Servo component turret package contains a size 11 motor -tachometer, gear head and potentiometer

ROTATING SERVO COMPONENTS as-

sembled in miniature turret packages require less volume and are
better suited to vibration and shock

Priced scarcely higher than professional single -channel scopes,
the ETC K-260 brings true 2 -channel oscilloscope versatility to
industrial and scientific work at lowest cost. Heart of the K-260
is a unique rectangular cathode ray tube that gives the raster area
of a 7" round tube-but in less space and with more convenient
viewing qualities.
Write today for complete specifications.

MODEL K-260

{OUTSTANDING VALUE
only

$785 f.o.b. Philadelphia

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
1NDENTICAL VERTICAL AMPLIFIERS

Sensitivity: 200µv/cm, dc -coupled.
Bandwidth: dc to 500 kc.

Differential Input Attenuation: to 100
millivolts per centimeter.
HORIZONTAL AMPLIFIER

Selector: Calibrated sweep, expanded
sweep (up to 5 times), or cali-

LINEAR SWEEP - 3% accuracy
Asec/cm.
Calibrated: 100 msec/cm to
sec/cm to 2 itsec/cm.
Uncalibrated:
Linearity: 55/0

atrol, a division of Servomechanisms, Inc., Westbury, N. Y. also per-

mits more flexible use of servo
components. A single servo motor
can be used to drive more than one
component, each at the same or different gear ratios. The output shaft
is designed for easy connection to
other components or sub -assemAdding Components

1

1

INTERNAL CALIBRATOR

1,000 cps square wave at 0.2 my to 10

ponded sweep on Ch. B.

volts in 12 steps.

eorporgin

1200 E. MERMAID LANE, PHILADELPHIA 18, PENNA.
Headquarters for Single- and Multi -Channel Scopes and dependable C -R Tubes .

108

component packages which line up
the components end -to -end. The
turret concept developed by Mech-

blies.

Response: dc to 200 kc,

brated sweep on Ch. A with ex

gkefrohle

than many conventional rotating

CIRCLE 75 READERS SERVICE CARD

since

1931.

The illustration shows a typical
turret package containing a size 11
motor -tachometer, a gearhead, and

a potentiometer, all encased in a
package 5 in. long, with a nominal
OD of 2I in. Other servo components, such as transistorized amplifiers and synchros, can be added as
needed. Clutch and limit stops may

be added at various stages of the
gear train.
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IT'S A

EX

MUST!

TEFLON

If you sell to the $7 billion electronics

WIRES AND CABLES

industry, you'll want a free copy of

electronics MARKET MEDIA

INSULATED

FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE APPLICATIONS AND WITH UNEQUALLED ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

FILE.
Made to MIL -W-16878

What are the prospects for:
MILITARY ELECTRONICS?
REPLACEMENT
ELECTRONICS?
HOME ELECTRONICS?
INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS?

with

specifications

either wrapped or extruded insulation, and
with complete cabling
facilities available to

meet your exacting
specifications.

COMPARE THESE
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Operating Temperature

make the buying decisions for 30
giant companies subscribers to
electronics? ... and what does that
mean to your advertising dollar?

1000 volts RMS
4000 volts RMS
3000 volts RMS
.005 Max.
2.2 Max.
>5000 meg 1000'
Nil

600 volts RMS
3000 volts RMS
2000 volts RMS
.005 Max.
2.2 Max.
>5000 meg 1000'
Nil
Non flammable
Unaffected by

Operating Voltage

Why are more than 9,000 men who

REX TYPE EE

200 C to -65 C

Continuous

Spark Test

Who are the
BUYING INFLUENCES?

REX TYPE E

200-C to -65 C

Dielectric Strength
Power Factor
Dielectric Constant
Insulation Resistance
Moisture Absorption
Flammability
Solvent Resistance

Non flammable
Unaffected by
any commercial
reagents

any commercial
reagents

CABLING IS A

EX SPECIALTY
Complete design and cabling facilities
are

available fo handle

all

cabling

problems - efficiently, perfectly. The
Rex reputation as the foremost
specialist

in

designing

and

manu-

facturing cable justifies your complete
confidence.

The 1958 electronics MARKET
MEDIA FILE gives the answers in
12 fact -packed pages that you will
refer to time and again throughout
the year.

REX OFFERS YOU A COMPLETE LINE OF WIRE

AND CABLE FROM ONE SOURCE WITH
CENTRALLY LOCATED WAREHOUSES FOR FAST
EFFICIENT SERVICE.
Military Specification Wires
o Coaxial Cables

Electronic Control System Wire
and Cable

Send for your free copy today.

Microwall Wire and Cable
Communication Wires
U.L. Wire plus specials of all
types with a variety of
insulations.

°Teflon registered t.m.
E. I. duPont de Nemours

ABC electronics ADP
McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
A

EX CORPORATION
250 HAYWARD ROAD, WEST ACTON. MASS.
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Copper Is Temporary Base for Inlaid Circuits
STEP

STEP 4

I

the circuit, in actual size, on glass
RESIST REMOVED

EXPOSED RESIST

BY HOT LYE BATH

plates. Plates, usually 12 by 17
inches, may contain up to 200 prints

of smaller circuits, such as com-

INNIS

mutators.

COPPER 0.005"

Next, the following production
steps are followed, as shown in the
STEP 2

diagram :

STEP 5
RESIST

BACKING

DIELECTRIC

NICKEL 0.002"

PLAT I NGS

HODIUM

COPPER

0.00003"

STAINLESS
STEEL

COPPER

STEP 3

0.002" SILVER PLATE HAS

STEP 6

IRREGULAR NODULES ON
SURFACE

1111 11

an

\X\

NICKEL
RHODIUM

SILVER-DIELECTRIC
MECHANICAL BOND
Nik

wsow

`111111111hilim."
COPPER

CONDUCTOR
SURFACE BARED

BY ETCHING
AWAY COPPER

Photographic. electroplating, pressing and etching processes are combined to produce

large lots of inlaid circuits with flush conductors

INLAID CIRCUITS, electrical conduc-

tors flush with the surface of the
surrounding dielectric, are particularly useful with sliding contacts.
Main applications are miniature
tap switches, commutators, coding

ported here October 1, 1957. The
process is basically chemical and
does not require finish machining.
Nodules which grow on plated silver

provide the mechanical bond be-

discs, cross -over switches and com-

tween the conductor and the insulating base material.

puter parts.
Method of producing inlaid circuits, developed by Glass Products
Co., Santa Barbara, Calif., differs
substantially from a technique re-

nished by customers or prepared by
Glass Products is photographed by
a reducing camera onto glass. This
is used to print multiple images of

Oversized artwork master fur-

(1) A sheet of 0.005 inch copper
the size of the plate is treated with
light-sensitive resist, generally containing potassium dichromate. The
sheet is exposed in a vacuum frame
using the plate as a negative. The
exposed areas of the resist are set
and the unexposed areas washed in
a warm water bath.

(2) The bare copper pattern is
electroplated with various metals.
Metals and plating thicknesses de-

pend on circuit requirements. A
common combination is a 0.00003
inch layer of rhodium followed by
a 0.002 inch layer of nickel.
The rhodium provides a smooth,
corrosion -resistant final surface.
Occasionally, a flash of gold is first
deposited as a lubricating surface

for the contact to slide on. The
heavier layer of nickel gives the
circuit a hard body.
(3) A layer of silver, 0.002 inch
thick, goes on top. Irregular nodules on the silver grip the backing

plate of plastic or metal used for
the circuit board.

(4) The plated copper sheet is

DESIGN TRENDS: Padless Printed Wiring Board

.00eCOPPER
PLATED THROUGH
HOLE

Conventional printed wiring boards use a pad around component lead holes to ensure a strong solder fillet. Photo shows a conventional board flanked by miniaturized vorsions. 1/5th the size, developed by Photocircuits Corp., Glen Cove, N. Y. Size reduction

is achieved by eliminating space required for the pads. Holes are plated through so that solder joints are made primarily inside

the holes. The firm reports that experimental boards, with 40 mil holes, 40 mil conductors and 40 mil spacing between holes, passed
temperature, vibration and shock tests of MIL -E-5272. Pull strength of connections is 20 pounds in 40 mil GIO board and 12 pounds in
1/32 inch XXP. Close registration between printing and hole fabrication operations is required
110
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1500 Volts 400 ma
at 150°C!
TranOtron

SILICON RECTIFIERS

Here for the first time is a 1500 volt rectifier proven
in service at 150°C Case. Current levels up to 400 ma

are handled by the TM155

.

. .

the latest to join

Transitron's expanding family of high voltage silicon
rectifiers. And now this entire high voltage series is
priced more attractively than ever!

Hermetically sealed in the standard 746" hex package, these units are resistant to shock, vibration and
environment changes. The new higher ratings make
them useful in high voltage power supplies for magne-

trons, klystrons, electronic precipitators and other
applications requiring 600 volt output or higher.

Send for our rectifier brochure, TE-1351.

FEATURES

Maximum
Inverse
Operating
Voltage
(volts)

Maximum
Current
(ma)

Maximum
Average
Inverse
Current @
Full Load (ma)

TM155
TM156

1500
1500

400
200

.5
.5

TM 124
TM 125
TM 126

1200
1200
1200

1000
400
200

5

TM104
TM105
TM106

1000
1000
1000

1000

Type

NO DERATING AT
HIGH TEMPERATURE

HIGH POWER
HANDLING ABILITY

Average
Forward

SMALL SIZE
HERMETICALLY SEALED
For still higher voltages at
currents to 175 ma, Transitron
makes rectifier assemblies in
cartridges and in the convenient
"2 W" axial lead package.

400
200

5
5

.5
.5
.5

`a.

Tra n5itron
electronic corporation
Transistors

Diodes

Regulators

wakefield, massachusetts
Rectifiers

T

See these

AIRPAX items
at the Wescon show
BOOTHS 1120-1121

immersed in hot lye bath to remove
remaining resist.

(5) The sheet is placed, plated
side up, on a stainless steel plate
for rigidity during pressing. A
thin sheet of adhesive and a sheet
of dielectric material are applied,
followed by backing material.
Phenolic,

melamine, epoxy,

or

combination of these, are used as
dielectrics. When a phenolic laminate is used, uncured sheets of
phenolic paper are laid against the
silver without adhesive. When mela-

mine is desired, it is used uncured
as the adhesive and becomes the
dielectric when cured. Phenolic
laminates, mylar, aluminum and
many other metals have been used
as circuit backing.

LOW NOISE CHOPPERS

DATA LOGGING AMPLIFIER

Series 2300 for 400 CPS
Series 2400 for 60 CPS

Three stage low null drift
stabilized magnetic amplifier

Sandwiches of 90 commutators each are
prepared for insertion in hydraulic press

The sandwich is subjected to approximately 1,400 psi at a tempera-

ture of 305F in a hydraulic press.
This forces dielectric into fillets
formed by plated material and copPREAC

TACH-PAK

Permits tachometry with
an accuracy at 0.1%

A single stage magnetic
computer amplifier having
exceptionally high gain

per sheet so that the dielectric assumes the same plane as the material first plated.

(6) The processed sandwich is
bathed in ferric chloride until all
the copper is removed, leaving the

plated conductors flush with the
dielectric surface. If the rhodium

AIRPAX continues to lead the way!
Airpax Engineers have developed the above items as well as
many others which represent the latest advances in components designed for use in commercial and military fields.

layer is very thin, there is a chance
it may be porous enough to allow
the acid to reach the nickel. In that
case, chromic acid is used since it
will dissolve copper but not nickel
nor rhodium. Acid will not become

trapped in the dielectric (which
could cause electrical leakage) due
to the smooth surface given by the
copper sheet.
CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

THE AIRPAX PRODUCTS COMPANY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
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Finally, the circuits are sawed
apart and cleaned.

When an ultra -smooth surface
August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONILS engineering edition

TUBE PRODUCTION IS A SCIENCE AT VAR AN

After pressing, copper plating base is
etched away in tank

finish is required, the sheet copper
is

not used. A layer of copper

0.0002 inch thick is chemically reduced on optically polished glass.
After masking, plating and pressing, the glass plate is pulled off and
the copper etched away.
Strong cross -over connections

may be made by laying up addi-

tional layers of resist and conducting material over the plated circuit
at the sandwich stage. The crossovers will be under the circuit after

the copper sheet is etched away.
The resist pattern is applied with
a silk screen.

Micrometers Change
Cut and Strip Setup
FAST SETUP changes through use of
micrometer -type adjusments fea-

tures a high-speed wire cutter and
stripper made by Eubanks Engineering Co., Pasadena, Calif.
Standard models handle solid or

stranded wire from 32 AWG to
3/16 inch OD. Cutting lengths are
1 inch to 300 feet. Strip lengths
are 1/8 to 1 inch, to maximum
strip combinations of 1 by 3/8 inch

Beyond the call of duty
To assure top quite in every Parkin TubE, each mist pass

three sepaiKe 31d exhaustive series of tests Wore it
passes fina inspect on. First, al e ectrica characteristics
are checked. Nec, the tuze is tested under a severe vbra-

tion environment b be sure Lit It is paticle free. Pfter
a holding 3Ericd all electrical characeristics ere rechecked. Oily tier, when avail perameler has exceeded
specifications, has the tube mei Variars high treasure
of perfecticn.

This is typbal of tie care noleed in the manufacture of
Varian tubes ..ard one :1 the -Easons w-iy they se -..,orsidered the standard of the industry. Over 100 oz these
tubes are aescr ted and illus-rated in or- latest catalog.
Write for your ocpi today.

VA -301B

THE

MARKOF /
tEADERSHIP

((

\\......._____y

/ISO A 4".0

t,caitproiNeA

Retsre-e-ratives Pr-Liout the work
KLYSTRONS, TRPVELING WAVE TURES. lifc.*WARD WA" E. OSCILLIROFE. NIGH VACUUM PUMPS. LINEAR
ACCELERATORS. M GRIMM SYS-=RI CDTI.P0.4ENTS. r F. SPECIRCME ERS. MAGNETS. MAGNFTPMETERS

Operator adjusts wire travel speed. Installation at Beckman Instruments in-

STALOS. POWEE ANIt VIERS. 16:RAPtIC RECORDEITS. RESEAK:H AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

cludes a Reevelec induction heating unit
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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NO W . . Mil -Spec* miniature precision, 1,25°C

POTS
at mass production prices. ..

or 7/8 by inch.
Wire travel speed may be varied

from zero to 150 feet a minute.
Machine may be set to cut a single
wire.

Or it will cut and strip

1

inch pieces at 8,600 per hour, 50
inch pieces at 1,970 an hour, and
so on.

RT % and RTS
TYPE E

Blade position determines strip lengths
and micrometers adjust cutting depth

Wire length is measured as the
wire passes under a measuring

ORDER TYPE E TODAY AND SAVE UP TO 50%!
E = EXCELLENCE + ECONOMY, you'll soon agree, when you get a quotation on Waters Type E Precision Potentiometers from your nearby distributor.
He has them in stock ... ready for fast delivery at prices that pass along to you
the benefits of Waters' unique mass -production techniques. Nowhere else can
you match the prices you pay for potentiometers with the following features:
HIGH-PRICED FEATURES AT NEW LOW COST
*ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

MIL -E -5272A and MIL -R-19

welded, other connections high -temper-

ature soldered.

WINDING AND SLIP RING CONTACTS

*LIFE EXPECTANCY

Precious metal

MIL -R-19 where applicable

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF WIRE

BODY AND COVER

Anodized aluminum, precision machined, for high dissipation rating (2
to 4 watts)
BUSHINGS

resistant alloy, precision
bored, choice of plain or split in all

Corrosion

sizes (except RTS 1/4)

0.00002 parts per °C
EQUIVALENT NOISE RESISTANCE

140 ohms, maximum
DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

level
NEW BULLETIN "E" gives complete details

Tape Programs
Board Driller

bers of these high

TAPE -PROGRAMMED drill press posi-

1000 volts DC for one minute at sea
about standard mechanical and electrical
specifications, dimensions and part num-

TERMINALS

Turret type, gold flashed over silver
plate for ease of wiring.
ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

All important internal connections

pre-

cision, low-cost potentiom-

eters. Get your copy right
away from your nearest
Waters distributor or write

nu,

direct to Waters at

General Radio Supply Corp.
600 Penn Street
Camden 2, New Jersey

Cl

Wholesale Radio Parts Co., Inc.
308-310 W. Redwood Street
Baltimore 1, Maryland

14

Branches in:
York, Pa.
Lancaster, Pa.
Harrisburg, Pa.

MANUFACTURING, INC.
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drill 45 to 60 holes a minute in
accuracy is 0.001 inch, sufficient for
automatic component insertion.

BOSTON POST ROAD, WAYLAND, MASSACHUSETTS
1

tioning table has been modified to
printed wiring boards. Positioning

Wayland.

Contact your local distributor
Electrical Supply Corporation
205 Alewife Brook Parkway
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

wheel. Length is predetermined by
a micrometer which controls a ratio
unit. Settings are given by a chart
on the cabinet.
Strip lengths are changed by
shifting positions of cutting blades
in a slotted block. Cutting depth is
set to within 0.001 inch by micrometers mounted above and below
the cutting heads. Compressed air
is used to operate the cut and strip
mechanism and control wire feed.
Construction is modular so assemblies may be separately serviced.

According to Jones & Lamson
Machine Co., Springfield, Vt., the
cycle may be set at fully automatic
or jogged through 1 hole at a time.

Cycle may be interrupted at any
point for manual' operation.

If more than 1 size hole is re -

August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition

expanded line of slug -tuned
quired, table may be programmed
to drill 1 size hole in all boards of
a batch and recycle after drill
change. Or, it will automatically interrupt cycle and. call for drill
changes on each board.

Table travel is 12 inches front
to back and 20 inches side to side.
Travel speed from hole to hole is
150 inches a minute.

COI L

FORMS
gives you a wider choice .

. .

RIBBED CERAMIC

(Standard Bushing)

RIBBED CERAMIC
(Retractable Core)

PHENOLIC

(Standard Bushing)

PHENOLIC

(Retractable Core)

Positioning table is set up under twin
drilling heads. More than 2 heads may
be used

by

Tape preparation time averages

RIBBED CERAMIC HIGH -"Q" COIL FORMS
NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK!

5 minutes a hole. Hole locations are
reduced to offset dimensions from
a starting point. Sequence of operation is chosen and listed. A
hand -operated punch is used to
punch directions into 4 -inch Mylar

If you need slug tuned coil forms

tape.

Ribbed Ceramic Coil Forms.
Their silicone -impregnated ceram-

that stand rough treatment and
meet military specifications, it will

pay you to

look

into Waters

ic conforms to JAN -1-10 Grade

Light, Inert Filler
Tiny, hollow ceramic spheres made

by Hastings Plastics, Inc., Santa
Monica, Calif., may be used as radome and potting compound filler.
Chemically inert, dimensionally

stable, they may be mixed with
liquid epoxy, polyester or phenolic
resin. Average particle density
ranges from 0.4 to 0.65 gm/cc and
moisture absorption after 72 hours
at 180F in saturated atmosphere is
less than 0.01 per cent.

L5 or better. Their ribbed con-

struction permits coil leads to be
brought under windings to lugs.
No loose leads. Also permits
highest "Q". Unique construction
includes a new permanent tension
device. No loose parts.
Like well-known Waters Phenolic

Coil Forms, these new numbers
come with standard bushing or

retractable type. The latter allows
core to enter bushing to give more
effective winding area. All numbers are designed to be stacked or

have bushings on each end for
double tuning.
BULLETIN

(ED)

covers all details

about Waters Ribbed Ceramic
and Phenolic Coil Forms for
frequency ranges

from Audio to 250

M.C. and above.

Get your copy from
your nearby Waters
distributor or write

direct to Waters at
Wayland.

Contact your local distributor

lea
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NEW PRODUC IS

Spotlighting New Switches
laydon Switch, Inc.
molded terminal units

The Daven Co.
progressive shorting type

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
contactless limit switch

Meletron Corp.
snap -action switch

Hydraulic Research and Mfg. Co.

The Capitol Machine Co.
multiposition device

pressure switch

SWITCHES, in their extremely wide varieties, represent a sizable portion

of the components business. Manufacturers are constantly striving for
new highs in controlled accuracy and reliability.
Meletron Corp., 950 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 38, Calif., (300)
announces the Melematic, a new snap action switch suitable for use
where the operating force is specific. It has a resin plastic housing
and extruded terminals to prevent stripping of threads.
In production at Hydraulic Research and Mfg. Co., 2835 N. Naomi
St., Burbank, Calif., (301) is the new 90,000 series pressure switch with
intermediate mechanical snap action that insures trigger switching of
the electrical switch element. The unit is qualified and available in
pressure settings from 5 to 4,000 psi.

The Capitol Machine Co., 36 Balmforth Ave., Danbury, Conn.,
(302) has introduced the S -IA series of switches designed for minimum

space required behind the panel and use of a No. 327 lamp. Each

One -Piece Headers

position has an individual lamp assembly.
A new progressive shorting type switch has been developed by The
Daven Co., Livingston, N. J., (303). It shorts out every other position
on the switch but the one in use. It is particularly useful in the meter-

varied designs

ing of a single position or for the gathering of pertinent information
on it. Switches are available as 20, 24 and 32 pole units.
Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. 0. Box 2099, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.,
(304) now has available proximity limit switches designed for operating

life to be independent of switching operations performed. Electrical
output is 24 v d -c at 0.335 ampere.
The 5300 series precision switch now being manufactured by Haydon
Switch, Inc., Waterbury 20, Conn., (305) is available with a full range

of operating forces, from 2 to 20 oz. Terminals, molded into the
plastic cover, cannot wobble or be loosened under rough usage.
For more information use READER SERVICE Card
116

GLASSEAL

PRODUCTS

CO.,

INC.,

1111 E. Elizabeth Ave., Linden,
N. J., has developed a new type of
square and rectangular header. The
completely sealed header eliminates
the usual subassembly operations
for electronic manufacturers who

use square or rectangular cans to
package their units. The new designs are available in nearly every
standard size and include moat,
square flange, and insert type constructions. Circle 306 on Reader
Service Card.
(Continued on page 118)
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HIGH
REPETITION RATE
Type 404-R, standard
relay rack mounting, 1016/,6" high,
cabinet
width, 177/32" deep.
16,

PULSE GENERATORS

fill MONT

404- kix

404
(RacK-i-unted)

(Bench model)

Ramon
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leading edge of a typical pulse connected directly to
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Inn" deep.
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Type 404, Bench m
1131'," wide, 113/." high.

The Du Mont Type 404 bench model Pulse Generator and the Type 404-R rack -mounting version are
electronically identical, and equal in performance.

They are physically different only to satisfy their
operational use.

Hard tube circuitry in these pulse generators eliminates jitter, overshoot and ringing inherent in conventional hydrogen-thyratron designs. Repetition rates of
100,000 pps down to single, manually -triggered pulses,

plus fast rise time (0.02 usec) and continuously variable pulse widths from 0.05 to 100 usec combine to
give these pulse generators outstanding versatili-.y.

the deflection plates of a cathode-ray tube. Sweep rate
is 0.01 usec/scale division.

QUICK FACTS
Repetition rate up tc 100,000

pps, down to single, manually
triggered pulse.

Maximum jitter between trigger and pulse 0.002 usec, or
0.04% of delay.
Rise or fall time of pulse,
0.02 usec maximum.

Continuously variable pulse
width from 0.05 to 100 usec.

Price: 404 -R
404
1.0

$69000
671500
.1., U.S.A.

Output of 50 volts into a 50
ohm load, positive or negative
polarity.

Calibrated attenuator offers
59.5 db attenuation in 0.5 db
steps with no pulse degradation.

DU Mom°

Internal pulse delay from -2

ION

to -125 usec with respect to
trigger output.

May be externally triggered.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

CLIFTON, N. J., U.S.A.
Make a point to see the new DuMont 401-A low -frequency oscilloscope. Among its many features are identical X & Y amplifiers.

Visit Du Mont at the Wescon Show-Booths 1433 and 1434
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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Decade Delay Lines
lumped -constant
EPSCO CONIPONEN IS,

108 Cuii-

mington St., Boston, Mass., has

developed a new lumped -constant
decade delay line featuring high impedance output. The following inputs are available: 500 ohms, 1,000

ohms and 2,000 ohms. Variable
from 0 to 11 psec, in increments
of 0.1 psec, with rise times of 0.25
psec. Units are provided with

coaxial input and output connectors. These delay lines are reported
to be ideal for research and laboratory personnel, for work in systems'
breadboarding and for general testing. Circle 307 on Reader Service
Card.
Continuous performance under extreme environmental
conditions is yours with Deutsch 27 -contact miniature
connectors. These environmental performers exhibit thrilling
qualities:
Available for immediate delivery

el* Durable for 500 cycles of engagement

40 Seal before and after contact

+ Unaffected by altitude pressure variations

9s Operate from -67°F. to 250° F.
+ Meet or exceed requirements of MIL -C-5015
Shimmy and shake these rugged connectors. They're vibration dampened and withstand physical shocks up to 100 G's. The
exclusive Deutsch ball -lock coupling ring ensures a positive
lock without twisting or turning, without lock -wiring or cou-

pling nut. Just push in to connect-pull back to disconnect.
To take a peek at the inside information on Deutsch 27 contact miniature connectors...as well as the 3, 7, 12, 19, 37
and 61 contact members of this environmental troupe...write

D -C Millivoltmeter
differential input

for data file 8B. Or see them all at WESCON (Booth 949-950).

MILLIVAC INSTRUMENTS, P.O. Box

997, Schenectady, N. Y. The MV 37A differential input d -c milli voltmeter has a high common mode
rejection ratio (1,000:1), not only

1111111MDeutsch Company
1111111111111it t,,oleuard
118

Los Angele; 3, Cali/.
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on its sensitive direct ranges but
also

on

its

nonsensitive

where the input signal

range

is being

attenuated. Attenuator errors be August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition

tween the two input channels are
eliminated by a switching relay
which inserts the same input attenuator alternately in either channel. The instrument is expected to

look what $2422 buys
in test equipment!

find extensive application for computer servicing. Circle 308 on
Reader Service Card.

HEATHKITS
GIVE YOU
TWICE AS MUCH

equipment for
every dollar
invested
The famous model V -7A Vacuum -

Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
instruments available from Heath
at
the price you would expect
to payl Complete
only

Portable Voltmeter

$245°

battery -powered
Co., INC., 855
Commercial St., Palo Alto, Calif.,
ALTO SCIENTIFIC

announces model D-62 battery powered portable d -c/a -c voltmeter.

It can measure a -c and d -c with a
maximum sensitivity of 1 my full
scale.

Voltage range of the d -c

unit is 1 my to 100 v; of the a -c,

1 my to 300 v. The D-62 has a
d -c accuracy of
2 percent, and
an a -c accuracy of ± 5 percent. Fre-

quency range of the a -c unit is 5
cps to 200 kc. Input resistance is
10 megohms a -c and d -c. Approxi-

mate battery life is 40 hr for the

chopper and 130 hr for the voltmeter power source. Circle 309 on
Reader Service Card.

Get the most out of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATH KIT

instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by dealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians
assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimum construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing from the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write for the free
Heath kit catalog now!

Contains detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models available.
Including VTVM's, scopes,
generators, testers, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

-410 FREE catalog
Mall coupon below for

your copy-Nowl

HEATH COMPANY

A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC,

BENTON HARBOR 14, MICHIGAN
Name

Chopper
connector mounted
THE BRISTOL

Conn.
sealed

Co., Waterbury 20,

Miniature hermetically Syncroverter switches are

now being packaged for the latest

Address

Also describes Heathkit ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit form. 100 interesting and

City & Zone
State

profitable "do-it-yourself"
projects!
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NEW SIMPLICITY
OF OPERATION

modular -type equipment. These
choppers functionally mate with

the Cannon K02-16-10SN receptacle and retain the nonresonant
performance of the previous models

of the same devices. Units are de-

signed to operate at extremes of
altitude, temperature, shock, vibra-

tion, and acoustic noise encountered in the various military airborne
equipment requirements. Circle
310 on Reader Service Card.

1111211111111111111111111111111111~8
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Phototube
with u -v response

We.

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA, Harri-

son, N. J. The 7200 is a 9 -stage
multiplier phototube designed especially for the detection and measurement of ultraviolet radiation,

and for other applications involv-

with

7Rinve#A;MAlic

TELEMETERING GROUND STATIONS

ing low-level radiation sources. It
employs an envelope consisting of
a fused -silica section and a graded seal section. The fused -silica section transmits radiant energy in the
u -v

region down to and below

2,000 angstroms. Spectral response
of the 7200 covers the range from
Bendix-Pacific FM/FM Receiving Stations have achieved a new high in operational

simplicity. Comparator type circuitry, highly stable components and automatic
calibration techniques eliminate all controls except channel selection and calibration switches. With Bendix-Pacific stations, high accuracy data can be obtained
in a shorter time than ever before.

about 1,800 to 6,000 angstroms.
The tube has high sensitivity to
blue -rich light and negligible sensitivity to red radiation. Circle 311
on Reader Service Card.

Bendix-Pacific Receiving Station Systems represent the most advanced state
of the art. Two types are available: The TGRS-100 Receiving Station is designed
for either real time reception and demodulation of signals from FM/FM Telemetry
Transmitting Systems or demodulation of tape recorded data. The TGRS-600 Receiving Station is designed primarily for precision conversion of tape recorded
information from FM to analog.

Bendix-Pacific maintains a
complete staff of
instrumentation personnel to
assist you in the solution

of your data problems.

Contact -

DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

East Coast: (Eastein Representative) P.O. Box 391, Wilton, Connecticut - Dayton,
Ohio: 120 West 2nd - Washington, D. C.: Suite 803, 1701 "K" Street, N. W.
Canadian Distributors: ComputinteDevices of Canada, Ottawa 4, Ontario
Export Division: Bendix international, 205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York
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Digital Timer
four -decade unit
644 W. 12th
Model 2400 is a

ERIE RESISTOR CORP.,

St., Erie, Pa.

miniature four -decade digital timer

August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition

having a time resolution of 1 milli sec and a maximum indicated time

interval of 9.999 sec. Glow transfer tubes are used as decade counters and indicators. Pulses derived
from a 1,000 cps tuning fork are
fed to a gated amplifier which is
controlled by miniature "start" and
"stop" 11 -matrons. The 11 -matron
gate control circuitry reduces the
normal requirement of ten triodes
to a total of two miniature gas filled tetrodes. Overall dimensions

of the timer are 6 in. by 7 in. by
4-./ in. Model 2400 is designed to

HELIPOT'S newest potentiometer... the single -turn,
1-1/16" A.I.A. diameter, all -metal series 5200... fends
off 2,000 cps at 30G's, repels 10 cycles NAS 710, procedure
III humidity, rides out 50G's shock and 100G's acceleration.
We're tough, too ... on the 5200's mechanical tolerances.
Register face, diameter and shaft runouts are all held
to 0.001" max ... spring -loaded shaft eliminates endplay.
All this with linearity to ± 0.15% ... power rating of
3 watts at 100°C (derating to zero at 150°)... 250 to 100,000
ohms standard resistance range ... and certified test
data to prove our every claim.

What a pot for airborne applications ... at a down-to-earth
price! Write for data file A 82 for the proven facts.

meet specification MIL -T -945A.
Circle 312 on Reader Service Card.

Beckman®

Helipot

Helipot Corporation, Newport Beach, California
a division of Beckman Instruments, Inc.
Engineering representatives in 27 cities.

potentiometers ... dials... delay lines...
expanded scale meters ...
rotating components ... breadboard parts

TWT Amplifiers
S -band units
HUGHES PRODUCTS,

International

Airport Station, Los Angeles 45,
Calif. The MAS-1A is an S -hand
periodically focused twt amplifier
with power outputs of 1 kw over
a frequency band of 2,000 to 4,000

mc. Peak power outputs are obtained with duty cycles up to 0.005
when operated with 1 w drive. The

tube has a gain of 30 to 33 db,
giving an excess of 1 kw over most
the band. The type of p -m focusing
field employed eliminates the
solenoid, solenoid power supplies,
and solenoid heat dissipation.
Circle 313 on Reader Service Card.

Repeater Servo
modular design
WALDORF INSTRUMENT CO., 1-lunt-

ington Station, L. I., N. Y., has
developed a complete miniature
plug-in potentiometer servo re-

peater system. The model \V 1902
is a self-contained servo measuring
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

this
pot's
tough

and
we can
prove
it!
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111 in. in diameter, 4 in. in length,
and weighing only 13 oz. Unit includes a servo amplifier, servo
motor, potentiometer (single or

multi -turn), input power stepdown
transformer, and gear train. Circle
314 on Reader Service Card.
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Variable Toroid
encapsulated
BERNELL & CO., INC., 10 Pelham

Parkway, Pelham, N. Y., has announced a subminiature encapsulated variable toroid equivalent in
electrical specs to the types AT -11
and AT -12 Adjustoroids. Developed especially for printed circuit

and similar light weight applications, this variable toroid is completely hermetically sealed as there
is no physical contact between the

adjusting screw and the toroid itself. Stepless adjustment of induct-

ance over a 10 percent range

The Aximax 2 vane axial fan is designed fcr tightly

is

provided and torque adjustment is
such as to preclude possible strain
on p -c mounting. Circle 315 on
Reader Service Card.

packed "black boxes" aboard aircraft or missiles
where maximum cooling is mandatory with a minimum
of space and weight loss due to the fan. Air delivery
of 60 cfm free air is attained from a fan cn y 2"
in diameter by 1.5" in axial length. Weight is 4.5 ounces.
Variation in driving motors include constant speed
20,000 rpm, 10,000 rpm as well as variable speed
Altivar versions. The latter vary their speed
inversely with density thereby approaching constant
cooling with a minimum of power drain and noise.
Power requirements vary from 400 cps for the
standard unit to 1600 cps for special des gis,
or 3 phase, sinusoidal or square wave. The
1
Aximax 2 meets MIL -E -5400B and other individual
missile specifications. Write today for complete

technical information to -

Phase Detector
percent accurate
1

ROTRON

mfg. co., inc.

WOODSTOCK, NEW YORK

ROTRON

In Canada: The Hoover Co., Ltd., Hamiltcn, Ont.

AD-YU ELECTRONICS LAB., INC.,

249 Terhune Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Type 205B phase detector is designed for phase measurement from
15

122
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mc up to 500 mc, with an
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error of 0.05 deg or 1 percent of
the dial reading.

It

is

suitable

for measuring performance char-

acteristics of radar amplifiers,

r -f

cables, or other transmission networks where constant time delay
for all frequency components is
important for faithful transmission
of signals. Essentially, the instrument consists of a continuously
variable coaxial delay line, two step

variable coaxial delay lines and a
vector sum amplifier with separate
amplitude adjustment. Circle 316
on Reader Service Card.

FORWARD-,

( REFLECTED
I RANSMITTER

LOAD

Pulse Transformer
gap -firing

ti

ICC

MODEL 723N

CO

0 TO 12 WATTS

LEVINTHAL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS,
INC., 760 Stanford Industrial Park,

Palo Alto, Calif. A new gap -firing
pulse transformer is recommended
for application in crowbar protective circuits to 100 kv. It is rated
for a secondary peak voltage of

135 kv, a maximum pulse width
of 0.5 time, and a maximum duty
of 0.002. The turns ratio is 1 to
15, step-up polarity -inverting. Cir-

cle 317 on Reader Service Card.

VSWR and RF
WATTMETERS
25 MCS TO 3000 MCS

These rugged, compact units accurately measure and indicate the
RF power and VSWR of coaxial transmission lines. Each type combines a frequency insensitive bidirectional coupler and complete
indicator circuit in one small case. Accuracy of power measurement
is ± 5% of full scale.
Model No.

Magnetic Coils
high temperature
PRECISION, INC.,

712N
723N

Power Range
(Watts)

25-1000
1000-3000

0-2.5; 5; 10 in 3 scales
0-12 in one scale

RF

Connectors

N*

Nt

* Also available with UHF, BNC and Type C connectors
-I- Also available with BNC and Type C connectors

730 Lyndale Ave.

North, Minneapolis, Minn., has

developed a group of high tem-

For more information please write for 68 -page catalog No. 12
or see Electronics Buyers' Guide or Electronic Engineers Master.

perature magnetic coils designed

U.S. Letters Potent No. 2,588,390

for critical applications under exact-

ing conditions of humidity, temshock and vibration.
Units are available in sizes ranging

perature,
from

(Mcs)

Frequency Range

(fgA

in. to 21 in. diameter and

M.C. JONES ELECTRONICS CO., Inc.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT

are built to specification. Moisture
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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absorption is negligible under conditions of high humidity. Unit will
withstand temperatures up to 350
F for 100 hr and show no evidence
of shorted turns in subsequent
tests. Circle 318 on Reader Service
Card.

"Termaline"
50 ohm
coaxial line
Load Resistor

"Thruline"
Directional
RF Wattmeter

"Termaline"
RF Absorption

E

Wattmeter

...a need filled
Stretch Cable
silicone type
Coaxial
RF Switches

STRETCH \ VIRE CORP.,

Coaxial

893,

RF Filters

P. 0.

Box

New Rochelle, N. Y. The
new silicone stretch cable can be
easily extended 200 percent and
retracted to its original relaxed size.

The cable is durable, highly
sistant to abrasion and wear,

reas

well as oil or chemical attack. Dielectric strength is 550 v per mil.

Since 1942 the Bird Electronic Corporation has
met the challenge of a constantly growing electronic
industry. Today, enlarged engineering facilities

demonstrate our intention to maintain leadership in,
our field. A wide range of coaxial line instruments
and accessories are being designed to meet a
variety of specifications; and new applications
are continuously being sought.

In addition to experience and established leadership,
Bird has the physical facilities to produce and
dependably deliver coaxial line instruments and accessories
meeting your highly exacting requirements.
VISIT BOOTHS 1529 & 1530 AT WESCON SHOW

ELECTRONIC CORP.

BIR 0
124

EXpress 1-3535
1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio

Western Representative:
-.VAN GROSS COMPANY 0 Woodland Hills, California

CIRCLE 89 READERS SERVICE CARD

It can be used where extremes of
temperature have to be met. The
brittle point is less than -150 F
and +375 F. Tensile strength is
1,500 lb per sq in. Terminations
are in spades, clips, jacks or connectors as required. Circle 319 on
Reader Service Card.

Rare Earth Ferrite
for microwave use
MICROWAVE CHEMICALS LABORATORY, INC., 282

Seventh Ave., New

York 1, N. Y., is now producing
YIG, yttrium -iron garnet. It has
extremely low loss characteristics
and is said to have a lower noise
factor than ferrites currently available.

YIG has

a

ferrimagnetic

August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition

resonance line -width of 55 oersteds

at 9,000 mc and 30 oersteds at
3,000 mc. Saturation magnetization is also very low. Applications
include isolators, rotators, and paramagnetic amplifiers. Company's

present commercial production of
YIG can be had in either rectangular or cylindrical

shapes.

Circle

320 on Reader Service Card.

STABILITY
under exacting conditions
FIDELITY
to specifications
UNIFORMITY.
of capacity change

Thyratron

new lug base
NATIONAL ELECTRONICS, INC., Geneva, Ill. A new 2.5 ampere d -c

thvratron (NL-710L) is an argon mercury vapor type with the new

lug base. The spade terminals of
the lug base make positive contact
and eliminate socket heating and

make ERIE
CERAMICON® TRIMMERS
a favorite for

Ratings are:
filament volts, 2.5; filament current,
associated troubles.

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
TEST EQUIPMENT and
MILITARY APPLICATIONS

9 amperes; anode current, 2.5 amperes d -c; peak anode current. 30
amperes; and peak inverse and forward volts, 1,500. Circle 321 on

ERIE Ceramicon Trimmers have an enviable reputation

Reader Service Card.

for the qualities that are most needed for satisfactory

performance. They are dependably true to specifications.
They have remarkable stability under the most exacting

conditions. They have a capacity change that is practically uniform throughout the full range.

The unique connecting strap on Ceramicon Base Trim-

mers eliminates the possibility of intermittent contact
between the adjusting shaft and the silver pattern. Fired
silver electrodes are applied to top of base and rotor, so
that capacity is smoothly changed by varying the area
of overlap.

ERIE Ceramicon Trimmers and Custom Trimmer

Assemblies are available in a wide variety of temperature

compensating characteristics and exceed the electrical

requirements for MIL-C8IA.
These Erie Trimmers are widely used in electronic instruments, test equipment, and military applications. The
smaller size basic ERIE 557 Trimmer offers exceptional
advantage in miniaturized custom designed assemblies.
Complete description of all ERIE Standard Dim..
titers is included in Catalog 314-1 . . . Write for it.

Voltmeter -Amplifier

10 pv to 1,000 v
BOON ION ELEC I RONICS CORP., 738

Speedwell

Ave.,

Morris

Plains,

N. J. Model 98-A differential d -c
voltmeter -amplifier is designed to
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICES ERIE. PA.. U S A

FACTORIES: ERIE, PA. HOIST SPRINGS. MISS. TRENTON, ONTARIO, CANADA
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facilitate testing and measuring of
d -c voltages which are off ground
or superimposed on larger d -c voltages etc. The unit is direct read-

ing in the range of 10 tat to 1,000
v.
It incorporates a high impedance, dual input, extremely well

balanced to ground and capable
of common mode rejection of bet-

ter than 80 db.

It utilizes a 60

cycle rejection filter which reduces
stray 60 cycle effects by more than

60 db. As a d -c amplifier it has a

maximum gain of 70 db and is
capable of amplifying the differential voltage input to provide an

output of ±0.5 ma into a 1,500
ohm load or -±1-1 v unloaded. Cir-

cle 322 on Reader Service Card.

artillery rocket depends on G -E electric heating blanket (inset) to bring missile to uniform operating temperature before launching.
HONEST JOHN

HONEST JOHN FIRING SHOWS HOW .

.

Decimal Counter
transistorized

.

General Electric Specialty Heating
Maintains Propellant Temperature

NAVIGATION

COMPUTER

CORP.,

1621 Snyder Ave., Philadelphia 45,
Pa., announces an all transistorized
decimal counter on a single plug-in

card. The unit will provide a four

your General Electric Aviation and

line 1-2-4-8 output code, with 4 ma
drive available directly from each
of these lines, to do useful work in
recording operations. It is designed
to operate from negative pulses of
approximately 2 v amplitude and 1

Defense Industries Sales Office or send

to 2 psec in duration, and at op-

Successful launch-and flight-of the

made prototype, or quantity produc-

Honest John depends upon exact propellant temperature at the moment of
firing. A General Electric heating and
insulating blanket-which shrouds missile from nose to nozzle-provides and
maintains that temperature!
Proper operation of many types of

tion, investigate G -E "one stop" service

land and airborne equipment, especially at low temperatures, often depends

on controlled heat in the right places at
the right time. Experienced G -E heating engineers,

backed by complete

facilities, have already solved thermal
conditioning problems on applications

ranging from complete missiles and
airborne systems to tiny test instruments.
LET US ANALYZE YOUR HEATING
PROBLEM. Whether you need a custom -

for specialty heating products tailored
to your specific needs.
FOR MORE INFORMATION contact
coupon.

erating speeds from 0 to 150 kc. All

r-

General Electric Company
Section G220-11, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Please send bulletin GEA-6285A, G -E
Specialty Heating Equipment

... for immediate project
... for reference only
Name

Position
Company
City

State

inputs and outputs are provided
through a single 18 tab p -c connector. Circle 323 on Reader Service Card.

Alloys
high temperature
TECHALLOY

Co., INC., Rahns, Pa.,

has developed super alloys for a
variety of high temperature applica-

tions, in wire, rod and strip form.
They are available in cold -drawn

73 -ogress /s Our Most Important Product

wire and rod in sizes from 1 in.

GENERAL
126

ELECTRIC
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to 0.002 in. diameters and in thin
strip, 0.040 in. to 0.005 in. in

15, 1958 - ELECTRON ICS enaineerina edition

widths up to 6 in. Circle 324 on
Reader Service Card.

With CARBON

yo, et life
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Power Supplies
transistorized
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POWER DESIGNS, INC., 89-25 130th
St., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y.

Model 1515 is one of a family of
portable transistorized power supplies protected by Robotec, a transistorized electronic circuit producing simultaneous current and
voltage cutoff upon external short

11111.111111hilifirlat

wilinammarmir
300 5 DC.

.on

circuit. The circuit operates in 30
psec reducing line input power to
a negligible value holding the power

supply cut off until manually reset. The power supply is also prevented from being turned on if
the output terminals are short circuited. Range of the unit is 1-15 v
d -c, 0-1.5 amperes. Regulation is
better than 15 my or 0.05 percent;

response time, less than 50 tam
Circle 325 on Reader Service Card.

POT-CCemfrxrc51

Y000L 503-50

PROBLE
d fire guns rotates conlinu
Airborne radar antenna mount.
al 625 rpm. Pot pick -off on mount indicates antenna position on o scope. Effective
linearity of pot±.12%. Ambients -73°C to 71°C, sea level to 60,000 feel, humidi
shock, vibration per MIL -E -5272A. Pot must operate to specs for 500 hours a
rpm, equivalent to more than 18,000,000 revolutions.

Precision carbon film potentiometer ganged with C.I.C. commutator cups meet all
performance requirements, with a life well beyond 18,000,000 revolutions at 62
rpm on production -line units.
The smooth surface of the carbon film combined with its natural lubricative properties insures long life at high speed. Wipers are not required to follow the contours
of wire windings, therefore, with very low brush pressures which enhance pot life,
no wiper bounce occurs at high speeds.
The continuity of the resistance element does not depend upon a single hair -like

wire. Failure of the potentiometer therefore does not occur suddenly, but any

Radar Picture Tube
high resolution
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRONIC TUBE

DIVISION, P. 0. Box 284, Elmira,
N. Y., has available a high resolution radar picture tube (WX3751)
for use in radar and other military
and industrial systems. It produces

deterioration of performance is gradual. This foil-sofe characteristic enhances relict
bility, and insures against catastrophic system failure at critical limes

your Critical pot
ROQuirWn0Micm

readily be met midi
C.I.C. Precision
Carbon Film Pots
end Commutator/.
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667 lines to the inch or a scanning
line only 0.0015 in. wide across the
5 -in. faceplate. This is one-third

CONQUEST OF SPACE

the width of scanning lines produced by previous tubes. The tube
is 13 in. long and is of the electrostatic

focus,

magnetic -deflection

type. Circle 326 on Reader Service
Card.

0

There are some who find fulfillment in
boundless outer space. And more power
to them!
But those of us who still have our feet
on the ground also find real challenges
in less expansive surroundings.
With the aid of a medium -power microscope
and several years' experience with fluorochemical designs, we successfully pack
4 filter reactors and a 350 VA power transformer into 60 cubic inches of hermetically
sealed inner space. Result is 6 pounds of
streamlined reliable power for small space
platforms...proved in performance in '58 model missiles and (pardon the expression)
aircraft.

V -R Power Supply
transistorized
KEPCO LABORATORIES, INC., 131-38

Sanford Ave., Flushing 55, N.Y.
Model SC -36-0.5 compact supply
delivers 0-36 v, 0-0.5 ampere. Regulation for line or load is less than
0.1 percent or 0.003 v, whichever
is greater. Ripple is less than 1 my
rms. Recovery time is less than 50
/Awe. Stability for 8 hours is less
than 0.1 percent or 0.003 v, whichever is greater. Operating temperature range is 50 C maximum. Temperature coefficient
.05

is

less

than

percent per deg C. Output

impedance is less than 0.04 ohm.
Circle 327 on Reader Service Card.

Have slide rule...
will travel. You can
reach us at:

Raytheon Manufacturing Company
Magnetic Components Department
Section 6120
Waltham 54, Massachusetts

Altitude Chamber
walk-in type
AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP., Farm-

ington, Conn. Although this walkin altitude chamber has a free test

space of 10 ft by 12 ft by 12 ft

Excellence in Electronics

deep, it is completely pre -tested at
the factory before delivery. Thorough performance checking is necessary there because the chamber

must reduce pressure to a simulated altitude of 100,000 ft in

seven minutes. Temperature range
128
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Using
Thermistors
Edited by

FENWAL ELECTRONICS

NEW

400 cycle
DEVR

THERMISTOR PROBE
ASSEMBLIES
Fenwal Electronics' new thermistor
probe assemblies enormously simplify
an engineer's design and development

problems. Developed and built by
Fenwal to your specifications, each

assembly is a ready -to -use, easy -to handle unit incorporating all the qual-

ities that make Fenwal Electronics'
thermistors outstanding - sensitivity,
stability, reliability, fast response,
light weight, and small size.

eliminates
distortion
regulates
voltage

Model 104 Distortion Eliminating Voltage
Regulator responds to transient surges and
harmonics, as well as to normal variations
from line and load changes ... corrects for

pure sine wave deviations up to 20% in

SIMULTANEOUSLY AVAILABLE

less than 125 microseconds.
It cuts man-hour loss in design and man-

ufacture of aircraft and missile electronic
systems where line fluctuations or distortion cause inaccuracies .

.

.

1.4 KVA

increases servo

and computor stability and accuracy ... is
invaluable for standards and other laboratories where highest instrument accuracy is
essential. By eliminating surges, it increases
equipment life.
Price: $1875 f.o.b., Carlstadt, N. J. Also
in 60 cps model. Write today for complete
facts.

regulation ± 1% electronically
response 125 microseconds
distortion elimination to
less than 0.3%

regulation ± 1% electro-

4 KVA

mechanically
response 20 V/sec
ELE(.1-RONICS

-

IiIVI I II CC
U-CORPORATION
Pa S S5 CARLSTADT.
N J.
II
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You can reduce
GERMANIUM WASTE
Three examples of complete thermistor probe
assemblies Fenwal Electronics has designed and
built to customers' specifications.

Fenwal Electronics develops and
builds complete assemblies to various

with these new paper -thin

configurations and temperature

ranges for specific applications. Probes
can be completely interchangeable, and
have identical resistance -temperature
characteristics.
Engineers: Fenwal Electronics now
has a thermistor kit No. G200, which
includes 12 different individually packaged thermistors, each with complete

Felker Diamond Blades!
Here's good news to all crystal cutters,
germanium, quartz, silicon, barium titanate,
etc.! Felker DI -MET metal bonded diamond
blades are exceedingly thin, greatly reducing
amount of expensive crystal lost in the cut!
Special blades are supplied for either wafering
or dicing insuring maximum efficiency and
savings of material!
Fast cutting, smooth finishes, long blade life,
utmost reliability ... you get them all in Felker
DI -MET... originators of the first commercial
diamond abrasive cut-off blades!
Available from your Felker
Distributor... or write direct.

data, for development work. $19.95
f.o.b. Framingham.
Write FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC.,

27 Mellen Street, Framingham, Mass.,
for Bulletin EM -13, describing nine of
the many thermistor probe assemblies
Fenwal Electronics can build for you.

Or write for the Fenwal Electronics
catalog (EMC -2).

-Finical

Electronics.

Design - Engineering - Production
of Precision Thermistors

K
Above:

Below:

FOR DICING
TYPE DIT

FOR WAFERING

Available as
thin as .006"

Available as
thin as .015"

CIRCLE 94 READERS SERVICE CARD
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FELKER MANUFACTURING CO.
Torrance, California

TYPE DITR

TEMEMT
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FREE - - - Revised IERC Heat -

Dissipating Tube Shield Guide!
MORE THAN 1,200 ELECTRON TUBE AND SHIELD COMBINATIONS FOR IMPROVED ELECTRON TUBE RELIABILITY

is from -100 F to +200 F or
higher, and internal vibration is
provided at all temperatures and
altitudes. Circle 328 on Reader
Service Card.

ADDED TO REVISED EDITION. Thousands of original IERC Guides
are in daily use everywhere ! Newest edition is sent FREE on request.

Over 25 pages of easy, thoughtfully referenced listings and fold -out
spread of photos designed for fast familiarization and accurate use of the
IERC Guide. Latest IERC Heat -dissipating Tube Shields are includedhelp you select proper shields for new design and retrofitting applications.
You won't want to be without this valuable information package if you're
designing for maximum equipment reliability-so easy to achieve with
IERC Heat -dissipating Electron Tube Shields for effective electron tube
cooling and retention under severest shock and vibration environments !

For a free copy,
write on company
letterhead to:
Dept. TSG,

IR

Thermal Relay
for missile use
HUGHES PRODUCTS,

International Electronic Research Corporation
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California
PAUNTiD 0. 2015 PFND

International

Airport Station, Los Angeles 45,
Calif., announces a one-time operating, single -pole thermal relay,
with a faultless hermetic seal.
Small size, positive operation, and
convenience of location adjacent to
desired components are advantages
claimed. Three steps occur within

the relay when an electric signal
is triggered: (1) Firing effects the
release of constrained contact. (2)

Contact closes upon a fixed contact point. (3) Switch circuit becomes permanently closed. Circle
329 on Reader Service Card.

0n

Transistors
germanium type

heat -dissipating
tube shield

guide

rnatchin9,
Ior proper tube for
_the practical
shield and
tube
shock pro tection
of electron re
retention,
best cooling,
be
life.
to
and Maximum

ah
g uide

nte rn ati o n
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l

Electronic

Researc

Corporation

GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,

N. Y., announces a line of four new
pnp medium speed switching tran-

sistors having less than a 20 per-

cent change in hlE and I_ after
100 C.

4,000 hours storage at
JETEC type -designated

2N394,
2N395, 2N396 and 2N397 they are
designed for use in digital computers and other switching applica-

tions where highly stable components are required for maximum
overall equipment reliability. Bulletin ECG -293 contains characteristic curves and complete ratings.

Heat -dissipating electron tube shields for miniature, subminiature and octal/power tubes.

Circle 330 on Reader Service Card.
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Producers of
Guidance Slip Rings
for

1'4,w

BOMARC *
POLARIS
THOR

AMPERITE
PREFERRED
by design engineers-because they're
MOST COMPACT MOST ECONOMICAL
SIMPLEST HERMETICALLY SEALED

Thermostatic

* 60 -RING
BOMARC

DELAY RELAYS

SLIP RING

2 to 180 Seconds
Experience on Projects such as:
JUPITER "C"

NIKE

JUPITER

CORPORAL
NAVAHOE
AND OTHERS

REDSTONE

ATLAS

1

.,3

Actuated by a heater, they operate on

1/

A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current.

II/1111'

Hermetically sealed. Not affected by
altitude, moisture, or clima-e changes.

L41-

SPST only-normally oper or closed.

AMpERITE
DELAY
RELAY

Write for illustrated brochure
SLIP RING COMPANY OF AMERICA
3612 WEST JEFFERSON BLVD.Dept. MD
LOS ANGELES 16, CALIF..

Compensated for ambient temperature

changes from -55° to +73' C. Heaters consume approximately 2 W. and
.may be operated continuousli. The units

1

11111

ore rugged, explosion -prof, longlived, and-inexpensive!

11

rs throughout the U. S. & Canada
CIRCLE 98 READERS SERVICE CARD

Also - Amperite Differential

Re-

lays: Used for automatic overload, un-

TYPES: Standard Radio °cal, and 9 Pin Miniature

.

.

.

List Price, $4.00.
Standard Delays

der -voltage or under -current protection.

PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR-31

sending

a

bill?

BALLAST
REGULATORS

It'll get there quicker if you
give your postal delivery zone
number with your address.

Amperite Regulators are designed to keep the

current in a circuit automatically regulated
at a definite value (for example, 0.5 amp.)
... For currents of 60 ma. to 5 amps. Operate
on A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current.

The Post Office has divided
106 cities into postal delivery
zones to speed mail delivery.
Be sure to include zone number

rt

A MPERITE.

20
11111"011410014001
VOLTAGE OF 24V
BATTERY 6 CHANGER
VARIES APPROX

when writing to these cities; be
sure

to

include

your

REGULATORI

10

50%

WITH ANIPERITE
VOLTAGE VARIES
ONLY

2%

I

I)

I

zone

number in your return address
-after the city, before the
state.

Hermetically sealed, they are not affected by changes in altitude,

ambient temperature (-55' to +90' C.), or humidity ... Rugged,
light, compact, most inexpensive

List Price. $3.00.

Write for 4 -page Technical Bulletin No. AB -51
AMPERITE

CO. Inc., 561 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y.
Telephone, CAnal 6-1446

In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 50 Wingold Ave., Toronto 10
CIRCLE 99 READERS SERVICE CARD
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A few typical applications of Taylor Vulcanized Fibre

Literature of
MATERIALS
Radioactivity

Absorbers.

Nu-

clear -Chicago Corp.,' 229 W. Eric
St., Chicago 10, Ill. A packaged
set of radioactivity absorbers, conWelders' Helmets

Golf Club Face Inserts

Carrying Cases

sisting of 24 lead and aluminum
disks, is described in a new specification sheet. Circle 331 on Reader
Service Card.

COMPONENTS

Track Insulation

Abrasive Discs

Bobbinless Wire Fixed Resistors.
Chicago Telephone Supply Corp.,
Elkhart, Ind. Two -page data sheet
171 gives new detailed comparative

data report on a line of bobbinless
precision wire fixed resistors. It
describes and illustrates 20 rectangular and tubular resistors including cutaway section picturing
the new floating element construction. Circle 332 on Reader Service
Card.
Switch Parts

Sliding Door Guides

Shuttles and Bobbin Heads

Capacitors. Vitramon, Inc., P. 0.

Box 544, Bridgeport 1, Conn. A
four -page brochure illustrates and
describes the company's complete
line of capacitors. It shows how the
manufacturing process of bonding

Vulcanized Fibre
Is Versatile

the vitreous enamel dielectric to

The applications of Taylor Vulcanized Fibre are many in
number. This is because of its many unusual characteristics.
It is a hard, dense material with excellent physical, mechanical
and electrical properties. It is tough and resilient; has high

resistance to impact, abrasion, wear, organic solvents, oils
and gasoline; it can be machined, stamped, punched and
formed; it is attractive in appearance, light in weight.
Taylor Vulcanized Fibre is available in a number of different
grades, in sheets, rolls and turned rods. Undoubtedly you have
an application where the unique properties of vulcanized fibre

can be put to work in your product. A Taylor application
engineer will be glad to discuss requirements with you and
recommend the best grade to fit them. Get the benefit of his
advice by contacting TAYLOR FIBRE Co., Norristown 40, Pa.

77ior
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Electrolytic Capacitors. Illinois

Condenser Co., 1616 N. Throop
St., Chicago 22, Ill. A four -page
catalog gives complete data on the
type SMT subminiature tubular
electrolytic capacitors including
voltage range and temperature
ranges. Listed in simple chart form,
the information is easy to use for
reference. Circle 334 on Reader
Service Card.

Semiconductor Products. Texas
Instruments, Inc., P.O. Box 312,
Dallas, Tex. A new six -page folder
gives complete technical specifica-

VI/ICA/V/7E0 1/817E

CIRCLE 200 READERS SERVICE CARD

fine -silver electrodes results in superior performance. Circle 333 on
Reader Service Card.

tions for a wide line of semiconductor products. Included are silicon and germanium transistors,
silicon diodes and rectifiers, precision film resistors, solid tantalum
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See Our COMPLETE INSTRUMENTATION DISPLAY at WESCON-BOOTHS 1645 & 1646

the Week

FOR SCIENCE and INDUSTRY

capacitors, Scnsistor silicon resistors, and diffused base germanium
transistors. Circle 335 on Reader
Service Card.

EQUIPMENT

Eeect,to-Puide
PRECISION PULSE GENERATORS

Control Reactor Manual. Chicago Magnetic Control, 1616 N.
Damen Ave., Chicago 47. Ill. A

10 CPS to 100 KC

Calibrated Duration and Delay
Block Unitized Construction

32 -page manual illustrates and describes 48 job -rated control reactors.
Sensitivity range, circuit design and

...LOW IMPEDANCE

FAST RISE TIME

control/output ratios are covered.
Circle 336 on Reader Service Card.
Metal Fabricated Products. Electronics Division, Van Norman Industries, Inc., 186 Granite St.,
Manchester, N. H. A 20 -page cata-

9

log of metal fabricated products
contains the newly designed Insuline line of electronic housings.
Circle 337 on Reader Service Card.

9

Power Units. Svntron Co., Lexington Ave., Homer City, Pa., has
published a new selenium rectifier

Model 2120A

4

'1

4

a -c to d -c power unit catalog. Cornplete data and specifications are
contained in the profusely illus-

trated 10 -page booklet. Circle 338
on Reader Service Card.

Tubeless D -C Power Supply.
Sorensen & Co., Inc., Richards
Ave., South Norwalk, Conn., has
available a technical data sheet describing their model MA28-125
tubeless d -c power supply. The

unit discussed has an output of

4
An extremely versatile instrument for
the generation of accurately controlled test
pulses-also provides gate pulses, neg. triangles,
and five sync. pulses in each cycle. Ideally
suited for: Computer Development...Radar
Test :..Fuse and Relay Research...Pulse
Modulation...Transient Response Studies...
General Pulse Circuit Development.

0-125 amperes over a regulated
voltage range continuously variable
from 18 to 36 v d -c. Circle 339
on Reader Service Card.

10 CPS to 100 KC Rep. Rate 0 to 10,000 ps Delay
.1 to 1,000 /is Pulse Width 80 V Amplitude (open
circuit) 93 Ohms Internal Impedance .02 1ss Rise Time
Twin Pulse or Advanced Pulse Connection
Write for Complete Data: Our Bulletin 2120A/I

FACILITIES
Resistor Testing. Mcpco, Inc.,
_Nlorristown, N. J., is offering an
illustrated 20 -page brochure, entitled "Factual Resistor Reliabil-

ity,- which describes in detail the
nondestructive conditioning and
testing procedures used on the

company's line of high reliability
precision resistors. Circle 340 on

Reader Service Card.
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958

The Model 2120A Pulse Generator is one of a
series of Electro-Pulse precision instruments.
Others: Analog and Digital Time Delay
Generators, Pulse Oscillators, Magnetic Core
Testing Equipment, and Megacycle Pulse Generators.
*Model 1310A LONG TIME DELAY GENERATOR

Representatives in Major Cities

Seectito -

Pau, Toe,

11861 TEALE STREET, CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
Telephones: EXmont 8-6764 and TExas 0-8006
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PLANTS and PEOPLE
particularly the mechanization of
these procedures
cards.

with

punched

Brauer comes to Fansteel after
10 years at Bell & Howell Co. as
chief electronics engineer.

U.S. Edcor Moves
To Phoenix
administrative and
manufacturing facility of U.S. Electronics Development Corp. recently
moved from Glendale, Calif., to
THE ENTIRE

Phoenix, Ariz. The new 35,000 sq
ft plant is devoted entirely to the
research engineering and produc-

Ling Acquires Sixth Firm

tion of electronic capacitors for

commercial, industrial and military

ACQUISITION of United Electronics

The parent company recently

Co. of Newark, N. J., makes the
sixth wholly owned subsidiary taken

moved from its former Los Angeles
location into a large new manufac-

on by Ling Electronics, Inc., Culver City, Calif., in the past two

turing plant and offices in Culer
City.
The plant covers 38,400

years.

sq ft of floor space and represents
an investment in excess of 8500,000. Besides providing increased
floor space for assembly line and

Announced purchase price was
$750,000 paid in cash and 65,000
shares of common stock of Ling.
In return, Ling acquired all of
United's common stock.
Top management of two firms
gathered following completion of
the transaction are (above, 1 to r) :
James J. Ling, chairman, Ling board

of directors; John R. Beers, United
vice-president in charge of research
and engineering; Charles A. Rice,
president of United, and Cameron
G. Pierce, president of Ling.
United Electronics is a 23 -year old company involved in design of
high-energy, special-purpose therm -

ionic tubes and fixed and variable
ceramic vacuum capacitors. Its pro-

prietary products are used in radar,
frequency
physiotherapy, radio
power, radio transmission and ultrasonic instrumentation applications.

Ling Electronics is a pioneer in
the design and manufacturing of
high -power,

electronically

driven

systems for random, complex and
sine wave vibration testing. These
systems include high -power vibration generators, systems consoles
and other specialized equipment
necessary to duplicate in laboratory
testing the intense vibrations encountered by jet aircraft, missiles
and rockets in flight.
134

specialized manufacturing

use.

opera-

tions, the new headquarters houses
engineering, stock room and warehouse facilities, research laboratories, and offices for engineering
and administrative personnel.

Maryland Firm
Expands
To PROVIDE additional space for its
manufacturing activity, Aircraft
Armaments, Inc., Cockeysville,
Md., has leased a newly constructed building in Towson.

Designated as Annex F, the new
building is the sixth annex acquired

by the organization since moving
into its main plant in September
1954.

Brauer Joins
Fansteel
HowAR. H. Brauer has joined Fan -

steel Metallurgical Corp. as staff as-

sistant to Glen Ramsey, v -p and
general manager of the company's
rectifier -capacitor division. His principal activities are systems and pro-

cedures in accounting, production
controls, scheduling and marketing,

General Devices
Names Director
\\ 'ALTER ER

( pictured,

C. JOHNSON

left) chief consultant of General

Devices, Inc., Princeton, N. J., is
appointed a director of the company, as announced by its president, John Brinster (right).
General Devices specializes in
multichannel instrumentation decreating, engineering and
manufacturing components and
systems for scientific, military and
industrial uses.
vices,

Collins Division
Reorganizes
THE Texas Division of Collins
Radio Co. has consolidated research, development, sales and

manufacturing activities to concen-
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MASER
The Maser is a microwave amplifier utilizing energy stored
in a molecular or atomic system. Emission of energy is stimulated by the input signal. Masers operate at liquid helium
temperatures and have low noise levels, approaching zero db.

Recently, a university research laboratoryf used LINDE
single crystal synthetic ruby (A1.,03 with Cr.,03 additive) in
a three -level solid state Maser. The ruby crystal was placed
in the Maser's tuned cavity and a magnetic field of 4200 gauss
was applied. To bring electrons from a ground state into a permissible higher energy level, a pumping frequency of 24 kMc
was used and the Maser amplified signals at 9.3 kMc.
LINDE supplies other crystals, including rutile, spinel, and
sapphire. (A1.,03). Sapphire is used in infrared optical sys-

tems, windows for higher power microwave tubes, spacers
and supports in vacuum tubes, radiation pipes. It has strength
at elevated temperatures, melts at 2040°C., is hard, inert, nonporous, and can be sealed to metals and glasses. Sapphire is
available in the shape of domes, windows to 41/2 inches in
diameter, rods and special configurations.
For more information, write Crystal Products Department,
LINDE COMPANY, Division of Union Carbide Corporation, 30
East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Maser Action in Ruby, by G. Makhov, C. Kikuchi, J. Lambe, and
R. W. Terhune. "Physical Review," Vol. 109, No. 4, p. 1399, Feb.
15, 1958.
"Linde" and "Union Carbide" are registered trademarks of Union Carbide Corporation.
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trate on microwave communication

systems. The emphasis on microwave specialization has been accomplished by divisional reorganization,
selection of key personnel and addition of microwave specialists.

The company's backlog in the
microwave

business

is

approxi-

mately $9 million, and includes
orders from the CAA for its national air traffic control system for
the jet age aircraft.

5 assorted

tips for every
de -soldering

operation

Navy Presents
High Award
THE Navy Certificate of Merit, one

DE -SOLDERING KIT

of its highest honors, was recently

#270 Popular lightweight pencil handle with 5

Co., Alexandria, Va. Nelson M.
Cooke (pictured, right), company
president, accepted the award from
Rear Admiral A. G. Mumma, acting for the Secretary of the Navy.

assorted tips for every de -soldering operation. Slotted tip
that melts solder and straightens bent or folded tube tabs.

Bar tip for straight line de -soldering. 3 different size cup
tips that de -solder tube tabs and center pin in one simple

operation. In goldtone metal case. List $5.95 each.

awarded the Cooke Engineering

Specifically, the award was
granted for the successful accomplishment of the emergency

"turnkey" project of effecting the

COME TO BOOTH 228
See this new de -soldering

technique demonstrated

...also newest tips for
soldering subminiature
components.
Write for complete details and new catalog

Ungar Electric 70014, Inc.
4101 Redwood Avenue, Los Angeles 66. California
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systems design, planning, provisioning, installing, "checking -out", and

turning over to the Navy an extensive radio communications facility
at Londonderry, Northern Ireland.
The entire project was completed
in six months.

Hull Elected
EIA President
Al ITS RECENI 34t11MIMI Convention in Chicago, the Electronic
Industries Association elected David
R. Hull president.
A vice president of defense pro-

grams of the Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Waltham, Mass., Hull succeeds
W. R. G. Baker, who retired last
August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition
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WELWYN
High Stability
Carbon Resistors

For the most complete line of Flutter Meters,
there is only one source -d & r LTD. From the
meters used in simple maintenance test equipment to the most complex standardization and
analysis equipment for missile flight systems and
telemetering systems -we make them all.

Uniformity and reliability are essential criteria in the selection of critical
components. Availability is another. And these relate directly to the experience and facilities of the manufacturer.
Four full-time Welwyn Plants in Britain and in Canada are today supplying
a steady flow of precision resistors to meet an ever-growing American
demand. With sales engineering and service facilities operating out of
Ohio, these Welwyn users in the U.S. are enjoying prompt, efficient and
reliable handling of all their quality resistor requirements.
The Welwyn organization has been devoted to the study and development
of carbon film techniques for nearly a quarter of a century. The value of
this experience is being constantly demonstrated in the superior performance and dependability of Welwyn Carbon Resistors in critical applications.

WIDEBAND FLUTTER METERS
MODEL FL -3D FLUTTER AND WOW METER

Features
A convenient instrument of moderate cost for use in field maintenance of music -system tape recorders and reproducers, and
phonograph turntables.

Specifications
Carrier frequency - 3000 cps, stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - within 3 db to 250 cps modulation
Bandwidth Selection - 0.5 to 6 cps, 6 to 250 cps, 0.5 to 250 cps
Scale Ranges - 2% and 0.5% full scale rms

For complete information, write to:

WELWYN INTERNATIONAL INC.
3355 Edgecliff Terrace, Cleveland 11, Ohio, or phone Winton

Model FL 48

1-1333

Price: $225.00
MODEL FL -48 WIDEBAND FLUTTER METER

CIRCLE 204 READERS SERVICE CARD

Features

AAINC. MODEL 2830

AIRCRAFT

RMAMENTS, INC.
Cockeysville, Maryland

MISS- DISTANCE

MEASURING SYSTEM
AN/LISC) 11

- developed by Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring, Maryland
- product -engineered and produced by Aircraft Armaments, Inc.

A very sensitive broadband instrument for laboratory use in the
precise measurement of small amounts of flutter with components up to 5000 cps. Most frequently used in telemetering and
data reduction systems.

Specifications
Carrier Frequncy - 14,500 cps, crystal controlled
Bandwidth -D -c to 5000 cps within 6 db
Bandwidth Selection - Full range above, 0.5 to 30 cps,
30 to 300 cps, 300 to 5000 cps.
Scale Ranges - 0.2%, 0.6% and 2.0% rms full scale
Drift Meter - ±2.0% frequency change d.c. to 4 cps
Display -3 -inch flat -face oscilloscope for flutter analysis

Price: $965.00 rack mounted, $1000.00 In cabinet
MODEL FL -5A LABORATORY STANDARD FLUTTER METER

Features
-;
An extremely stable (temperature controlled discriminator)

FOR TARGET DRONES

in-

strument with great sensitivity and extended bandwidth for labo-

ratory work in cennection with precision instrumentation data
recorders. Galvanometer outputs provided.

Specifications
Carrier Frequencies - 40 kc. and 70 kc., crystal controlled
Bandwidth - D.c. to 10 kc. with 70-kc. carrier
to 4 kc. with 40 kc. carrier
Indicating Instruments - Level Meter, and -± 2% Drift Meter
Output Signals - Scope. two galvanometer outputs
Sensitivity - 0.05%, 0.2% and 2.0% selectable
Drift-On do galvo. output, less than 10 parts per million
in 1/2 hour

Price: $3450.00 rack mounted
MODEL FL -6A BROADCAST FLUTTER METER

Features
An instrument designed for accurate measurement and analysis
of flutter and wow in high -quality audio tape recorders.

Specifications
Carrier Frequnecy - 8000 cps., stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - D.c. to 1200 cps.
Bandwidth Selection - Full range, 0.5 to 30,
30 to 300, 300 to 1200 cps.
Scale Ranges -0.2%, 0.6%, and 2.0% rms full scale
Display -3 -inch oscilloscope for waveform observation

OUTSTANDING FEATURES: Meets MIL -E -5272A
5400B, 16400 -- provides data in 2 min. --

requires transponder in drone only -- measures
salvo firings -- determines miss on multiple
targets. Target equipment (less power supply)
under 2 lbs. Accuracy confirmed by field tests.
A

SUBSIDIARY OF

Price: $845.00 rack mounted, $880.00 in cabinet

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION AND PRICES

TARGET
TRANSPONDER

UNITED INDUSTRIAL CORP.

CIRCLE 205 READERS SERVICE CARD
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clardependable & reliable

402 East Gutierrez Street
P.O. Box 1500
Santa Barbara,Califorma
Telephone: WOodland 5-4511
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NEWS ABOUT

year as vice president of General
Electric Co. and this year concluded his second term as EIA
president.

BENDIX SHAFT ENCODERS
Photo -Electric Sensor
Types Added to Line
The Bendix® "Supermarket" for pre-

cision components has long served
your analog-digital converter needs
with miniature, brush slip -ring shaft

encoders featuring extremely high
resolution. Now, with the addition
of new photo -electric sensor types,
the Bendix shaft encoder line makes

The specification table below is

Bendix extra quality available for

the best evidence we know that your
shaft encoder needs find their most
efficient answer at the Bendix Supermarket.

even broader applications.

With these new photo -electric
sensor units, you enjoy the important advantages of higher operating
speeds, lower operating torque re-

District Offices: Burbank and San Francisco, Calif.;

quirements, longer life, and finer

Seattle,

Wash.;

Dayton,

Ohio;

Washington,

and

D. C. Export Sales & Service: Bendix International
Division, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

resolution in relation to physical size.

GS -7-A1

0S -8-A1

138 -6 -Al

08 -3 -Al

138 -4 -Al

138 -11 -Al

9 DIGIT

13 DIGIT
BINARY

8 DIGIT

9 DIGIT BINARY

GRAY

DECIMAL (GRAY)

7 DIGIT
BINARY

13 DIGIT

GRAY

STYLE

PHOTOELECTRIC

DOUBLE
BRUSH

BRUSH

BRUSH

DOUBLE
BRUSH

BRUSH

RESOLUTION

1 PART IN 512

1 PART IN 8192

1 PART IN 256

1 PART IN 198

1 PART IN 128

1 PART IN 8192

MILLIAMPS/DIGIT

.075 (MAX.)

10 (MAX.)

10 (MAX.)

15 (MAX.)

10 (MAX.)

10 (MAX.)

CONT.
SPEED (RPM)

HIGH SPEEDf

150 (MAX.)

150 (MAX.)

150 (MAX.)

150 (MAX.)

50 (MAX.)

OPERATING
TORQUE

.05 OZ -IN.

.50 OZ -IN.

.20 OZ -IN.

.22 OZ -IN.

.31 OZ -IN.

.40 OZ -IN.

(MAX.)

(MAX.)

(MAX.)

(MAX.)

(MAX.)

(MAX.)

CASE DIAMETER

1.191 INCH

1.411 INCH

.937 INCH

.937 I NCH

.937 INCH

2.50 INCH

OUTPUT

ROBERT SCAL

( picture ), vice presi-

dent and chief engineer of R/S
Electronics Corp., Palo Alto, Calif.,

a subsidiary of Regan Industries,
Inc., has been named to assume
the duties of general manager of
the subsidiary.
R/S Electronics manufactures

electronic equipment for military

BENDIX OFFERS WIDE CHOICE TO FIT YOUR EXACT SHAFT ENCODER NEEDS
TYPE NO.

Scal Appointed
General Mgr.

GRAY

tRPM DETERMINED BY APPLICATION

and industrial uses, including a full
line of i-f amplifiers for missile,

radar, and aircraft installation.
Seal joined the Regan subsidiary
in 1954 as chief engineer, after
serving for seven years as chief of
the Radar Miniaturization Unit of
the Electronics Div., National Bureau of Standards.

FEC Transfers

Myron Bakst
AProia'rNIENr of .N lyron Bakst as

Eclipse -Pioneer
Division

project manager for the White
Alice

integrated

civilian -military

communications system in Alaska
has been announced by F. H. Lanahan, president of Federal Electric
Corp., Paramus, N. J.
FEC, service subsidiary of IT&T
Corp., operates and maintains the

AVIATION CORPORATION

system under a contract with the

Teterboro, N. J.

Air Force.
Bakst was transferred to the sys-

tem from the Distant Early Warn'You Can't Beat The Bendix Supermarket
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ing (DEW) Line,

also operated
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THE BEST IN
STATION RECEIVERS

WIDEST
RANGE OF

Aerocom's Model 77 single -channel H.F. crystal -controlled receiver was
designed and built to meet 6.tr. needs.

PRECISION
FILM CAPACITORS

A high-performance, rack -mounted, rugged
receiver, designed for reception of Al, F 1

'ROM

or A3 signals. Frequency range is from
2 MCS to 24 MCS, using permanently
mounted R.F. coils which are selected by
rotary switch. (No plug-in coils). Can be
operated continuously in any climate from
hot and humid to very cold. Crystal band-

The

widest range of

time -tested stabilized
precision capacitors avail-

pass filter used in I.F. amplifier. 6 KC width
normally supplied for A3 and 1.8 KC width
normally supplied for FSK.
Two Model 77 receivers can be used in
a space -diversity system by using Aerocom's
Model DRC diversity combining unit.

able with polystyrene, poly-

ethylene, teflon, and mylar
plastic film dielectrics. Designed
for critical applications. FCI
Capacitors have high Insulation
resistance, low power factor and

dielectric absorption, and are
available in a wide variety of
capacitance values, tolerances,

casings and sizes. Write
for FREE CATALOG show-

ing complete line.

f

FILM CAPACITORS, INC.
3405 PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 56, N.

Y.

Power supply 115 Volts or 230 Volts 40/60 Cycle,
single phase. All controls on front panel, each
with switch to permit remote operation.
Removable front cover permits access to all parts
for checking without removing receiver from rack.
Miniature tubes extend from rear, providing maximum cooling.

3090 S.W. 37th Avenue
Miami 33, Florida
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under ideal
conditions at

Count on SYSTRON
RDB COUNTER
with in -line readout
effWT,,Z177.

00000

it
MODEL 1043
MEASURES

*RDD Channels 15
*RPM
* Mass Flow Rate
* Frequencies
*1 to 100,000 Periods

FREQUENCY RANGE
5 CPS to 100 KC
ACCURACY
± 1 count, ± 1 part in 105
READOUT
Nixie, to 99,999

SENSITIVITY
TIME BASES:
RDB
CPS
RATE

PERIOD

PRICE

5 Millivolts rms

1/5 second
1 & 10 seconds
.. Selectable 0.Ims increments
to 10 secs.

1 to 100,000 cycles of input
$1,550
F.O B. Concord

YSTRON
CORPORAT/ON
950 GALINDO STREET CONCORD, CALIFORNIA

REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Computer-Controls-Components
Design-Development-Manufacturing

LI BRASCOPE uses

You can be assured of ideal working conditions at well located Librascope. Why?
Because of the physical plant: air-conditioned, ultra -modern; the location: at the

the engineering
project team
method.

edge of the foothills; near Los Angeles, Hollywood and the pleasant residential family
areas of Burbank, Glendale, Pasadena.
A company with highest professional and technical standards. If you are an M.E. or
E.E., mathematician or physicist, interested in Analog or Digital Computers Logical
Design
Instrumentation
Servo Mechanisms
Electro-mechanical
Systems
Transistor Applications
Controls for commercial and Military Equipment, you're

Invited to investigate the opportunities at Librascope which has just held its 20th
Anniversary-a sound, stable organization growing with automation. Write Glen
Seltzer, Employment Manager.
LI B RASCO PE,

INCORPORATED
808 Western Ave.
Glendale, Calif.

BRASCOPE

eg

Write today for this
interesting booklet
about Librascope.

CIRCLE 209 READERS SERVICE CARD
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M-1 TOSS BOMB SYSTEM
When the prime contractor for the M-1 Toss Bomb System required a highly reliable

miniature accelerometer for the bombing computer used in U.S.A.F. Tactical
Bombers, Fairchild was called in. Fairchild's Sales and Customer Engineering Group
working closely with the Contractor's Engineers developed the TA -100 pictured below.

and maintained by FEC, where he
was assistant project manager. The
DEW Line is a chain of radar stations extending 3,500 miles from
Point Barrow, Alaska, to Baffin
Island.

Camden Firm
Elects V -P
Camden, N.
Co., manufacturers of electromagIN

FAIRCHILD ACCELEROMETERS
FAIRCHILD FEATURES - Fairchild Linear Accelerometers are miniature in size, light weight, and have high sensitivity and resolution.
Three basic designs are offered. The TA -100 is an economical
pendulous accelerometer with torsion bar suspension and pot pick -

off. The TA -200 is an axial design with coil spring restraint and

netic core products for the transformer industry, has elected Don(picture)
ald 0. Schwennsen
vice-president. With the company
since 1956, his new duties will include both engineering and managerial responsibilities.

pot pick -off. The TA -400 is a floated pendulous accelerometer using
a torsion bar with jewel bearing suspension and an a.c. type pick -off.

Organize New
OTHER OUTSTANDING FEATURES
1. Potentiometer or AC pick -offs
2. Linear or non-linear pot outputs
3. Low cross -talk

4. Low temperature error
5. High sensitivity

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Standard pick -off
G range
Natural Frequency
Damping factor
Overall accuracy

TA -400

TA -100

TA -200

(low natural frequency)

(Low Cross talk)

potentiometer

potentiometer

A.C. reluctance

±1 to ±30g

±1 to +100g

±1/2 to ±10g

5-40 cps
.7 @ 25°C
1.5%

7-50 cps
.7 @ 25°C
1.5%

8-80 cps
.7 @ 25°C
better than 1%

(Low cross -talk S.

high accuracy)

The TA -100 and TA -200 can be supplied with A.C. type or Fairchild's
Nobl-Ohm infinite resolution Film Pot pick -offs on special order.
For information write to Dept. 21-E

COMPONENTS DIVISION
,CONTROLS CORPORATION

225 Park Avenue
Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

6111 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Potentiometers Gyros Pressure Transducers Accelerometers
140
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Company
1 siL. Adams -Russell Co., Inc., Cambridge, Mass., was recently formed
by Gerald J. Adams, Lindsay Russell and Oliver H. Straus.

Adams has been a project manager and group head at Hycon Eastern, Inc. of Cambridge for the last
three years. For the preceding eight

years he

was

senior engineer at

Alford Consulting Engineers of
Boston.
Russell was formerly a project
engineer at Hvcon Eastern, and

was also a project engineer at Alford Consulting Engineers from
1951 to 1956.
Straus was also at Hycon Eastern,

Inc. as a vice president. Prior to

August 15, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition

Announcing ...

work in the'fields ,of the future at NAA

777milize transistor coolers

Standardized for immediate shipment
in module and strip form
These compact, lightweight aluminum units

prevent thermal runaway in electronic circuits
... hold transistor junction temperature safely

within design limits. Heat is conducted

through the base mounting plate and is dissipated by cooling air passing through the fins.
Modine Bulletin ID -158 contains performance data and application information on these

efficient coolers. For full details on standard

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
r.

and custom-built models, write Electronic
Cooling Dept., Modine Manufacturing Co.,
1602 DeKoven Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin.

T1372

ELECTROMECHANICAL
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
A BS or advanced degrees in

EE, ME, or Physics, may

CIRCLE 213 READERS SERVICE CARD

qualify you for a rewarding
career at North American Avi-

ation, in one of these fields:

Flight Control Analysis,
Reliability Analysis, Flight
Simulation, Systems Analysis.

Electrical Systems AnalyTEFLON' INSULATED HOOKUP WIRE, -90.0 to +2500C

sis and Design, Mission and
Traffic Control, Fire Control.

MIL -W -16878B, TYPES E and EE

Bombing Systems, Elec-

For Missiles, Computers and Electronic Assemblies

tronics Systems Integration.

Miniaturization and complex electronic assemblies are simplified with
the use of Teflon insulated wire. It is unaffected by soldering -iron
temperatures, has a low coefficient of friction and will not heat -age
as it contains no plasticizers to cause failure due to brittleness. Resistant to chemicals and solvents, Teflon insulated wire provides
superior dielectric strength with minimum wall thickness. Manufactured
with silver coated copper conductor in 600 volt and 1000 volt ratings
in A. W. G. sizes from 32 thru 10.

600 VOLT AIRCRAFT WIRE TO MIL -W -7139A
A qualified product for high temperature applications requiring superior
solvent resistance, high insulation resistance and circuit reliability.
Silver coated copper conductor, insulated with Teflon and Teflon -glass
tapes, covered with a Teflon -glass braid having a Teflon finish. Manu-

factured in A. W. G. sizes 22 thru 4/0, also available in sizes. 6 thru
22 with a type 302 stainless steel braid applied over all.
* Dupont trademark

Flight Controls, Ground Sup-

port Equipment, Airborne
and Electronic Test Equipment.

Applied Research in Radome Development, Antenna

Development, Infrared, and
Acoustics.

Please write to: Mr. F. H.
Stevenson, Engineering Per-

sonnel, North American
Aviation, Los Angeles 45,
California.
THE LOS ANGELES DIVISION OF

The LEWIS ENGINEERING CO
Naugatuck, Connecticut

WIRE DIVISION

Specialists

in High Temperature
Wires and Cables

NORTH
AMERICAN Ze_kt
AVIATION, INC.
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Looking

that he was a director of the company and assistant to the director
of engineering at National Co.,

for the right
resistor?

Malden, Mass.
The new firm is engaged in electronics manufacturing, research
and development, and consulting.

HEY MOLDED
CONTACT

ASSEMBLIES

Plant Briefs
Syncro Corp. of Oxford, Mich.,
manufacturer of power tools, has
expanded into the field of capacitors and LC coils with the building of a new plant in Hicksville,
Ohio.

Call Speer for
a complete line
of

Aerolab Development Co., Pasadena, Calif., recently acquired a
new building with 15,000 sq ft of
floor space adjacent to its main
plant. New facilities will be used

fixed composition
resistors,
phenolic coil
forms

for design mild manufacture of high
altitude research missiles.

Electronics Corp. of America, Cam-

bridge, Mass., has established an
affiliate in Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico.

New firm, Electronics Corp. Pan
America, will manufacture industrial electronic controls for the
transportation industry.
Impressive cost savings and greater

News of Reps
FOUR newly appointed reps will
handle electronic test equipment
for Telectronics Laboratory, Inc.,

Westbury, N. Y. Reps and' their

For detailed information on specifics:
tions, characteristics and applications

R. F. coils chokes fixed composition

territories are:
Broger Instrument Sales Co. for
New England; W. K. Geist Co. for
southern California, Arizona and
New Mexico; George F. Landfear
Enterprises for New Jersey and
metropolitan New York; and Ohio

Also electronic tube anodes
contacts rocket and missile parts brushes
batterwarbons graphite plates and rods and

Instrument Co. for Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia and western

ask for this catalog of Speer Electronic Components!
Automation Soldering your concern?

Be sure to send for Speer's Bulletin
on this subject.
Other Speer Products
for the Electronics Industry

capacitors Speer PAC made by Jeffers Electronics.

Pennsylvania.

graphite products for the steel and chemical
industries.

American Microphone Mfg. Co., a

rSPEER RESISTOR DIVISION
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
Bradford, Pennsylvania

division

L

Zone -State

CIRCLE 216 READERS SERVICE CARD
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GC -Textron,

Inc.,

commutators, potentiometer wind-

ings, slip ring assemblies and
printed rotary switches, these assemblies are available in a standard

line now being manufactured by
Ney, or can be designed to customer specifications.

Seven prime advantages are (1) a
complete single or multiple brush
assembly ready to use, (2) no weld-

ing or soldering, (3) reduction of
adjustment during assembly into
unit, (4) insured uniformity of desired gram pressure, (5) reduced
inspection costs, (6) time tested
Ney alloys for reliability, (7) will
withstand extremes in operating
environments.
SEND FOR LITERATURE

names two new reps. The Robert

W. Peters Co. will cover Ohio,

0 Send the Speer Resistor Catalog.
0 Send Automation Soldering Bulletin.
Name
Title
Company
Address.
City

of

reliability are inherent in the use
of the new Ney molded contact
assemblies. For use with printed

West Virginia and western Pennsylvania. Stan Cluphf & Associates are appointed for Colorado,
southern Idaho, eastern Montana,
J

New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming, and
El Paso County, Texas.

The J. M. Ney Company
P.O. Box 990, Dept. E, Hartford 1, Conn.
CIRCLE 217 READERS SERVICE CARD
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MODEL 645AR

Why do it

Yourself

eu

DIGITAL VOLT -OHMMETERS
combine readability w ith reliability and accuracy
For your laboratory, incoming inspection, or in -line

test positions-or wherever accurate and reliable
measurements must be made quickly-you need a
HYCON Digital Volt -Ohmmeter.
READABLE

1/2" digits, in line, with illuminated decimal

point and polarity indicator for fast (2 second average) readout without interpolation error.
RUGGED AND RELIABLE with no delicate components

3 DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS IN
The HYCON reads DC volts in 4

Complete Data in Bulletin 645

decimal ranges from .001 V to 999
V.
AC volts in 3 decimal ranges
from I.() V to 999 V RMS... resistance in 5 decimal ranges from 1
ohm to 9.99 megohms.
High Impedance (vacuum tube) in-

1

-designed for continuous operation, and to withstand
shock and vibration without loss of accuracy.
Model 645AR 0.1% accurate, DC and Ohms
Model 615AR 0.5% accurate, DC and Ohms

$875.00
$485.00

Both instruments are 17, accurate on AC from 10 to II.° %oh,

2,1, accurate below lo volts.

:

It Pays to
Standardize on :

put. Size 51'4 x 19", 11" deep.
Complete with probes.

Order from your HYCON
representative, or from:

jeof

ELECTRONICS, INC.

S

370 South Fair Oak, Pasadena. California
CIRCLE 218 READERS SERVICE CARD

Choke Coils
You can save time, labor, and

money by stocking the wide range
of Jeffers R.F. choke coils just as
you do resistors, capacitors, and
other similar components. You can

forget tedious, expensive hand
assembly from miscellaneous

forms, wires, and coatings by using

standardized Jeffers coils, cornpletely assembled for use.

Jeffers coils are well made, using

...

FOR HIGH VOLTAGE SHIELDS, COVERS,
HOUSING AND SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
Easiest way to solve a customized can problem is to have

OLIVE CAN COMPANY "tackle it"! OLIVE ('AN has
produced an endless variety of millions upon millions of
customized cans for the electronic industry. This unique
and specialized service has made OLIVE CAN the accepted
leader in its field. 46 years of engineering and production
"know how" plus complete design and tool room facilities
coupled with high-speed, automatic machinery have
resulted in amazing economies for leading manufacturers nation-wide. Why not let OLIVE
CAN do the same for you?
Write today for information and quotation to your requirements.
No obligation.

insulated copper wire windings
husky molded jackets. All windings
are soldered to leads... shorted end
turns are completely eliminated.

Put these advantages to work in
your circuits! Jeffers Electronics
offers you . . . ready for delivery

.

.

. a complete line of R.F. choke

coils with a complete range of

inductance values. Write today for
our specification sheets.
Other Jeffers Products
fixed composition capacitors
Other Speer Products
for the Electronics Industry

anodes contacts resistors

discs brushes molded notched' coil forms
battery carbon graphite plates and rods

Patented
JEFFERS ELECTRONICS

DIVISION

OLIVE CAN COMPANY

4700 North Oketo Avenue

Chicago 31, Illinois

UNderhill 7-7474

SPEER CARBON COMPANY
Du Bois, Pennsylvania

Other Speer Divisions:
Speer Resistor, Speer Carbon Products,
International Graphite & Electrode

ORIGINATORS OF LOW COST, HIGH VOLTAGE HOUSINGS FOR THE TV INDUSTRY
CIRCLE 219 READERS SERVICE CARD
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ROBOTEC
PR 0 T

NEW BOOKS
advancement
in instrument
design

Electronic Designers'
Handbook
By

otil Irtf,

E

R. NV. LANDEE, D. C.
DAVIS, AND A. P. AL-

BRECHT.

T

D

E

TRANSISTORIZED
POWER SUPPLIES

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, 1957, 1,048 p, $16.50.

indicator

MM2 null

C

THE

authors of this addition to

McGraw-Hill's

handbook

library

have directed their efforts to students and practicing engineers in

MEDALIST*
null indicators
READABLE ... WIDE RANGE SENSITIVITY

Modern MEDALIST design provides far
greater readability and modern styling in
minimum space. Unique core and magnet
structure provides 14 ua/mm sensitivity at
null point with sharp squareJaw attenuation
to 100 ua at end of scale in Type A. Internal
resistance is 2000 ohms. Other sensitivities
available. ASA/MIL 2W. mounting. Standard
and special colors. Bulletin on request.
Marion Electrical Instrument Co., Manchester,
N. H., U. S. A.
'T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. U.S. & Foreign Patent.
Copyright © 1958. Marion

the electronic field.
The book is divided into 23 sections and in size, format and general content is very similar to F. E.
Terman's "Radio Engineers' Handbook". The first seven sections of

the new handbook cover the subtubes and transistors, voltage amplifiers, power amplifiers, modulation, oscillators and receivers. The

for circuits to handle pulses, sup-

MEETS THE El

meters

Visit Marion Booths 1136-1137 of the Weston Show
CIRCLE 221 READERS SERVICE CARD

R)

jects of general design, data, vacuum

new material covers transistors, design problems arising from the need

marion

U.S. Patent
Applied For

pressed -carrier and single -side -band
generation, backward -wave and
phase -shift oscillator circuits and

BOOTH 919 WESCON

Power kips lie.
VIS ttl MIL STMT

POCHNONO I*

11 1. Y.

CIRCLE 223 READERS SERVICE CARD

the more sophisticated band-pass
involving

flat -staggered

FOR PUBLIC
ADDRESS, RADIO,
and kindred fields,

circuits
tuning.

JONES

sl°,?,

textbooks. In this same section
there is also an excellent discussion

PLUGS & SOCKETS

on tube and crystal mixers together
with illustrative examples to bring
out the important points.

of proven quality!

Noise-In the section on receivers, the discussion of noise is more
extensive than that found in many

broad band
gas -filled cavity
wavemeters
D -B

The following five sections on
multivibrators, variable delay circuits, trigger circuits, sawtooth
generators, clippers, limiters and

contacts

Socket

bronze
phosphor
plated,;1
cadmium
hard
Plug contacts

cadmium

brass

Insulation
bakeltte.
Plated.
molded
Plugs and sockets
4, 6,
polarized. 2,
contacths
10,
12
8

Steel caps witk

bakedenamel.
blac
crackle

Catalog No. 21
full informa-

complete
gives
tion
Elecoff Jones
trical Connecting
Devices - Plugs,
and TerSockets

minal strips.

Write

See New Developments at the WESCON Show

-Booths 401-402
OWNED

D. JONES DIVISION

amuiAttue.o CORPOIATION
cHicaGt) 24, ILLINOIS

INCH

WISMAR, OP ONITIDCARR PAS EEEEE CORP.
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clamps, point up the tremendous
growth in pulse and digital techniques.

Of the sections on inductively
coupled circuits, transformers and
chokes, power supplies, filters, attenuators and equalizers, the section on transformers and chokes is
notable in that it presents a comparatively complete treatment of
the design of low -power iron -core
transformers and chokes. The section on filters presents graphical
performance data for constant -k
and m -derived filter sections having
dissipation.

Principles of feedback and com-

Each instrument covers a wide segment of the total range. Only 11 sizes

serve from 2.6 KMC to 90 KMC.
Accuracy is so high they may be used

as secondary standards. Nitrogen
filled and sealed for long life and
high Q. Bi-metallic structure provides

high degree of thermal compensation. Write for literature.
DEMORNAY

BONARD11

780 South Arroyo Pkwy. Pasadena, Calif.
CIRCLE 224 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Meet the industry's top efficiency team
Augat's complete

ow it Immo um

'imr Mtn

line of Component

ft

gal Iftlit

iksiiiirc

kl"

Wr"*.ti"*Wr
tWitifriroWt"

clamp sub -miniature
and miniature tubes,

ture through conduction.

A-

fi'Wr

et,wewelf

Write today for additional
information and samples.

KURMAN

RELAYS
maggagsgra
SUBMINIATURE
SENSITIVE
RELAY
Series T

WE-

CIEelarrart w,GE

r .St
s

SEE US AT WESCON
IN BOOTH .7=748

se iv
nestret

tartlitlit la AMIE

Here's positive, lasting
protection against external shock and vibration. Augat cradles are
especially designed to

by reducing tempera-

a*

it it tr*

it ow stowiftblit IN* 4, 4,
me* at et Qat .01:7
or Oft
411E1111111tilltftweit

Cradles and Clips

transistors, resistors, capacitors, diodes, crystals, etc.
They assure longer life
of tubes and transistors

...

POWER
RELAY

sac 1t tom:

'sto clE.--

Series 26

tS1MA 111

MR

itepresental

e Display

7- P

::-::::::::::%:**A4'*%
.:%: %::14%.:./
%a

UGAT BROS. INC.

POWERFUL
SENSITIVE
RELAY

A31 PERRY AVENUE ATTLEBORO, MASS.
CIRCLE 225 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Series 300

Electrical Coil Windings

MIDGET
SENSITIVE
RELAY

For 40 years . . . specializing in all types of coils to
customers' specifications. Design or engineering assistance available on request.

Series 23

COTO-COIL CO., INC.
SINCE 1917

65 Pavilion Avenue

ii'..... ..
TELEPHONE RELAY

Providence 5, Rhode Island

Series A

CIRCLE 226 READERS SERVICE CARD

For Those Who Demand Service!

COSMIC CONDENSER CO.
853 Whittier St., Bronx, N. Y.

ELECTROLYTIC

PHONE

LUdlow 91360

Immediate Delivery from Franchised Distributors

& PAPER

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

TUBULAR

Kurman Relays ... hermetically sealed,
. meet milidust oovered and open
tary specifications .
interchangeable
with other leading makes.
.

.

"35 YEARS OF PROVEN
DEPENDABILITY"

eondentsr

.

.

KURMAN ELECTRIC CO.
Division of NORBUTE CORPORATION

Dept. E, 191 Newel St., Brooklyn 22, N. Y.
EVergreen 3-8000
EXPORT: TERMINAL RADIO INTL.
135 LIBERTY ST. N. Y. C.
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EAGLE
TIME DELAY RELAY

puter and servomechanism techniques are discussed in two excellent sections which total nearly 10
percent of the book, again illustrating the dramatic expansion of
the horizons of the electronic de-

signer over the short span of

,

a

decade and a half.
The sections on transmission

lines and antennas illustrate the
growing use of the Smith chart and
the increasing emphasis on the
microwave frequencies.

Network Theory-The two final
sections on waveform analysis and
network analysis include fundamentals of statistical and probability theory, graphical methods as an
aid in the determination of inverse Laplace transforms, the analysis of complex waveforms and what
WITH COMPACTNESS - PLUS

amounts to a short course in net-

"MIL -SPEC" 2000 cps
VIBRATION TESTS

The usual mathematical tables
are missing but should be of no
concern to the average user who

SPECIFICATIONS (General)

probably has the necessary tables
duplicated many times even if his

a. Operates during 5 to 2000 cps,
10G vibration.

technical library is a modest one.

Designs Illustrated-In the pref-

ace the authors have stated that

c. Withstands 30G Ilms shock.

books

it has been their opinion that handoften have limited value

d. Weight 9 oz.

since the presentation is frequently

e. Hermetically sealed.

so concise that the material presented has little value unless the

variations.

h. 3% accuracy under normal test
conditions.

This relay employs a new type escapement principle. Icoffers utmost

reliability under severe environ-

mental conditions through its
rugged design and self-starting
characteristics.
Write for complete descriptive Bulletin 820. Address Dept. E-858.

INDUSTRIAL TIMERS DIVISION
MOLINE, ILLINOIS

146

it

zi.
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Booker & Wallestad

is a plastics molder
equipped to offer

of miniature parts
The pressure's always lighter-

often by quite a bit-when a
supplier can speed up deliveries
of component parts.
Booker & Wallestad offer this

speed-up on all their work.
There's a solid reason for it.

reader has had previous experience
with the subject. Consequently an

attempt has been made to

over-

ordinary methods. Yet preci-

come this limitation by making the
text as lucid as possible and by including design examples which
illustrate the application of the material to specific design problems.
It is the opinion of this reviewer
that the authors have successfully
met their goal and have contributed
a very useful tool for the electronic
designer. This book deserves a

sion quality is maintained.
Naturally, time saved means
money saved. In this case, the

place on every reference shelf.Columbia University,
Electronics Research Lab., New
York, N. Y.
JOHN BOSE,

(PB
Lens-Radomes
Streamlined
131041). By A. F. Kay, OTS, U. S.

Dept. of Commerce, Washington,
D. C., 1956, 49 p, $1.25. Design
for variable -refractive lenses combined with a

technique
index

CIRCLE 230 READERS SERVICE CARD

w

The firm uses a unique process
for making custom molds and
molding miniature plastic parts.
Operations are much faster than

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS
SIGNAL CORPORATION

o

work theory.

b. Operates -55° to +125° C.

f, D.C. operating coil.
g. Timing not affected by voltage

47

savings are substantial. Mold

costs, for instance, are low

enough to justify very short runs
for such purposes as model testing or sales samples.

So there's a two-way benefit
production speed-up and
cost reduction. Mightn't it be a
good idea to contact Booker &
Wallestad, one of the nation's
leading molders?
. . .

booker &
wallestad, inc.
Unusual SKILL and ECONOMY
in custom plastics molding...
3332 Gorham Ave. Minneapolis 26, Minn.
CIRCLE 229 READERS SERVICE CARD
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STODDART
COAXIAL ATTENUATORS
AND TERMINATIONS

YOURS
for
the

made with exclusive Stoddart
Filmistors for highly accurate
and stable resistive values from
dc to 3000 mc.

2, 6 and 10 -position

TURRET ATTENUATORS
with simple "PULL -TURN -PUSH"
operation, small and rugged.

ASKING
Protected under
Stoddart Patents

ATTENUATOR PADS

Available in any conceivable combination of male and female Type C and

Type N connectors. Maximum length of
3" for any attenuation value.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

VSWR: Less than 1.2 to 3000 mc.
Characteristic Impedance: 50 ohms.

Attenuation Value: Any value from 0 db
to 60 db including fractional values.
Accuracy: ± 0.5 db; values above 50 db

have rated accuracy of attenuation
through 1000 mc only.
Power Rating: 1.0 watt sine wave.

COAXIAL TERMINATIONS

A copy of this quick -reading, 8 -page booklet is
yours for the asking. It contains many facts on the
benefits derived from your business paper and
tips on how to read more profitably. Write for the
"WHY and HOW booklet.'-'

Small -stable -50 or 70 ohms
1/2

-Watt: 50 ohms impedance, TNC or

BNC connectors, dc to 1000 mc, VSWR
less than 1.2.
1 -Watt: 50 ohms impedance, dc to 3000
mc or dc to 7000 mc, Type N or Type C
connectors, male or female; VSWR less
than 1.2,

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Room 2710, 330 West
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

70 ohm, Type

N,

male

or

female terminations available.
Fast delivery on all items.
Send for complete literature.

STODDART

AIRCRAFT RADIO CO., INC.
6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
H011ywood 4-9292
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PORTABLE D'ARSONVAL

radome for streamlined nose applications which satisfy requirements

of perfect axial focussing and the
Abbe sine condition.
Radio Control Mechanisms.
mond

F.

Stock,

By RayPublica-

Data

tions Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London
\V 9, England, 64 p, 4s 6. Compilation

of articles from The Radio

Constructor on electromechanical
control

mechanisms

for

model

boats, aircraft, etc.

Uber die Anwendung von Ferriten zur
Amplitudenmodulation von Mikrowellen.
By Miguel Santesmases,
Verlag Leemann, Zurich, Switzerland, 1957. Use of ferrites in wave guides and their application to

FOR MEASURING HEMOGLOBIN con-

tent of blood samples, the Fisher Scientific Co. of Pittsburgh uses a Model
100 G -M Galvanometer in its popular
Electro-Hemometer (at left). What-

amplitude modulation using Faraday effect and resonance absorption.

One Hundred Electronic CircuitsVol. 1. By M. H. Aronson and
C. F. Kezer, Instruments Publishing Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., 167
p, 1957. Simple circuits with de-

ever your own particular instrument
field, you can achieve this same selfcontained portability, ruggedness and
high sensitivity with G -M Galvanom-

eters. Complete catalog on request.

tailed specifications and all component values cover a wide variety of
applications including power supplies, oscillators, pulse and signal

CIRCLE 231 READERS SERVICE CARD

generators, etc.

Linearity

3% and
Power Rating 2w 0,

NEWS

RIIGNST

85 C derated to 0
at 150 standard 200 C intermittent

lk" TRIMMER

operation available
POTRVG-81 Specifications

Y2" Trimmer Pot
Rating (watts)
Torque (oz. -in.) Max.
special high torque
available
Weight (ounces)
Resistance Range *5%

2

V3

Electrical Function Angle
320°

Voltage, Max. (insulation)

Gamewell

1000 DC

linearity, Standard (%)
'100K available

Notes: Shaft lock nut

is

supplied.

Improve performance of your electrical

RVG-8T 54' Trimmer Potentiometer.
Excellent performance characteristics for
its type and size. Windings are on cards or
mandrels, usually with wire temperature
coefficient of 20 ppm. Body is one-piece
phosphor bronze, nickel plated; terminals
are gold plated; stop pins and shaft are of
stainless steel; precious metal contacts are

used throughout. Insulation is designed to
withstand 1000 volts DC.

Available now! RVG-8T is stocked in

standard resistance ranges. 100 ohms to 50K

ohms - up to 100K ohms available. Can be
supplied with precision potentiometer tolerances, servo -mount, or for 200°C intermittent operation. Write for prices and
catalog sheet today.

Newton Upper Falls 64, Mass.

cal engineering.

The Elements of Physics. By A. Smith
and J. Cooper, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., New York, 1957, 669 p,
$7.50. This sixth edition has a re-

written section on electricity and
magnetism. In addition, the number of problems has
proximately doubled.

been apEmphasis

continues to be on the practical apof physics to

everyday

A Guide to Effective Report Writing.
Industrial Relation News, 230 W
41

St., New York, N. Y., 195,

30 p, $1.50 (paper). This concise
publication first acquaints the reader
illustrations, typing,

punctuation,

layout and other practical aspects

PRECISION POTENTIOMETER DIVISION
GA8.5
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schools, with detailed illustrations
of training in physics and mechani-

with different types and forms of
reports, then gives him advice on

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY

1 43

& Sons, Inc., New York, 1957, 513
p, $8.50. General outline of the
entire Soviet educational system
from
elementary to graduate

plication
living.

High Performance and Low Cost
and electronic circuitry with this new

By Alexander G. Korol,
Technology Press and John Wiley
nology.

I.

20f1 to 513K

.from

Soviet Education for Science and Tech-
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of turning out a report.
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Get out your pencil and .
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electronics' READER SERVICE
it's free it's easy it's for your convenience
Each Advertisement and New Product item is numbered.
* FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS IN

For more information, simply
(0)

.

.

.

MULTI -PRODUCT ADVERTISEMENT

Certain
contain

Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds to

multi -product advertisements
Reader Service numbers for

each product.
For multi -product advertisements that
are not keyed for Reader Service, indicate in box on postcard marked with
asterisk (*) od circle number(s) and
specific product(s) on which you want
more information.

number at the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item.
(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully.
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equipment.
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subscribers by facilitating the flow of additional information between manufacturers and our readers.
Take advantage of Reader Service --and the readership
of electronics...keep the industry informed about your
New Products and New Literature via their mention in
the editorial pages of electronics.
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DESIGNERS

Fi>2 ENSIMERING DEVELOPMENT, FIELD TESTING,
LAI EXPERIMENTATION, PRODUCTION TESTING

GO FIRST
TO
FEATURES:

THE "GUIDE"

Operation is simple and acccurate.
Simultaneously measures magnitude
and phase of complex AC voltages.

Wherever designers and
specifiers have immediate
need for readily accessible,

(sinusoidal and non -sinusoidal)

Magnitude and phase read directly from
dial and meter scales. Correct quadrant

indicated on full 360° dial.
Operates on carrier frequencies from

necessary product informa-

30 cps to 10 KC.

tion at their breadboards,
there, year after year, will

Measures phase and magnitude of
amplifier input impedances in the
presence of noise. The phase analyzer
discriminates signal from noise.

you find the ELECTRONICS

BUYERS' GUIDE. "Who

Measures synchro nulls.
Ideally suited for servo system alignment.

makes what product or provides what service ?" "Where
can I buy it ?" "Where can I
find complete and accurate
product specs ?" These are
questions that are asked daily
by the men who design -in
electronic products; these are
questions that have been answered for the past seventeen
years by the "Guide," the accepted reference book of the

REQUEST BULLETIN 5675.

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS INC
632 TINTON AVENUE

NEW YORK 55, N. Y.

CYPRESS 2.6610

West Coast Division
136 WASHINGTON ST. EL SEGUNDO, CAL. OREGON 8.2665
CIRCLE 233 READERS SERVICE CARD

industry.
Year after year, the design-

ers of the industry have pre-

ferred the "Guide" for its
Simplicity of Style (as easy
to use as a telephone directory), for its Accuracy (the
industry helps the Research
Staff revise its listings every
year) and its Complete Product Specs (advertisers have
told their complete product
stories in the "Guide" consistently).

COMMUNICATIONS and
RECONNAISSANCE

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
New programs at The Ramo-Wool-

dridge Corporation have created

unusual opportunities for electronic engineers and scientists in
systems engineering. The work
will include system synthesis and
analysis, and the development and

The key people of the in-

dustry - the buying influences-rely on the "Guide"

application of advanced tech-

for the answers to their

Candidates should hold advanced

niques.

product problems.

degrees in E.E. or Physics, and
have experience in operations

For Product Data .

systems engineering.

analysis, systems analysis, or
. .

Inquiries should be addressed to
Mr. C. J. Breuer.

the electronics
BUYERS' GUIDE

4+ 1HE RAMO:WOOLDRIDGE CORPORATION
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COMMENT

DIRECT

And More Symbols

Comments about the conflict
between symbols for transistor and
gated rectifier (June 20, p 158 and

DISPLAY OF RESPONSE

Aug. 1, p 159)
of great concern

UP TO 20 Mc

designer,

raise a question

to the circuit
since circuit diagrams

must be clearly understood in order
to fulfill their purpose.
The Marconi 20 - Mc Sweep
Generator can be used in conjunction with any oscilloscope

The rapid pace of progress

in

this field leaves the engineer short
of symbols, short of standards, and
short of breath in keeping up with
the advance of technology.
The fountainhead of informa-

for direct display of video response characteristics up to 20
Mc. The instrument is designed
Response
for precise measurement. Frequency is indicated by crystal controlled marker pips; and a
20 Mc
Frequency
special circuit provides for differential amplitude measurements, enabling relative response to be determined
with a discrimination better than 0.01 dB.

tion in this matter is made up of
the Institute of Radio Engineers,
American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, American Standards As-

sociation, and the office of standardization of the Department of
Defense. All these groups have

cooperated to prepare the military
standards known as "Mil Specs."
The military standard for graphical
symbols is MIL -STD -15A. It is
mandatory for all government con-

MARCONI 20 -Mc SWEEP GENERATOR

TYPE 1099

tracts.

Abridged Specification

This standard shows this symbol
a tetrode transistor

Frequency Swept Output: Fre-

for

quency Range : Lower limit 100

kc, Upper limit 20 Mc. Output
Continuously

variable
volts. Output
Impedance : 750. Time Base:

level

:

from 0.3 to

3

Repetition Rate: 50 to 60 cps.
Output for c.r.o. X deflection:

and this for a pentode transistor.

250 volts. Frequency Markers:

Mc intervals; every fifth
pip distinctive and crystal controlled. Tubes : 6AK5, 6BH6,
At

I

5763, 6BJ6, 6CD6G, 6BE6,
12AT7, 12AU7, 6C4, 5V4G,

0A2, 5651.

Obviously the gated rectifier symbols used by ELECTRONICS, as well

Send for leaflet B12.4/C.

as that proposed by Messrs. Frenzel and Gutzwiller (Comment,
June 20) infringe nn the ones already approved by MIL -STD -15A

MARCONI

III CEDAR LANE

INSTRUMENTS

CANADA : CANADIAN MARCONI CO

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD

for special transistors.

ENGLEWOOD

Mil specs have not caught up

NEW JERSEY

vet with the gated rectifier, and no
official symbol is available now for
this device.
Whatever modification is made
to the standard rectifier symbol in

Tel : LOwell 7-0607

6035 COTE DE LIESSE

ST. ALBANS

HERTS

order to represent a control gate

MONTREAL 9

ENGLAND
A

TCI 24

150
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terminal, it should not be made to
resemble a transistor. A transistor is a current amplifier, a rectifier is
not; and their symbols should re -
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Recent Raytheon achievements in Microwave

05"

ATTENUATE

tr

Op

TRANSMIT

THE MICROWAVE CIRCULATOR. Typical of recent Raytheon devel-

opments in advanced microwave equipment and components is
the microwave ferrite circulator recently developed by Raytheon's
Special Microwave Device Group. HOW IT WORKS: in the diagram

above, transmitted signals enter arm (1) vertically polarized.
They are then rotated 45° from the vertical in a ferrite Faraday
rotator with a longitudinal field applied by a small cylindrical
permanent magnet. They flow out of the circulator at the antenna
arm (2) which is set at the same 45° angle. Received signals fed
into the antenna arm are rotated an additional 45° by the ferrite
Faraday rotator and can only leave through the receiver arm (3).

To the man who is looking for
FRONTIER PROJECTS IN ELECTRONICS:
As an engineer or scientist who wants to accom-

plish more in 1958, you naturally want to be
where new things are happening.

Whatever your specialized background and
interests, chances are you'll find a current

Raytheon project that offers exceptional oppor-

tunity for you to put your scientific skill and
creative imagination to work.

Raytheon's constant expansion during 1958
covers advanced activities in:

RADAR (Pulse and CW Systems)-search, fire con-

trol, bombing, navigation and guidance, air-

traffic control, weather and marine, military and
commercial.
MARINE EQUIPMENT-submarine, ship and air-

borne sonar, depth sounders, direction finders,
radars.
GUIDED MISSILES-prime contracts:

Navy Sparrow III (air-to-air)
Army Hawk (ground -to -air)

COMMUNICATIONS (Commercial and Military) -

scatter, microwave relay, multiplex, mobile
transistorized equipment.
COUNTERMEASURES-radar countermeasures
equipment, advanced study projects.

MICROWAVE TUBES -"Amplitrons," magnetrons,

klystrons, traveling wave tubes, storage tubes,
backward wave devices.
SEMICONDUCTORS -devices, materials and tech-

niques; silicon and germanium.

For interview and prompt helpful counsel, please write to
E. H. Heflin, Professional Personnel Section
P.O. Box 237, Brighton Station, Boston 35, Mass.
Excellence in Electronics
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RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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QUALITY IS

flect the wide difference.
My suggestion is a symbol along
these lines:

SOUND

ECONOMY
that is, the standard rectifier symbol extended to include the standard for a terminal, which is a small

circle, the P or N to signify the
kind of gate terminal.

American Beauty

ELECTRIC SOLDERING

IRONS GIVE YOU BOTH!
Each American Beauty Iron Model is carefully engineered
for its specific use ... built of the best materials available,
to do your job better for longer.

e iweedroogooes
ep000p00000dhoe

Whether you select the tiny, new, 1/4" tipped Super -hot
T -30's with plug-in transformers for production use on
delicate connections or the full 11/4" tipped "whoppers"
for big area production work, you'll get the same quality
-TILE BEST.

41,...eot
eeee41.

specialized experience are at your service.

...........
.........
............
.............
............

Send us your soldering problems. Our many years of

do.oriomooesmodolos.

e aweedDeedlotiooll

11.41.
eiwoom000e.loes
soomosepodpeeoe

Write for 16 -page illustrated catalog containing full information on our complete
line of soldering irons-including their use and care.

likeeoosepodpoo0

American Beauty
-A byword since /894.

o cip000drolifloollie

JOHN J. RIVERA
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION
LABORATORIES

BELLEVILLE, N. J.

Reader Rivera's letter came into
our office before we had a chance to

print the reasoned and definitive
discussion of the problem by S. K.

Ghandhi of IRE's semiconductor
symbol group (Comment, Aug. 1,
p 159). Reader Ghandhi made
clear in his letter the philosophy
of IRE in setting up symbol standards:

MERICAN ELECTRICAL HEATER COMPANY 17.7!`f7t:!1'
1r4H

"Symbol structure must be

a

logical extension of a well -accepted

0(71017 2. MICHIGAN

symbol and must be capable of extension to new devices as the state
of the art progresses. A symbol

CIRCLE 236 READERS SERVICE CARD

should not be based on theory of
operation .
theories have a
habit of being improved continu.

00000000

c

.

. A symbol should indicate the physical properties where
possible without complication."
ously.

49"""b COrlir° 4rM""1

ft

.

.

The symbols suggested by Mr.
Rivera in the last pragraph of his
letter seem to be based snore on
theory than on physical properties.

MOLDED & EXTRUDED SILICONES& RUBBERS

... achievements in
HIGH TEMPERATURE RIGID OR FLEXIBLE

Ct
0

e

c`,

\O

5

4t

42e
NO

%C)

pe

C

electronics require precision

manufacturing techniques ..

PRINTED CIRCUIT MATERIALS

My name appeared as one of

sions, and diaphragms must meet

the co-authors of the article "New

extreme standards ... at Pacific

Intennetallics Offer Wide Infra-

Moulded, we have met the highest
specifications in natural rubbers,

"Silon" silicones, "Tufsil" nitriles, butyls,
"Electrosil" neoprenes, hypalons, GRS and

other elastomers for all segments of industry
requiring intricate or precision rubber techniques
Qi

S`

,0

v.

e

6

Ge

0

... our experienced rubber engineering, chemistry

(July 4, p

48).

Since I did not actually make any
contribution to this article, I would
appreciate a notice deleting my
name as author.
Thank you very much for rectifying this error.
ALAN J. STRAUSS
CHICAGO MIDWAY LABORATORIES
CHICAGO, ILL.

PACIFIC MOULDED PRODUCTS COMPANY

Reader Strauss' valuable work in
intermetallics apparently got in our

in principal cities or wire us directly

...

...

905 East 59th Street, Los Angeles 1, California
Telephone: ADams 1-1151
1 52

red Response"

agents

and production is as near as your telephone

C'

tJ

An Error in Authorship

rubber and silicone parts, extru-

CIRCLE 237 READERS SERVICE CARD

way.
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ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON

V

SPARROW III

PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
NEW MISSILE

RAYTHEON MISSILE CONTRACTS now cover complete systems

responsibility for both air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles.

These advanced missile projects

call for exceptional creativity
The need for engineering resourcefulness and creativity
grows continually as Raytheon missile activities expand
into new areas.
As an experienced engineer with a keen interest in working

on advanced missile projects, you can begin building a
rewarding future at Raytheon today.
There may well be an opportunity in one of the following
areas that is right for you:
SYSTEMS

zone mail indeed

PACKAGING
MICROWAVE

results in speed

RADAR

The Post Office has divided 106

cities into postal delivery zones

to speed mail delivery. Be sure
to include zone number when

writing to these cities; be sure
to include your zone number

in your return address - after
the city, before the state.

APPLICATIONS
CIRCUIT DESIGN
RELIABILITY
SPECIFICATIONS

For interview at our suburban laboratory in Bedford, Mass.,
write, wire or telephone collect: CRestview 4-7100. Ask for
R. W. McCarthy.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Bedford, Massachusetts

MISS/LE SYSTEMS
D/V/S/ON

RAYTHEON
Excellence in Electronics
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

NATIONAL
COVERAGE

Advertisements in this section include all employment
opportunities-executive, management, technical, selling, office,
The

Engineers

skilled, manual, etc.
1111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-

Positions Vacant
Positions Wanted
Part Time Work

Civil Service Opportunities

Selling Opportunities Wanted
Selling Opportunities Offered

-RATES --

DISPLAYED

The advertising rate is $28.67 per inch
for all advertising appearing on other
than a contract basis. Contract rates
quoted nn request.

An advertising Inch is measured ,4,"
vertically on a column -3 columns -3u
inches to a page.
Subject to Agency Commission.

Employment Agencies
Employment Services
Labor Bureaus

the

UNDISPLAYED

Future

5I.41) per line, minimum 3 lines. To figure
advance payment count 5 average
words as a line.

Box Numbers-counts as l line.
in advance for 4 consecutive insertions.
Not subject to Agency Commission.
12

Y. 36.

N.

N.

relationships between
systems reliability on
the one hand and components, environments,
design, and human factors on the other. Basic

objective is to achieve
a quantitative understanding of the factors
which influence
ability.

reli-

.

.

CBS - HYTRON

For electronics engineers and

physicists with experience in analyses

and complex systems evaluations to
study missile and other system reliability-and develop reliability prediction techniques. Work requires
imagination and originality for planning new studies and resolving problems on reliability of electronic
equipment and component parts. Responsibilities include determination
of parameters which effect reliabilities and development of mathematical

models relating the parameters to
principles of physics ; study and determination of deterioration mecha-

nisms which cause degradation of
electronic components ; isolation of
You are invited to explore these permanent
positions. Write in confidence to
Mr. C. P. Sonneborn

Hands

with

Selected Positions

.

Own

Y.

Graduate ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS & PHYSICISTS
on the complex inter-

Your

Discount of 10% if full payment is mad,

Send NEW ADS or Inquiries to Classified Adv. Div. of ELECTRONICS. P. 0. Box

ARINC is engaged, predominantly, in research

is in

factors that combine to make for

reliability . . . as well as the larger
and more difficult task of correlating
the inter -effects of individual compo-

nents to each other and to a system
in its entirety.

Your professional achievements with
CBS are limited ONLY by your potential for truly creative engineering. Important responsibility comes your way
quickly to give you every opportunity
to advance as fur and as fast as your

abilities take you ... while you work

with leading engineers in an industry
marked for tremendous expansion.

These career positions are now open
CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEER
For a team developing vacuum tube
test equipment. A graduate engineer
with 2 years experience in circuit design. Excellent prospects for the right
man, at our new development facilities in Newbvryport.

SEMICONDUCTOR ENGINEERS
For production and development at
our modern Lowell plant. Graduate

electrical,

mechanical

and

chemical

engineers and physics majors. Semiconductor experience required.

ELECTRONICS PRODUCT ENGINEERS
(1) An engineer with pulse type receiving tube or related experience for our
special tube section at our Newbury port Plant.
(2)

Engineers with receiving tube or

related
plant.

experience

for our

Danvers

APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS

ARINC RESEARCH CORP.
1700 K Street, N.W.,

sub3ididi y

of

Aeronautical Radio,
Inc.

Washington 6, D. C.

Familiar with receiving tube or elec-

tronic circuit applications. Challenging
openings for engineers in applications field.

ELECTRON TUBES

SALES ENGINEER
WANTED
Location will be either New York City or Philadelphia. Pa. to sell to missile and aircraft companies
high speed relays, choppers, pressure switches and
transducers. Should have electrical engineering degree although will consider mechanical engineers
who have good background in electrical field. Excellent opportunity.

Write Harry E. Beane, Vice President,

THE BRISTOL COMPANY
Waterbury, Connecticut.

indicating salary
desired to

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER

CBS

With heavy background in capacitors or

SEMICONDUCTORS

dielectrics-to take charge of research
and development for nationally known
capacitor manufacturer-supervisory experience desirable. Write stating age,
education and experience in detail.
P-8533, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

Mr. C. D. Bond,

Placement Director.

It will be accorded

absolute confidence

and you will receive
a prompt answer.

CBS - HYTRON
A Division of

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
DANVERS PLANT
112 Endicott St. PH: SP 4-2360
DANVERS, MASS.

(A suburb of Boston)
111111I1111111111111111111111111111111
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

KAMAN AIRCRAFT

has openings for

several qualified
electronics engineers
to join a small, competent and
well equipped group of engineers who are applying unusual
automatic

control

systems

to

manned and unmanned helicopters.

If you have two or more years
of experience in design and development of avionic equipment
magnetic
transistors,
utilizing
amplifiers and electro-mechanical
components and have some ex-

on a number

imagination.
.
are embarked the probed,
stagger
are
at CROSLEY that
ipossible!
concepts
programs -- new to do the"Partners in
Engineers
electronis'are expandedare daring join as
Horizons engineers
CROSLEY
CROSLEY you and

perience with feedback control
systems, we would like to hear
from you.

Your work assignments will be

varied and challenging, as you
will work on a project during its
design, development and flight

HERE

.

ARE

FIELDS

OF CURRENT

AND
5. Communications
ITTERS
AIRBORNE

Radar
Defense
1 Ground
7. Airborne
Systems and Micro 3 AnteOftd
Equipment
W ave
and
4. Computer Services
Analytical
&

Send complete resume to:
W. M. TYNAN
Administrative Engineer

KAMAN

TRANS

RECEIVERS)

Fire

6. Airborne

Control

1. ServoMechanisms
8. Transistorized

Equipfnent
Missiles
9. Guided Research
0. Infrared

g3EVeP1)111E1911

-

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Connecti:ut

CrAIVITY:

don't
Opportunitl

VVhy

test phases. Salary is compatible
with work experience and ability.
Fringe benefits include graduate study plans, group insurance,
pension plan, etc.

Bloomfield

of

pl

you
send
of
the
t e details, tbe advantages
of
City
about
are

(PROGRAMMING
APPLICATION) W

ell,

for c o ri tell you --"Queen
and we

There paid
be
Write
America".
Cincinnati
will
of
literatureliving in the Heart and you
to
family
us

benefits
West, Closest
company expenses.
MANAGER,
numerous relocation
HEADQUARTERS
PERSONNEL
DIVISION
generous
to:
PLASHA,
resume
FRANK
your
Send
CORPORATION
ACTV RISG
-25, OHIO
DIVISION
MANUF

AV CO
1329
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CROSLEY

DEPT

27

CINCINNATI

STREET,

ARLINGTON
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

P
H

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER,

0

I A position
tailored to
fit the

PHOENIX

I
I

I

creative
man

xl

Is this your idea of a creative assignment?

At the cross roads of
opportunity for men

Solving complex circuit design problems in these fields:
electronic missile guidance, memory circuits, digital

in Electronics

and analog devices, airborne radar systems-pulse and
transistor circuits.

GOODYEAR

An engineer with the necessary intellectual curiosity and
an inventive mind to carry such problems to a successful

conclusion can go far at the G -E Light Military Elec-

AIRCRAFT

tronic Equipment Department.

Forward your resume in confidence to:
Mr. RICHARD C. KIMM, Room 27-WF

CORPORATION

ILIZZIOW

LIGHT MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT

GENERAL

ELECTRONIC LABORATORY

ELECTRIC

Arizona Division
Litchfield Park, Arizona

FRENCH ROAD. UTICA. NEW YORK

A Subsidiary of the
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO

HELICOPTER

ENGINEERS

field service representatives
for electronics work
Unusually interesting work is involved in these jobs

with the world's pioneer helicopter builder. You
will travel to many places within the area of your

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING
RELIABILITY
CIRCUITRY
TEST EQUIPMENT
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL

COOLING SPECIALIST

permanently assigned base which could be almost

anywhere on the globe. You will support our
present field service men with your specialized
knowledge of automatic stabilization equipment,
sonar -radar, Doppler and other electronic equipment used on or by Sikorsky helicopters.

To qualify for these interesting opportunities does
not require an E.E. degree. However, you must be
a qualified technician with a minimum of five years'
experience. Though not essential, previous helicopter experience is desirable.

Leisure Living At Its Best

"In the Valley of the Sun"
Modern Inexpensive Housing
Send resume to: A. E. Manning

Engineering and Scientific Personnel

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT

Please send complete resume to Mr. James L. Purfield

LITCHFIELD PARK

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

One of the Divisions of United Aircraft Corporation
Stratford
Connecticut
156

Similar opportunities available in
our

Akron, Ohio Laboratory
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emir Lt./ I WIC PI I

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS

%Jr rytt I LI IN lica

MATHEMATICIANS

TAKE THE tELECTRONICS HIGHWAY"
WHEN VACATIONING
IN NEW ENGLAND
...and visit
SYLVANIA'S WALTHAM LABORATORIES
to discuss our newest projects
and your professional opportunities

Cruising north along Route 128 through historic Middlesex County, you'll see Sylvania's
Waltham Labs high above the highway. Stop
off on your way to nearby Lexington for what
could be an important interview about a future in advanced electronics with Sylvania.
Big things are happening in your profession
at Waltham Laboratories. This is where Sylvania engineers and scientists are developing

Typical of the picturesque
New England coast
sturdy old lighthouse

Express artery around Boston:
Rt.

128, in

the Data -Processing nerve -center of BMEWS

heart of Pilgrim

(giant new program for a Ballistic Missile

Country. Going north, take
Exit 42A for Sylvania (12 miles
from Boston Common). Many
tourist attractions are close
enough for a day's sightseeing.
And 128 connects with main routes

Early Warning System) .
Work on PLATO (AMM system for which
Sylvania is Weapons System Manager) is also
centered here... plus development programs
for other major electronic defense projects.

to all New England.

current
opportunities
at Sylvania are too
good to pass by...

MISSILE SYSTEMS

DATA PROCESSING
LABORATORY

LABORATORY

Sr. Development Engineers
Sr. Packaging Engineers

Project Engineers

Advanced development,
VHF & UHF submonitoring complex radar
systems

Sr. Logical Design
Engineers

Engineers with experience
in Radar Data Handling
and Display
(Previous digital data
processing experience is
important for most
assignments.)

Systems analysis &
synthesis of complex
radars, their design and
simulation

Problems in atmospheric
physics, ionized gases,
astronautics

AVIONICS LAB

Microwave components
design including multichannel filters incorporating fast -acting
microwave switches
Flush -mounted broad
band airborne microwave
antennas
Transistor circuit design
& development

APPLIED RESEARCH LAB

Research & Systems Application in Counter -Countermeasures, Operations
Research, Analysis &
Applied Physics

Send your resume to Erling Mostue
WALTHAM LABORATORIES, Electronic Systems Division
Interview and relocation expenses paid by
Sylvania. Inquiries will be answered within 2
weeks. Convenient Saturday interviews arranged.,

SYLVANIA Ard
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

100 First Avenue Waltham 54, Massachusetts)
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - August 15, 1958
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

* * * * OPPORTUNITY
with an EXPANDING COMPANY

MN

S

TECH 11 I CMS
FIELD ASSIGNMENTS

HOME and ABROAD
with
CHRYSLER

MISSILE DIVISION

located in Suburban
New Engineering Building now under construction for Edo, prime conuacto,
to U. S. Government. Ultra modern, completely air conditioned.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Edo Corporation, solid, established firm with aggressive management and large backlog, requires

Expanding activities on our
prime ballistic missile contracts

* 2 Senior Electronic Project Engineers
* 6 Electronic Project Engineers
Projects include high power, complex electronic systems for

enced technical personnel for our
Field Engineering Section at

-REDSTONE and JUPITERrequire the addition of experiboth domestic and overseas locations.

military and commercial use. Experience in the field of radar,

loran or sonar a must. Experience in transducer and hydro
phone design most desirable. Unusually liberal personnel
-

policy.

INSTALLATION ENGINEERS

Please send resume to

C. L. Fenn, Chief Engineer
Edo Corporation
College Point, L. I., New York

ENGINEERING INSTRUCTORS

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS

MANUAL COORDINATORS

CORPORATION

SINCE
1925

MISSILE TRAINERS

College Point, Long Island, New York

PROFESSION AL SERVICES
CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff

ALBERT PREISMAN

Radio - Electronics
Research Development & Manufacturing
Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane, Hicksvllle, N. Y.
WElls 1-3191

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers. Patent technioal consultation.
616 St. Andrews Lane. Silver Spring, Maryland

Consulting Engineer

Current openings include management positions on the Field
Engineering Staff in Detroit and
at various field locations.
To qualify, applicants must pos-

sess at least 2 years technical

schooling, a solid engineering

background in missiles, aircraft,
electronics, military equipment
or related missile field engineering activities and strictly mobile
for job assignments.
Candidates selected for these
positions

will enjoy

excellent

starting salaries, a variety of
interesting work assignments,
outstanding promotional oppor-

tunities and an unique and rewarding field benefit program.

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
Electronic Design Specialists

ASSOCIATES, INC.
"TRANSISTORIZE" YOUR PRODUCT!
Complete Service in consulting, research, development, and production on Transistor circuitry,
products and Instrumentation.

61 Factory Place

Cedar Groove. N. J.

CEnter 9-3000

cAt Your Service

COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
Telemetering for Guided Missiles.
J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Pres. A Dir. of Elle.
28 Renick Dr.
Amityville, L. I., N. Y.

Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers, Ko..,

a complete resume of your qualifications in confidence to:
Mr. J. A. Murray

Technical Recruitment Supervisor

CHRYSLER CORPORATION
. . .

These Classified Sections are at your service to bring business needs or
"opportunities" to the attention of men responsible technical, engineering and in executive, management, sales and operating capacities with
the industry served by this publication.
;33

For further information submit

August 15, 1958

Missile Division
P. 0. Box 2628
Detroit 31, Michigan

ELECTRONICS engineering edition

campirsVikACIUT riDDCIDTIIMITIFC

SR. ELECTRICAL

GRADUATE EE's:

PRODUCT ENGINEER

Research & Development
Systems Engineering
Digital Applications
Instrumentation
Product Design

.. for design of expanding
Norelco product line

.

PHILIPS ELECTRONICS, Inc.
developing instrumentation for research,

-engaged in

materials control and production-offers a senior engineer
an unusual opportunity to perform electronic design, establish test specifications and
supervise construction of prototype units, including followthrough on manufacture and
assembly problems as they relate to engineering design.
Background should include:
.

,al

least 3 years' experience
Itelro-mechanical precision in.

.

in

.1, set, 1,1,11i011

knole.tcrige of digital and pulse
ie. compose tit .4, tertian and
electronic equipment packaging
.

.

.

Typical

product

experience

might cover power supplies,
amplifiers, computer circuitry.
Please write in full confidence,
slating salary requirements. to:

MR. ROBERT L. FORD
Per,onnel Nlanager

TODAY'S OPPORTUNITIES

PHILIPS ELECTRONICS, Inc.

with General Electric's Missile Guidance Section

750 South Fulton Avenue,

Mt. Vernon, New York

CARRY IMPORTANT RAMIFICATIONS
FOR SPACE TECHNOLOGY

ENGINEERS
If you have been looking ter an hintilutnieni Agency
that is skilled in the STATE OF THE ART of

Technical Recruitment and RELIABILITY OF INFORMATION concerning positions, why not communicate with no at once!
ALL POSITIONS FEE PAID.
FIDELITY PERSONNEL SERVICE
1218 Chestnut St.
Phila. 7. Pa.
Specialist in Aviation, Electronics and Nucleonics

Despite the magnitude of the undertaking, guiding a vehicle on
a > 428,000 mile return trip to the Moon ... or directing an
interplanetary probe into Mars' orbit depends fundamentally
upon the basic technologies already developed to guide surface-

to-surface ballistic missiles into their trajectories.
ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
Classified .4dr. Dir. of this publication.
Send to office nearest you.
NEW YORK 36: P. O. BOX 12
CHICAGO II: in N. Michigan Ave.
SAN FRAN(.1,4'0 4: 68 Poet St.
SELLING OPPORTUNITY OFFERED

Manufacturer in northern New Jersey is interested in obtaining outside consultant having thorough background and experience in
design and development of delay lines and
pulse transformers. RW-8446, Electronics.

systems.

ENGINEERS and SCIENTISTS at G.E.'s Missile Guidance Section - with their broad experience in creating highly
reliable ICBM systems are well prepared to deal creatively and
effectively with space problems.

It Vou Are Interested in Joining a Group With These

Capabilities for work in frontier areas, look into the positions
now open with the Section, on a number of stimulating, ad-

vanced projects.

SELLING OPPORTUNITY WANTED

Automation Is Our Specialty. Manufacturers'
Rep now covering Cal., Ariz., and Nev. open
for one additional line. RA -5520. Electronic,

Your Inquiries to
Advertisers Will
Have Special Value

The great technical challenges of, guidance for space exploration lie in the unprecedented accuracies, reliabilities and long
operative life -spans that must be engineered into the guidance

Significant experience in 1 or more of these areas is required:
Radar
RF Circuitry
Communications Transistors
Digital Computers
Countermeasures Telemetry
Test Operations
Microwaves
Antenna Design
Engineering Analysis

.

-for you-the advertiser-and

the

publisher, if you mention this publication. Advertisers value highly this

evidence of the publication you read.
Satisfied advertisers enable the publisher to secure more advertisers and
-more advertisers mean more infor-

mation on more products or better
service-more value-to YOU.
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Forward your resume in strict confidence to
Mr. E. A. Smith, Dept. 8-E
MISSILE GUIDANCE SECTION

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Court Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
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CLASSIFIED SEARCHLIGHT SECTION ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
DISPLAYED RATE

UNDISPLAYED RATE

The advertising rate is $24.75 per inch for all advertising appearing
on other than a contract basis. Contract rates quoted on request.

$2.40 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance payment count 5
average words as a line.
BOX NUMBERS count as one line additional in undisplayed ads.
DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made in advance for four consecutive insertions of undisplayed ads (not including proposals.)

AN ADVERTISING INCH is measured 7/8 inch vertically on one column,
3 columns -30 inches -to a page.
EQUIPMENT WANTED or FOR SALE ADVERT! SEMENTS acceptable only
in Displayed Style.
Send NEW ADS or inquiries to Classified Adv. Div. of Electronics P. 0. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

U.S.A.center for

TUBES
and

11111111111

ELECTRONICS

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

SEND FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOG!

Are you a buyer of

How many copies do you need? We specialize in wholesale and export. Huge inventory.
Call REpublic 5-0215 or write . .

tubes -aircraft or

V & H RADIO -ELECTRONICS

ground electronics?

2029-2047 West Venice Blvd.

RADIO RESEARCH

550
FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK

INSTRUMENT CO.

JUDSON

2.5 KW PRESS WIRELESS XMTR. Tope 1W98IA 2-2:1 nic. cw and lleq. :Anil leletYpe) 51(1

25 XTAL channels. Complete.
3CM. KLYSTRON MOUNT
2K25-723A/B mount with cpig. to wmeguide run
and afc. Shielded incl. tuning rod. Matching tune-

'

6-4691

F-28/APN-19 FILTER CAVITY
Jan. spec: Timeable 2700-2000mc. 1.5,11i !sax. loss
et ctr free over band. Details: Insertion loss variable. Single tuned filter for free channelling In
!attar beacon. Silver plated coax resonator. Inver
center tuning conductor 3/4 wavelength. Tuneable
11-11.2cm. Loaded Q 450-650 for insertion loss at
hand etr 1db. 700-1000 for loss 2 to 3 db. Band
center stable to lme/sec for 1011 deg. C arch. temp
change. A double tuned ret with a fiat response over
wider band pass and less critical timing had by
mtg. two filters in series. New $37.50 each.
3CM. Precision Tube Mount. Waveline model 688.
X band shielded klystron mount PRD signal generator type. Complete with variable glass vane atrenuator. Brand new. $205, Catalog Price. Our
Price, $64.50.

TS 130/UP "L" band slotted line. Equipped with
type N fitting. Mfg. Western Electric. Brand new.
t150.
E & H Bends: It(152 X band. $14.50 ea. 11048
band. $25.110 ea.
SPERRY KLYSTRONS
193EX.-32 two watts at 9-10.5KMC $425.
SMC-11A one watt at 4640-4670me. $495.

All brand new with 90 day guarantee.
AN/APS-10 RF HEAD
10kw
output. hydrogen thyratron
pg

able output slugs. Dual crystal mount. Pwr cable
w/min. plug. Brand new. $28.50.
2 Watt X Band Power Source: mfg. Sperry. Delivers 2 full watts RF at X band. 6 ft. rack
ac input. Itrand new. Also delivers
watt
band 14000mci and 750 me rf. Price complete
all tubes, std. $2500.
,/is" RIGID COAX. 50 ohm, standard
Incru stub

supported.

ft. length-.
plated. New $34.50 each. 12 ft. length
plated.
12

angle bends $6 ea.
COAX

?i,"

MAGNETRON

COUPLING.

Gold

Plated. less Al nut. $18.511 Brand New.
CRYSTAL MOUNT X band. Broad banded 1IN1'
teflon) output I-(7:9 Flange Input. Mfg. Airtron.
New. $24.50.
TOPWALL HYBRID JUNCTION. 8300-96111inii
1

1i

wg. size.

Broad banded better titan

casting. S15. OS new. Crossmer
put, 18.5 wg size. $5.00 new.
BROAD BAND BAL MIXER using short
111111D111111

pc,

our

x

3/4" X hand 12- Westein Elee

New $19.50.
COAX MIXER ASSEMBLY IN21 type crystal de-

ector RF to IF, 'N' fittings. matching Slug. du-

Fully ileac. trilt. rad, lab. series Vol.

1

1;111-6211.

SCR 584 SKYSWEEP ANTENNA PEDESTAL
Full azimuth and elevation sweeps, Min degree

RELAYS
IN THE WORLD

SOLENOIDS STEPPERS
SENSITROLS
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
MOST MAKES IN STOCK

-I

hybrid. Pound type broad band dual balm.
crystal holder, lx.3 wg size. $25.00 nee
New $21.7.0.

mod

LARGEST STOCK OF

1

FLEXIBLE WAVEGUIDE, 18.5 X ban!
niciaft. New $Ia,uu. 18.5 X band 24"

Mopes .8 inicrosee., rcur 30 tic IF 5.5 me bandwidth. Uses 30 tubes 3xtals plus 2.142 magnetron,
$1173 ea.

Los Angeles 6, Calif.

Send for Latest Catalog

niversal

RELAY CORP.

plex couplings, mfg G.E. New. $18.50.
TAPER, 11(131 to 111152 1114 x 3/4" to I x %")
Smooth Elect rope ni. Standard Flange, New $16.50

4 2WHITE ST., NEW YORK 13, N Y

3KW 400 CYCLE SOURCE
Complete generator set 115vde 41(1' motor least])
swapped for standard GE or other 115v 60 cycle Al'
motor) speed regulated. Generator output 115 volts

GENUINE OAK WOOD

MO cycle single phase 17.4 amps continuous flu
azimuth. 205 degree elevation. Accuracy ± one nil]
output electronically regulated. Built to rigid to
or better in angle. 6 ft. dish, fully clew MIT. radia"Y spec. in excellent used condition. A new
tion lab series Vol I Dg 284 and 208. For full
',vial price $285.00. With 115VAC 60 cycle singli
tracking response. Includes pedestal drives sel'Anse motor $303 incl. romp]. regulator THIS IS
syns. etc. Excellent used condition. This is the
NOT A STRIPPED SET AS SOLD ELSEWHERE.
first time these pedestals have been available for
Mtplete with TITVII regulator. motor. as suppurchase. Control consoles also in stock.
plied to U. S. Navy.
WE OWN THE EOUIPMEN T WE SELL -IN STOCK-

E

WAlker 5.9257)

CAntiqUe
TELEPHONES!

As is $0.00 complete. Tested working order S. I 2.1m. Shipments tictt
Simpson. Pa. Write for Ire- list.
TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO.
Dept. E-88
Simpson. Pa.

FOR SALE: COMPLE TE RADAR SYSTEMS

30 ft caller, Skysweep antenna sstein.
11111. 10 VIII. high power for
airway control. Missile -satellite tracking. Radio asSCR -S84

PPI indicator +

tronomy. R.&D. Good as new. Absolutely complete.
(AN/GME1-0 MFG. G.E. rawin set for radiosonde. 1100 Ole. Automatic tracking telemeter info.
receiving se,
ft dish. lint. Recording equipment.

('ompl o -

G

s.aori,lidcnrs. ate.

RESISTORS
LEGRI S COMPANY
391 Riverdale Ave., Yonkers 5, N. Y.

160

AN/MPN- IA MCA) Gimuld Control Approach
Radar. 30 ft trailer with 3cm precision and lOctii
Search Radars as used by CAA. Full desc. Vol.
II MIT Rad Lab Series Sec 8.13.
SO -9-275 ksv Compact wt. 988 lbs. rotating yoke
I'I'I 4. 20, SO mile ranges, ideal for weather
forecasting. Brand new. FCC approved $950.

Money saving prices an tubes. TV, Radio, Transmitting. and Industrial Types. New. 1st quality,
Top name brands only. Government
surplus and commercial test. lab, and communications equipment in stock. Sell us your excess tubes
and equipment. Unused. clean tubes of all types
wanted. Send specific details in first letter. Write
for "Green Sheet" catalog 251.
guaranteed.

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP.
New York 12. N. Y.
512 Broadway WA 5-7000

"SEARCHLIGHT"
Is
Opportunity Advertising
-to help you get what you want -to

help you sell what you no longer need.

Take Advantage Of It
For Every Business Want
"THINK SEARCHLIGHT FIRST"
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ELECTRONIC

HIGH -QUALITY

OPTICAL PARTS
5" Schmidt Ultra

WAR TERMINATION INVENTORIES

Hi -Speed Objective
Lens System

C&H

Eastman Kodak infra -red receiver,
formerly known as

SALES CO.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR INFORMATION ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF SURPLUS ELECTRONIC

U.S. Navy Metascope, Type
B, 7" long with 5" SCHMIDT

1176-E East Colorado St.
Pasadena 8, California
RYan 1.7393

COMPONENTS. ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

ultra -high speed Objective
Lens (approx. f 0.5). Elaborate optical system, many
coated lenses. Uses 2 pen-

light batteries. Govt. cost ap-

prox. $300. Factory -new. Ship-

400 CYCLE, 3 PHASE GENERATOR

INVERTERS

BY MASTER ELECTRIC

Type AG, frame 364Y,
7.5 kw, 3428 rpm, pf
Star

.95.

10042-1-A Bendix

DC Input 14 volts;

Output: 115 volts;
400 cycles. 1 -phase; 50 watt

$35.00

O

120/208

3
phase 22
amps.
Delta connected
120 volt single phase

Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase; .45
$25.00
amp. Input: 24 VDC, 5 amps

$24.50

Output: 115 volts,

voltmeter and

AC

ESTERLINE-ANGUS
RECORDER
DC Milliameter permanent mag-

fre-

net moving coil type. Spring
clock dual speed drive (hour

quency meter. Shaft 1"
dia., 2" long; overall

Output: 6 volts; 400 cycles, 6 volt amperes,

12142-1-A Bendix

With infrp-red lens, spare sealed beam
lamp, batteries. Shipping wt. 23 lbs.
Price $14.95

Self excited.
Complete with control
box, voltage regulator,

12117 Bendix

VA; 6 PF. Input: 27.5 volts DC; 1.25 amps.

strong beam of invisible infra -red rays.

66 amps.

12116-2-A Bendix

$15.00
1
phase. Input: 24 VDC; I amp.
12121 Bendix
Input: 24 volt D.C. 18 amp. 12000 r.p.m.
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 -phase. 250
$49.50
volt amp, 7 pf.
12123 Bendix
Output: 115 V; 3 phase; 400 cycle; amps.
$49.50
.5; Input: 24 VDC; 12 amp.
12126-2-A Bendix
Output: 26 volts; 3 phase; 400 cycle; 10

connected

Price $19.95
ping wt. 9 lbs.
Waterproof Carrying Case, extra. Shipping
Price $3.00
wt. 3 lbs.
Dual purpose U.S.N. floodlight throws

and minute). Instructions, connection diagrams and instrument
data sheet with each instrument.

dim. of unit: 21"x18"x
20".

Price $395.00 each

r

Portable Case.

PT. -7

New.

Model AW 0-I MA

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTO PILOT DIREC-

SELSYNS-

TIONAL GYRO IN-

SYNCHROS

DICATOR and CONTROL UNIT

phase, 400 cycle, 250

3

Input: 27.5 VDC, 22 amps. Voltage
$99.50
and frequency regulated.
12147-1 Pioneer
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cycles; single phase.
$19.95 each
Input: 24-30 VDC; 8 amps.
10285 Leland

Mod. 8K63AC. 115 volts,

VA.

Output: 115 volts AC; 750 VA, 3 phase, 400
cycle,

.90

pf and 26 volts. 50 VA single

phase, 400 cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 VDC,
60 amps. cont. duty, 6000 rpm. Voltage and

$59.50
frequency regulated.
10563 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase; 115

VA; 75 pf. Input: 28.5 VAC; 12 amps. $25.00

F16 Jack & Heintz

Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle,
or 3 phase,
250 VA pf. 9. Input: 27.5 volts, 20 amp.
1

Electronic

frequency and

voltage regulated.
$99.50 each

PE109 Leland
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc.'

single phase;

Input: 13.5 VDC; 29

1.53 amp.; 8000 rpm.

$50 00

amp.

PE218 Leland
Output: 115

92 amps.; 8000
BRAND NEW

phase pf. 90;
Input: 25-28 VDC;

single

VAC;

380/500 cycle; 1500 VA.

rpm.;

Volts

Exc.

27.5
$30.00

'AN 3499 Eicor, Class "A"
Input: 27.5 volts at 9.2 amps. AC. Output:
115 volts, 400 cycles; 3 phase, 100 voltamp;
continuous duty.

Price $39.50 each

MG54D BENDIX INVERTER
Output: 200, 115 volts; 400 cycle, single or
3 phase; .80 pf, 250 VA. Input: 28 VDC, 22
amps.
$99.50
C78410 Repeater 115V 60 cy.
20.00

DIFFERENTIAL

ni

long, 11r
reverse ratio.

Size

2 ,1,"

dia.

1-1

1CT cont. Trans 90/55V 60 cy.
1DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
1F Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 60 cy.
1G Gen. 115V 60 cy.
1HDG
I HCT
1HG

1SF Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 400 cy.
2J1F1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
211F3 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1FA1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1G1 57.5/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1H1 Diff. Gen. 57.5V 400 cy.
21501 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5F1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5H1 Gen. 115/105V 60 cy.
2J15M1 Gen: 115/57.5V 400 cy.
5CT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5D Diff. Mtr. 90/90V 60 cy.
50DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
5F Syn. Mtr. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5HCT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5SDG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 400 cy.
60G Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
6G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
7G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
C56701 Type 11-4 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C69405-2 Type 1-1 Transm. 115V 60 cy.

C69406 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406-1 Type 11-2 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C76166 Volt. Rec. 115V 60 cy.
C78248 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C78249 Syn. Diff. 115V 60 cy.
C78863 Repeater 115V 60 cy.
C79331 Transm. Type 1-4 115V 60 cy.
851 Bendix Autosyn Mtr. 22V 60 cy.
403 Kollsman Autosyn. Mtr. 32V 60 cy.
FPE-25-II Diehl Servo Mfr.
75/115V 60 cy.

$34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
12.50
7.50
10.00
7.50
5.00
7 50
17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
12.50
25.00
34.50
42.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
12.50
5.00
7.50
20.00
7.50
7.50
19.50
19.50
15.00

FPE-43-1 Resolver 400 cy.
FJE-43-9 Resolver 115V 400 cy.

1/4" shaft on each end;

one shaft 25/32" long,
one shaft 15/32" long.
Input

and

output gear

1-23.32" dia. 53 teeth.

HONEYWELL VERTICAL GYRO
MODEL JG7003A-1

Stock No. 150 $3.50 ea.

115

volts,

400

cycles, single

phase, 35 watts.
Pitch and roll
P o t e ntiometer

SIMPLE
DIFFERENTIAL
1

to

1

inches.

Stock No. 151

pickoffs 890
ohms,

reverse ratio; 48

teeth on input and output gear, 1-1/32 inch diameter.
Total outside diameter 1-25/32
Shaft size

is

1/4

inch.

One shaft is 9/16" long; other
shaft is 3/16" long.
$5.00

Price $250.00

40

volts

max. AC or DC.

Speed 20,000

0

rpm, ang. momentum 12,500,000
gm -cm 2/sec. Erec-

tion system 27 VAC,
400 cycles, time 5 min. to 1/2°. Weight 5.5 lbs.
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Price $35.00 each

400

cps,

phase,

3

40

watts. Has settable induction pick -off.
Price $10.00

VARIABLE SPEED BALL DISC
INTEGRATORS

No. 145
Forward

&

Reverse

21/4-0-21/4.

Input

shaft

spline gear 12 teeth 9/32" dia. 3/8" long. Output shaft 15/64" dia. x 15/32" long. Control
shaft 11/32" x 3/e" long. Cast aluminum construction.

Approx.

3" x 23/4".

size 3" x

No. 146
Forward & Reverse 4-0-4.

In-

put shaft 5/16" dia. x 3/4"
long.
Output shaft 15/64"
dia. x 9/16" long. Control
shaft 11/64" dia. x 11/16"
long.

Cast

struction.

aluminum

con-

$17.50 ea.

Approx. size 41/2"
x 41/2" x 4".
(All Shafts Ball Bearing Supported)

SMALL DC
MOTORS

(approx. size overall 33/4" x 11/4" dia.:)
5067126 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 125 RPM,
$15.00 ea.
Governor Controlled
12.50
5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm
15.00
5069230 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 145 rpm
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w. brake 6.50
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm
5.00
(1x1 x2")
5069790 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 100 RPM,
15.00 ea.
Governor Controlled
10.00
5BA1OA118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm
5BAI0AJ37 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00

5BA10AJ52 27 VDC 145 rpm reversible

12.50

15.00
5BAIOAJ50, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 rpm
206-1001 PM Planetary Gear Reduced
Motor with Magnetic Brake. Mfgd. by
Air Equipment 26 volts 600 ma 145 rpm 17.50
5BA1OFJ33, G.E., 12 VDC, 56 rpm reversible 15.00
806069 Oster series reversible 1/50 h.p.
5.00
10,000 rpm. 27.5 VDC 15/8" x 31/2"
3.00
C -28P -IA 27 VDC 1/100 h.p. 7,000 rpm
7.50
7100 -8 -PM Hansen 24 VDC 160 rpm
SSFD-6-25 Diehl PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm 4.00
6 -volt PM motor mfgd. by Hansen 5,000 rpm
11/4" in dia., 2" long overall
4.00

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
AMP Incorporated
29
Aeronautical Communicut
Equipment
Inc.
139
Aircraft Armaments
137
Airpax Products Co
112
Allen-Bradley Co.
51
American Electrical Heater Co
152
31
American Lava Corporation
American Time Products Inc
82
Amperite Co.. Inc
131
Ampitenol Electronics Corp
40. 41
32A, 32B
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co
Andrew Corporation
23
Art Wire & Stamping Co
162
Audio Devices. Inc
100
Augat Bros., Inc
145

CUT
COSTS

Autonetics, A Division of North American Aviation, Inc

on small

components

Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bendix Aviation Corp.

22

Eclipse -Pioneer Div.

Red Bank Div
Bendix-Pacific Division of Bendix Aviation Corp.
Bird Electronic Corp
Boesch Mfg. Co., Inc
Booker & Waliestad, Inc
British Industries Corporation
Brush Instruments Division of Clevite
Corp.

46,

138
33

Cosmic Condenser Co
Coto -Coil Co., Inc
Cubic Corp.

forms figures in your profit picture, let'
us give you a quotation on your current

components. Send us a sample or blue-'
print . . . and discover how big savings
in time and production costs, big gains
in precision and uniformity are possible

4

Handy & Harman

60
164
119

Harper -Leader Inc.
Heath Company

Helipot Corp.. Div. of Beckman Instru-

ments, Inc.
121
24, 25
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hudson Tool & Die Company, Inc
19
Hughes Products, a Div. of Hughes Aircraft Co.
15. 52, 53
Humphrey. Inc.
38
Hycon, a Sub. of Hycon Mfg. Co
143

International Electronics Research Corp. 130

124
96

146

Electronics
Carbon Co.

Division of

35

,Jeffers

47
44

Jones Electronics Co., Inc., M. C
Jones, Howard B. Division of Cinch
Mtg.

Curtiss-Wright Corp.

145
145
56
129

D & R Ltd

137

- MI Eli

If the cost of metal stampings and wire

General Electric Co., Apparatus
General Mills, Mechanical Div
Grant Pulley & Hardware Corp

120

Cambridge Thermionic Corp
20. 21
Cannon Electric Co
59
Chance (,"ought Aircraft Co
104. 105
Cinch Mfg. Corp
91
Clare 8: Co.. C. P
49
Computer Instruments Corp
127
Continental -Diamond Fibre Div. of the
Budd Company, Inc
34

IM

148
148
126
58

Gamewell Co.

63

Bussmann Mfg. Co

1111 -

(1 M Laboratories. Inc

Speer
142, 143

3rd Cover

DeMornay-Bonardi
Deutsch Co., The
Dow Corning Corp

144
118
10. 11
117

Dumont Laboratories. Inc.. Alien B
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.) E. 1
Poly -chemicals Dept.
Pigments Dept.

39
48

145

Lewis Engineering Co
Librttscope, Inc.

141
139

Linde Company, Division of Union Carbide Corp.

Magnetics, Inc.

Mallory and Co.. Inc., P. R
Marconi Instruments, Ltd
Marion Electrical Instrument Co
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co
Micro Switch, a Div. of Minneapolis Honeywell

13

135

149
95
32

150
144
17

Millen Mfg. Co.. Inc., James

54
103

Modine 311g. Co

141

Motorola, Inc.

on small components, when Art Wire I

144

Kintel
Korman Electric Co., Inc

Magnetic Amplifiers, Inc
Daven Company

123

57

tackles the job!

Our engineering staff, our production
experience, and our modern high speed I
equipment are always at your disposal.
If you wish to learn more about what a

wide and versatile range of shapes and'
parts we can produce for you-at lower

cost than you'd guess-just write for I

Signal Corp., Industrial
Division
Edo Corporation
Eitel-.McCullough, Inc.
Eagle

Timer

Electrical Industries
Electronics Tube Corp
Eleetro-Pulse. Inc.
Erie Electronics Division, Erie Resistor
Corp.

148

30
43

Ney Company. J. M

North American Aviation, Inc

142
141

Olive Can Company

143

Pacific Moulded Products Co
Pendar, Inc.
Perkin Engineering Corp
Philamon Laboratories. Inc
Philco Corporation
Polytechnic Research & Development Co ,

152

55
108
133
125

Lir illustrated folder.

INN em sum im!
Fairchild

ART WIRE

Division

AND STAMPING CO.
18 Boyden Place, Newark 2,

N. J.

Controls

Corp.,

Felker Manufacturing Co
Fenwal Electronics. Inc
Film Capacitors, Inc
Frenchtown Porcelain Co

Components

140
129
129
139
163

163
9
45
84
61
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Potter S Bromfield, Inc

97
111

Power Designs. Inc

alumina
ceramics
for electronic applications

BB Iii,

Essex Wirt' Corp ..... 98,

Radio orporat
of America
Ha ..... -Wooldridge Corp.
Raytheon 311g. (' pany
6

149

128. 151, 153

Res Corporation
Rotron Manufacturing' Co., Inc

1119

122

Seel() Corporation of .1 modest

161
131

Slip Ring Company of .4merica
Sorensen ti
Soothco 11i% South Chester Corp
Speer Carbon (
Sprague Elefd eh

pall)"

5
511

142. 143

CO

3

stoilflart Aircraft Radio Co.. Inc
8)1A:sofa

Now you can apply the
unique properties of alumina ceramics to special
electronic projects:
Low dielectric losses at all microwave frequencies.

Extremely high mechanical
strength in conjunction with
thermal stability and chemical
inertness.

99

4111 Cover

Electric Products.

141

Ililt

111111....1114

53 steno Corporal fun

139

Taylor Fibre Co

132
106

'Teel

logy

1111111.111111.nt Corp

Tekfroniv.
Texas Instr
'uts 111COrpOrat ell
Trallsitron.
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co
Tong -Sol Electric, Isle

2/4
1111

111
37

93

Can be metallized and hermetically sealed to various metals by
high temperature brazing.

Frenchtown alumina cer-

amics are produced in a

1 -agar Elect 1111 Tools I Ile

Toiled 'Transformer Cu

variety of sizes and
geometries, either in prototype or production

quantities. Dense shapes
of over 200 cubic inches
have been manufactured.

136

91111 Cover

ELECTRONIC RELAY
30. 113

.%ssociates

Veeder-Itoot

Inc.

NO MOVING PARTS

To engineers and scien-

tists who wish to learn

more about the capabili-

ties and limitations of
alumina ceramics, French -

town welcomes the opportunity to assist in the
selection and proper utilization of these amazing

NVaters 111atnifact tiring. Inc

114. 115

einschel Engr. A Mfg. Corp
11 41 a )11

11111.1.11:11i011111

161

131

1111.

B. -ding -house Eleel ric ('orp

''7

.si off Instrument Corp., a Division of
1):1) st

,

Ine.

yet...SNAP ACTION!

107

Switching either AC or DC
Pull In 18 VDC

Drop Out 7 VDC
Coil circuit isolated from
switching circuit
Completely potted
No vibration problems
No contact bounce
No contact contamination

materials. This assistance
is directed toward obtaining optimum performance,

simplifying complexity,

reducing cost and expediting delivery.

Technical literature

will be sent upon request.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
F. J. Eberle, Business Mgr.

PENDAR ALSO MANUFACTURES

ELECTRONIC TIMERS
ELECTRONIC FLASHERS

Professional Services

158

SPECIAL ELECTRICAL OR
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
AREAS OPEN FOR MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVES

frenchtown

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.154-159

PORCELAIN COMPANY
FRENCHTOWN, NEW JERSEY

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale
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2660-64 SO. LA OMEGA BOULEVARD
160-161

CIRCLE 240 READERS SERVICE CARD
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ADVERTISERS INDEX

pluzcidicit

DOUBLE -STUB
Barry Electronics
Bristol Co.. The

155

CBS-Hytron
C & H Sales Co
Chrysler Corporation

154

154

td ae -0

\
5'

TUNERS

161

Freq.

Model
No.

158

Range
KMC

.75 - 10

05-1 0 9

t

+0

Edo Corporation

158

Fidelity Personnel Service

159

.4

4

D5-10911

.2

-2

Chart

on

base

for

easy matching.

Collect -type locks

...about a Fast

prevent accidental
movement of stubs.

Reliable Way to Plot
Nyquists!

General Electric (HMEE)
General Electric (LMEE)

159

Goodyear Aircraft Corp

156

Adjustable spacing

156

between stubs.

Wide -range imped-

Only one instrument, the Servoscope
Servosystem Analyzer, provides all
the necessary data to plot a Nyquist
diagram for any servosystem or component. Either sine, square, or modulated carrier wave signal is available
as the input to your system. Each of

DS -109L

ance matching.

Minimum noise

I

I
pattern, the resulting quantitative
changes are read directly. Signal I
amplitude (voltage gain ratio) is
read directly from the associated
indicator. The Nyquist diagram is I
completed by plotting phase and gain
for each of the selected frequencies.
Servoscope is the only single I
instrument that:
Covers the frequency range from
0.001 to 100 cps through choice of I
5 standard models.

with short in motion.

Kaman Aircraft Corp

155

the selected frequencies is fed in

Adjustable height

Weinschel Engineering

turn into the system. By turning the

calibrated phase dial for a null

Evaluates both AC carrier and DC

WI

160

Legri. S. Co

KENSINGTON, MARYLAND
CIRCLE 242 READERS SERVICE CARD

Philips Electronics Inc

159

Radio Research Instrument CO

160

Sikorsky Aircraft
Sylvania Electric Products Inc

156

ON ANY PART-

157

TO ALL SPECS

Telephone Engineering Co

160

Universal Relay Corp

160

same, no matter where you buy
them. But you do get more for
your money when you buy pre-

160

cious metal plating from Harper Leader. You get the full benefits
of the engineering, metallurgical,
and other highly specialized services of Harper -Leader's technical

servosystem.

Provides all the following signals
- sine wave, modulated carrier
wave, and square wave phaseable
with respect to either electronic
linear sweep or sinusoidally modulated reference signal.

Has a frequency calibration accuracy of ±2%; phase measurement
accuracy of ±1°.

Accepts any carrier frequency
from 50 to 2000 cps.

Requires no calibration.
Indicates by means of associated
oscilloscope, oscillograph, phase
meter, or frequency meter.

I
Chief Control Systems Engineer

Send for the full story on Servoscope

V & H Radio -Electronics

Servosystem Analyzer. Just address your

request on your company letterhead to
Dept TWF.

I

GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM,
RHODIUM, PALLADIUM... the
precious metals generally cost the

staff.

Send for Bulletin E-58
This index

I20-20 Jericho Tooke, New Ilyde rank, L. L. N. Y.
WESCON BOOTH 1501.2

Ella EMI OMNI NMI Ralf EON
CIRCLE 241 READERS SERVICE CARD

164

is published

as a service.

Every care is

taken to make it accurate. but ELECTRONICS assumes
no responsibilities for errors or omissions.

HARPER -LEADER, INC.

Waterbury 20, Conn.
CIRCLE 243 READERS SERVICE CARD
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N

N

Better shape factor
over wider frequency range
av

ri

new EGG CRATE LC filters...
6'661

11)tot/.

,,pcCejir

y: ±1.0 KC per MCP',/,'

.11(

ht 60.0 21(

tcitts. (.'t!cr fictottiney shtfactor:
l't;°(

BW60/BW6 to -Li. Shape factors can be modified fin- optimal!,
time delay.

In addition to these outstanding specifications, Daven's
new LC filters offer a unique type of construction which makes
them the most rugged filters ever built. Small cells are welded

THEDAVEN co-

together to form the partitioned shield compartment... making
this the first filter with truly continuous mechanical and electrical bond...providing a high degree of inter -circuit shielding.
Daven's new LC filters are ideal for shaping the pass band
of AM /FM or FM/FM data link receivers, double or single slide
band receivers and generators, direction finding receivers,cammunication and telemetering receivers, and spectrum analyzers. So versatile, in fact, that applications are almost
less. Write today for complete, newly -published technical data.

LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY

TODAY. MORE THAN EVER, THE DAVEN © STANDS FOR DEPENDABILITY

Preferred Tube Type for TV Damper Circuits
The outstanding features of the improved

cathode temperature.

RCA-6AU4-GTA make it a highly dependable tube in horizontal -deflection

means of emission tests at extremely low

circuits of TV receivers. A Preferred

heater voltage. Continuous monitoring

Tube Type, the 6AU4-GTA exhibits an
unusual ability to resist plate -to -cathode

through the use of cycled operational life
tests plus cathode coating adherence tests
provide further performance checks. The
result is a tube you can rely on!
The RCA-6AU4-GTA is just one of the

arcing and internal breakdowns. This
ability is derived largely from its cooler
operation and improved construction.
Better heat dissipation is achieved
with an increased bulb area, new plate
shape, an improved "getter" design and
the use of special "clad" plate material.
Excellent uniformity and adherence of
the cathode coating plus a cooler oper-

ating heater provide a more uniform

Borderline tubes are eliminated by

62 Preferred Tube Types...selected to
meet most of your TV, AM and FM re-

ceiver requirements. Like the 6AU4GTA, each Preferred Tube Type is noted
for its quality, economy and popularity.
Ask your RCA Representative for the
current list of proved -in-service Pre-

ferred Tube Types. Or, write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section H-1 9 -DE -3,
Harrison, New Jersey.
FREE! SLIDE -GUIDE TO PREFERRED

TUBE TYPES helps you quickly select

Ile RCA Preferred Tube Type for a
specific service. Gives base diagrams and

characteristics. Call or write your RCA
Field Office for your "Slide -Guide".
RCA Field Offices
East: 744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J. HUmboldt 5-3900

Midwest: Suite 1t54, Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicagot54. III. WHitehall 4.2900
West: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.
los Angeles 22, Calif. RAymond 3-8361

M0% IA RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Val

Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.

